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Orã Reading:

Does It Reflect

Decoding or Comprehension?

Joseph H. Danks

Ramona Fears

Kent State University

How do most elementary school teachers determine whethera child can read?

It is likely that the teacher hands the child a book at the child's estimated

reading level and asks the child to read. That the reading is to be aloud is

usually not stated but understood implicitly by both teacher and child, What

reading activity is commonly found in most traditional lower-elementary-

grade classrooms?--children reading aloud individually or in unison. Oral
reading provides the teacher with a quick evaluation of each child's progress

and provides the child with practice on at least some aspects of reading.

Although oral reading is a widely used procedures we lack well-develOped

theories concerning what specific components of the reading process are
assessed and what reading skills are developed by oral reading-.

TWO HYPOTHESES ABOUT ORAL READING

A general model of reading that is commonly assumed proposes thi.t print
input is first deeded into a phonological code that has most of the
characteristics of an oral verbal input. This code is t hen comprehended by the
usual routines of language comprehension that the child has developed for
speech. These two stages of readingare usually seen as discrete stages that can
be taught independently. This assumption has led to a division of reading

instruction into teaching decoding and comprehension. Decoding depends
only minimally on comprehension. although some ingrtigators posit
"downstream" effects on the basis of top-down models of comprehension.
For example, a major aspect of Goodman's (1%7) informed-guessing model
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is that previously
comprehended material facilitates the deioding of print.However, these downstream influences of comprehension

on decoding areusually not thought to be essential for
successful decoding but only helpfulwhen the contextual inform iiiiiiii is available. On the other hand,comprehension is necessarily dependent on decoding for the representationon which to operate. Except for providing the input for arnprnsion,however, the decoding

process does not directly_affect the comprehensionProcess [Eds, note: See alio Frederiksen.
and Goodman and Goodman,Volume 1, this series],

Gen this rough
two-stage model of reading. where does oral productionfit? The motor production aspect of oral reading

must be"tacked on" to themodel of the reading
process, because there is no production

componentexplicit in the Model. There are two general
hypotheses as to when oralproduction is initiated in the reading

proceSt. These hypothesesare illustratedin Fig. 4.1.

The decoding hypothetis, is that oral production is initiated immediatelyfollowing decoding (point A in Fig. 4.1). Oral production is initiated on thehasis of the phonological "code that is the output of decoding, (Oral readingthen serves as practice during the initial decoding stage.) In this case, theremight be no comprehension of the text at or oral production andcompreheritiOn might progress in parallel;
or comprehension might_ occurmuch later than the oral production,

perhaps as the reader hears him- orherself talk. Children
sometimes imitate speed Without

comprehending it,soit would not seem unreasonable
that beginning readers might initiate oral*diction on the basis of the

phonological codewithout comprehendingthemessage first.

PRINT

INPut DECODING

U

Isemwt representationi__
COMPREHENSION

-SPEECH

ARTICULATION

SPEECH

SENTENCE

CONE TRUCTION

SPEECH

ARTICULATION

SPEECH

FIC, 4,1. To
hypotheses about oral reading ptiformance,
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The comprehension hypothesis is that oral productionis initiated only after
comprehension processes have constructed a semantic representation of the
message (point B in Fig. 4.1). Oral

prOdtiOtion is initiated from the semantic
representation and not from the pliiiticihitical code that existed at an Wier
point in the process. In fact the verbal code may no longer exist at the timeat
Which oral production is initiated. The oral production process beginning
with the semantic

representation resembles sentence production in its
essential -cciinponenti. A speaker has an idea to express, and he or she
translates that idea into lingusiticform and then expresses it in Speech, In oral
reading, the semantic representation of the printed

message constitutes the
idea that serves as the input to the production process.

These two hypotheses
represent climes of hypotheses, with Variations

depending on the specific conceptions Of decoding;
comprehensicin, and

speech production. For example, comprehension is described as if it were a
single process with a fixed beginning and ending. H °Weyer; comprehension
may be a lobte etillection of

processing strategies rather than a single routine.
The _possible variations in these two classes of hypothiiiis will become
evident. For the' moment, they serve as convenient touchstones for
conceptualizing the questionof how oral production meshes with the reading
prOcess. The two hypotheses can be differentiated further by comparing two
types of readers that appear to embody each hypothesis.

Word Callers

The decoding hypothesis appears to be supported_
by reading disabled

children labeled iiOrd callers (Smith; Goodman, & Meredith, 1976), These
_are children who can read aloud but who do not underttind what they have

read. One wouldassume on the basis of their oral reading peritirrnincethatthey understand.
However, When they are tested for comprehension of the

messate, they have at best a minimal
understanding of what they have just

read, Word callers'understa tiding is tititrod
A hen they are permitted to

read silently. Althoughit is not clear what they are doing when they are tiled
reading other than staring at the page, their understanding is not increased,
So the problem it hot that their normal comprehension process is disrupted
by the additional task of liaing to read aloud. In terms ofour general model,
then, word callers support the decoding hypothesis in that their oral
production must be initiated immediately

following decoding but before
comprehension occurs.

At one time or another, many adults have had the experience of readingaloud without
Comprehending, When karriiiii a foreign language, many

people pass through a phase when they
can read aloud in the second languagebut not understand what they read. Or when reading some particularlydifficult text like a philosophic

treatise, one might read it aloud to allow more

ui' r
..1!
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time to think about what is being said butstilt might not understand What is
written. it seems possible; then, that at an early point in reading acquisition,
some beginning readers might be able to read aloud on the basis of their
decoding skills but not comprehend the message.

There is considerable dispute; however, over whither word callers reallyexist and over what the criteria should be for so labeling a child, Goodman
(1973) claimed that 'remedial reading classesare filled with youngsters in late
elementary and secondary schools who can sound out words but get little
meaning from their reading [p. 491)," although he adduced no statistics to
support that claim: Other reading specialists claim that the number Of true
word callers is exceedingly small, because children who are labeled "w.ord
caller" b elassroom teachers actually have poor decoding skills or poor
language comprehension skills:

What criteria should be considered in classifying a child as a word caller?
According to the traditional definition: the child must be able to read aloud
reasonably well and not understand what was read. Whit is meant by
reasonably well? At minimum, the child must read at close to the typical rate
of comprehending readers with about the same number of errors and with
normal intonation. There is some question of whether word callers can meet
these criteria. For example;

poor readers tend to read with a list intonation
(Clay & Irrilach, 1971), Reading with a list intonation is a clear clue to a lack of
comprehension, because decoding punctuation and combining that.
information with the meaning of the passage leads to intonation patterns
more typical of speech. What is meant by not understand? The key test is
whether the child can understand the passage if it is presented aurall. If
adults had the foreign language text or the philosophy essay read aloud, they
would not understand it any better than when they read it themselves. Ifthe
child does not comprehend when listening, the problem may be attributable
to a general. language

or conceptual deficit rather than to a deficiency in
readinopecific comprehension skills or in the coordination

of decoding and
comprehension processes.

Word callers may be related to a class of children labeled "hyperlexics,"
who are superficially similar to word callers in their reading behavior
(Mehegan & Dreifuss-, 1972; SilVerbeig & Silverberg;

1967; 1968- 1969). The
common distinguishing feature is that they manifested an unusual arid
premature talent in reading [aloud] against a background of generalized
failure of development;

or marked impairment, Of other language functions"
(M ehegan & Dreifuss, 1972, p. 1106). Their reading isa v oraciphs compulsion
that frequently develops, in the preschool years. In addition; they are
frequently retarded, autistic; or hyperkinetic.

Perhaps these children
represent an extreme instance of word calling mixed with an intellectual or
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emotional disturbance; or theymay be a qualitatively different type of eak:

Given the disagreements about both word callers and hyperlexic.s, carefi

investigations and descriptions of both are needed.

Dialect Spoors

Readers whose oral reading appears to support the comprehensio

hypothesis are those whose oral language dialect is different from the dialm

of the primers, The most salient example in the United States are childrt

who speak a Black dialect and learn to read from primers printed in standai

Eiglish: When asked to read aloud; they produce numerous "errors" in or

production; that is; their speech does not match the speech that one wou

expect, based on the print. However, their deviations are not arbitrary wi

respect to the meaning of the text. Many of these errors" do not change.t1

meaning of the text but are a translation of the message into the reader

dialect. (Eds. note: See Shuy, Volume I ; this series; and Simons; this volunn

Dialectal variation occurs at all linguistic levels; although phonerr

miscues are the most frequent in oral reading (Burke, 1973). Although Bla

children may "mispronounce" a printed word (e.g.; to for road), th

comprehend the meaning of the printed word (MelmedJ 973). Many Ott

Black English responses in oral reading are morphological variations, such

dropping regular past-tense and third-person singular endings on verbs a

plural and _possessive markers on nouns (Rosen & Ames, 1972a, 197:

1973). Lexical substitutions also occur for example; budtet forp

and gym shoes for sneakers (Btirke, 1973); However; we have found

studies that have reported eases where dialectal variations changed mean'

more than oral reading errors of standard English speakers changed meani

To translate the text into their oral dialect without a change in mein

necessitates that Black children first comprehend theprinted text. A fort

they must decode the standard English text correctly before comprehend

it. It is incorrect to claim that these children have deficient decoding skills

fact, it is inappropriate to label these children as having a reading probh

They know how to read. The variation in oral reading results from avariat

in speech that is different from standard English:

At the very least; oral reading is an inappropriate assessment tool w

applied to these children unless the "errors" are interpreted in terms of

child's own dialect. Hunt (1974-1975) scored Black children's responses

the Gray Oral Reading Test both according to the manual and correcting

dialectal responses. She found an increase of only 0.1 grade lad WW1

two scoring systems, although that difference was statistically signific

However, the better readers (as defined by the standard scoring of thetest

11
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who were still below grade level) were helped more by the dialectal scoringThey pined One-lialf grade level on the
average with some childrengainingmore than a Wilde grade level:

Using oral reading as an instructional
device in the classroom must betempered by a teacher who understands

that a child who
translates into his orher own dialect is reading correctly (Goodman, 1965a; Goodman &1973; Lahov; l967); Otherwise, the teacher may underestimate the child'slevel of reaching

achievement and may put undue
pressure on the child bycc istantly "correcting" his or her oral

productions. The child also may beconfused by not understanding why the teacher iscorrecting what he or she isreading correctly Fasold; 1969),

These -children Who read orally by translating the standard English of theprimers into their own dialect provide
convincing evidence for the

comprehension hypothesis.
Accurate comprehension (and thereforeaccuratedecoding) must have occurred before the child initiated oral production.

RESEARCH ON ORAL READING

Given the identification of these two types of readers; one Of Whomapparently supports each hypothesis, what empirical evidence is available?Three sources of evidence are reviewed. One source is the analysis of oralreading errors. The errors or miscues
are evaluated with respect to the reading

processes_ that underlie, the performance. A second source, of evidence isstudies of eye-voice span. If the eye-voice span varies with the semantic-,syntattic, or conceptual difficulty of the text; then the reader may becomprehending the meaning before initiating the oral production. The thirdsource of evidence is a task in which the
text material is alteredfor example,a misspelled word,a wrong part of speech,

a semantically anomalous word, ora logical inconsistency,
Whether the oral reader is disrupted by a particulartype of alteration it the text indicates whether he or she is using that type ofinformation to process the text,

Oral Reading Errors

A major prOblein with the literature on oral reading
errors has been the lackof agreement on a classification

system to analyze the errors (Weber, 1968).The classification
schemes reflect the

investigators' underlyingassumptionsabout the nature of the reading
process._ Those who view oral readingprimarily as a performance skill

score as errors hesitations;
poor enunciation,and inappropriate intonation and phrasing ( \Veber,

1968). Those who vieworal reading as a reflection of underlying
processes have focused on the

4
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graphiclhonetic similarity and syritactic-semantic acceptability as two

major determinants of oral reading errors;

Using specially constructed word lists; Shankweiler and Liberman (1972)

found that optical confusability; as exemplified by reversals of letter sequence

and orientation; was a much less significant factor in producing oral reading

errors than were orthographic factors, sueh as position of the sound Segments

and phoneme-grapheme correspondences. Initial segments were better read

than medial or final ones, and consonants were read better than vowels.

Errors on vowels were predicted by the number of possible orthographic

representations.

Using word lists as opposed to prose precludes any evaluation of syntactic

and semantic determinants: Shankweiler and Liberman (1972) justified their

use of word lists by the fact that there were significantcorrelations (averaging

.70) between error scores on oral reading of lists of words and error scores on

the Gray Oral Reading Test in each, of four groups of children. They

concluded that "the problems of the beginning reader appear to have more to

CIO With the syntlfetis of syllables than with scanning of larger "chunks of

connected text D. 2981." However, since the wordlist data accouoted for only

about 50% of the variance on the Gray Oral Reading Test, considerable

variance remains to be explained by syntactic and semantic components of

connected text Goodman (1965b) reported that many words that were

missed when they appeared on a list of isolated words were read correctll

when they appeared in a story context. In fact, first graders read 64%, second

graders read 75%, and third graders read 82% of the missed words correctly

given the syntactic and semantic constraints of the story,

The term semantic constraints is usually used to refer to the meanins of the

sentence constraining what lexical items might meaningfully complete tht

sentence. Semantic constraints also can be used to refer to access to tht

meaning of a word in the lexicon; or "mental dictionary." Two experiment

with isolated words are particularly relevant. Perfetti and Hogaboam (1975'

reported that more skilled comprehenders were more rapid at won

recognition (and pronunciation) than were less skilled comprehinders, evet

when all words were known to both groups.. The difference betweel th

groups_ was larger for infrequent than for frequent words, GolinkOff ant

Rosiriski (1976) used a somewhat different task in which automatic sett anti,

access would interfere with the subject's performance on picture naming

"They found that although less skilled comprehenders were weak on decoding

their semantic access skills were not impariect The results of these two studio

=inconsistent with respect to whether more r.tid less skilled compretender

tiller in semantic access. However; the fact that variation in semantic acces

affected naming responses indicates that semantic access occurred befotith

naming response was initiated.

ii
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Other investigators have compared the effects of graphic andsyntactic- semantic constraints on errors in connected text; They haveuniformly
reported that oral reading

errors are represented
more accuratelyas alternatives that

are syntactically
and semantically plausible than asalternatives that match graphic

constraints. Out 01 7,674 substitution
errorscommitted by first graders Clay (1968) reported that 72% were syntacticallyappropriate but that only 41% could be attributed to grapheme-phoneme

correspondences: Biemiller(1970)
found that first graders'graphically

similarsubstitution
errors were less frequent

than were contextually appropriatesubstitutions. A similar finding
has been reported by Weber (1970a, I970b);however, good first-grade readers were

more influenced by graphic similaritythan were poor readers: Visual
graphic form

appears to constrain the choiceof a response from a set of possible words previously limited by syntacticandsemantic constraints,
The graphic form of a word does

not appear to he aprimary factor per se,

That the large majority of substitution
errors in oral reading

tend to besyntactically and semantically
appropriate is well documented.

In one case,oral reading errors of college students
were not just syntactically appropriatebut Were predicted by a formal grammar, an augmented transition

network(Stevens & Rumelhart, 1975). Studies by Biemiller(1970),Clay(1968),
Cohen(1974.-1975), Goodinan

(1 965b); and Weber(1970a,
I 970b) reported

that firstgraders' oral reading errors tend to be grammatical and meaningful for thecontext up to the point of the error. Frequently-,
the error is grammaticallyand semantically

consistent with the remainder of the sentence as wellifnot,self-correction
usually occurs (Clay, 1969; Goodman,

1965 b; Weber, 1970a),Weber (1970a) reported that ungrammatical
errors were more graphicallysimilar to the printed word than were grammatical

errors, illustrating a trade-off bet%een these two determinants.
Biemiller (1970) studied first graderslongitudinally

through the first grade. He found an initial phase in which theerg ors were semantically
appropriate tii the prior context but were minimallyrelated to the graphic form of the stimuliis word. During a second phasecalled the.nonresponse

phase, the number of errors dropped,
and there was anincrease in graphically similar

substitutions
whereas the percentage ofcontextual (semantically

appropriate) substitutions remained constant,Finally, in the third phase, the percentage of contextual substitutionsincreased whereas the
percentage of graphic substitutions

remained stable. Acomparable sequence
has been reported by Clay (1969) for selr-Corrections

byfirst-grade children
(5 Years old in New Zealand), Initially, errors were self-corrected only if they did not make sense in the context; then visuallydissimilar errors were corrected;

and finally, both factors were relevant, sothat only a substitution that
made sense and was graphically similar was leftuncorrected.
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There is some evidence that certain types of oral reading errors may be a

partial function of the instructional program. The children observed by

Biemiller; by Weber, and by Clay were receiving reading instruction in

meanivemphasis programs. Cohen (1974-1975) analyzed the oral reading

errors of first graders being taught with a code-emphasis approach; Her

results were a bit different from Biemiller's in that she found only a few

readers who went through an initial phase of giving contextual responses;

Instead, most started out in a brief nonresponse phase. In the next phase;

thee children produced a significant number of nonsense words. Evidently,

the emphasis on sounding out words and attempting to pronounce them

induced children to make up words based on the graphic stimulus. Following

the phase in which nonsense errors predominated, the children began

producing meaningful word substitutions as the context gained in
importance.

It appears that the primary conclusion to be derived from studies of oral

reading errors is that readers proceed through the comprehension stage

before initiating oral production, How else could syntactic and semantic

constraints have such a powerful effect on oral reading errors unless such

were the case? Not only is this conclusion true for skilled adult readers, but it

also holds for beginning readers and for good readers as well as poor readers.

Thus, the comprehension hypothesis is substantially correct, and word callers

exhibit a clear reading disability that is qualitatively different from typical
reading.

Although this logic is appealing, we argue that it is incorrect. From the fact

that a child makes a grammatically arid semantically appropriate,error; one

cannot conclude with certainty that hear she has comprehended the intended

meaning of the text before initiating oral production. The child may have

constructed an interpretation or meaning for the prior text and filled in
unknown, missing, or unsampled words on the basis of the constructed

meaning. On some occasions, the constructed meaning maybe the same as the

textual meaning, but this correspondence does not necessarily indicate that

the child obtained that meaning by processing the text word through to its
semantic representation and then substituting a synonym at production. If a
child accurately comprehended the text prior to making an error (the
comprehension hypothesis), then not only would the error be acceptable in
the sentence up to that point: it would be a close paraphrase as well. A
syntactically and semantically acceptable error is not necessarily a close
paraphrase. For example, substitutingcar for cat in "The girl saw the at run
across the road" does not yield a close paraphrase of the sentence even though
car is syntactically and semantically acceptable, There would be no need to
correct an error that is a close paraphrase, because there would be no
inconsistency with the remainder of the sentence. However, substitution
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errors are frequently
selkorrected because they are ungrammatical orinconsistent with the remainder of the sentence (Clay; 1969; Goodman,1965b; Weber, 1970a). Thus, the self-correction

phenomenon suggests that

and

although the substitution errors are synta-ctitally
and semanticallyacceptable, they are not close

paraphrases. The child predicts a meaning,produces-an oral response that is appropriate for that meaning, realizes thatthe substitution is inconsistent with the later text, and then repeats to correctthe error,

Our argument is that there are at least two possible mechanisms by whichsyntactically and semantically appropriate errors are produced in oralleading. One is what we originally
suggested as the comprehensionhypothesis; that is, the error is an output

error in which the message wascorrectly comprehended but then was translated into the reader's idiolect.This mechanism results in close paraphrases and describes what happens withdialect readers. The second
possible mechanism is that the substitution isgenerated on the basis of the preceding context. In thiscase,

the text word isnot actually read, but a response is produced
based on the semanticrepresentation of the preceding text; This might

occur primarily under speedpressure or when theword is unknown but a response is required. This lattermechanism corresponds in many respects to Bittillers (1970) first phase, inwhich the first graders respond with a contextually
appropriate response thatmay not have a close correspondence

to what is actually printed. Theactualgraphic display takes second place to grammatical
acceptability. Reasonableas this might be as a tactic for the

young reader, he [or she] -mustsooner orlater read what is actually written rather than what he inveritt"
(Gibson &Levin, 1975, p, 281).

The difference between thetwo mechanisms may be reflected by comparingthe reading
errors with the child's

own idiolect. if the oral production is anaccurate translation of the message of the printed
text into the child's idiolett,then one would be justified I concluding that the "error" is an oralproduction change. If a Black child deleted markers for past tense, third-person singular, plurality;

or possession (Rosen
& Ames, 1972a, 1972b); thenone reasonably cold conclude that the "errors" were oral productionchanges. Taking an example from Weber (1970a), however, if a readersubstituted dimes for money, it is more likely that he or she ignored thegraphic stimulus and generated the error from the prior context.Perhaps the two mechanismscan be differentiated

by the level of the error.Pronunciation and morphological
errors would be the -result of oralproduction differences, but more complex syntactic and semanticsubstitutions would be contextually based responses; This interpretationprobably is not adequate. Consider
hother example from Weber(1970i).She called "I will see what is it" an ungrammatical

response to the printedsehfenee, "1 will see what ii is? It is possible that the erroneous response was

14
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'grammatical" m the child's idioleet. The friilure_ to invert the subjec i. and

predict ir embedded relative clauses is characteristic of one stage in children's

acquisition of embedded clauses (Menyuk, 1969). Although the failure of
inversion more typically is found in nursery school children than in first
graders, any one of several factorsforexample, slight oral language delay in

this particular childcould explain its presence. Although no information

was reported about this child's idiolect, the example does illustrate that we
cannot identify any particular level of oral reading error as eitheran output
error or a contextual error without a comparison with the child's oral
language.

From the fact that a child prodUces syntactically and semantically
appropriate errors in oral reading, the teacher should not infer automatically
that the child is comprehendingand

therefore reading adequately. Thesource
of the errors must also be determined. Only after a comparison with the
child's idiolect, rather than a comparison with an adult' responses to the
same graphic stimulus, can one determine whether the error is a translation
based on a veridical semantic representation or aguess based on the preceding
text.

Eye-Voice Span

When moderately skilled readers read aloud, the eye is fixated on the line of
print somewhat in advance of the word being vocalized. This difference
(typically measured in words) iscalled the eye-voicespan. The eye-voice span
is influenced by number of factorsage and skill level ofthe reader( Levin &
Turner, 1968), difficulty of prceptual processing (Resnick, 1970), syntactic
structure (Levin & Kaplan. 1968, 1970; Rode, 1974-1975; Schlesinger. 1968).
difficulty of the material (Bowan 1920; Fairbanks, 1937), and taskdemands
for the reading (Levin & Cohn, 1968). For the current discussion, the most
important conclusions drawn from among the studies are that the eye-voice
span is responsive to syntactic structure and tends to terminate at phrase and
clause boundaries. The usual interpretation has been that readers read in
phrase or clause units. The reader may activelyconstruct a hypothesis about
what is being read and then test that hypothesis against the printed text. Thus,
if reading is an active sampling, constructing, and testing process, then one
would expect hypothesis generation to be defined by syntactic and semantic
units. If so, the reader comprehends the material before initiating -Oral
production: in fact, it is the semantic representation that permits correct
continuations after the visual stimulus has been removed from view.

This interpretation of eye-voice span is subject to the same objection that
we raised to the usual interpretation of oral reading errors. Even if the
;ye-voice span is influenced by the preceding context and comprehension of
the preceding meaning, one does not have certain evidence that the trader'
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comprehended the printed material before
vocalizing it. One may object thatour argument rests on the premise that the reader has

comprehended thepreceding material. Although such
may indeed be the case, the reader mayhave comprehended the preceding

material only after he or she had vocalizedit, perhaps by having comprehension
and oral production

run in parallel orperhaps bycomprehending the oral output itself, In any case, comprehensionprior to initiation of oral production
is not required by our premise.If readers in eye-voice span experiments base their responses in part oninformed constructions of preceding material,

then errors should be made inthe eye-voice span: Rode (1974.1975)
reported such errors for third; fourth,and fifth rãdrs. On 15q of the trials, an erroneous word was substituted fora printed word between

two (Or more)
correct words. She

found that 62% ofthese errors were syntactically
and semantically

appropriate, and even fewerviolated the syntax of the senteriee. In a recognition
test following eye-voicespan measurements,

Levin and Kaplan (1968) found
extremely few false-positive responses (0. I), indicating

that readers were not purely guessing. Inboth studies, subjects
responded at least partially on the basis of theprecedingteXt.

Text Alterations

Although the analysis of spontaneously occurring oral reading errorsprovides a wealth of information,
not infrequently the type oferror needed toanswer a specific question is not committed: We then are faced with theuncertainty of not knowing whether the reader was not influenced by thatparticular aspect of reading

or whether the test
we chose for reading did notthegive the reader the opportunity to commit such an error. The uncertainty

canbe alleviated by inserting
inconsistencies of the type we wish to study the text.Various types of sttucture in the text (e:g.,

graphic, syntactic, semantic) areused by one or more
components of the reading process. Altering a specifictype of structure will disturb any component that uses that information.Moreover, the types of structure and the corresponding .processingcomponents can be ordered from perceptual processing, using graphicinformation, to more abstract levels, such as components that use syntactic,semantic, and prose structure. 11we are interested in

whether semanticaccessoccurs, a very infrequent
word, one unlikely

to he known by the reader, or apronounceable nonsense word. can be inserted in
the text: Or if we areinterested in whether the reader is integrating sentence meaning, we can inserta word that produces

an inconsistency in meaning, If oral reading is disruptedin either, instance; then we can reasonably
conclude that the text wasprocessed at least by the components using the changed structure,

Siler (103=1974)
attempted to differentiate

between syntactic andsemantic determinants of oral readir,g
errors, He introduced

Semantic
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disruptions (a word that was the correct part of speech but that was

anomalous in the context) and syntactic disruptions f an inversion of one pair

Of words). Syntactic disruption produced klarger effect on bbth oral reading

time and oral reading errors than did the semantic one. Both types of

disruption had an effect on oral reading, but it is difficult to draw a

comparative conclusion because there is no common scale on which to

compare the relative magnitudes of the syntactic and semantic manipulations

(Danks, 1969; Dooling & Dania; 1975):

Lazerson (1974-1915) had college students read Caxton's preface to the

Etteptos (1490); which was printed in Late Middle English with variable

spellings and an archaic syntactic-semantic system. In some conditions,

Lazerson corrected only the syntax-semantics _to conform with Modern

English; in some conditions', both the spelling and the syntax-semantics were

corrected. Archaic syntax-semantics increased oral reading.time, and the

addition of variable spelling increased it even more, but there were no

differences in comprehension: The variable spelling and the archaic

syntax-semantics probably affected the performance system but not reading

comprehension per se.

In both Siler's and Lazerson's experiments; the disruptions in oral reading

Vere measured in terms of total time and total errors in reading a passage.

These overall measures demonstrate that processing involved Syntactic and

semantic components, but they are too gross to determine whether processing

occurred before or after oral production had been initiatedif oral reading

"disfluencies" (i.e., disruptions) are measured relative to a specific alteration

in the text, then the point of initiation of oral production can be specified

More precisely. Where the oral reading disfluency occurs relative to the

change in the text provides a means of deciding between the decoding and

comprehension hypotheses: If the disfluency occurs before the reader his

uttered the altered part of the text, then the text must have been processed to

that level prior to initiating production. However, if the disfluency occurs

after the altered section has been uttered, then the processing at that level

occurred much later, perhaps even in response to the oral output itself.

Three experiments have used a more precise procedure of introducing

specific alterations and measuring oral reri....ig disfluencies in the

immediately surrounding text: These three experiments introduced

alterations corresponding to three levels of processinglexical access,

syntactic and semantic integration;.and intersentence integration,

To determine the effects of disrupting lexical access, Miller (1975)

introduced four types of modifications into paragraph-sinfrequent words,

pronounceable nonsense words with and without syntactic markers, and

phonologically impossible sequences. He measured substitution errors in the

original text surrounding the insetted word; hesitations; incorrect intonation;

and other performance variables were not measured, In second graders' oral

17
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reading, therewere increased errors on the
aoiiiordsimm-ettiyPrecedingland followingthe inserted Word; but there

was no effect dueto the type of textalteration, Since none of the inserted
words wereavailable in the "inentaldictionary " of the chil-d (including the

infrequent Words); the reader wasunable to locate the word before
pronouncing it, Thus,

auemptsa.semanticaccess occurred prior to oral output. The type ofalteration did not make adifference, because the same pro-ce;t, lexical
access, Wat 'disrupted

by allalterations.

Miller and [Salon 0976) assessed intrasentence integration bySitbstituting verbs in Sentences.
Semantic integration was disrupted byreplacing a transitive Verb

with_anothertransitive verb that was semanticallyunacceptable. For tiarittile. paid replaced the Verb plated in the
sentence:"The old farmer

planted the bean
seeds in the rich,brown soil;"Both syntacticand tuna-ink integration were disrupted by subitituting

a semanticallyanomalous intransitive
verbfor example;wentin the foregoingsentence,Subjects were gr iiiiiiii of fourth graders who had beendivided intogood andheti-dirt (more than or less than one-half year above or below

poor compre

grade-level placement on the reading
Ortiprehensionsubtestrifthe lewaTestof Basic Skills,

respectively; all readers Were :Within
one-half year of gradeplacement on the vocabulary

subtest). The only effect of the verbstibttitutions was increased oral reading errors at the verb posititititiyOodcolt iiiiiiiiiiiiiii Only the readers who performed at a relatively high leVel Ofcomprehension skill processd the semantic and syntactic information. Theresults suggest that integration occurred or to the initiation
of the oralresponse, because the

production Of the alteredword itklf*as disrupted.Perhaps with even more skilled
readers, the disruption would occurone orMore words prior to uttering the
altered Word.

lii a recently:completed
study, we' assessed the disruptive effect of aconceptual

inconsistency Or
contradiction. Withina paragraph, a sentencewas altered such that it was

inconsistent with a single criticalword in the nextsentence but not
inconsistent with the rest of the paragriPli

either precedingor following. For
example, the fitSt

sentence was replaced in the followingpair of
sentences (taken from

Patton's memoirsof World Wit
11);1then toldhim that; in spite Of MY

most diligent efforts;
there would be some raping-.Iiliould like to have the details

as early as possible
so that we can hang thesethen Ile said that this wit ...."The

replacerrientWail told him therewouldunquestionably be sortie helping by _the olari,"
which produced aninconsistency with the critical Wordhang in the tank! -sentence;Note that thesecond sentence

containing the critical word was not altered in anyThere were 10 experimental
paragraphs, and the location of the led

iThis experiment was dared
in collaboration *iat

Karen Fischer. We thank MarkGermamtiot his assistance
in conducting the

experiment.

1
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alteration varied in the paragraphs. Two groupsof 10 college Sttideritt read

these passages aloud, and the readings were tape-recorded. 41-alf the passages

for each group were altered to prOdiee the Iriconsittency,and half were left

unchanged. CO iiiiiiiiiiiii tett of changed and unchanged passages were

presented to the two grout' of readers. The intervals betweensaying each of,

the Swords preceding and following tbe critical word in the second sentence.
-------

it well as the length of time to say the critical word; were measuredby playing

back the tape at one-fourth the recording speed. Because the time

distributions were skiWid; the data were transformi.d logarithrnicallY.

Subtracting the control group means from the experimental group means,

the curve depicting differences in interword time intervalt acrotspositiOri

the .senterice.ShOWed a tittileant dittptirin 2 and 3.W0rdt:10l1owing. the

Critical word. The time to say the critical word itself was longer_for the

experimental group than for the aritrol group; a difference that was

Significant gross both readers and passages;

The results suggest that the reader had comprehended the material prior to
.

Initiating oral production of the critical word itself. Detection of the

inconsistency required detailed and integrated comprehension. It depended

not just on access to the lexical item in semantic in-ern-dry and not justOri

-comprehension of the Sentence -CU-trendy being uttered but on integration

ith the ntic representation of the preceding Sent-thee as Well. Thi

inteeation with prior context requires additional time to accomplish

Doti-fig, 1972). Even if one assumes a constructive or top-down

comprehension proms, the match between the expected meaning of the

second sentence and the actual meaning must have occurred at an abstract

level of representation, because the inconsistency could not have 'bin

rletected on a perceptual level or by comparing words or phrisit.

Thus, comprehension must tiiie occurred well ahead Of Oral production.

THE TWO HYPOTHESES REVISITED

Our conclusion is that neither the decoding nor the comprehension

hypothesis holds all the time but that the particular processes involved in oral

reading are reader and task specific. A given reader with specific materials

and a definite purpose Par, reading processes the_text _to the extent that he or

She is capable and to an extent consistent with the implicit, or explicit

purpritet.The reader then initiates the oral produttiOn process at that point.

Wot-d callers are unable to progress beyond the decoding stage before

initiating their otal production; but cbectal speakers are able to comprehend

the text before initiating production: Reader limitations; textual vatiation;

and purpose affect 'processing in somewhat different fashions. The reading,

level of the reader, whether limited by level of acquisition or by skill, is a

19
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limitation of the system: It sets an upper limit
on the level of processing thatthe reader is ableto attain. The other

two factors-, difficulty
of the text and thepurpose of reading; result

in variation in the level of processing.

Reading tevd, The level of reading skill sets an upper bound on theprOceSSing that a reader can accomplish
prior to the initiation of oralnroduttiOn. A limitation resulting from level of acquisition is most oftenindexed by the age or the grade level of the child. Good and poor readerstypically are defined by whether or not they exceed -nr fall below_the gradelevel corresponding to their chronological

age;
The level Of processing is not independent of rate of processing andmemory limitations. There is evidence that children do not -differ from adultsin the absolute site of their

memory capacity but that children use theirmemory stores less-efficiently (Chi, 1976); This impoverished ability to Selectand store relevant information is particularly critical in reading wheeintegration of information
must occur over a span of input.The reader mustdevelop strategies for the effcient intikiand storage of printed

information:The rate must bi fast enough that the
requisite information existssimultaneously in memory so that 'it can be integrated;

However, if theinitialstages of the readingprocess are not sufficiently fluent or are not sufficientlyautomatic to proceed With minimal
or no attention, then the rate of MittWillnot bi sufficiently rapid to overcome mem-ory liinitations, The beginningphases of reading acquisition are occupied with the practice of decodingskillt. When they

become sufficiently automatic, attention can be directed tothe later *Prehension stages (LaBerge &
Samuels, 1974). [Eds. note: SeePerfetti and Lesgold. Volume 1, this series

With increasing age, readers become better able to control the strategiesnecessary for processing efficiently so that they_ can be directed toward theparticular task set for them. Just as they can better control the strategiesinvolved in theefficient storageand retrieval of material, they can control thereading process to particular ends,

Purpose or Task.
The reading task influences the level of processingaccomplished. Keeping in mind that the level of reading acquisition Sets anupper limit and that the general

developmental level of the reader maydetermine his or her ability to control the reading strategies, a reader canfocus on decoding, on comprehension, -or on oral production. If the readerexpects to be tested on his or her knowledge
ofthe content ofthe passage, thenthe reader will attempt to comprehend
the passage more thoroughly.However, if thereader expects to be evaluatedsolely on oralproduction, thenhe or she may focus attention

on decoding and pronunciation, therebyignoring comprehension..
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The schoolchild who must read for the teacher with the class listening

probably "Jays particulatly attention to decoding and oral productionso o

%Atom* amistake,Typically,the teacher and the other children follow the

text, so they know immediately if a mistake is made. Hinson (1974) tested

fifth graders under such conditions. When the teacher focused attention on

correct deeding and oral prodtictiOn, reading rate and coinprehension

tletreased, as one might expect But unexpectely, oral reading_ errors

increased; Conversely, Pehrssoti found that if the children were permitted to

read aloud without interruption and had to retell what they had read, then

comprehension increased.

reXt Difficiaki.. The text can vary in difficulty at several different levels:

The type Nit May Make it difficult to discriminate the letters, the vocabulary

May be difficult, the syntactic structure may be com_plexi and the ideas and

conceptual organization may be abstract Obbstnie.Theselevels ofdifficulty

interact with the level of reading of which the reader is capable If the reader it

concentrating attention on decoding, either because of ability limitations or

task orientation; then the complexity of the syntax and the daldilly of the

conceptual structure will not have an effect on oral production, if there is ti

inconsistency at ahiglier level than the reader is capable of processing;then
there will be no disfluency in oral production.

Comprehension processes in iital filditig cannot be evaluated by using a

list of words: Lexical access can be _assessed, but accessing meaning of

isolated words is but a small part of the processes involved in the compre-

hention of paragraphs-. In prose comprehension, words must be atnal!

'gritted for sentence meaning, and sentences must be integrated for textual

tneatiihkr

. In summary, the decoding hypothesis of oral reading holds in certain

contexts With particular materials and for certain types of readers, and the

comprehension hypothesis holds in others. All three factors interact to

determine the specific level of processing of the text. Whether oral production

is initiated prior, to or after comprehension is determinedby these factors.

POSTSCRIPT

In his comments on cur chapters Trabasso discusses the lack of clear

definitions of decoding and comprehension. Decoding typically refers to the

translation of print input into an appropriate phonological code.
Comprehension refers to the process of extracting meaning from the
phonological code: Neither of these definitions is preciii enough to know
what orrations to use to investigate each. Trabasso correctly asserts that

procedural definitions of decoding and comprehension are needed.
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The basic reationale for our discussion-of the research in orai readingis thatoral reading relkett processing ataval iety of leVeli.Oral readingerrors wereclassified as being related to the
graphic properties of he stimulus or asrelated tosyntax or seinatilki.

SeVeral levels
of processing in reading wereidentifiedin terms of alterations in

text, the effects ofwhichwere measured bydisfiudcics in oral reading. This
processing hierarchy

-effectively haseliminated the need for a distinction
betWeen decoding

and -comprehension.Which :processing_levels
are involved in decoding, and which

are involved incomprehension? Thedistinction is no longer formally
necessary, because thelevels of processing

in reading have
been defined by the particular -Operationsused to disrupt

each processing level.
The original question as to whether oral production is initiated afterdecoding or after

comprehension has been divided. One -question is whetheror not a particular
level of processing

(as defined by a manipulationof thetext) is involved in oral reading.
Ani_disruption in oral reading providesevidence of processing

at that level. The
second question is Whether oralproduction is initiated before or after processing at a particular kvel hasoccurred. This question is answered

by the point of disfinency inoral readingrelative to the point Of alteration in the text.
Diffuencies prior to when thealtered text is uttered indicate that processing at that level has beencompleted; dislluencies after the altered text has been uttered indicate thatoral prodUction was initiated prior to processing at that level. Using thisrationale, one'smodel of reading is implicit inthe selection ofwhat processinglevels are interesting to manipulate.
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MODELS OF LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION

Models of language comprehension are described in terms of how
processing components are organized. Four groups of processing com-
ponents speech perception (orthographic decoding of print), lexical
access of word meaning, integration of syntactic-semantic information
in phrases and clauses, and integration of sentences into larger
units are based on different types of information in the linguistic
structure of the text. The organization of these components Is des-
cribed by the properties of _temporal sequence and direction of pro-
cessing, interaction among processing components, and flexibility in
adapting to task demands, Two- classes of models incorporating oppo-
site extremes of these properties are the interpretive and the con-
structive models. Research results tend to support a constructive
model whose processing components interact flexibly and in parallel.

The basic notion of comprehension is printed word);_having been placed there
that linguistic information is converted by a speaker (or writer), and is repre-
by a listener or reader into a meaning sented as linguistic regularities; eg.;
that represents what he understands an phonological, syntactic, and semantic
utterance or passage to mean. What are structure. This information is extracted
the cognitive processes by_ which the by _a listener (or _reader) as the meaning
listener or reader affects this conver- of the utterance. The listener is an active
sion? This paper discusses these pro- searcher for the meaning that has been
cesses and how they might be integrated encoded by the speaker.
into a coherent system, for lingui: -tic Jn contrast, in a constructive ap-
comprehension.' proach, the listener (or reader) is at-

There are twoyeneral orientations for tempting to make sense of his expe-
characterizing the comprehension pro- riences._ Speech is one source of data on
cess. In an interpretive approach; the which he can _base his understanding.
meaning resides in the speech signal (or As he comprehends an utterance, the

listener cousfructs a representation of
This paper was written while the author the utterance by integrating it with pre,

was a visiting professor at th,:i University of ceding utterances; social and physical
Warsaw under an exchange program betwe,i context:, and his general knowledge
that university and Kent State University. about the world. All of these informs-Requests for reprints should be sent to the
author at the Departmunt of Psychology; Kent i ion sources are used to construct a
State University, Kent; Ohio 44242, U.S.A. schema representing his experiences, in

It is assumed that listening and rimcling this case; his linguistic inputs,
comprehension proresscs are the same- except in both approaches, comprehensionfor_ the _obvious differences of input channel. processes are based in part on linguisticAlthough this assumption can be questio,:ed,
the discussion of comprehenSion models here information that can be_ derived from
is not vitiated by ignoring possible differences. the text. Components of the comprehen-
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sion process differ in their use of these
information sources. The baSie differ-
ences between the interpretive and eon:
structive approaches lie in how these
Component processes are Organized.
After describing the processing compo.-
nents; the interpretive and constructive
models are examined in terms of four
properties that characterize the organi-
zation of components.

PROCESSING COMPONENTS

Withir a_segment of discourse or text;
levels of linguistic structure can__ be
identified _ and ordered in a hierarchy
based on Lliesize and abstractness- of the
units. At the lowest level, phonologicai
Structure, acoustic, auditory, and arti-
culatory properties of the speech signal;
and visual properties of the letters and
words can be specified, At a higher
level, words can be identified in term~
of their phonological, orthographic; syn-
tactic, and semantic propertie.S. At a
still higher level; sentences arc analyzed
into phrases and clauses, each with an
internal structure that specifieS the
structural relations_ among the words of
the sentence. Finally, the interrelations
among the propositions that underlie
the constituent sentences represent va,
riously the _paragraph _structure of
printed text, the narrative structure of
stories; or the social turn-taking strpc-
tare of _conversation.

MOdels of comprehension generally
assume that components of the _compre-
hension _ process are-- related to these
leVelS Of structure. There is a general
correspondence between the linguist ic
structure at any given level and the
psychological processing that tiSeS that
information; Corresponding to the first
level is perceptual processing _either
auditory or visual, in which Word unity
are, identified from the speech signal
and from print. This level includes all
subprocesses from distinctive feature
analySiS through phoneme and letter
identification. The second level is /03.7i
cal access. The identified word is acces-

sed in the mental dictionary so that the
correspondence between its phonolOgi=
cal_ or orthographic form and its syn-
tactic and semantic repreSentations is
established; _The_third level is sentence
integration in Which the syntactic pro-
perties of words are used to integrate
their semantic_ representations into the
meanings of phrases; clauses, and sen-
tences: Subprocesses here are first seg-
mentation Of the phrases; then identifi-
cation of their structure, and finally_in-
tegration into a _new structure. The
fourth_ processing level is textual inte-
gration of clausal and sentential propo=
sitions into larger mental structures or
schemata. Text irieltideS both Conversa-
tion and discourse (speech) and prose
(written). There is no_ theoretical limit
to the scope of these schemata, but there
is a practical limit defined primarily by
it Tory

The existence Of the various_ process-
ing components has been established by
many inve_stigatoi-s: perceptual (Miller
& 1963), lexical access (Fears &
Dahl;', 1977; Marslen-Wilson, 1975;
Marslen=Wilson & Tyler, 1975), sentence
integration (Danks, 1969; Fears & Danks,
1977; Marks & Miller, 1964; Miller;
1975; Mistler-Lachman, 1972, 1974,
1975; Slier, 1973-74; Tyler & Marslen=
Wilson, 1975), and textual integration
(Rosenberg & Lambert; 1974).

How are the processing components
organized into a comprehension pro-
cess? Generalizations about organization
are difficult because of conflicting con-
elusion;" _from experimental studies:
Part of __the conflicting results may be
due to differences in experimental 'ask.
Different tasks engage different process-
ing components in varying degrees (Per-
lett i, 1976). The question of organization
of processing components is the ques-
tion of what model best describes the
comprehension process: Interpretive and
constructive models are described in
terms of properties that reflect how the
processing components are organized.

2
O
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PROPERTIES OF MODELS

Models of comprehension (lifter along
four dimensions: directionality of pro-
cessing, temporal organization of pro
CeSsing components; independence
among processing_ components; and fle-
xibility of organization: These properties
tiiiJ not cdriiplelely independent; espe-
cially as they are organized into a nici-

Deeisions on each dimension tend
to be correlated.

Directionality of processing

Most models of language comprehen-
sion have assumed a bottoin7up_ (from
surface features_ to abstract representa-
tion) direction of- processing rather than
a top-dawn direction: In bottoinzup moi-
delk the speech signal is processed in
terms of its acoustic properties; perhaps
by relating the - extracted features to
articulatory mechanisms. Lexical iden-
tification follows next, and then syn-
tactic and semantic interpreta'ion and
integration. The process ends with inte-
gration of the sentence meaning with
pilot-text and the listener's knowledge
of the world. For reading the Model is
little different. It begins with decoding
of print into an auditory code. Then the
comprehension process proceeds via the
same system that comprehends speech:
A bottom-up model seems_ 0E14,11.0_ be-
cause it corresponds to a peripheral-to-
central direction of _neural processing.

This model has been challenged t-p7
eently_i_ however; by theorists who hold
that comprehension processes proceed
in a top-down direction (Gbodrnan,
1967). To reverse the_ direction of pro-
cessing to_ top-down; the listener gene-
rates predictions about the input from
his knowledge and expectations about
topic and speaker: These predictions are
tested against the input and; if correct;
represent the meaning of the utterance.
Thus, information flows from abstract
meaning representations to specific sur-
face_strings: At the level of speech per-
ception, this direction of processing is
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represented by analysis-by-synthesis
models (Halle & Stevens; 1964; Stevens,
1972):

Temporal organization

Temporal organization of processing
components refers to whether the corn-
ponentSareordeted aerially or whether
they operate in parallel: If the process=
ing_components operate in sequence; ei-
ther bottom-up or top -downy then the
temporal organization is serial. Serial
processing has been the typical assump-
tion for most models of comprehension.
The alternative to serial organization is
parallel processing._ All pt.-OdeSSing_ com-
ponents, or at least _several of them,
operate at the same time. For example,
a word may be processed simultanecaisly
in terms of its phonetic, lexical, syn-
tactic, and semantic properties.

Dependency among components

Dependency relations among process-
ing components refer_ tO Whether or not
each component proceeds to analyze the
input without being influenced by any
other component, Or Whether ceitipo;
nents exert. influence on other compo-
nents, say _by_ providing critical infor-
mation: With parallel models it is poSSi=
ble_ to assume complete independence
among processing stages, tiro) deci=-
sion process must integrate the informa-
tion derived from each component; but
the component processes themselves
may remain independent; With serial
models there must be a limited form of
dependency. At ' minimum; each stage
must receive input from the immedia-
tely preceding component.

Both serial and parallel models can
have extensive dependency relations
among the components, however. Pa-
rallelmodels may be wholly interactive
if information from each component is
immediately available to all other com-
ponents. Serial models can be interac-
tive in that a later processing compb;
vent can reject the analysis of an earlier
stage and reinitiate proceSSing in the
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preceding component. This is the case
in 'garden -path' sentences, such as "A
carpenter took a plane to London,_ but
forgot the rest of his tools ", in Which
words and phrases in the first, part of
the sentence must be reanalyzed on
encountering an incorigiSteriSy in the last
half. A more common type of depen-
dency among stages_ in a serial iriodel ih
the addition of feedback loops in which
more abstract processing of a word or
phrase influences the preceSSing_Of suc-
ceeding words or phrases. In an inde,
pendent system; one would wait Until all
words and phraseS had_been analyzed to
integrate their meanings into _a single
sentence meaning. But with the addiz
tion of feedbciek _loops, processing of
later words in a sentence can be facili-
tated by the completed processing of
earlier words. If, however, the number
of feedback loops added to a serial ma:
del results in every_ component being
connected with every other component,
the serial model_ is functionally equi-
valent to a parallel model.

Flexibility of Organization

Can the sequence of processing com-
ponents be reorganized, or _different
componentS highlighted; or strategies
invoked in order to respond efficiently
and effectively to a specific task? most
comprehension models have been _con-
structed such that there is minimal fle-
xibilitY in the ordering and structure
of the processing_ components. USually,
there is one fixed Order (for serial mo-
dels) or a single set of processes that
invariably apply (for parallel models).
With the realization that listeners can
extract and encode_ infoznation at
various levels of abstractness, soine
theorists have included multiple exit
points in their serial (MiStle=
Lachman, 1972, 1975). If a task demand
can be satisfied by_specifie information,
the listener can halt the comprehension
process as soon as sufficient information
has been _extracted (Perfetti, 197_6). But
this flexibility is relatively limited be-

cause the comprehension process itself
does not change,

INTERPRETIVE MODELS

An extreme_ version of the interpre-
tive model is bottom-up; serial; nonin-
teractive; and inflexible, The stages of
processing ale ordered strictly with the

stage accepting external input; per-
forming its analysis; and passing along
the resulth to the second stage; This se-
quence of _analyzing information On=
tinues until the meaning has been ex-
tracted r_fom the input; The model is
'input-driven' in that the reception of
an ekterrial_input provides the impetus
for processing. The stages are _ordered
serially in a sequence that is the same
for each input. The only connection be-,
tween the stages is that the result~ of
each stage serve us input for the next;
The model is inflexible since the Se=
quence of stages is predetermined and
is not contingent on the input; on the
context or purpose; or on the results of
the ongoing process.'Whateve apparent
flexibility a listener or reader haS iti

gained by supplementary processing of
the sentence meaning after the compre-
hension process per se is completed. An
example of an extreme: interpretive mo-
del Of reading comprehension is offered
by Gough (1972).

There are Many experiments, how-
ever, that demonstrate top-down effect
and that require interaction amopg
cornpon041;_p_1" the comprehension _pro-
cess,. Beginning with Pillsbury (1897)
through more recent studies of the word
Superiority effect (Reicher; 1969; Whee=
ler; 1970); investigators have found the
pt..reeption of a single letter to be faci-
litated by being _embedded in a word.
At a higher level; perception of words
depends_ in part on the _syntactic and
semantic context in which they appear
(Mille Isard, 1963; Stevens & Ru-
Melhart, 1975; Weber,_ 1970)._
the interpretation assigned to larger
units of text phrases, clanses,_ sen-
tences, and paragraphs -- depends on
the context, situation, setting; or theme
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(Pooling _8.: Lachman, 1_971; see also
Bransford & Johnson, 1973; Bransford
& Mc Carrell; 1974);_

These context effects frequently are
handled in interpretive models by the
use of feedback loops; As processing
proceeds; the results from more abstract
processing levels are returned to earlier
stages where the later information can
be used to facilitate lower-level process-
ing of later inputs. With the addition of
these feedback loops; the interpretive
model becomes interactive. A negative
consequence is that one needs to connect
nearly every stage with every other
stage in order_ to account for the expe-
rimental results, so_ that the model is
functionally equivalent to parallel-in-
teractive mod-As.

Other experiments have investigated
the nature of top-down and bottom-up
effects _using the introduction of lingu-
istic violations to disrupt processing.
The rationale is to violate the linguistic
structure at one or more levels and then
to measure differences in how subjects
process the altered texts: The _basic as-
sumption is that when the linguistic
structure is violated at a given level,
then cognitive processes that depend on
that level of linguistic information will
be disrupted; which in turn will lead to
differences in performance._ Top-down
results are an impairment in lower-level
decision tasks with violations at higher
linguistic levels. Bottom-up results are
those that find increased difficulty of
comprehension and memory with viola-
tions at lower linguistic levels.

The results_.c-J these experiments_have
been mixed. Marslen-Wilson and Tyler
(1975) found an effect of violations of
sentence structure and _meaning on mo-
nitoring for incliv:lual words (lexical
access). Marslen- Wilson (1975) demon-
strated that sentence context facilitated
restoration of altered syllables (lexical
access) in a shadowing task. Also using
a shadowing task, Rosenberg and Lam-
bert (1974) found that violating textual
structure by deleting sentences, insert-
ing extraneous material, and reordering
sentences disrupted the lower-level task

of shadowing. In contrast; Mistler-Lach-
man (1975) required readers to decide
whether sentences with different levels
of syntactic_ violations were meaningful
or not, and found that the decision times
were ordered by _level of syntactic vio-
lation. Tyler and Marslen-Wilson (1975),
using an interrupted sentence recall
task (Jarvella; 1970, 1971); obtained
effects of intra-sentence syntactic and
semantic violations across clausal bo-
undaries.

Fears and Minks (1977) investigated
three processing components with the
reading counterpart of a shadowing
task, oral reading. The level of lexical
access was tapped by _ inserting a pro-
nounceable nonwprd. The level of synta-
ctic integration was assessed by _insert,
ing a word that was both syntactically
and semantically inappropriate for the.
context. The level of semantic integra-
tion was manipulated by inserting a
word that was semantically anomalous
but which was the correct part of
speech. Oral production times of the
words surrounding the altered words
indicated that _the peaks of disruption
were ordered from nor,vord to syntac-
tic to semantic violation; supporting a
bottom-up order of processing. IIow-
ever, there was substantial overlap in
the patterns of disruption, indicating
parallel, interactive processing.

The resolution of these varying effects
is not possible within a rigid interpre-
tive model, but is possible with a con-
structive approach as discussed in the
next section.

A second aspect of the pure inter-
pretive model that conflicts with expe-
rimental data is its lack of flexibility.
Finding differences in performance in
different experimental situations, some
investigators i,,terpreted their findings
in terms of depth-of-processing (Craik
& Lockhart, 1972). For example, Mist-
ler-Lachman (1972, 1974) used three
tasks that were presumed to induce
different levels of processing judging
whether a sentence was meaningful;
judging whether a sentence followed
from a preceding sentence, and pro=
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ducing a following sentence. She found
that these three tasks did induce diffe,
rent levels of comprehension (1972) and
memory (1974).

The model implicitly assumed by most
studies using a depth-of-processing ra-
tionale is an interpretive model with the
addition of multiple exit points follow=
in0 various stages. When sufficient in-_
formation has been extracted from the
sentence input to satisfy the experi=
mental task, the comprehension process
terminates without extracting the most
abStract level of meaning. The experi-
mental tasks are assumed_ to be ordered
so that succes:dve exit points are acti;
vated by each task.

The primary problem with adding
Multiple exit points to handle task de-
mands is thaL they permit only 'quanti-
tative' differences in a fixed sequence
Of processing stages. They do not permit
'qualitative' differences resulting frOM
the strategic reorganization of process-
ing components. Given thelwide variety
of everyday tasks which listeners _and
readers face, a more flexible processing
system is needed. Do we read a play in
the same way _that we read a

sameAnd do We read either in the same way
'hat we read a poem? _It is not just a
Matter of reading each genre to varying
depths, but we attack the task of conk-
Prehending differently (cf. Gibson
Levin, 1975, pp. 454-465). Is the diffe-
rence between listening to two conver-
sations simultaneously at_ a party and
listening to a lecture simply a matter of
depth _of processing? Apparently it is
not. We Seem to be capable of restruc-
turing the set of processing compo-
nents by which we comprehend speech
and print.

There are a number of experimental
studies that demonstrate that the kind
of processing and the resulting meaning
epesentation vary qualitatively With
task dehiands. One example_ of these
task related effects is in Danks (1969).
Itita-sentence syntactic_ and semantic:
violations had differential effects de-
pending on whether the readers were
to comprehend the sentence, correct its

grammar, or correct its meaning; For
another example, Garrod and Trabasso
(1973) and Glucksherg, Trabasso, and
Wald (1973) concluded that it was im-
possible to construct a single verifica.=
tion model that would account for all
the picture-sentence Verification data
for the ubiquitous active-passive com-
parison. SUbjeCtS varied their encodings
as_well as their compariSon strategies as
a functkin of the particular verification
task they were engaged in. Kolers_(1974,
1975) obtained extended inemOry for the
perceptual operation subjects used in
reading text that had been transformed
in Several spatial _dimensions; Aaronson
and Scarborough (1976) reported that if
Subjects read for later recall, the read-
ing-time patterns followed variation in
syntactic structure, but if the subjects
read for comprehension, the reading-
time patterns reflected semantic infor-
mation. Finally, Frederiksen (1975a,
1975b) has found that subjects reading
material only for Memory as opposed to
subjects studying a text to solve a prob-
lem for 1.vhich the text provided infOr-
mation, did_not differ in the total_ a-
mount_ ec.alled, but did differ in the
types of information and in the amount
of derived and inferred information re-
membered. How the subject processes
the text is influenced by task demands.
It is not simply a difference in the 0-7-
mount of_prOceSSing, nor is it _.just a dif-
ference in what is included in the re-
pfe:,entation. The comprehension pro-
cess itself is modified to accomodate the
specific demands of the immediate task.

Flexibility of processing also is de-
monstrated by the finding.s that sent-
ence meanings are appropriate for the
particular situation. Unambiguous
Words are represented differently de-
pending on the sentence context (An-
derson & Ortony, 1975; Barclay, Brans-
fOi, Franks, 141cCarrell, & Nitsch, 1974).
For example, piaito is represente_d_dif-
ferently in The man tuned (Or lifted)
the piano". Glucksberg Hartman; and
Stack (1977) put this idea to a more sev-
ere test. They found that the possibility
of interpreting a literally false sentence;
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such as -Seine roads are snakes ", as a
plausible metaphor hindered subjects'
rejection of the sentences as fill8e. Sub-
jects could net avoid constructing the
metaphorical meaning_ simultaneously
with- comprehending the literalmean-
ing. In fact, they may have even co-
puted the metaphorical meaning first.
Thus; a sentenee is not __given a single
interpretation which then is modified
to fit the context, but the original_coin-
prehension process ebristructs an an-
propriate representation. _

There is substantial evidence against
inti.rpretiVe Models oven when they are
Modified by feedback loops and mul-
tiple exit p_oints. Let US turn to a model
that would be suggested by the con-
structive approach.

CONSTRUCTIVE MODELS

Constructive models are parallel; in-
teractive, and flexible. The contrast
between bottom-up and top-down _is not
meaningful in the context of a model
that is both parallel and interactive.
As input is perceiVed by___the ears (or
eyes), it is stored in a _work buffer (or
message center, Rumelhart,_ I976)._ This
work buffer holdk the input as well as
the results from the components as they
process the input. Memory__structures
interconnect the information that the
individual has available at any given
point in time Episodic information
abOut_past experiences; semantic infor7
mation, _encyclopedie knoWledge about
the world, as well as the current con-
tents of consciousness stored in the work
buffer are all part of the memory struc-
tures,

The comprehension processes, en-
compassing phonetic (0r graphic) iden-,
tification, lexical access; syntactic_ and
semantic integration, and textual in-
tegration, are not ordered temporally
or structurally in terms_ of importance.
All componentS have direct access to
the information contained in the me-
mory structures. The processing com-
ponents are constantly alert for infor-

ti

mation in the work buffer on which to
operate. Whenever such information -is
available; one or more Of the com-
ponentS acts on that information and
returns the results to the work buffer.
The informatiOn returned by a com-
ponent is a transformation of a data
structure into a_ different form,
recording tbe information in a different
format or integrating two or more_in-
formation units into a hew one Thus;
the _rneMory structures are changing
constantly. The altered inerriory_struc7
tures are-susceptible to action by other
components.

There is no meaning output-_ from the
completed comprehension process other
than the continual updating of memory
structures. The comprehension process
is completely integrated with memory
and thinking._ One does not_ comprehend
an input and only then do something
With it, such as store_ it in memory_ or
use it to solve a probleni._ Rather the
information in the work buffer is con-
tinually available for these other cog-
nitive preceSSeS. The only 'meaning'
that is the output from comprehension
is a new memory_ structure.

Flow is fleXibility__gained in a con-
structive model? When there _is Stiffi7.
eient_ information in the work buffer to
satisfy the demands of_ the situation, a
response is produced. Without_sufficient
information, processing continues until
such is secured; or until a time limit is
cross_ed._In either case, one responds on
the baSia of whatever information is
available: If a decision is required on
the meaning of a word, or on the mean-
ingfulness of a sentenee;_or on whether
a sentence integrates with the text, a
responSe is produced whenever that in-
formation has been produced by the_ re-
levant proceSSiiig component. Differen-
tial reSporises as a function of task re-
sult from differential amounts of pro-
cessing necessary to produce a response.
Certain types of processing take longer
because the transformation, recoding,
and integration of memory structures
is more complex. A second _way that
flexibility may be gained is by differen-
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tial attention to one or More of the com-
ponents. For example; if the task is to
indicate for each Sentence whether it is
meaningful or not; then more attention
may be deyoted to the component_ con -cerned with intra=Sentence semantic in-
tegration; and less to other components.It is possible to characterize construc7
live models_ as a mix of bottom-up and
top-down directions of processing. A
top-down, or predictive, direction re-sults from integrating the _input withthe current contents of memory. The
memory .structures define the range of
possible interpretations that maybe as-signed to a new input. In everyday
situations, one attempts to fit new in-
formation_ into existing memory struc-
iiires; so that new inputs are compre-
hended as congruent with them. It is
possible_ to break that connection, par-
ticularly in laboratrory eXperime_nts. To
the extent that the input is either in-
consistent with existing information,
predictive constraints perforce cannot
operates_and bottom-up;_or interpretive,
processing dominates. The degree towhich the _colpprehender has prior
knowledge that is related to the in-
formation in the input determine:: the
extent to which top-down forces canoperate.

A second factor that affectS ihe mix
of interpretive and predictive oricnta7lions is the motivation fer the subject
to intesrate the input with his memory
structures. Given inSufficient_ motive-
tioni_ the_::ubject may keep the input
isolated (Spiro, 1977). For complete coin-prehension; the subject must be mo-
tivated by the task and the instructions
to integrate the input with his memory
structures. Otherwise, there is incom-
plete comprehension that deviates frOm
that typically used.

A Third factor affecting the iriterpre-
tive-predictiv_O niiX is the availabilityof and fluency with the -components. Achild learning to read does not have
complete control over some of the com-
ponents; such as visual processing of
graphic_inforitation. An _adult learning
a second language has to learn new pro-

cessing strategies to meet the dernandaof the new language._ A child during
firSt language acquisition can becharde-
terized ,in a-Millais terms. _As the indi
vidual uses and practicc_s_lhe processing
comporientS; they become more__ and
more automatic (LaBerge & garnuels-,
1974). Until the organization_ of pro-
cessing_ cotriptinerits becomes automatic,
attentional demands may force :a serial,
hottom=UP organization.

The experimental results _described
earlier are more consistent with a cor-
structiVe niedel. Firstly; both bottom-upand top-down effects are predicted as
a function of the specific experimental
task because all processing components
are operating in parallel on the informa-
tiOn in the work buffer Somethries_lOW;-
level analysis iS required_ to produce
data structures for more abstract com-
ponents. Other times the_existing
ceplual structures are sufficiently con-
gruent with the new input so as -to :1J6=--
city its meaning without low-level anal-
ySiS, for example; when skimming an
article on a familial. topic. Secondly, a
c_onstruclive model is able to adapt flex-ibly to the specific situation. Responses
are based on the current contents of the
work buffer. The decision-malting pro-
cess monitors the work buffer for the
information needed. The crilerion _set
for a response,_ then; can be adapted to
the task. AdditiOrially, these processing
components whose Otitput._ is necessary
for a response can be accentuated. The
variety_ of experimental results in_the
research literatuiT _represents this_ fleX-
ibility, It is possible to specify models
for specific experimental tasks, for ex-ai,!ple, for picture-sentence verification
tasks (Carpenter & 1975);_but not
for comprehension generally. There is
no single cernpreheriSion process. Rather
there are many processing components
that _are adapted strategically for par-
ticula comprehenSion situations
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INTRODUCTION

The main trends in current psycholinguistics began when George Miller

(1962) introduced Noam Chomsky's work to psychologists. One immediate

effect was a shift to mentalistic concepts and theorizing. That cognitive

approach still prevails, despite occasional calls for a neobehavioristic revival

(Swats 1976). A second profound effect was to shift attention from words,

and the associations among them; to syntax as the central object of inquiry

and a source for organizing principles.

The transition from a word-based associative psycholinguistics to a sen-

tenv-hased cognitive enterprise was reflected in the contrast betv, een

benstein & Abom's (1960) review and Johnson aird's (1974). The central

theoretical coiieept in 1960 was the response hierarchy; and the bulk of the

data base concerned the statistical and _prObabiliitic_properties of selected

language corpora. Despite such a simplified psycholinguistics, or perhaps

because of it, optimism ran high and mechanical speech recognition was

thought to be just around the corner. By 1974 the complexities of language

comprehension had been recognized, and attention was focused on the

sentence_ as the basic unit of analysis. The notion of sentence-as-unit was

so firm that Johnson-Laird could assert confidently that "the fundamental

problem in psycholinguistics is simple to formulate! what happens when we

understand sentences?" (1974; p: 135).

The trend in recent years has been away from the sentence in isolation.

There are at least two reasons fOr this shift. First, just as word comprehen-

sion cannot be fully understood outside of sentences, sentence comprehen-

sion cannot be fully understood outside of larger discourse contexts; In

order to build an adequate model of comprehension we need to incorporate

processes beyond the level of the sentence. Second; mechanisms of word and

sentence perception are not fully adequate for understanding how larger

units, such as conversations and stories, are processed. For a number of

reasons; many investigators have claimed that we cannot hope to under-

stand language comprehension without incorporating problemsolving

strategies, world knowledge, and rules of social discourse. Syntax and se-

mantics alone are not sufficient (Searle 1975, Shaw & Bransford 1977): One

result of this trend has been far less reliance on theoretical linguistics for

insights and working hypotheses (cf Halle et al 1978) and more attention

to cognitive and social psychology, sociolinguistics, and artificial intelli-

gence (see Winograd 1976, Levelt & Flores d'Arcais 1978). We eventually

may have, as the title of a recent paper suggests, "psycholinguistics without

linguistics" (Johnson-Laird 1977b).

The general commitment to understanding natural language comprehen-

sion raises fundamental questions for an experimental psychology of Ian-

3 j
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guage. What are the useful units of analysis? Can we learn anything

important from laboratory experimentation with artifically constrained lan-

guage materials, or must we learn to cope with the complexity and richness

of naturally occurring language? Will tachistoscopes and reaction-time

clocks be replaced completely by videotape recorders? The field is divided

on this issue, At one extreme are microanalyses of naturally occurring

discourse (e.g. Labov & Fanshel 1977). At the other is formal modeling of

highly constrained laboratory tasks (e.g. Carpenter & Just 1975), J. R.

Anderson (1976) has gone so far as to argue that the domain of inquiry is

so complex that the most we can hope for is plausibility in our theories and

some measure of practical application. Wexler (1978) provides a critical

analysis of this issue.

Units of Analysis and Processing Interactions

The search for the basic unit of language has largely been abandoned, arid

with bind reason. Many different segments or components of the speech

signal, from distinctive features to clauses, sentences, and paragraphs; can

be treated as a unit given an appropriate context and task (McNeill &

Lindig 1973). More interesting and productive questions can be asked about

the interactions among units,_ or more precisely, among the various levels

and sources of information, than are available in any given language pro-

cessing task. Sueh interactions typically are teferred to as task or top-down

effects (Rumelhart 1977a; Danks 1978): A distinction commonly made in

artificial intelligence between topdown and bottom-up information pro-

cessing systems continues to be applied frnitfiilly in psycholinguistics

(Marslen-Wilson & Welsh 1978). A top-down, or knowledge-driven system

uses higher-level knowledge to facilitate processing of incoming data A

bottom-up; or data-driven system relies primarily on the information car

ried by the input signal itself with little or no constraint from prior knowl-

edge or context. Bottom-up systems can function quite adequately; at least

at initial stages of processing when the input signals are clear and unambig-

uous. When the input is noisy or ambiguous, then information from wider

contexts can be used to compensate for poor signal quality. Since normal

speech inputs are frequently noisy and ambiguous, interactive bolni-up

and top-down processing is likely the norm.

This general distinction appears in various forms in the contemporary

literature. Some of these forms, in addition to bottom-up vs top-down

(Bobrow & Brown 1975), are data-limited vs resource-limited (J3obrow &

Norman 1975), interpretive vS constructive (Frederiksen 1975a), literal

meaning vs intended or conveyed meaning (Clark & Lucy 1975), interpre-

tive semantics vs generative semantics (Maclay 1971), context -free vs con-

text-dependent (Bobrow & Norman 1975), and code emphasis vs meaning

A
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emphasis (Cohen 1974-1975), Surely there is something in the air that gave

rise to so many versions of thesame basic distinction. That something might

well be the idea that word, sentence, and discourse processes interact con-

tinuously as we attempt to interpret speech, print, and other perceptual

events. If so, then a fundamental proble it in psycholinguistics is to specify

just what kinds of information are used luring the comprehension of con-

tinuous speech and print and precisely how these different information

sources interact, To clarify this issue, we review relevant research at the

word, sentence, and discourse levels of processing.

WORDS: REPRESENTATIONS AND PROCESSING
MECHANISMS

How words are represented in memory and how these representations

function in language comprehension tasks have been the foci of three rela-

tively independent lines of research: word recognition, semantic memory,

and psychological semantics.

Word Recognition

If one were to judge from the contents of recent reviews and texts, studies

of word recognition processes would seem to be outside the mainstream of

experimental -psycholinguistics (e.g. Clark & Clark 1977; Levelt & Flores

d'Arcais 1978). One reason is the emphasis_in most such studies on reading

rather than continuous speech recognition (e. g, Colt heart 1978), Neverthe-

less, word recognition research does address a central issue, namely, the

extent and Mechanisms of interactions between prior knowledge and the
stimulus input.

Two distinct types of models take opposing views on this issue. One type;

exemplified by Morton's logogen model; permits incoming sensory informa-

tion to interact continuously with available contextual information and

prior knowledge during word recognition (Morton 1969; Morton & Long

1976). When sufficient information from any one or combination of these

sources accumulates, a word is consciously recognized. The relative influ-

ence of stimulus and contextual information can vary with circumstances.

For example, contextual information has a greater effect when stimulus

input is degraded than when it is clear and unambiguous (Massaro et al

1978). In contrast, a sequential search model proposed by Forster (1976)

typifies a strictly bottom-up view of word recognition. Words are accessed

phonologically (or graphemically) via a search through frequency-sorted

classes, Syntactic, semantic, and other contextual information can have no
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influence until a word-candidate is found by the search process, Therefore,

such information can act only to confirm or disconfirm a word choice.

Both of these types of models treat words as indivisible units, albeit in

different ways. Because of this, they each have difficulties in accounting for

the ways in which people deal with mispronunciations. When people are

asked to detect mispronunciations or to shadow speech, two interesting

phenomena appear. First, the greater the distortion from real words, the

better people are at detecting and accurately repeating those distortions

(Cole 1973); The logogen model has no mechanism which would be sensi-

tive to degrees of distortion because logogens consist only of whole, real

words and only an output word is available to consciousness. The second

phenomenon is the other side of the coin, In continuous speech shadowing,

people sometimes fail to detect mispronunciations. They pronounce words

correctly even when the stimuli are distorted; especially when the correction

is semantically and syntactically congruent, For example; "compsiny"

might be shadowed as "Company." These fluent phonemic restorations

occur at very short Shadowing latencies, often before a whole word has been

completely heard (MarslenWilson 1975): A sequential search model that

treats words as whole units to be accessed before contextual information is

consulted is inconsistent with these findings.

Marslen-WilSon & Welsh (1978) propose an interactive model of word

recognition during continuous speech which can accommodate the avail=

able data: This model posits the simultaneous and continuous use of two

sources -of informationthe incoming stimulus and all other available

knoWledge, such as syntactic, semantic, and.contextual information, As the

sequence of phonemes is processed in real time, a pool of word candidates

that matches the initial phonemes is activated: Simultaneously; all word

candidates which fail to satisfy the available contextual constraints are

eliminated. Word candidates continue to be eliminated as additional phono-

logical and -contextual information becomes available until a best alternative

remahis. Thus it is possible for words to be recognized before they have been

completely heard. This in turn can proOuce (a) failures to detect mis-

pronunciations and (b)fluent restorations of distorted phonemes, especially

when these occur relatively late in a word. This kind of model is somewhat

different from strictly serial processing models, including analysis-by-syn-

thesis models, that invoke contextual knowledge only after some prelimi-

nary analysis of input (e.g. Massaro 1975). Interactive models are of

particular interest for psycholinguistics because they can be extended quite

naturally to sentence and discourse processing and because they can provide

a useful framework for incorporating knowledge from various levels into a

unified theory of language comprehension,
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Semantic Memory

Although the term semantic memory is quite general, the research on this

topic has been rather narrowly conceived; The primary concern has been

with simple category relations among a restricted .set of concrete noun

concepts; such as bird, mbin, and Chicken. The prevalent assumption is that

we can discover how individual word meanings are represented inmemory

independent of how they may be used in discourse contexts: This iS an

essentially reductionist, bottom-up approach to semantic memory; and is

well represented b Said (1978). Kintieli (1919) questions the utility of

this approach; arguing that semantic memory is our knowledge of the world

and is thus propositional rather than word-based. Holding this issue in

abeyance, what have we learned about the representation of word mean-

ings?

One persistent issue has been whether word meanings and the relation-

ships among them are stored explicitly in memory, or whether they must

be computed afresh whenever needed; Two classes of semantic memory

models take contrasting positions on this issue. Network models (Glass &

Holyoiik 1971975) assume that class-inclusion_ relations are explicitly

stored in memory. People decide that statements like "A robin is a bird"

are true by retrieving that information from memory (Meyer &

Schvaneveldt 1976). Set-theoretic models (Smith et at 1974) assume that

such relations among concepts are not stored explicitly and so are not

available for direct access. Instead, one decides that a robin is a bird by

comparing the semantic features of the relevent concepts, i.e. do bird and

robin share criterial features?

The formal distinction between network and settheoretic models may be

vacuous because any settheoretic model can be reformulated as a network

model and vice versa (Hollan 1975; see also Woods 1975). Nevertheless; at

least two interesting issues remain. The choice between retrieval and com-

parison processes in verifying class-inclusion statements is not resolved by

such structural reformulations (Rips et al 1975). Secondly, whether the

ordinary categories named by concrete nouns are welt defied or fuzzy is

also not resolved. Both settheoretic and network models posit that com-

mon noun concepts are well defined, although thiS is not a necessary as-

sumption of either class of models. The former do so in terms of defining

features (Smith et al 1974); the latter in terms of associative links between

exemplars and category nodes (Collins & Loftus 1975; J. R. Anderson

1976):

The data from semantic memory experiments which might Speak tdthse

two questions consist almost entirely of reaction times to respond "true"

or "false" to simple statements of the form "Some/all'S are P." Basically,
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comparisons between two kinds of true and two kinds of false statementt

provide the fundamental gndings. True statements about typical category

members, such as "A robin is a bird," are verified faster than statements

about atypical category members, such as "A chicken is a bird." False

statements which involve related concepts; such as "A butterfly is a bird,"

take longer to disconfirm than statements with unrelated concepts, such as

"A table is kbird." These effects of typicality and semantic relatedness are

extremely robust, appearing in a variety of experimental paradips inclucl-

ing production as well as comprehension tasks (see Kintsch 1979 for a

comprehensive review).

Robustness and generality may well be these results' strongest claims to

fame. With respect to the retrieval.vs comparison question; the data do not

discriminate between the alternatives. After all, there are only four data

points to be explained-. If one opts for simplicity and parsimony, then simple

decision models of the sort proposed by Homa & Omohundro (1977) and

by McCloskey & Glucksberg (1979) are sufficient They account for the data

with minimal representation and processing assumptions. If intuitive plau-

sibility and generality are weighed heavily, then Collins & Loftus's (1975)

spreading activation model, which treats assumptions as if they grow on

trees, can account for virtually all findings, However, the patterns of results

provided by semantic memory experiments seem to reflect both general and

task specific decision processes more than they do the context free structure

of semantic representations (Wickelgren 1977, Corbett & Wickelgren 1978).

The second question, whether natural categories are well defined or

fuzzy± also is not resolved adequately within the standard semantic memory

paradigms. The obtained pattern of typicality effects can be accounted for

by models which assume well categories (Smith it al 1914) and by

those which assume fuzzy category boundaries (McCloskey & Glucksberg

1979). To answer this question we must turn to research in wider contexts.

Psychotogical Semantics

Several developments in the last 6 years have raised questions abut the

definiteness of word meanings and category relations: In linguistcs; Labov

(1973), among others, argued that word meanings were inherently vague

and context-dependeat, much as Wittgenstein (1951) had claimed 20 years

earlier. In cognitive psychology, Rosch and her colleagues have concluded

that natural categories do not have well-defined boundaries. Categories are

defined in terms of family resemblances rather than by criterial features

(Rottli & MeniS 1975, Rosch 1978). Experimentally, demonStrations of the

context sensitivity of woid meanings have become commonplace (Barclay

et al 1974, Anderson & Ortony 1975, Cantata & Grober 1976). The
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important theoretical generalization is that vagueness and flexibility are

inherent characteristics of word meanings and are not restricted to a small

class of ambiguous words. Polysemy is not an exception; it is the norm:
How can we deal with vagueness and polysemy? In linguistics the prob-

lem can be solved by ignoring it. The scope of investigation is restricted to

lexical semantics and problems of reference; discourse and pragmatics are
ignored (e.g. Lyons 1971; and see a critical review by G. Miller & K: Miller

1979). In philosophy, the problem can be partially handled by adopting a
nominal view of naming (Kripke 1972). Put simplistically, the reason that
entity Xis named N isbecause it has been so named. Where linguistics deals

only with lexical meanings, philosophyseems to deal only with the arbitrary

nature of name assignments. Neither approach seems particularly helpful

for a psychology of natural language use. The central questions for psy-

chology remain: (a) How are word meanings represented in the mental

dictionary, or more broadly, the mental encyclopedia? (b) How does one
know when to apply, or use, a particular word?

The subset of the lexicon that has received the most attention is the 56

category names and their exemplars gathered by Battig& Montague (1969);

e.g. vegetable: beans, carrots, peas, peanuts; etc. There is general agreement

that such natural -categories should not be represented by criterial featiireS,

but there is little agreement on just how they should be represented (Medin

& Schaffer 1978, Martin & Caramazza 1979). Whatever the final solution

to the representation problem; the av-ailable data indicate that concrete

noun meanings are more or less vague Category membership statements of
the form "An olive is a vegetable" seem to have varying degrees of truth.

People can reliably rate the relative truthfulness of such statements (Oden

1977). Further, people have difficulty deciding whether or not atypical

category members belong in ordinary categories, e.g. "A peanut is a vegeta-

ble." People disagree with one another and are inconsistent with themselves

when they make such decisions (McCloskey & Glucksberg 1978). These
findings in considered judgment task parallel the effects of typicality on
reaction tinge in speeded verification tasks.

Similarity relationsamong concepts also seem to be less rigid and definite

than had been supposed (Rosch 1975). It had seemed intuitively obvious

that the similarity Of A to B would be judged the same as the similarity of
B to A: However, there are -clear cases where this assumption fails. For

example, people judged that North Korea is more similar to Red China than
the reverse (Tversky 1977). Tversky argues that.geometric models of simi-

larity relations, and hence geometric-spatial models of word meanings (e.g.

Hutchinson & Lockhead 1977), are seriously undermined by such asym-

metrical similarity relations. One implication is that semantic-feature rep-
resentations are preferable to geometric-spatial representations because
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they allow freedom for representing asymmetries. Krumhansl (1978) shows

that one can do so in spatial models as well if assumptions are made about

varying densities within semantic spaces. A more general implication of

similarity asymmetries is that pragmatic and contextual factors are inher-

ently involved in the comprehension of similarity statements; just as they

seem to be in the comprehension of class-inclusion statements.

Perhaps the most interesting programmatic proposal for studying word

meanings in general was offered by Miller & Johnson-Laird in their book,

Language and Perception (1976). Words are assumed to represent pre-

existing concepts. The meaning of a word is neither a set of semantic

feat' i nor a node in a semantic network. Instead, a word's rrieaning

consists of a set of decision procedures that govern its use and application

and a set of relationships between its meanings and the meanings of other

words: These decision procedures are not limited to linguistic operations.

Perceptual and functional properties of objects; actions, and events are

integral to the decision procedure. For exampl; part of the meaning of the

verb meet consists of a test which must be satisfied before "X meets r can

be asserted, namely, does y touch x? This approach is called procedural

semantics and is in principle compatible with artificial intelligence models

of language processing in that it consists of instructions to perform specified

operations _(Johnson-Laird 1977a,b). If these procedures can vary as a

function of context, then such an approach is also compatible with the
.

inotion of ill-defined word meanings or a fuzzy semantics. More generally,

a procedural semantics rejects the utility of an autonomous semantics and

explicitly incorporates world knowledge into the mental lexicon. The dis-

tinction between lexical and practical knowledge is ignored (Miller 1978),

This kind of model is fully compatible with an interactive top:down model

of language comprehension because it provides for the continuous availabil-

ity of both linguistic and extralinguisti: information.

In an analogous argument, E. V. Clark & H. H. Clark _(1979) propose

an intentional view of verb comprehension that integrates linguistic infor-

mation with world knowledge and social context. Although they retain a

linguistic core for word meanings, they nevertheless blur the distinction

between linguistic and nonlinguistic sources of information. Both kinds of

information must he used when people cope with the interpretations of

words used in novel Ways, as when nouns are ttied innovatively as Ileitis.

How do we understand statements such as "Heparched the newspaper" or

"He Houdinied his way out of the box"? Clark & Clark argue that a speakr

uses such words when there is good reason to believe that the listener cat

compute his intended interpretation from both linguistic and nonlinguistic

knowledge. A meaning must be constructed; because it is novel, it cannot

be retrieved from a semantic memory. Verbs in particular seem to require

43
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this sort of integration between lexical and contextual information, but so

do other parts of speech, e.g. modals (Johnson-Laird 1978)i conjunctions

(Fillenbaum 1974a), and quantifiers (Borges & Sawyers 1974, Hersh &

Cararnazza 1976).

From concrete nouns to verbs to the vaguest of adjectives; therepresenta-

tion Of word meanings seems vague and fuzzy. Integration of linguistic and

pragmatic-contextual information would seem to be a necessary component

of word comprehension. Precisely how different types and sources of infor-

mation are represented, accessed; and integrated remains to be specified.

SENTENCES: REPRESENTATIONS AND PROCESSES

How is the meaning of a sentence represented, and how are such representa-

tions derived? These two related questions have been addressed in two

general ways (a) by studies of sentence memory; and (b) by studies of

sentence perception and comprehension.

Products of Comprehension: S'entence Memory

Two contrasting views of sentence comprehension dominate the literature,

They are analogous, in important respects, to the bottom-up vs interactive

views of word recognition. The bottom-up, interpretivist view of sentence

comprehension claims that sentences are processed in sequential stages,

First, a literal or canonical representation ofa clause or a sentence is derived

from the speech signal. Second, this representation is interpreted as a fun-

tion of the social and discourse context. This is analogous to word recogni-

tion models which posit that words are first accessed via a search process

and then interpreted as a function of context (e.g, Forster 1916). Sentence

processing models of this type rely heavily on formal linguistic representa-

tions, such as those derived from transformational generative grammars

(Fodor et al 1974, Schlesinger 1977), These linguistic models provide the

format for the initial, literal representations required by an interpretivist

view.

In contrast, a constructivist view provides a sentence-processing analog

di hilly interactive model of word recognition; where social and discourse

contexts influence recognition and comprehension decisions at the outset

(Shaw & Bransford 1977). Instead of involving two discrete stagesthe first

context-free; the second interpretivea constructive comprehender uses

sentence and context information interactively and flexibly to arrive at an

understanding of a speaker's intended meaning. On this view; linguistic

processing per se has neither temporal nor informational priority.

These two views of sentence comprehension stress different aspects of

sentence memory. The two-stage interpretivist view seeks evidence for me-

4,1
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morial residues of an initial; literal interpretation. The constructivist in-

teractive view seeks evidence for an elaborated representation; with little if

any residues &raw, unprocessed verbatim information. The arguments are

that if we remember verbatim or linguistic information, then sentence pro-

cessing must involve an initial linguistic representation which is lateravail-

able for interpretation. However, if we remember only gist, together with

elaborated Constructions such as inferences; then sentence processing need

not involve an initial linguistic representation. The basic issue, however, is

not whether sentence understanding requires extralinguistic information.

Rather; the two opposing views differ on just when, in a comprehension

sequence, extralinguistic contextual knowledge is used. When the issue is

posed in this way, then the sentence memory literature seems irrelevant to

the controversy. Either class of models could allow for virtually any form

of final memorial representation of fully processed sentences. The predilec-

tions for sparse versus rich memorial representations seem more a reflection

of preference than of substance. In any case, the available data are consis-

tent with virtually any class of models for sentence representation, including

propositions (Kintsch 1974; Ratcliff & McKoon 1978), .,ssociatiye net-

works (Anderson & Bower 1973 Anderson 1976) word. (Hayes-Roth &

Hayes-Roth 1977), and images (Danks & Sorce 1973, Marschark & Paivio

1977, Potter et al 1977).

The processing issue aside; what do people normally remember of sen-

tences? The evidence strongly suggests that people can forget much verba-

tim, specific-item information and still retain gist (e.g. Barclay & Reid 1974,

Pezdek & Royer 1974), just as Sachs had argued in 1967. Memory for

verbatim information seems particularly fragile with long delays (Anderson

& Paulson 1977), and recognition memory is poor when distractor and

target items are highly confusable (James & Hillinger 1977). MemorY for

verbatim infommtion is robust when that information is important. Memo-

rized prose and verse can be retained verbatim for years (Rubin 1977). After

all, paraphrases such as "my love is like a red red carnation", just won't do.

Similarly; jokes and insults often depend upon specific wording for their

import, and they too should be remembered verbatim. Keenan et al (1977)

transcribed seminar discussions and then tested participants' recognition

memory one day later. As expected, memory for meaning was quite good.

Verbatim memory was also good; especially for statements with personal

significance, such as sarcasm, personal criticism, and witty remarks. It is,

of course,just these kinds of speech acts which cannot survive paraphrasing,

and so it is not surprising that people remember the original Wording. If

they did mit, then they could not retain the original meaning,

People may also remember specific wordings even when they are not

particularly important. Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth (1977) replicated
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Sae VS (1967; 1974) findings of recognition confusions between verbatim

and paraphrased test items. In addition-, they obtained higher confidence

ratings and faster verification latencies for verbatim items than for para-

phrases. It would seem that some specific lexical information is normally

preserved after sentences have been understood-. Other normal products of

sentence comprehension include specific instantiations of general terms

(Anderson & Ortony 1975), integrations of simple sentences into complex

wholes (Hupet & LeBouedec 1977), inferred information (Fillenbaum

1974b), and presuppositions and implications (Harris & Monaco 1978), In

short, people can remember many kinds of information after listening to or

reading sentences (cf Craik 1979), The central issue for psycholinguistics is

not what can be remembered, but how those memorial representations are

generated in the first place.

Sentence Comprehension Processes

The most fully elaborated form of a two-stage interpretivist sentence pro-

cessing model is the clausal processing hypothesis (Fodor et al 1974, Hurtig

1978), The structural component of this hypothesis is that sentences are

segmented perceptually into clauses: The processing component is that

integration and interpretation of word and phrase meanings are postponed

until the ends of each clause (Marslen-Wilson et al 1978). Extralinguistic

processing; such as the application of contextual information, is performed

primarily at clause boundaries, when a completed linguistic representation

is available for interpretation.

The primary evidence. for perceptual segmentation of sentences into

clauses comes from click-location_ experiments. People judge the location Of

nonlinguistic sounds, such as clicks, within spoken sentences. Perceived

displacements of clicks into deep-structure clause boundaries have been

interpreted as evidence for perceptual segmentation of sentences into deep-

structure linguistic units (Bever & Hurtig 1975). The interpretive problems

of click location data have been discussed thoroughly elsewhere (Johnson

Laird 1974, Levelt 1978). The major problem is that clause boundaries are

normally confounded with other variables, such as serial position of words

(Reber 1973) and intonation patterns (Oeers 1978). Suffice it to say that

sentences may be perceptually segmented into clauses without being com-

prehended and interpreted on a Clause-by-clause basis. Certainly, percep-

tual clause segmentation does not necessarily imply that interpretive work

is restricted to, or concentrated in; clause boundaries (Townsend & Bever

1978):

A more direct implication of the clausal processing hypothesis is that

lexical ambiguities are not resolved until clause endin,gs (Bever et al 1973,
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Olson & MacKay 1974). If this is true, then both meanings of an ambiguous

word are always accessed regardless Of prior context; with a choice made

only at the end of a clause. The alternative hypothesis is that prior context

can restrict initial lexical access to the contextually appropriate sense of a

word. This question has been extensively investigated with a phoneme-

monitoring paradigm. People listen to sentences and respond as quickly as

possible to predesignated target phonemes: Phoneme detection latencies are

taken to reflect the relative processing difficulty of the word immediately

preceding the target phoneme. Lexically ambiguous words appearing just

before a target phoneme usually increase detection latencies (Cairns &

Kamerman 1975). Prior context apparently did not eliminate this effect

(Foss & Jenkins 1973), suggesting that ambiguity resolution did indeed

await clause boundaries. More recent evidence, however, suggests that

initial lexical accessis affected by prior context Mehler et al (1978)_and

Newman & Dell (1974 correctly pointed out that many phoneme-monitor:

ing studies had failed to control for potential artifacts like the length,

frequency, and phonemic composition of words immediately prior to target

phonemes: These factors may have adventitiously increased detection laten-

cies following ambiguous words. Blank & Foss (1974 explicitly controlled

for the artifacts discussed by Mehler et al and by Newman & Dell, and

found that prior context could facilitate immediate semantic processing of

unambiguous words: These findings; together with those of Swinney &

Hakes (1976), who did find effects of prior context on ambiguous word

processing, argue against a strong form of the clausal processing hypothesis.

Further evidence against a strong form of the clausal processing hypothe-

sis was reported by Marslen-Wilson et al (1978); using a word-detection

paradigm. A target word could appear either immediately before or after

a clause boundary. Irrespective of whether the target words were monitored

for sound (rhyming) or for meaning (category membership), there were no

effects of word location. At least insofar as word recognition and interpreta-

tion are concerned, position within clauses seems to be irrelevant (Rips et

al 1978). These results, along with others (e.g. Rosenberg & Lambert 1974,

Lindig 1976, Danks et al 1978), are inconsistent with interpretive models

that posit literal representations as a necessary first step in a comprehension

sequence before contextual information is brought into play:

One critical assumption of such interpretivist models is that there are

nonarbitrary "literal" interpretations that are relatively context-free. How-

ever, even in impoverished laboratory situations, sentence-encodings are

highly context-sensitive. For example, how sentences are coded in a sen-

tence-verification task will vary as a function of the form of linguistic input

(Banks et al 1975), the serial position of test sentences (Garrod & Trabasso
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1973), whether pictures _precede sentences or vice versa (Glucksberg et al

1973), and individual differences among subjects (MacLeod et al 1978). A

particularly clear demonstration of task specific processing strategies was

reported by Aaronson (1976, Aaronson & Scarborough 1976, 1977). Read:

ers were allowed to pace presentation of sentences; one word at a time,

Readers who had been instructed to understand the sentences 'Bed a differ-

ent pacing strategy than those who had been instructed to recall the

sentences verbatim, Clearly, different laboratory tasks impose different sen-

tence-processing demands; and people seem capable of varying their seri;

tence encoding strategies to suit those demands:

Perhaps the clearest 7:est cases for a literal first interpretivist model are

those sentences whose "literal" meanings do not coincide with their ap-,

propriate or intended meanings Indirect requests are one such class of

sentences. The statement "Can you pass the salt" has at least two interpre-

tations. It can be a question about someone's ability to perform an action;

or it can be a request for that action to be performed. An interpretivist

comprehension sequence for such sentences would be (a) derive a literal

meaning, (b) check that meaning against the context, (c) if it fits plausibly,

stop; (d) if not; seek an alternative nonliteral meaning that does fit: Clark

& Lucy (1975) used such sentences in a sentence verification task and found

that people required more time to verify indirect requests than direct ones,

However, they tested each sentence in isolation. Gibbs (1979) found similar

results with sentences in isolation, With the same sentences embedded in

appropriate story contexts, appropriate indirect interpretations were under-

stood more quickly than direct but inappropriate ones. These data are

inconsistent with a literal first, intended optional comprehension sequence.

Metaphors provide another interesting set of test cases. The standard

interpretivist view of metaphor comprehension is an exact parallel of Clark

& Lucy's (1975) indirect request model. A metaphorical interpretation of

a sentence is optional because it will occur only after a literal interpretation

has failed to make sense, Therefore, metaphors are not only optionally

interpreted, but they must also take more time and effort than ordinary,

literal sentences. There are serious principled problems with such a view (cf

POE et al 1977). For example, what are the nonarbitrary literal interpreta-

tits of such statements as "a woman without a man is like a fish without

a bicycle" [attributed to Gloria Steirient, in G. Miller (1?79)j9 There are also

severe empirical problems,, Some types of metaphors seem to be processed

nonoptionally, Glucksberg et al (1977) presented sentences of the form

"some X are IP' in a sentence verification task, Embedded within a long list

of simple sentences were literally false but metaphorically true sentences

such as "some roads are snakes:" People took significantly longer to re--
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spond "false" to such sentences. The availability of a "true" metaphorical

meaning seemed to produce Stroop-like interference; presumably because

people could not inhibit their understanding of the metaphor.

Within discourse contexts, metaphors may be understood as quickly as

literal statements: Ortony et al (1978) compared the time requited to under-

stand how a target sentence either literally or metaphorically fit with (a)

an impoverished prior context; oi(b) a fully adequate prior context. With

impoverished contexts, literal and metaphorical usages took 4 and 5 sec,

respectively, to understand. With adequate contexts, literal and metaphori

cal usages were understood equally quickly. It would seem that literal

sentence meanings have neither temporal nor informational priority over

alternative nonliteral meanings. The alternative readings of a sentence may

be equally accessible, just as the alternative readings of word senses may be

equally accessible, provided that there is sufficient contextual information

to guide comprehension. It should be noted that comprehension in the

Ortony et al study of metaphor was operationally defined in terms of

integration with a larger unit of discourse; i.e. a prior context. Within such

larger units, it seems unlikely indeed that canonical, literal sentence repre-

sentations would always be generated, only to be discarded when contexts

so dictate. The alternativea constructivist interactive modelwould seem

more efficient and plausible. Unfortunately; however, this plausibility may

have been bought at the price of vagueness.

DISCOURSE COMPREHENSION

Conversations and prose narratives are coherent to us because we use

various cohesive devices to link constituents together, and because conver-

sations and texts usually display some global organization._ The relevance

of these text properties for studies of human memory has been described

in Craik's recent review (1979): We consider representative research on how

cohesion and organizational structure function in discourse comprehension.

Comprehension Strategies and Discourse Cohesion

During conversation, listeners use inferences about a speaker's intentions

to help arrive at coherent understandings. These inferences are based on

knowledge of conversations in general as well its on the speaker's utterances.

Once (1975) proposed that successful interpersonal communication de-

pends on an implicit cooperative principle. This principle subsumes four

conversational postulates, or maxims: be informative, truthful, relevant,

and perspicuous. These maximS, if obeyed by speakers, and if believed to
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be obeyed by listeners, provide a basis for making inferences about a speak-

er's intended meaning:

One instantiation of the relevancy maxim is the givennew contract. This

presumes that utterances provide new information; and the contract re
quires speakers to signal which parts of an utterance are given (old) infor-

mation, and which are new (Clark & Haiti land 1977). This signaling can

be accomplished in alternative ways, using linguistic as well as paralinguis-

tic cues. A linguistic cue is illustrated in the sentence sequence "Horace got

some beer out of the car. The beer was warm," The use of the definite article

for the second mention of beer signals that it is the same beer that Horace

had taken out of the car. The existence of the beer is given; that it was warm

is the new information: When such cues are not used appropriately, then

listeners must engage in additional inferential activity, as in "Horace got

some picnic supplies out Of the car. The beer was warm" Here; both the

existence of the beer ad its temperature are new, and listeners take longer

to comprehend that sentence (Haviland & Clark 1974).

Other linguistic devices that can signal givennew information are ellipsis,

pronominalization; word order; and stress (Halliday & Hasan 1976): Mac-

Whinney & Bates (1978) examined how several such devices are used in

English; Hungarian, and Italian. As we might have expected; the three

languages differed markedly in the relative availability and strategic use of

these devices. However; all three had ways to mark given-new information,

and these were used to implement the givennew contract

Detailed studies of how people establish reference correspondences pro-

vide further evidence that discourse comprehension involves considerable

inferential and problemsolving work. When people converse there is an

implicit understanding that they are talking about the same things (Clark

& Marshall _1978)._ How are such understandings; or reference correspon-

dences, established? At one extreme, people use word substitutions and

pronouns, e.g. "Look at all that white fluffy stuff. Its pretty, but I wish the

snow would melt:" The words "stuff" "snow," and "it" all have the same

referent, and listeners haveno trouble in making this identification (Rothe-

ter & Martin 1977). Other referential identifications require more complex

inferences, as in the beer bridge mentioned above,

Coherence emerges only in part from a listener's efforts to infer a

speaker's intended meaning: It also derives partly from the organization Of

a conversation (Schenkein 1978). Topic organization, topic shifts (Goode-

nough & Weiner 1978), and the regulation of turn_ taking (Sacks et al 1974;

Duncan & Fiske 1977) are signaled by a variety of linguistic and nonlinguis-

tic cues, such as idea completeness, facial expressions, gestures, and intona

Lion. These cues can be used to discriminate between, a speaker pausing

(a) to think, (b) to breathe; or (c) to allow a listener a turn to talk:

JJ

Interactive devices like the are not available to readers of stories and

texts; and so readers must rely more heavily on linguistic conventions and

knowledge schemata. Many textual linguistic devices are the same as those

used in conversation, including definite reference, pronominalization; and

anaphora. Readers also assume, with good reason, that successive sentences

are related to one another unless otherwise marked (Haberlandt & Bingham

1978).

When a text does not provide explicit bridges_ between successive sen-

tences, listeners and readers make whatever inferences are required to

provide coherence (CrotherS 1978, 1979; Warren et al 1979). Consider these

alternative versions of a sentence sequence: "The millionaire was murdered

(died), The killer escaped," If "died" is used; then an inference is required

to bridge between "the killer" and the millionaire's death. This inference

is not required if the word "murdered" is used. Using an eymonitoring

technique; Carpenter& Just (1977) found that readers spend about 0,5 sec

longer inspecting the' phrase "the killer" when "died" is used instead of

"murdered." Readers also regress to the preceding sentence to confirm their

infetrice, SiMilarly, distortions of topical and inured relations cause dis-

roptii.ns of fluent shadowing (Lindig 1976) and of oral reading performance

(Danks et at 1978)

__Do readers draw inferences whether or not an inference is required?

Clark (1977, 1978) suggests that only those that actually_ contribute_to

coherence are drawn, and Hildyard & Olson (1978) report that this ability

may develop early. Fourth-grade children not only draw those inferences

that are required for story coherence; they also discriminate between those

that are useful for story understanding and those that are not

Most of the cohesion-establishing devices we have discussed are used

within relatively small units Of discourse, e.g. referential correspondence

between pairs of adjacent sentences: More global -organizational aids may

be found in larger text structures:

Text Coherence: Schemata and Grammars

The potential importance of schemata for lending cOlierence to narratives

is nicely illustrated by vague texts. The sentence "The haystack was impor-

Milt because the cloth ripped" is syntactically well formed; contains no

anomalous semantic relations, yet is quite difficult to interpret. If we infer,

or are told, that the sentence is about a parachuting accident, then the

meaning becomes clear (Bransford & McCaLrell 1974). Both comprehen-

sion and recall performance are dramatically improved when such thematic

information is provided; especially if it is provided either just before or

immediately after the text. If recall is delayed and the thematic information

given just before recall, it is far lesS effective (Cofer et Al 1976, Dooling &
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Christiaansen 1977a,b). In general, the effects of alternative themes and

contexts on paragraph and story memory parallel their effects on sentence

memory. For example, Anderson & Pichert (1978) used ambiguous stories

with alternative thematic perspectives. A tour of a house could be described

from the perspective of either a prospective buyer or a burglar. Recall

protocols revealed bias in the expected directions, whether the perspective

was established before or just after the story. This suggests that thematic

information can affect both selective encoding and selective retrieval

(Hasher & Griffin 1978).

The effects of thematic information on story recall have usually been

interpreted in terms of Bartlett's (1932) concepts of schemata and recoil-

structive memory. What kinds of schemata do people use to interpret stories

and to guide their reconstructions? A dominant set of schemata are our

understandings of interpersonal and social interactions, and of people's

psychological states and motivations in everyday situations (Bower 1978).

An explicit formalization of this kind of information has been attempted by

Schank & Abelson (1977) in the form of scripts. A script lists; in hierar-

chical form; the expected and appropriate sequences of actions and events

in specified contexts: For example, a restaurant script would prescribe an

event sequence which includes entering; being seated, ordering, eating,

paying the bill, and leaving. If we read or hear a narrative with one or more

script-prescribed events omitted, such as leaving a tip; we tend to insert it

in subsequent recall Bower et al (1979) found that people tended to agree

on what are sensible and plausible scripts and on how to partition scripts

into scenes. People also tended to remember script events in canonical

order, to fill in routine script events if they are left unstated, and especially

to remember salient, unexpected additions. In other words, people share a

great deal of knowledge about what happens in familiar social situations and

use that knowledge when they read and remember stories:

Scripts and other scenario-like schemata derive from the 'contents of

narratives. They are analogous to the semantics and pragmatics of sen-

tences, In contrast, structural descriptions that are analogous to idealized

syntactic descriptions have been proposed in the form of content-fret gory

grammars. Some of these adopt formatrule structures like those ofgenera-

tive grammars, particularly those that have been applied to relatively stan-

dardized story formats such as folk tales and children's stories (Rumelhart

1975; Mandler & Johnson 1977; Thorndyke 1977; Stein'& Glenn 1979).

More general structural descriptions that are applicable to any prose texts

have also been proposed; These attempt to characterize how people impose

hierarchical structure on propositions that may be derived from texts

(Kintsch 1974, Frederiksen 1975b, Grimes 1975; Meyer 1975, van Dijk

1977),
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Despite principled differences .among these proposals-,, they share the

assumptions (a) that prose material is encoded in hierarchically organized

format, and (6) that the basic unit of encoding is propositional. Four basic

empirical findings provide support for such text grammars in general: (a)

Information at higher,' more general levels in a hierarchical representation

is remembered better than lower-level details (Meyer & McConkie 1973;

Kintsch et al 1975, Gerstner 1976), (b) When people are asked to summarize

a given text, the summaries resemble delayed-recall protocols in that only

higher-level information appears consistently; and it does so in structured

order (Kintsch 1977, Rumelhart 1977b, Kintsch & van Dijk 1978; Glenn

1978). (c) Prose that is presented in grammatical or canonical order is easier

to understand and to remember than prose that is presented out of order

(Meyers & Boldrik 1975, Kintsch et al 1977, Mandler 1978, Stein & Nez-

worski 1978). (d) Theoretical prose structures predict the comprehension

and recall performance of people who already have the appropriate

schemata better than that -at' -people who do not, such as children (Poulsen

et al 1979), people with alien cultural backgrounds (Kintsch & Green 1978);

and people who lack important technical knowledge (ICtulee et al 1979).

Unfortunately, these data are not sufficient to discriminate among the

various competing alternatives (cf Rubin 1978). Indeed, many of these

results were originally reported in 1894. by Binet & .Henri (cf Thieman

Brewer 1978); The difficulties associated with formal syntactic analyses of

sentences have not been resolved by applying analogous formal structures

to discourse. As with sentences, people tend to pay attention to and remem-

ber socially and personally relevant information, with little regard for ab-

stract context-independent structures, Anyone who has taught lecture

classes knows only too well that students often remember the "wrong"

information, such as jokes and extraneous remarks; better than the main

ideas: This intuition has been ruefully confirmed by Kintsch & Bates (1977).

Should formal text analyses be abandoned? We think hot. Formal repre-

sentation of text structures can be useful when it is coupled with explicit

processing models. Kintsch & van Dijk (1978) provide an encouraging

example in their attempt to account for the detailed characteristics of

summary and recall protocols.:They report some success in modeling both

summarization and recall performances by using selected constraints that

are derived from a general information processing theory, together with

their specific propositional description of_the texts. Their_ model has been

extended to permit assessment of the relative readability of texts with some

success as well (Kintsch & Vipond 1979). Perhaps the most useful outcome
of current approaches to_ text comprehension will be more practical than

theoretical. The kinds of questions asked; and the kinds, of answers pro-

vided, should find applitations in designing and assessing instructional
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texts, and may provide guidelines for designing human-machine interaction

systems.

TRENDS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our review has been highly selective and perhaps irliOsyncratic. To the

extent that it accurately reflects the field, two general trends can be dis-

cerned, One trend is exemplified by a concern with language processing

within larger psychological contexts; and by an emerging consensus that

continuous interactions among sources Of information is a central charac-

teris tic of such language processing. In effect, this implies rejection of the

standard; linguistically based model of language processing in which com-

prehension was accomplished in sequential stages, from lower-level units to

integration with context. From one point of view, this represents a with

drawal of psycholinguistics from interdisciplinary ccoperation. Formal

linguistic theory no longer provides candidates for idealized; literal; erni-

textfree sentence representations.

A second trend, which has been implicit in our review; is a movement

toward more interdisciplinary, interaction in the larger enterprise of -cogni-

tive science: There are signs, including two new journalsCognitive Science

and Discourse Processesthat the separate disciplines of psychology; lin.

guistics, computer science-, anthropology, sociology, and philosophy, might

begin to recognize shared interests in and complementary contributions to

the study of human mental life. Whether this promise will become reality

is unclear: Johnson-Laird strikes an appropriate note of caution in his

argument for the utility of artificial intelligence as an approach to the study

Of language: "Psychological processes take place in time; and so; too, do the

operations of computers. Perhaps the metaphor can be pushed no further

than that; but there does riot seem to be any other equally viable alternative"

(1977a, p. 213).

Social interactions in everyday situations also take place in time, and

these may provide the models for more detailed and specific analyses of how

linguistic, conceptiral, pragmatic, and interpersonal mechanisms interact in

natural language use: The next 5 years should see progress beyond demon-

strations of context_effects and arguments based.upon plausibility. In the

meantime, we have learned more about the complexity of normal language

processes and about the general characteristics of potentially adequate Ian .

guage-processing theories: There is an emerging consensus that such theo-

ries will have to provide mechanisms for interactions of information from

the most specific and sensory to the most general and conceptual. Such a

theory will not be specific to psycholinguistics, but to human conceptual

processing in general.

11.
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RECENT REVIEWS AND TEXTS

For aspects of psycholinguistics not covered here, see the fdllOwing: neuro.

linguistics (Whitaker 1976, Miller & Lenneberg 1978, Walker 1978), speech

perception (Darwin 1976, Kavanagh & Strange 1978, Pisoni 1978), speech

production (Garrett 1975; Rosenberg 1977; Deese 1979); referential com-

munication (Asher 1979), language acquisition (Abrahamsen 1977, di Vil.

he6 & de Villiers 1918); sign language (Schlesinger & Namir 1978, Klima

& &llügi 1979).

General introductions to the held are provided by several recent texts,

including Glucksberg & Danks (1975); H. S. Cairns & C. E. Cairns (1976);

H. H. Clark & E. V. Clark (1977), Foss & Hakes (1978), Palermo (1978),

and a second edition of Slobin (1979).
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"In order to read with comprehension, all the beginning

reader has to do is pronounce the words correctly at a

reasonable rate. His oral language comprehension processes

will then suffice." Many researchers have tacitly assumed this

proposition in their interpretation of research results and in

their proposals for reading programs. Others have assumed

the opposite, namely, that reading comprehension requires

cognitive processes that are different in some major respects

from those of listening. The fr.?.t that these assumptions are

rarely made explicit should not lull us into overlooking them.

Researchers have presented few data to support either

assumption. Indeed; a cursory review of the literature reveals

that data sufficient to resolve the issue axe not available,

primarily because of flaws in the rationales, designs, and

procedures of the studies.

This chapter is divided into three sections. First, the two

extreme positions the identified and elaborated; drawing from

Published writings of several well-known reading profes

sionals. The implications for educational programs that follow

from assuming each stance are identified. In particular, how

one teaches reading and/or English ad/or language arts in

the later elementary school years is determined in large

measure by the assumed relation between oral and printed

communication systems, In the_second section, methodologi-

cal problems with empirical studies that bear on the issue are

reviewed and illustrated. Finally, a task analysis is proposed

that would direct research toward a valid comparison of

listening and reading. comprehension:

The discussion here is limited to what has been

commonly called thii comprehension aspect of reading in

contrast to decoding. Word identification, which completes the



decoding phase, provides the grist for comprehension, How-

ever; when the dichotomy is pressed, it is difficult toalaintaim

for example; Ryan and Sernmel (1969) describe the "down.
stream" influence that comprehension has on decoding. The

decoding phases df listening and reading are necessarily
different by virture of the different modalities of input and the
amount of control the recipient has over the input flow, A
listener has minimal control nvei the auditory signal which

rapidly fades; A reader; on the other hand, has reasonably
complete control over the amount and rate of visual input
Which is continuously available for reprocessing: If there is not

a sharp break between decoding and comprehension; as there
well may not be, then the different processing mechanisms at
the decoding end may have a marked influence on the later
comprehension stages: In general; this chapter focuses On

comprehension and not decoding although this separation
may be a fiction that ultimately cannot be maintained.

The Two Extremes

A Unitary Comprehension Process
.

There has been considerable discussion about the
relation between a reader's processing of speech and Print. Two

conferences, reported in Kavanagh (1963) and Kav anagh and
Mattingly (1972);_ were devoted to exploring this relationship.

In the first conference; Alvin Liberman discussed several
differences between listening and reading. However, all of his

points focused on decoding speech and print into language, all
of which presumably, occurs prior to processing for meaning.

As conveyed by the title of the report of the second conference,

Language by Ear and by Eye, the emphasis there was also on

the more peripheral aspects of the relationship; that is speech
perception and reading implicitly defined as decoding, Few of
the papers in that volume even hinted at the problem of
comprehension and the similar ties or differences as a function

of mode of linguistic input For the most part, the participants

did not questio, at least_ in the printed record of the con-
ference, the assumption tha Ace past word identification,
the processes of corn peech and print do not differ, .

The position that a unitary comprehension process is

activated regardless of mode of input has been attributed in

recent years to the proclamation of linguists that speech is

primary and that print is a poor second cousin in the language

family: The position was stated most decisively by Fries (1963.

xv).

Learning to read...is not a process of learning new or other

language signals than those the child h as already learned-.The

language signals are all the same. The difference lies in the

medium through which the physical stimuli make contact with

his nervous syStein. In 'talk, the physical stimuli of the

language signals make their contact by means of sound waves

received by the ear. In reading; the physical stimuli of the same

language signals consist of graphic shapes that make their

contact with his nervous system through light waves received

by the eye, The process of learning to read is the process of

transfer from the auditory signs for language signals which

the child has already learned; to the new visual signs for the

same signals.

Psychologists interested in reading have frequently

maintained a similar posture. For example, the research group

at Cornell University who have been actively studying_ the

reading process under the leadership of E, Gibson and H.

Levin; have accepted a unitary comprehension process.

Publications of the Gibson group., suggest the model of the

reader as "speEiker, then hearer," The task of the reader is to

translate graphemes into phonemes. This is the task particular

to reading: After decoding to speech has been accomplished,

comprehension processes associated with speech comprehen .

sion are brbught into play [Wanat; 1971: 8.1551.

.

In fairness it should be noted that Gibson (1972) in her keynote

address to the conference reported iri Kavanagh and Mattingly

hinted that this position may be wrong She commented that

researchers have assumed that a reader's knowledge of

grammar for oral language is:transferred automatically and

directly to the reading process but that this assumption may

not be justified.

The assumption of a single comprehension process

following initial decoding of either Sound orPrint also has been

Coinprehension in Listening and Reading
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readily accepted_ by educators and edneational.pSydikiSts.
In many cases the assumption is not even made explicit and,
when it iS, it is Tinted in passing with the implication that a
point so obvious scarcely bears mentioning. Note these
examples from two prominent educational psychologists who
spoke at the institute:

The process of reading comprehension differs from thc process
of language comprehension only in the form of piicejtnal
input. The latter works from oral input; the former from visual
input [Goodman, 196 168] .

Performance in reading, at leastafter the basic decoding
skills are mastered, is primarily an indicator of the general
level Of the individual's thinking and reasoning- processes
rather than a set of distinct and specialized skills [Thorndike,
l973-74 ! 1351.

In sum, a frequently held position is that once the reader
or listener has translated the particular form of input into an
abstract coding; language is language. The language code is
either an abstract code that is independent of the modality of
input or a speech code to which print istdecoded:

What effect does holding a unitary process view have on
educational practice? Many school systems have accepted this
position; albeit implicitly, Witness the fact that in many
elementary schools; "reading!' as a Separate subject is taught
only in the first two or three grades, At that point the teacher
stops teaching reading and teaches language arts or English.
The implicit assumption is that once the child has acquired
decoding skills, training and practice with one form of
language wil' 'insfer to other forms. This educational
practice is not ,cd on some amorphous notion of generalized
transfer. Listening skills place an absolute ceiling on the level
of reading skill a child may attain. As Bormuth (1972) has
noted, "in the tradition and folklore of reading instruction, a
student's ability to comprehend spoken language is regarded
as an estin,ate of the upper limit of his capacity to learn
reading comprehension skills" (p; 1184 Such an assumption
demands that if education is to increase reading skills, oral
language skills must first be increased beyond the desired level
of reading, This strategy has been most evident in proposals

peas

for the remediation of supposed language deficits in speakers

of dialects other than the'dialect found in primers. Therefore;

instead of teaching_reading of prose; one should attempt to

increase general verbal fluency, vocabulary, and even general

knowledge. The only special training necessary with reged to

print would be to emphasize reading speed and to introduce a

variety of literature and other reading materials,

The assumption of a single comprehension process has

also led to the language experience approach of teaching

decoding. In the.novipopular technique, the teacher writes out

a story told orally by a child so that he can read it later. The

implicit reasoning behind the value of this exercise is that the

child will learn to read easier and faster if he discovers the

similarity_ between processing speech and print Since the

material is already meaningful to him; the comprehension

process used for oral language can be more efficiently and

smoothly activated while reading. Ih addition, the Material is

more relevant to the child's here-and-now, which also may

facilitate comprehension. One cannot help but note from the

vantage of a dual comprehensiye process viekhowever, that

when the teacher writes dOwn what the child says, he or she

implicitly .admits that the language found in the .child'S

primers is not the same as what the child himself speaks, and

further that the language the child speaks is better for him to

practice reading.. If so, then the comprehension processes

might not be the samefor both speech and print. Let us now

consider the dual process view,

Dual Comprehension Processes

As one might surmise from the previous section, few

researchers in reading have claimed that the comprehension of

speech and the comprehension of prititinvolye totally different

processeslloweVer, some have questioneathe assumption ofa

unitary process, Referring to "a student's ability to totrige-

hend spoken language;" Borniuth (1972:. 1135) claimed that

"although reading and_listening abilities share some elements

in common; they. exhibit, substantial differences, and ..we
can no longer use listening abilities.. to estimate reading

..",aptitude.in the simple fashion we heretofore thought possible."

romprehension in Listening and Reading 5



WetiVer and Kingston (1971b) discussed the difference

between listening and reading from the child's perspective of

learning to do each, They mentioned several differences

between learning oral language and learning to read print.
One point in particular is germane to the present discussion.

"The transfer of 'meaning:from spoken to graphic representa-

tation may Mit be the direct; simple operation commonly

assumed" (1971b: 8-185). "Meaning" includes more than
definitions of isolated words, but also the meanings of
sentences integrated with the meanings of Other sentences,

context; and the reader's prior experience. Thus, in a word,
"transfer of 'meaning" is comprehension: Good oral language
skills are clearly necessary fiir learning to. read. However; the

issue is whether oral cum prehension skills are sufficient for

becoming a skilled reader when combined with well-practiced
decoding sI4 Is.

In h. "Reflections on the Conference" reported ía
Language by Ear and by Eye Miller (1972) noted a historical

development that tangentially bears on the point that
comprehension is not unitary. Writing did not originate as a
more permanent form of speech, Rather writing, as picto .

graphs; evolved independently of speech as an alternate forth
of Communcation,. This development of writing was consider-

ably later in man's evolution than speech: Only recently in
ra an kind's higtoi.y, gay 3op Years ago, was writing associated

more directly with speech when an alphabet was invented. It is
invalid to rely wholely on diachronic arguments to explain

ontogenetic and sychronic processes, but the historical
development of writing vis-a-vis speech is Huggestive that the

two language processes may not be icier rical,

A final argument that there may be at least two
comprension processesone for listening and one for
reading, -comes from the notion that speech and print are
sufficiptiy different so as to demand different pressing
strategies.. t .i.s. often assumed that the way we talk is
considerably different from the language of what is read: What

would be a "sufficient" difference to. necessitate differe. nt

comprehension processes? In what respects is print different

from speech? Aristotle claimed that "the style of written prose

is not that of spoken oratory" (1928; p, 1413b). Has knowledge

Li

on this point advanced in the intervening 2300 years? Many

would claim that there, am large differences_ in grammar,

vocabulary, and Style in what we write and in what we say. To

the extent that differences are present, there well may be

concomitant differences in the cognitive processes required for

efficient extraction of meaning. Material produced for one

channel is comprehensible when received in the opposite one,

but processing may be more strained than when compatibility

of production and reception modality is maintained.

Now consider.what one would do in the classroom if the

dual process view of comprehension were correct. Most

importantly, once the child is able to decode one would not stop

teaching reading. The teacher would' teach reading specific

skills that would lead to more efficient and faster reading.

Among these skills would be previevving; outlining; maximiz-

ing the amount of material per fixation, and minimizing

regressions. The teacher could also teach those comprehension

skills that are peculiar to print. For example, how to analyze

the structural properties of prose sentences and paragraphs, or,

how to follow the styles of thesis development and argumenta-

tion would be appropriate, Knowing specifically how speech

and print differ would. be important in designing these

curricula: Clearly, teachers must not igm, .peech and oral

language skills: they are much too critical to relegate to

haphazard development. Based on any real differences

uncovered betwec.! speech and print, appropriate instructional

programs could be developed.

A Compromise

The positions drawn here are extreme ones: Those whc

claim dual comprehension processes:certainlywould not be so

extreme as to sk that the two processes are totally unrelated

systems triggered 4_different modes of input. Likewise, it is

unlikely that those who hold-a single'process view would say

that there are no differences whatsoever. Some intermediate

position is more probable.

The processing that the listener-reader must perform on

the input may be heavily, influenced by the purpose for which

he/she is attending to the material. Typical listening situa-

tions are conversing over coffee or toCktailS, and likening to

Cinnprithension in Litning and Reading 7



the inews iih
"
I V, Common reading contexts are reading the

newspaper for information and a novel for entertainment To

what extent theoretical and experimental considerations
apply to these typical situations must be carefully evaluated,

The_ issue is _more than the usual plaint about the generaliz
ability of laboratory findings to the "real world," however,

because there are _su mans real world contexts to be accounted
for Is it reasonable to assume that a single comprehension

process can be defined for the mul Li fariousreal world contexts?

Is listening compreb4,,asion in a .conversation the same process

as listening compreher:sion of a lecture? Or does the latter
process have more in minmon with reading a texton the same
topic? iirliat about re,i(',ing a play? Don't we hear the players
speaking to us fim,i the stage? There well. may be commonal'

ities in listening a ;id reading comprehension; as well as some

differences; but compa,..ison of the wide variety of tasks that
tire inclu.cle_d under 'he labels `';.sterling' and "reading" \.vill

eventually be r. f.,1'; long run; an absolute answer to

the question aing and reading comprehension

are unitary or not .- nOt ht, pol,siblebecause there is as ciCh

or more variah? Nithin each skill than betwera them,
Before evaluatiN oossibility, let us review th studies that
bear on listeninf. )(i reading. Is the vid,lice adequait'. to
identify .in sufficient roints of similarity and dit:'6ren'ce

in listening Titir', reading f.'.ornprebt.,nsion so that one can specify
the underlyitig oroceeS?

The Evidence

Superficially; the experimental design ftir're§olving the
question of 1,Vbether listening and reading comprehension are
the same or different is :simple: Present "identical" material

aurally (as speech) to one greup of sul jects and visually (as

print) to another, then test their comprehension. If equal
amounts and types of material are comprehended, then
listening and reading comprehension processes are likely to be

the same (unitary), but if different amounts are comprehended
then the processes must he different (dual). However, there are
numerous logical and inethodogical pitfalls in such an

Danks

experiment. These problems can be categorized as relating to

presentation conditions; subject characteristics; language

materials; and 'comprehension measures. As the research

relevant to each of these four major classes of Variables is

reviewed, pitfalls are identified and th!signs that inightbe used

to circumvent those particular problems are suggested,

Presentation Conditions

The primary .manipulation for the comparison of

listening and reading comprehension, is; of course; whether

the material is _presented as speed; or in print Yet there_are

certain physical properties of the presentation media as well as

gm difference§ in listening and.teadihg decoding that iiiust

be considered to insure comparability of the two conditions.

The presence of suprasegmentals in speech undoubtably

facilitates the listener's veridical understanding of themes.

sage. Although punctuation marks may provide some of the

same type of information to a reader; it is doubtful that they

can code anywhere '.3ar as much information as supraseg-

mentals can. The set punctuation marks is far smaller than

the range of stress, intonation, pitch, and speed possible in

speecIL

Under typical reading conditions a.large segmentof the

material is before the reader at any point in time, while during

listening the li§tener has .access only to a relatively Short

segment amounting to no more than a few words or phrases.

Since it is difficult, if not impossible; to provide a listener

access to a larger segment of material; an investigator must

focus on_ restricting the_ amount of material available to_ a

reader. This restriction should be effected without causing the

reader to alter substantially the'processes he normally uses in

reading. A limited amount of material, say -a line or two of text;

could be presented for a relatively brief period (Young; 1973);

eitber at a fixed rate ox_subject paced. Too fast or too slow a

presentation _rate would reduce coMprehension because too

much or too little information would. be available to process.

The size of the segment presented and how it is segmented

would also be likely to influence the fluidity of reading. Since

..:'subjects integrate at the end of clausal boundaries (Bever,

r:omprehension in Listening and Reading



Garrett; and Ilurtig; 1973; Jarvella, 1971), Maintaining claiiSal

units would facilitate comprehensiorL

A second _difference between listening and reading

presentation *des is the amount oftime that the functional

stimulus is available to the subject. Because of differences in

typical listening and reading rates, time is likely to differ

markedly unless specifically -controlled. Typical Silent reading

rates are two to three times faster than normal speaking rates

(100 _to 150 words per minute for speaking versus 300 to 400

wordS per minute for. reading, Thus; readers given the same,

length of tune to read a passage that liSteners require to hear

that same passage may have time to rehearse or reread the

material; Though many studies have equalized listening and

reading times (Corey; 1934; Durrell, 1969; HOttitkiti, 1968;

Horowitz and Berkowitz; 1967; Sticht, 1968), they failed to

equalize functional listening and reading times; Since compre.

hension was tested with immediate recall; they compared

memory in conditions with functionally different study times,

One solution to this problem has been the use of
compressed speech: The most common technique to compress

speech without increasing the pitch is to excise very short

1,.igments (shorter than a single phoneme) on a random basis.

Kumerous studies have shown that speech compressed to 075
ti; .siotel8 per ,,iintite, close to typical reading rates-, can he

at',?rstoal with 4 inimalor no loss of comprehension (Foulke,

T'issiter; 19'. 1): Compression to higher rates results in a

sharp drop-in comprehension although comprehension can be

maintained at rates over 400 words per minute with training

(Orr, Friedman, and Williams; 1965). Even elementary school

children are able to comprehend compressed speech at rates of

225 words per minute (Woodcock and Clark, 1968). Jester and

Travers (1966) tested college students for comptehenSiOti.at
listening and reading rates of 150 to 350 words per minute
with a mUltiplechoice test. At the lower speeds (about 200

words per minute) listening wasgenerally superior to reading;

at the higher speeds (about 300 words per minute) reading

was superior; Not only does compressed speech permit the

equalization of study times for reading and listening, but also

the fact that the maximally efficient input rate is the same for

vy

lt) fir Danhs

listening _and reading _suggests that there may be some

commonality in processing:"

Asa practical matter, educators have frequently

considered whether there is .transfer of listening comprehen

sion training to reading, particularly in elementary school

children. If listening and reading comprehension are handled

by a single process; then training in _one _should produce

equivalent improvement in the other. But if there are two

distinct processes, or processes that overlap only marginally,

then the transfer shOtildlikewise be marginal. The frequently

obtained moderate correlation between scores on standardized

listening and reading tests-(cf. Dukeri.1965; Kennedy, 1971)

does suggest the possibility that improvements in listening

skills may facilitate reading acquisition.

Reviewing five reviews of the literature on whether there

is transfer from listening training to reading, Kennedy (1971)

found three early reviews that concluded there was positive

transfer, However two later Ones, as well as her own review,

concluded that there were only inconsistent or no effects of

listen:ng training on coding skills: Most of the studiesreviewed

took a:atherlimiea view of potential transfer variables. Many

of the studies (e.g., Lewis, 19k) trained general listening skills

such as determining the main idea; noting details; and

draWing conclusions and inferences, They then tested for

general transfer to reading achievement. Not surprisingly, the

results did not show clear transfer effects.

On a Specific level, po6tive transfer BOth Ott

(1966) and Thomas and Rossiter (1972) ftoi,,d that reading

practice paced by listening to compressed sloe& increased

normal reading rates up to 350 words per minute; Further, the

increase in reading_ rates was not,accompanied by loss in

Comprehension_ and the effects on reading were still present

nine months -after the conclusion of only ten days of traiiiig

'(Thomas and Rossiter, 1972).

Kennedy (1971; Kennedy and Weener, 1973) tested

whether training on listening or reading comprehension would

improve comprehension in the c 'hr mode. Third graders who

were below giade level readers Ute trained, for five 20thinate

,.sessions on either a written (ready ") or oral (listening) dote

Comprehension in Listening and Reading ,



proud Ure, They were then tested on the Durrell Listening:

{leading Series and on new clozc comprehension tests iii both

written and oral forms. Trairig on either the written or oral
doze produced equivalent yo6itive transfer on both the written
and oral doze comprehension tests. The effects on the Durrell

test_ were more complicated, however. Relative to an oral
reading control group that received individualized attention;

training on the written cloze improved reading comprehension

but not listening comprehension; and practice on the oral cloze

procedure had no effect on

While the equivalent cross and withinmode transfer
from doze training to doze test was consistent with a single
comprehension process; the pattern of transfer to the thittell

tests was not consistent with that conclusion: The prediction
training implicit in a doze procedure may be a relatively
?estricted language skill that depends as much on nonlinguis-
tic knowledge as it does linguistic rules. Thus; there was
specific transfer of the skill regardless of modality. Furtheri if
reading but not listening comprehension involves the predic.
tien Skill trained by. the doze procedure; as does not seem
unreagmble, then the transfer pattern to the 'more general

Durrell test is expected. Whatever the explanation; these
transfer results complicateany concluSion of a unitary compre-

hension process; .

Subject Chait.cteii-sti6

The most obvious variation in subjects relevant to
listening and reading is age. Chronological age is not itself the

critical variable, but .variation in age is concomitant with
several acquisition variables that interact VJitli listening and

reading. Children usually begin to Speak (and to listen) and to

read (and to.. write) at quite different ages and the rates -of
acquisition of oral language and_reading also May be different.

In addition, the typical context in which acquisition occurs is
the home for speaking and listening and.the school for reading

and writing: Because of these agerelated differences in the
temporal and social context of acquisition, comparison Of
listening and reading at a single chronological age may not be

a fair compariSen. The linguistic and conceptual complexity of

the material that can be processed easily may differ between

listening and reading when tested at a single age. The selection

of a subject at a particular age or a decision to systematically

vary age must_ be carefullyevaluated.

Although subjects from age six (first graders) to early

twenties (college students and military personnel) have been

tested in one experiment or another, most studies comparing

listening and reading comprehension have concentrated on a

single age or at best a limited age range: Considering only a

sample of studies; elementary school children were tested by

Kennedy and Weener (1973), Swaim (1971), Oakan, Wiener,

and Cromer (1971); high' school students by Thomas and

Rossiter (1972); college students by Singer (1970), AbrairiS

(1966); Corey (1934), Horowitze (1968), and Horowitz and

Berkowitz (1967); and U.S. Army recruits 'by Sticht (1968).

Because of the multitude of different Materials and procedures

used in testing subjects among these studies, no developthental

conclusions can be drawn from what is basically a collection of

unrelated cross:sectional studies.

One study (Durrell, 1969; Durrell,,HayeS; and Brassard,

1969) attempted to compare listening and reading comprehen-

sion across a relatively wide age range, albeit for the purpose of

validating a test instrument; Tests of listening and reading

abilities were constructed in three levels_covering grades one

through eight and were designed to test both vocabulary and

either sentence or paragraph comprehension. Since 'at each

level the same language comprehension tests were used on

carefully equated forms, the raw scores were purported to be

comparable; In a large scale administration of the test to three

to four thousand children at each grade; listening_vocabulary

.was much superior to reading.vocabulary at grade one (by a

factor of two), but these vocabulary scores were comparable by

grade eight. Sintenceparagraph comprehension also .started

ol with listening comprehension better than reading compre

hension by a factor of but 'comparable scores were

achieved by grr.:0? six; and at grade' eight reading comprehen-

sion was 12 pel superior to listening comprehension.

Durrell's rtionale for constructing The listening-read-

. ing test was that, assuming a unitary comprehension process;
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listening abilities set an upper limton a child's potential to

read. Thus, listening comprehension s_hould always be superior;

or at least equal, to reading comprehensicn, The vocabulary

results were consistent with this rationale although at grades

higher than those tested reading vocabulary might even be

superior to listening vocabulary; However; the sentence

paragraph comprehension results were clearly inconsistent

with the rationale. Durrell retreated from his original position

to claim that "when comparing reading and listening; the

higher score of.either indicates a potential for the Other" (1969:

456).

Although these results appear to support dual compre

hension processes; the Durrell test i_s too fraught with practical

problems to draw any firm conelnsions. For one example,

although the total time was constant for both listening and

reading; this procedure can result in marked 4ferenceS in
actual time available for processing For another, the items for

the comprehension test were selected for their 'psychometric

properties rather. than for their ability to tap the underlying

processing. In addition, some reading was required as part of

the listening comprehension test, resulting in a possible

confounding of listening and reading skills. Thus, although

the test scores may have statistical comparability, they are

probably based on very different scales and should not be
directly compared.

No one has attempted tO separate general developmental

effects from those associated with specific training in reading,

except in terms of cognitive readiness to begin reading (Elkind,

1969; 1970: Does the difference in absolute level of reading

achievement of, say first and third graders, reflect only

schooling, or might not some of the difference be attributable to

general maturation or cognitive. development? To separate

completely these variables would require carefully matched

samples of literate and illiterate subjects at all ages, a practical

impossibility and perhapsa theoretical impossibility as well A

less extreme strategy to separate these age-correlated changes

is to compare good and poor readers, The procedure for

obtaining a proper matchbetWeen good and poor readers is_not

sim:ple, Further, one should test Aotonly good and poor readers
of the same chronological age, but also good readers of a.'
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younger chronological age with the same "reading age" as the

older poor readers. Unfortunately, investigators do not always

take pains to form their groups such that a difference in

reading performance is the only distinguishing characteristic.

For example, Swaim (1971) tested children in grades 2,3; and 4

for listening and_ reading comprehension by a doze procedure.

Reading comprehension was better than listening fOr above

average readers, but the reverse was true for belowaverage

readers; listening and reading comprehension scores were

equivalent for average readers: However; the classifications

probably reflected more general cognitive differences as well

as differences in reading performance,

In contrast to SWalM; Oakan et al, (1971) matched good

and poor readers on both age and IQ. They found that good

fifth-grade readers comprehended standard text equally well

when they listened to tape recordings of either another good

reader or a poor reader. But, when they read it themselves,the

good readers comprehended the standard, text better than

when they read a transcript of the poor reader reading aloud.

Thus, for good readers, degradation Of the input effected by

filtering it through a popr reader was more disruptive of

reading than of listening: In contrast; poor readers' listening

Comprehension was disrupted by the poorly organized input

from another poor reader, but the already poor reading

comprehension was not improved by supplementary training

on word identification: Perhaps, in accordance with 'a unitary

view of comprehension, one of the reasons that poor readers do

not read well is that their listening comprehension skills;

which may he necessary for good reading comprehension,_are

not well established as evidenced by the ease with which they

were disrupted.

Another approach to the involvement of listening

processes in reading comprehension comes from a study of

deaf readers. Conrad (1971) compared reading comprehension

of deaf and hearingchildren following both silent reading and

reading aloud. The deaf children Were divided intO tide Who

used articulatory coding on a short.term memory pretest and

those who did not use articulatory coding. While the hearing

,children and the deaf articulators comprelr.r.ded equally well

in both reading conditions; the deaf not articulators were
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disrupted by being relui red to read alw;,i, ; a i the

deaf children could speak, none of ftr readini; ';; ve

been mediated by acoustic coding since all were profoundly

deaf from an early age. While some of the deaf 'children the

articulators) used their speech mechanisms to ead-

ing; others evidently chi not b.?cause ft v were disrupted when

required to read aloud. Thus; speed; ill may be functional
fOr normal readers, 1,ut are not necessary, The results of the

normal hearing children, plus other data presented by Conrad

(1972), suggest that the favored mode of coding for normal
subje phonological even when penalized for such coding.

Language Materials.

How are speech and print alike? How are they different?

If listening. and reading comprehension involve the same

processes, then written language and speech ought not to be

too different in vocabulary, grammar, and style; otherwise; a

unitary processing strategy might not be able.to handle the
differences. On the other hand; to the extent that speech and

print are linguistically different; then one might expect to find

differences in the processing of each Differences in speech and

print may result from speaker-writer differences because

speech i8 usually feedback sensitive, while print is not
Evidence one way or the other cannot beconsideredconclusive.
However, differences may be suggestive inasmuch as the

materials et the task for the listener-reader.

From the widely scattered studies that have compared

oral and written productions, the results,_ for the most part;

have not been surprising. Oral productions, compared to
written ones on the sane topic, contain more words, phrases,

and sentences; longer and more difficult .words; more verbs,

more ideas; more elaboration;_ and more repetition (DeVito,

1965, 1966; Driemann, 19624; Horowitz and Newman, 1964,

Port toy, 1974 Most studies have also found a greater
diversity of vocabulary in written than in oral .production,

usually as measured by a larger type-token ratio. This finding

may. be _artifactual, however, resulting from a curvilinear

relation between number of types and number of tokens; since

more words (tokens) are usually produced in speech. Direct

,Dunks

compErisons of typetoken ratios from different sized samples

woad be appropriate only. with a 1Mear relation between the

number of types and the nuMber of tokens (Driemann, 1962a).

Introspective reports have indicated that the purpose of

a Communication, the subject matter, and the characteristics of

the recipient affected the composition of written productions

more than they affected oral ones (Driemann, 1962b). Written

productions are more precisely composed. As a consequence;

when production time was limited; written messages were

more efficient as measured in ideas per words per unit time

(Horowitz and Newman, 1964). But given unlimited time, the

faster production rate of speech yielded relatively greater

efficiency than handwriting (Horowitz and Berkowitz, 1964).

Skilled typing and stenotyping increased the similarity of

manual productions to oral productions, but there still were

large differences (Horowitz and Berkowitz; 1964):

One surprising result was uncovered by DeVito (1965)

when he compared the oral and written productions of ten

highly Skilkd speaker-Writers, speech professors at a major

university He found that their oral description of topics from

their published papers did hot differ from the printed version in

sentence length defined either in terms of letters, syllables, or

words: Further, the written passages contained a significantly

higher proportion of simple sentences One subject-verb clause)

than did oral productions, Whether this findingis generaliz-

able to other classes of speakers and writers; or is peculiar to

these highly skilled writers, needs to be exPlored

Do these differences in production mode make a

difference to listeners and readers? DeVito (1965) presented the

oral and written productions described above to college

-students in written form as a Cloze test. The doze scores were

.nearly identical: both types of passages were equally compre-

hensible to undergraduates; Portnoy (i973) also used a written

doze procedure to assess comprehensibility of oral and written

produetions. College students both spoke and wrote para-

graphs on "interesting experiences." Confirming DeVito,

Portnoy found no overall difference in comprehensibility

between prodtictiori modes: However; there were individual

'differences among the producers. She identified about half as
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'spell kers' and the oilielhalf as "writers." The speakers' oral

productions were significantly more comprehensible than

were their written productions, and the writers' written

paragraphs were more comprehensible than their oral ones;

both as measured by the doze procedure. There were no overall

differences between speakers and writers; however. Speakers'

and writerS'. productions differed on only one linguistic

measurewriters used more long words.

A complete design would involve testing comprehension

of both production types in both reception modes as well as

using additional measures of comprehension To the extent

that listening and reading comprehension processes are

different and tly,t speakers and writers are sensitive to such

differences, oral productions should be easier for listening nd

mitten productions easier for reading. INToneof the studies that

have compared lisning and reading comprehension attempted

to control or manipulate the origin of the stimulus materials in

terms of mode of production. Investigators have completely

ignored this issue and most have used written materials

produced for reading. These materials are read aloud; invari-

ably by a skilled reader, for aural presentatiiiii.

A few studies have used orally produced materials.

Based on nonnative frequencies of occurrence in children's

oral language (Strickland; 1964 Ruddell (1965) constructed

prose passages. .using either high or low frequency syntactic

patterns. Fourth graders from the same school district from

which Strickland drew her sample were tested for reading
comprehension with a written doze procedure. Those para-

graphs composed of high frequency syntactic patterns yielded

more accurate comprehension than did paragraphs with low

frequency patterns. These results. support a notion that
reading comprehension is related to the syntactic patterns
used in speech. This conclusion was verified in a modified

replication of Ruddell by Tatham (1970) that used more
carefully controlled item selection and a different measure of

comprehension.

These tv.., studies can be considered as no more than

suggestive; however, because only a few selected syntactic

patterns from the multitude of possible linguistic variables

were manipulated.: In fact, Ackernian (1974) found that-
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syntaCtic complexity of written productionscorrelated signifi

cantly with progress in learning to read for first through third

graders; but that syntactic complexity in oral production

correlated with learning to read only_for third graders. The

ideal study would compaie bah listening and reading

comprehension of two :types of material. One type would

contain structures that have a high frequency in speech but a

low frequency in writing: The other type would use those

structures having a low frequency_ in speech but a high

frequency in writing. Ruddell and Tatham tested only reading

comprehension and only for materials that occurred with a

high frequency in speech (frequency in writing was undeter .

mined). This design is a minimal one for sorting outproduetion

mode effects from reception mode effects;

Comprehension Measures

That the measurement of omprehension is no simple

matter is suggested by the considerable discussion by

educators and by experimental psychologists (Carroll, 1971,

1974b; Carroll and Freedle, 1972; Farr, 1969). An important

distinction when considering various measures ofcomprehen-

sion is whether one desires to measure some general compre .

hension ability of the listener or reader, the comprehensibility

Of the tett for listeners and readers in general; or how much

and/or what is comprehended by a specific subject from a

specific passage; The response measures that have been used

to assess these different types of comprehension have varied

considerably.

Those concerned with individual differences in listening

and reading comprehension hav usually adopted _standard-

i7Pd tests and psychometric analyses. In many of the studies

reviewed by Kennedy (1971); transfer of listening training to

.reading was assessed with standardited tests. These tests

claim to measure an individual's listening and reading ability

at that point in time. However, in selecting a standardized test,

an investigator cannot assume that it measures what it

purports to measure; butmust evaluate the task demands of

each subtest (Ca troll, 1974a). In most of the transfer of training

'designs; the emphasis was on tests.of general listening and
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reading skill. This rationale frequently assumes that listening
and reading comprehension are rather homogeneous skills; or
even a single skill: With respect to yeading, this _has been a
much -debated question (Davis, 1971; Thoriidike, 1973-34). M. L,
( "meek (1972) presents An excellent review of the literature
relating to this issue. If listening and reading comprehension
refer to a unitary process, then there should be a high
correlation between siandardiZed tests of each. Across 23
studies reviewed by !hiker ( l965) and 12 additional ones
reviewed by Kennedy (1971); c(ftolations hetweehscores on
listening and reading tests. ni;.ged from ,45 to .82 and the
dis libation was not skewed in either direction, However, even
viewed with caution given the variety. of tests; procedures; and
subjeets there still remains a substantial proportion of
variance that is unaccounted for and which may reflect
differences between listening and reading comprehension
processes,

Weaver and Kingston (1971a) have used standardized
test data in a somewhat different psychometric analysis, If
listening and reading comprehension involve_ the .same
processes, then test scores of different aspects of both should
fail together when.com pared, In two separate studies, Weaver
and Kingston applied a construct discriminantvalid4y anal-
ysis (Campbell and FiSke, 1959) to several measures of
listening and reading comprehension. The measures were
paired for construct similarity across bitl and written
language form, The major discriminant of the tests, however;
was between oral and written forms rather than among
common constructs, Then, is apparently more commonality
Within a comprehension node than between supposedly
common constructs:

Experimental studies have typically used a measure of
comprehension that 1; bites directly to the specifie material,
Immediate free recall has sometimes been used to measure
comprehension (HoiowitZ, 19(8Jiorowitz and Berkowitz,
1967; Larsen and Fedor, 19:i();, 1,1ut cne is faced with the
difficulty of scoring the recall, Whether one scores the_protocols
for verbatim repetition or for recall 4 "meaning" has clear
implications for how one conceives of the compl..eheiiSinti

process, People do not usually listen or read to retain what they.
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or see word-forwoi.d, but.instead assimilate the meaning

of the material to their prior knowledge (Bartlett, 1932;

Bral. .rord and Franks, 1971; Sulin and fooling, 074). Hence,

placing demands for verbatim retail on the subject may altte.

his processing of the material; or at the very least under

estimate the amount comprehended. Another recall_method is

to probe the subject with pictures (Tatham; 070) or with

questions, frequently of the multiple-choice type (Corey, 193;1;

Jester and Travers, 1966; Oakan et al,; 1971; Stiehl, 1968;

Young, 1973). One is then faced with the question of what

aspects the text to probe. A criticism of both of these methods

is that they require some delay; however brief; before recall,

Although comprehension may occur prior to storing the

material in memory (even this may not be alWays. the case,

particularly with a demand for verbatim recall: Glucksberg

and Danks, 1969); the results may reflect retrievii; differences

rather_than comprehension differences. . .

Whatis needed is a.measure of comprehension. that is

taken simtiltaneously with input, so that as the subject is

processing the input his comprehension is. moreorless

continuously monitored: Un(ortunately; most of the "on.line"

measures of comprehension measure only the difficulty or

cOmplexity of processing a' that pointin the text rather than

how in.u-ch. or What is comprehended. One exception to this

generalization is the doze procedure as used, for example, by

DeVito (1965); Portnoy 41973), and Kennedy (1971; Kennedy

and Weener; 1973): The better a subject is comprehending a

passage:; the greater the _probability that he will be able to

supply the correct word, The major problem with a cloze task is

that it disru.pts the reader's (and the listener's). normal

processing, If he must stop every five to ten words and guess a

word, then he cannot be said to be reading naturally.

A final issue With respect to the response measure used is

.whtither the response _mode' is the same or different_from the

presentation mode and/or the production mode, To the extent

that listening and reading reflect a unitary process, then there

should be no crossModal interactions. That is, whether the

input comes him listening or reading should not interact with

,whether the response is oral or written. Horowitz (1968) did

find an interaction between presentation mode and response
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mode, Free recall n ihi!opposite mode red need both correctness

and tr. recalled, however, in a later study (Horowitz and

Berko,,, tz, 1,-)C7:, the interaction was nut nearly so clear, A
com)licatim.r factor in H rationale is that it assumes some
sort id' he: comprehension and product
f)iffernips may 111,1.11c r f a failure of production to reflect

comprehension rather than true modality effects; but finding

an interaction is suggestive of differences between the two
modalities.

Auding and Recding .4 Model anr' A Rep.-6

stick and his associates (Stiehl Beek, (Janke, lcinci
and lames, 1974; Stich t and James, in press) have cop);de, c6

.e.olicitly the question of the relationship between au Ire and
reading and have proposed a. develoimientn1 int.::1:Pl if all
languaging processes. Unlike al, tivestigai,ors, they did not
bury the assumption of a unitary comnrehension process; but
incorporated it as a entral feature of their model; and then
reviewed evidence for and against it. Sitio thT.,/ arrived at a
different conehision about the available evid I discuss
their model and the support tho'review in detail: illy because
they were so explicit about their position is this discussion
possible:

The developmental aspect of the model is represenl:1 by
the successive specialization of basic adaptive processes
through interaction with the environment, Listening and
hiking develop out of the basic adaptive prit.8t6 fhërin
and seeing; tittering and marking grow out of basic mOttir

movements. Then the languaging processes emergeauding
end speaking grow nut of listening and uttering respectively,

and finally reading and writing develop from looking add
'king, All of these changes develop from the chiks

attempts to adapt to, interar, with, and control his/her

Thc

envirotiit . ).

languaging_process6 auding, 'speaking, fending
and writingwork in shortterm memory and are conffectedtij

cognitive content store in longterm memory by a singl-e,
unitary conceptualizing process,

Don ks-

The receptive languaging components [auding and N'adingl

serve to transform verb i or printed displays into non,

language conceptualizations which constitute the meaning of

the message to the receiver; The _conceptualizing procuts

continually merges input from the languaging process with

information from the cognitive content store t build the.

subjectivel y. experienced; meaningful message ... Auding.and

reading are considered to he similar processes because both

require the use of language and languaging; and because; with

identical messages, both result in the formation of a single,

mutual internal .conceptualization To state it concisely,

auding and reading. differ primarily in the manner in which

the individual receives the stimulus words; they are both

similar in the sense that they are both receptive communica-

tion acts that requirea central language and conceptualizing

brie iSticht et ai., 1974: 17,18, 68, 701.

The miidel leads to two basic assertions about the

development 'of languaging competency:

(a) competence in languaging by auding, precedes competency

in languaging by reading; b) when acquired; reading utilizes

the same cognitive content and languaging competencies that

are used in auding, plus 'the competencies involved in

searhing the visual display and: at least initially; decoding

print to speech [Sticht et al., 1974: 71, italic in

Sticht et'al, derived four hypotheses from the model and these

two basic asserYtt;,.,s. They evaluated these four hypotheses in

terms of the existin.,:, literature on auding (iiicening) and

reading and find support for ali kr. Tfli9 support led them to a

strong conclusion in tavor of their developmental model; in

particular the unitary nature of aii:Jg istening)anctreading

cdieheñ ti. "The .confkAon of each of the _four

hypotheses proVides evidence for the developmental inbdel Of

reading. Reading is based iipon, and utilizes the same

conceptual base and languaging c T.peten6es used in auding,

plus the additional competencies used in converting the visual

display into an internal auditory_ dis;;lay" (Stichtt al., 1974:

115116), Let us consider the four liypotheses and the.evidence

they review.

cn me:Inures of ability to

comprehend lnguage by auding will sarpas's performance on
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ineasurk tii(:iunprehend language by reading during
the early years of salt cling until the reading skill is learned, at
Which time ability to comprehend by auding and reading Will
bemne equal" (Stiehl et al., .1971: 71), Sticht et al. found 44
stuci!s relevant to this hypi:thesis, Of which they were able to
cuilliti(! when there studies were divided. by grade
level, they .yieldeil 71 comparisons of auding and reading,
-Although Sticht et al. note several potential

methodOlOgiCal
problems tvitli ...hese studies, all comparisons were retained

weighted equally, Treating each comparison as, separate
..iint;.they found that the percentage of comp: irisons in

win auding was better than reading decline; from 4)0
percent at age :3' to about 2(1 percent at College hilt. On the
other hand, the percentage of comparisons in : reading
was better than auding increased from about

. ,.ot at age 6
to about ,15 percent at college:'adtilt, This inter- ,'tion supports
the h4theSiS,

One problem with this analysis, however, s that;
although the hyptithesis is derived from the model, there are
few plausible models that would not predict exactly the ti-e
results simply by, virtue of the fact that ,reading is typically
acquired later than auding. Imagine a completely separate;
dual process model ofauding and reaziing. Adding is aqiired
during the presch iiiiii years; reading i8 Might dij. novo
beginning in first grade. Assume there is no dependence
between the two skills. If so, auding would test better than
reading in the early years, but as the child begins to acquire
reading, the scores on the reading test would pick up and
perhaps eventually pass the scores on the auding iest in some
eases. Nothing in the evidence for this hypothesis says
in.ything about the underlying processes:

.Second. the "box score" MethOdolOgy gives equal weight
to both good and poore neriments (Gardner; 1966)..One should
accept thy coidUsions :One vethdesigned, carefully executed
.z1 tidy rather_ than the .,d,a1 weight of many experimentsjach
of ;vhich i flitiWed. It i; possible that the various faults °l each'
experiment might cancel ime another and that the "average"
results. would timely be iiiiaffeeted. How' ver; the reverse is
more likely. investigators May have riAmitted many of the
same errors.

Diulks

Hypothesis 2: "Performance on measures of ability to

comprehend language by_ auding will be predictive of perform-

ance on mean tires of ability to.. comprehend language by

reading after the decoding' skills of reading hi e been

mastered" (Sticht et al., 1974: 7172, italii in original). Two

hypotheses are embedded here: one is that tests of auding and

reading comprehension will show a substantial correlation in

older.children_and adults and another hypothesis is that this

urrelation will be low. in children who are in the process of

acquiring decoding skills.

Although 3ticlq et al. discovered no "ideal". .teSt. of. thiS

hypothe. ,s by Loban (sea references in Sticht et al.,

1974) in a . a close approximal Lo!)an compared

children . 'adinally from grades four through eight on an

oral vocabulary test and teacher ratings of oral language skill

With the results on standardized reading achievement tests.

The contingency coefficients between oral language and

reading achievement increased from .36 in grade four to .52 in

grade eight: Sticht et al. also tabulated 27 additional -studies

that reported a total of 125 correlations between aiding and

reading tests at various gades one through_ twelve and

college/adiilt. The mean. correlation across studies rose from

.35 in, grade one to a fairly shble plateau of .60 by gra& '.our.

This plateau is probably an asymptote close to a ceiling

established by the reliabilities of the tests: Both aspects of the

hypothesis thus were supported,_

Since there were many differences among the studies in

terms of tests used, administration conditions; response tasks;

timing, and forma the correlations are not comparable as

interval data and the computed tans are not valid deg-dip

tors_ of the psychological relationships: In at :',Ition; this

analysis diluted good -studies by mixing them with faulty ones

Each studYshoUld be evaluated,and considered on its own; not

as 4g-egated with diverse experiments.

.Flypothesis 3. "Performance of measures of ,rate of

auding and rate of reading will show comparable maximal

rates of languaging.and.conceptualizing for both processes,

assuming fully developed. reading decoding skills" (Sticht et

41:, 1974! 72). The maximal reading rate with relatively

cottiplOc tip n is about the maximum auding (listening)
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rate it is possible to attain with cor pressed speech. Although

there are undoubtedly individual exceptions, about RI words
per minute seems to be a common limit when complete
comprehension is maintained. Sticht et al: attributed this liñit
to the bottleneck diiè to languaging and conceptualizing the

information; Sin ee these processes are he same for both
auding and reading; the maximum possible rate should be the
same, and indeed it is;

The conceptual support the confirtintion of this hypoth
esis adds to the model is limited; however;1 bottleneck at Only
one point in a long andcomplicated process would be sufficient

to establish an upper limit On rate, Processes before and/or
after a bottleneck might be th irdifferent for audingand

reading; yeti single bottleneck in common could produce these

reSiilts. Assume; for example; that the process of integrating
word meanings with syntactic structure is the same for both
list!. ning and reading, but that lexical access of the mental
dictionary is different because Of the different modes of input.

If syntactimemantic integration is 810 relative tO lexical

access, then the difference between the two lexical access

processes would not he evident in the limits on comprehension

rates. Thus, the specific languaging components that leai to
the common maximum rate must be speCified for this finding to

provide support for the model.

Hypothesis 4: "Training in comprehending by audng of
a lrtictilar genre (e,g.; listening for the main idea')
transfer to rending when that skill is acquired: Conversely,

once reading skill is acquired; newcognitive.contentlearned by
reading will b.0 accessible by auding" (Stieht -et al.; 1974; 72):

Sticht et al; identified 12 valid Studies that measured transfer

of auding training to reading; but no Sttidie8 that tested fOr the

reverse transfer of training in reading skills to auding. let of
these reported significant improvement in (transfer to) reading

and two showed no transfer.

The transfer design can be a i effective analytic tool
because specific components of the auding process can be
trained to determine_which ones transfer to reading compre .

hension and which dd not Using this rationale, Sticht et al.
identified those factors that led to positive transfer: They

concluded that "generally speaking; the studies reporting

26 '' Doib

significant transfer are characterized by a fairly high level of

correspondence between auding training and reading transfer

measures" (Sticht et 1974; 112). This conclusion does not

provide strong support for the model, however, because it

attributes the positive transfer results to specific transfer

related to the particular test instrument rather than to

facilitation of the reading comprehension process itself;

In conclusion, the developmental model of auding and

reading proposed by Sticht et al. may be correct when adequate

data have been collected. It is consonant with the assumptions

of numerous investigators and is compatable with conclusions

derived from cognitive psychology and experimental psycho-

linguistics (cf. Glucicsberg and Danks; 1975). However; the

evaluation of the motel was "overly ambitious" (rlark, 1975:

691), Some of the hypotheses derived from the odel are not

unique to the model, but are compatible With other aSSump:

tions about the relationship between listening and reading.

A Tag( Analysis .

What conclusions can be drawn from the evidence?

Although the data are varied and uneven in quality, neithel.

the unitary nor dual view is apparentlycorrect in the extreme.

The comprehension process is not so robustly unitary no: so

decidedi., dual thatione position rings clearno matter ,vbat test

or design is used, There simply is not enough evidence from

experiments that have a clear rationale, adequate procedure,

and decisive results to support a strong conclusion on either

side of the issue. In most of the studies, the dependent measure

of comprehension was how much was comprehended; recalled;

etc. Even if exactly same results.. were obtained in the

listening and reading conditions; there is no assurance that the

processes prodqing thos. identical results were the same.

Likewise, it. he possible to have the same basic compre.

hension pie for both listening and reading and yet find

different results caused by interactions with superficial

performance factors. Experiment after experiment, all of

which yielded the.saine basic pattern of results; would tend to

be confirmatory, The key strategy is to design experiments

that permit isolation of various components. The cornpre-

C;ilnprehnsion in Listening and Reading
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. a;,icesses ciin then be modeled as a function

+6 isolate the components:

ii....(,,!tu.ator proceed in.such an instance?
.rapi:, look !.ir difference, between

w.ding prosp ti u: ;,.-h)lc,s and conclule that
these lin reflect differeia cotnpreneasion processes.
The ur: comprehension processes are complex cogni
tine event t are not -amenable to direct observation; The
sol -utiar a) systematically vary factors that apparently----------------
influenc.e.$e comprehension process in some non-trivial Way,
Then, if listening and reading input modes show the same
pattern of r,tistilts, regardless of overall differences, the
components influenced by that factor can be supposed
isomorphic for listening and reading. If on the other hand; the
manipulated variable interacts with presentation_ mode; then a
point of difference between the listening and reading processes
has been uncovered,

Listeni ng and reading conditions are variables that set a
different task before the subject, at least in the intial
processing stages; The question addressed in this chapter is
whether the different tasks involved in listening and reading
extend into the comprehension phase, One way to approach
the problem is to analyze the task demands imposed by the--,

.

particular situational conditions. Precisely this strategy has
been followed at the decoding level. When necessary differ.
ences in listening and reading decoding processes are claimed
to result from differences in the availability of the stimulus
transient for speech; durable for print), evaluation Of the

demands placed on the subject by the taskare whatlead to that
conclusion: The availability Of Print can be reduced to
approximately the duration of the speech .stimulus; but in
dding.so the reader's task has been 'Changed. However; even by
examining his performance unCor these atypical conditions;

we may gain insight -into the reading process and ,

importance of a durable stimulus. Neither listening nor
reading it fixed piocess that is activated the same way in
each situation; _Listening and reading represent orientati(is
that set the.subject to devise strategies for processing speech
tint) print inputs in a meaningful way. The question of

flanks. .

listening and reading comprehension boils down to

the same e rcomp ,. scomprehension stitegie are d devised foreach input

The implicit task for the itibie t is defined not ualy by

input mode but also by other situational factors. These factors

roust be evaluated in terms of whether they itielird fferetit

comprehension strategies for listening reading. Let us

consider several variables as examples and see how they might

be manipulated in this type of analysis. 1t.would notbeleasible

to vary all these factors in a single experiment, SuCli. an

attempt would result in too complex a design to actually test.

However, the primary irithrest is in how these variables

interact individually with listening and reading.

Besides the tasi' orientation implicit in listening or

reading; the instructions to the subject affect Ihe kinds of

comprehension strategies the subject engages in. If he expects

to be tested with verbatim recall of a .paragraph; he will more

likely engage in rote rehearsal than if he expects to be tested

only for memory for gist: This difference in expectancy may

very well interact with listening and reading presentation

in!:des because the reading task is more. amenable to a rote

rehearsal strategy since, print is .continuousl, _available,

.:iikittunately, many studies do not instruct the subject about

what his comprehension test will be. It is left to his

imagination or prior experience in such testing situations.

Lacking instructions; ' subjects will formulate their own

criterion of what information isimportant; perhaps on the

basis of ptior .questions (Rothkopfi 1974; IldthkoPf and

Bisbicos, 1967), thus leading to large individual variation in

comprehension strategies. The kinds of processing 8ttatq,.io

i.'ciuced by the particular comprehension tests should be

I al:._7ed so that the results can be interpreted in terms of the

.::k demands..

JUSt as the expectations the subject has about what he

wil; have to do with the information influences the processing

strategy so various aspects of the presentation itseif also may

affect ins strategy. For example; if one varies the input rate,

functions from slow.to fast listening rates can be compared to

'functions from slow to fast reading rates. However; for a given

t'ompreliension;i1, Lio'ning and Reading 29



objective rate, the typical reader will have more functional
processing time than Will a listener. Relative rate may bemore
critical than absolute rate, If So, a comparison of the shapes of
the curve!: will he more informative than comparisons at
strictly equivalent objective rats El;ti then, rate may
interact with listening and reading, At very fast rates it may be
easier for a reader to develop a relatiai iiiifiaient skimming

strategy, searching for the most 0- iu" information for
constructing an integratiOn of tar ,", A listener; of
course, does not have such an ,

The two classes of fatarslanguage materials
and subject Characteristicsmay also leJ to Variatidri in
pia- lag strategies, As an example of the former, listening

iing conditions may yield eqaa comprehension with

aocabulary, simple syntactic structure, and a linear
organization of a paragraph. However; reading

a distinct advantage when the vocabulary is

uni.aiaii, the syntax complex; and the conceptualbigatiliation
is hierarchical. These differences in language materials may
had listeners and readers to adopt different comprehension
strategies; When reading a novel versus a critical commentary

on that same novel; the processing strategies may differ. The
Sinai MaY h ild fur listening to a play versus an academic
lecture on drama. Do the differences in processing strategy
resulting from linguistic variation interact with listening and
reading input modes? In some situations; there may be more
iommonality in comprehension strategies between listening
and reading than there is within either listening or reading in
other situations._

Finally, all Of these factors may interact with age, Of all
the factors considered here, age is probably the most critical

outside the laboratory and it 'certainly is paramount in the
schools._ In a task analysis; thereare two levels at whichge-
rel ated.factora can be influential: One is basic aoiriSitibii. Ha§

the child acquired the information processing skills necessary
to handle the information he_is receiving? Obviously, a kinder
garter who can only recognize letters cannotread. Likewise;a
secondgrade child who has not learned some of the more
complex syntactic constructions (Chomsky, 1969, 1974a Palet
Mb and ichlfese; .1972) will not be able to comprehend theM

Danhs

either by listening or by reading. At another level, however, a

younger child may not havetad 'sufficient experience devising

strategies for efficient information processing: Young children

may not know how or may not realize that it is important to

c vise processing streeaies to meet the demands implicit_in

be task set before theta . :Ince the other variables mentioned

listening /reading, col i ehension tests, presentatibn rate,

linguistic and concept iximplexitydefine the task for the

subject, skill in into a these demands and recognizing

one's competencies a i ::1 the aaailable strategies may be major

accomplishment for the (See Kireatzer; Leonard; and

1975; for an of ichildrieri'S awareness of

memorial stratedes.).

The point of these examples is that it is possible to

analyze task demands and to tap the underlying processes the

listener/reader devises; If there are separate listening and

reading comprehension processes; then interactions will result

in different patterns of results: If there are no interactions; then

perhaps listening and reading comprehension processes are

the same, The unitary view does have a special problem,..._.....
inasmuch as it is basically a null hypothesis: If the

comprehension process Were_ unitary; the best research

strategy,_would be to show that any differences obtained

between listening and reading were due entirely to decoding

differeiiiceS.

In conclusion; to draw this chapter full circle, a task and

process analysis of listening and reading comprehension can

provide a more precise notion of what should be attempted in

the classroom with_respect to teaching reading comprehen-

sion. If there are no findamental differences between listening

and reading, then a general language experience approach

inclt...ng both lister a, and iading would be sufficient: If;

hoc. :ea differenceF :ween listening and reading appear in

onto a compreaaaaion task; then training on that task

wouat ap iropriate. If there are vocabulary differeaces. then

practic on vocabulary that is typically used in reading should

be implemented. If there are syntax differences, than system-

atic introduction to the differing structures could be developed:

If there are differences in the organization of ideas; then how

written paragraphs are structured in contrast to conversation

comprehension in Listening and Rending 31



9,(TIo.s should be added to the curriculum. Iii any case,

suggestions more specific than such global conclusionsas "one

must teach reading comprehension" or "training in listening

facilitates accmisi tier! Of reading" could be advanced: If one
undersi Is the underlying jgocesses, then applied proposals

can he nut only more accurate, but also more specific, The
research suggested here only answeis "whether" and "how"

listening and reading comprehension are related; but will not
providi. an answer as to the best program to implement that

information, Additional experiments on hOw to transfer the

knowledge gained through basic research to the classroom still

will be needed,

Several recent studies have raised the main question
addressed in this el. 7terwhether the comprehension proc
esses involved hi tening and reading. are the same or
differentfrom the el of an assumption that is accepted as
true. to a hypothesi that can be tested empirically. These
studies. approach luestion in a variety of ways and bear on

a number of isso(1, raised in this paper; However; With one
exception to folli, .. these studies are not discussed; but are
list ?d for the in 'steel reader: Carver (1976); Cocking and
Potts (1976); Goldrtn (1976), Neville and,Pugh (1974,1976 :77),

Perfe1,ti and GoL (1976); Sticht (in press), and Walker

(1975:76),

An expert ent reported by Mosenthal (1976-771used the

task analytic 1,.tilmale for comparing oral and silent reading

comprehension vi',11 listening comprehension, Mosenthal first

assumed that il:11 Clark's (1969a, 1969bl theory Of lirigiiiStie

r2omprehension is essentially correct Clark postulated the
principles that operate in .sentence verification tasks and
which have been '..,tifirmed n numerous experiments by Clark

and others (11,11. Clark, 1974). Mosenthal reasoned that testing

whether or nut Clark's principles operated identically in oral
and silent reading as they did in listening would provide an

ad-equate comparison of listening and reading comprehension

processes, A 'straightforward_ statistical comparison is not

strictly necessary although Mosenthal was able to perform

/Junks

such a comparison. Since Clark's principles describe zoni.

ponents of the underlying comprehension process, confirma-

tion of the principles and their identical manner of operation in

listening and reading tasks would permit the conclusion that

listening and reading comprehenion processes are identical. If

the principles were not confirmed -in both _tasks; then the

processing component described by that principle could be said

to be different,.

Using Clark's basic syllogistic reasoning task, Mosen

that tested second and sixth grade children for the operation of

Clark's principles; In one experiment he compared.oral reading

with listening and in two additional experiments he compared

silent reading with listening. In the first experiment, there was

a significant decrement in the overall level of perfOrmance

. from stening to oral reading, but the pattern of results was the

same for both modes: In the last two experiments; not only was

the pattern of results the_ same; but there was no difference in

the level of performance between listening and silent reading.

Rosenthal concluded that silent reading and listening in-.

volved the same comprehension processes:but that oral

reading comprehension was,different, Since Clark's principles

were confirmed in general in the oral reading task; just as in

the listening task, the proper conclusion is that the compre-

hension process is the _same for oral reading as well.

Because Mosenthal used a task analytic rationalei the

results of his experiments provide a valid comparison of the

comprehension processes underlying iistening and reading,

One may reject the particulz,I model of comprehension adopted

by Mosenthal, but one cannot object to the rationale for the

comparison: Based on the research reviewed here, it is unlikely

that a direct comparison J liStening and reading comprehen-

sion is possible. But. anindireCt comparison is possible as has

beer. demonstrated by Mosenthal,
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Models of reading and, language comprehension have come to be dominated by

41* the distinction between bottom-up and top -down sources of inforMation and

processing control (banks &; 1980). Until reCentl'Y; Most

information-processing models of reading have emphasized bottom-up:proCess-

ing .(e.g., Gough, 1972; LaBerge &..Sarnirels,. 1974; Massaro, :1975 )' ;.Stich

models attempt to formalizethe1ntuitive obserationthat reading comprehension

begins with the OerceptiOn of,printiand ends'witifthe constructioiof an abstract

meaning representation. However, strictly.

difficulty .exp_laining some demonstrable aspects of reading performance ,The

crux of the difficulty is that readers and listenerifreiluentlYein anticipate aniof

a linguistit meSsate before bottom-up Processing is corripleted:,Theihabinially ,.:-

employ.that ability to.facilitate both perception and comprehension.

Evidenee of anticipatory processing, is fount:id, two general', daises of

phenomena: One class results from the vagaries 'ambiguities, and imperfections

of typical human communication. The ease with which:readers compensate, for

graphical errors, often without even noticing them; is an example of hovi,the

ability to' anticipate an input provides a degree of insensitivity to'minorlinguistie'

'; violations (cf.' Marslen-Wilson & Welsh [1978] for a similar, effect in speec

shadoWidg).

The other, class of phenomena that poses difficulties for strictly bottom -up ,,,,

roceisinirOod. els is,thfacilitatidg iffe-cts of ci On

einoditratiOns:iiave shoin;thespeeil and acedrieiO`fprOOSsint:at*JeVel::,,,,

;;AeiendenvonInfoririatiOn from

Rumelhart, 1977, Wildman & Klrng,'1978 1979) Letter recognition is facili

d ntdimatiOri; lexical ',aCCeSS',



syntactic, semantic, and factual information from sentences and paragraphs is

available; semantic interpretation is aided by contextual 'inforiation about the

topic or theme; and pragraph comprehension is aided by general World knew!.

edge:: One or two of these contextual effects might be handled plausibly by

modifications in a basically tionom-up modelfor example, by the addition of

feedback bops' or by reordering processing stageS. Bilt the pervasiveness of

top-down effects throughont all levels of representation indicates that bottom-up

processing is only part of ii'more complicated picture:

There have been .few purely top-down models proposed as alternatives to

bottom up models, and with gOod reason. Bottom:up effects can be readily

demonstrated::Readers do not create the meaning of what theY are reading wholly

' from prior knewledge.'AS a generAl firinciple, there is a greater reliance, on less

, abstract information and bottom-up processing with difficult or:unfamiliar mate-

'nal: However, if the text is not too difficult or unfamiliar, top-dawn information

, can facilitate procesSing greatly: The key to the benefits of top-down processing

lies in the tremendouS redundancy e, all levels of analysis; Although redundancy.

tends to bog,down any attempt at Comprehensive bottoM7up processing of all the

inforrnation in the signal, it opens the door to a more efficient use of lowerlevel

information,

The most realistic alternatives to bbitom-up models are interactive models that
,

envision bOth bottom-up' and top-down directionS of information flow (Danks,

1978 ;However, ,beeause of the: traditional, dominance of bottom-up modelS,

interactive models :have concentrated on ,desmibing: the influence ,of contextual
,

inforinatiOn: In' Order to'demonStrate: clearly the interaction betWeen bottom -up

ni and top-down processing, such models live focused on intermediate levels of

recessing where both types of processing bavean opportunity to function: The

most comMonlY .chOsen level is lexical access or word recognition. Visual:

perceptual information,, and Syntactie,. semantic, and priorknowledge inforinaL

tion converge in lexical access, So it is a convenient point at which to demon

strait hoth,bottorn7up and top2down effects.

Selection' of lexical;access as the focus of study may not be the most felicitous'

choice, hOWever, in that: the interactions found,, there, may not generalize to

;preieessing at other leVels.There 'seems to be `a fundamental' change in the nature

of comPrehension at leVels more abitract than lexical, access.' Words 'and letters

:',.canbe thought of as self-contained,units possessing a'relatively enduring !den-
,

It is meaningful to..talk about word :and letter "re-cognition': .processes.

-Cause we encounter thosesame units repeatedly: Beyond the level of *ids,

hoWever,i somewhat different picture emerges'.. Sentences and paragraPhs do not

havethe relativelyconstant repreSentations that We attribute to letters and words':

Since _almost every sentence that readerseneounter is unique in their experiences,:,

it dOes not make sense to' talk about a sentence "re-cognition"' process The

correspondence between the physical input and the mental representation is much'

evident iboVe ihe level of indiVidual words.,

6. 'AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING 133

STUDIES OF ORAL READING

Oral reading is a task used frequently in schools for teachin g and evaluating'

reading skills (Durkin; 1978-1979), but, we underStand very little of the process'.

ing requirements of oral reading or. how it relates to silentreading.Thepredori,

inane requirement of Oral:reading isthat each Word tie recognized and verbalized

in serial order: In most.oral reading, Ikocessing; probably Is carried beyond

simple Worclidentification,.bUthigherlevel comprehension is not geOrally the

central focUS.' contrasti, Silent reading does not require the'serial recognition of

every word and typicallylOcuses'on overall Comprehension:

When oral reading is followed by a comprehension test-4or example ;recall,,

recognidoit, summarization, or question ansiering, there'aretWO major tasks

;' confronting the' reader (Danks'& 'Fears,..1979) One is to verbalize each: podia

succession. To accomplish this task,thereader mist explicitly recognize each

WOrd.'By this .we presume that he or she lbcatet the word in the mental lexiCjii and

then uses the iniculation information 'represented there to Et'

possible that a reader 'Might. use only loWer-level, inforrnation; such as

grapheme!PhoneMecorrespondenceS-; spelling patiernS;;orSyllibiel',sinietnre,. to

gonounCe each word without accesSing' it in the ental,leitieOn;HOWeVei, since :,

readers do nrit'',"read.pronounciable nonWordS'withinit 'hesitation, complete -
dependence on lowei1eyel infoiniation is .tinlikelY: ' ' c'

The oral rehders'ieccindifY,:taik is to understand .Pfirasei;:sentences;,,,pa

graphs; and themes of the text so' as to ,be able to of

-..coniPiehenSioutest.`3he
,,, , , ;,

forinanceantt the comprehension tasks at same tame lthough the press of the, j

performance demand is greater, Analysis excel

lent OPPantinititO of
lexUi

lexiCaliceesS:andlext 'ComPre

processes in'a relatively natural reading situation
,

Oral reading has the advantage of yielding
,

apihttnpatis online response

is roughly cotemporaneous witl> the visual input It is the reading counterpart toy

theT;,.;4

listenetiqtesentehith contmuoussneech'and,mustproduce the!correspondm0,:

immediately whiletOntinuing to receive new inputi',Inroral readin

the readerproduces amoral of the printed text shortlyafter the intake

the visual infOrination:The:thaii;differen6eis.,thian oral reading the reader

, contfOli':the: intake of information;. but injhadOWinithelisteher.:d6esnOt4,

ifference corresponds to the general difference between: listeningAid,:read

n the eXperimentittesenbed. in this chapter, we assessed how different types of;

xtual information were ased or

114 g1T.'
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in from the text. If a particular type of information was used in

the oral production or the comprehension demand, there was a

he oral performance at the moment when the altered information

fhe basic procedure was to alter kveral critical words in a Ions

g one or more types of textual information at each location. We
readers' oral productions for disruptions at or around each critical

eral experiments, using readers at different levels of reading skill

rade), we manipulated lexical, syntactic, semantic, and factual

illustrated in a segment of text presented in Fig. 6.1. The story is

hoof girl who is severely injured when a train hits her school bus. In

her mother has just heard about the accident and is worried about

The critical word (injured in the example) was replaced with a

onword (brugen). The nonword followed the rules of English

tracture and was readily pronounceable. If the reader were relying

Aeme-phoneme correspondences to pronounce the word, there

isruption of oral performance. But if the reader were using lexical

cord recognition would be impossible, because the nonword could

n the reader's mental lexicon. The lexical violation would disrupt

rays been weak

strong

phys.cally. Because of this she even

daughter [being]

mu_

0

X

injured

brugen

iceberg

injury

planted

out of the wrecked bus. .

by other children

A pottleaisf a goiy illustrating the di ffereiii types of textual violations.

_

6. AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING '135:

comprehension as well, because there was no syntactic or semantic information

associated with the nonword.

2. Syntactic + Semantic. Both syntactic and semantic information was dis-

torted by replacing the critical word with a word that was the incorrect part of

speech and that was semantically anomalous as well (iceberg in Fig. 6.1). Here

the word could be accessed in the mental lexicon, but it was inappropriate for the

syntactic and semantic context of the sentence. .

3. Syntactic:- Syntactic information alone was distorted by retaining he
root morpheme of the critical word but Changing the inflection sfich:.thaV,it
indicated a part of speech that could not occur at that point in the sentence: In the.

example in Fig. 6.1, injured, a verb, was changed to injury, a noun. Although

some semantic information is carried in the syntactic categories; most, of the
semantic information remainsin-the-root:In this case, the reader could'detennine,7.7

the meaning of the text relatively easily.

4. Semantic. To violate semantic information but not disturb lexical or
syntactic information, the critical word was replaced with _a :Word that was the

correct part of speech but that was semantically anomalous; for example;'planted'.

.replaced injured. Although the readers could determine grammatical structure.;

they had to concoct an implausible meaning. The best they could do, was to'

imagine a very unusual circumstance in which, the anomalous Word could' be

interpreted metaphorically. '
5. Factual. Factual information is what the reader accumulates from the.

proceeding text while reading a story. 'While reading, he or.'4e,*cOnstructs':a

representation of what the writer is conveying. New informatiOnliaddi'd jethat4
representation. We violated factual ,information by introducing an

between the critical word and the preceding sentence. Unlike the other manipula-'

tions, neither the critical Word nor the sentence containing it was 'altered4TIte,,

sentence immediately before the sintence*ittithiiiiiicat iord was alterdd
that the critical word was factually ificonsistent,:witWAht'sense of the:;Taltered,

sentence. In the example in Fig. 6.1; the word weakin'theipreceding sentence

Was replaced with strong. The fact that her daughterWas,Straigmasinionsistent

With the mother worrying about her being injured: There was nothing syntactically

or semantically wrong with either sentence: They SiMplyComaiiinicatedincon-

sistent information.. .

All modifications were selected to assure that the readers would be unlikely to

conceive of a continuation after the critical ,Word that wouldelinunatellieviolaF'

non. For the factual manipulation; there'didexist:a plausible substitution for the

critical*WoreOtherwise,=the reader nigliCienk,Somethint,Avis:-..amissprioMo
reading the critical word For example if the daiighteriwere:str6nr; the mo er

, might imagine her being life;linharMed;*,helpf612,,oei.heroine.'"`q
t'9.?

, For purposes of analysis,,five wad unitt'befOreand five word -.unitSlafteval;'>'",,

critical word were identified (see Fig 6. These were one or two words rare
V.!:01$144,

three words) tha iiaders tended to pronounce together.Word untts1,

,

I
I

1 r4'1`-'2" 4
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y specific syntactic or semantic structures. The major dependent

frequency (later converted to a probability) of a major disruption

the oral production of each word unit. Major disruptions were
;s of at least 1 sec duration, subititutions, omissions, reversals,
ispronunciations, repetitions,, and regressions. Only one disrup

per word unit. A baseline probability, of a major disruption was
control condition in which the original critical word was left
baseline probability was subtracted from each of the violation
interaction of violation conditions by word-unit position was the

was evaluated using both readers and critical word segments as

ionale was to look for disruptions in oral reading performance

i of the violation types. If there were disruptions in oral perfor7
rs presumably were attempting to use the violated information to

ideal word and/or to construct a meaning for the text. Fur-
lative position of the disruptions resulting from the different
indicate the order in which the information typically was used

a bottom-up model; only lexical information was strictly neces-

oduction, although the reader would, need to determine the
cture to read with appropriate prosody. if the reader were using

-phoneme correspondences to pronounce the words and did not

in the lexicon prior to uttering it then the disruption from the

would occur after the critical word had been said Syntactic and
iiion would be used primarily to determine the meaning of the
disruptions would occur after the critical word at the clause
tions of factual information would be important only after the
lease had been determined. The reader would attempt to inte-
g of the clause with the representation of the preceding text and

unter the inconsistency.
:, semantic, and factual information would exert top-down in-
al access would depend on the particular interactive model
ctic, semantic. and/or factual information were used in lexical

is from violating that inforrnatiop would occur at the same time

from lexical violations. Whether the disruptions occurred at the

id had about the same extent would indicate the functional
c information sources. Violating two information sources, as in
!mantic manipulation, would lead to different patterns of disrup-

n the interactions among the information sources.

3

ant with skilled readers used 12 paragraphs averaging about 125

a conteMporary novel. One critical word was selected in each

ur versions of the story, leXical, syntactic + semantic, and

:4

As shown in Fig.'6.2, theprineipal point of disruption resulting from lexica
vitiations occurred at the Critical word (word: Unii ofMeSe'disrUP7ions

were pauses as the-readers hesitatedbefore uttering the pronoUnCeableitiaWOrd'
Unable to locate that lexical- item in their mintarloikons;..1116;46iiigk,a
sometimes had difficulty in pronouncing the notiWords just
phonemegrapheme correspondences.'Jhe l.disruptions',.from the syntactic I

semantic violation ;followed the disruption from the lexical almost perfect!
They tiOth differed significantly from the control at thiCiiikalWOrSindil.4
obit 4=1. Syntactic or semantiClafoirtialirin or both were being

lexical item, so that removaloft that information disruptedthirediiii:SinCi,..
patterns diSruption resUlting frOm the lexical and syntactiC:
violations `were essentially the same, these information sources must

6' AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING;;

'semantic violations were introduced at three critical words each .'The reinninin

three critical, words in each version were, controls and were left unchanged

Across the four versions,. Were' Co unterbalanced. across cntical

words. Ten college Students, ,who,were ,unscreened for,readingiltills;.read each
version aloud. In order to ensure that they Pairlsqthe attention to COMprettensio,

they were required to giVe a brief summary of each paragraph.ininiediatelYifter
reading it.
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4 FIG. 6.2. Disruptions in skilled readers' oral reading performances resulting '

frorn lexical, syntactic + semantic, and semantic violations
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ame time, although they may have operated independently (Lazer-

75)

Lion from the semantic violation did not occur until word unitt 1,

Was relatiVely much smaller In reading this story; semantic infor-

it being used for lexical access. The violation was discovered later,

clause integratiOn occurred. 'When we considered the stOry more

realized why the semantic inforination may not have been used

story was excerpted frOm a novelthat was written in an abttract,

style. The semantic violations were anomalies that easily could

;taken for intentional but incomprehensible metaphors. The readers

luite reasonable strategy of not giving high priority to semantic,

ecause it was frequently figurativebr.anomalous.

experiment used a concrete emotionally involving story (2171

'bout a high school girl who was severely injured when a train hit

s (see sample of text in Fig. 6.1). We dropped the lexical violations

ctual ones. The syntactic + semantic and the semantic violations

. However, given the general context of a concrete, literal story, the

rrnation would be more useful in lexical access and the anomalies

iced. The other procedures and analyses remained unchanged ex-

tory was divided into four sections with four critical words (one of

n) in each section. Readers gave a summary after reading each

story:'
yntactic + semantic and the semantic violations produced a disrup-

ad unit before the critical word (word unit -l; see Fig. 63). The

in from the syntactic + semantic violation was significantly larger

lting from the semantic violation alone, but the semantic violation

lasting effect, remaining significantly different from the control at

3 and +5. Since both syntactic + semantic and semantic violations

tions before the critical word was produced, both syntactic and

rmation was being used during lexical access. Both, were

after the critical word was_produced, indicating failures during the

in-integration task as well. The factual inconsistency was disruptive

critical word had been uttered (word unit +1). So factual informa-

wolved in lexical access, but only in sentence meaning integration.

:tic +semantic yiolation had a larger disruptive effect earlier than

'tic violation. A violation in, both of two independent informatiOn

d be noticed before a condition in which' only one source_ was

lie syntactic '+ semantic.violation may have been a violation of two

nowledge sources (Slier,. 1973-1974). The next experiment sepa-

actic and semantic violations and attempted to enhance the factual

experiment used the same story as the second, but several of the

ons,were rewritten to make them even-more inconsistent, and the

6 AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS ,OFORAL"-READING
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FIG 6 3. Disruptions in skilled readers' oral reading perfomances%resulting

from syntactic + semantic, Semantic, and factual violations.

syntactic
,

ntactic ,-F semantic violations were replaced with syntactic-Only violatiOns.

The rest of the proCedure and analyses remained the same except that the s'ubjects'

answered 10 multiple-choice questions after each quarter of the text inneid:OU

giving summaries: Scores on the raultiple,:cliiiice test, were nearlYperfear.:::;

As shown in Fig. 6.4, the,syntactic and thesemantic yiolationsproduced,ve

similar disruption curves. Both were significantly different,fidinthecciiitioLit
word unit` -1. and peaked at the critical word. The semantic violation prodiiCed

slightly longer disruptive effect (to` word unit the syntactic

word unit +2). The biggest difference was in the magnitude of the disruption ii

the critical word. Most of disruptions in'theiXyntactiC violation (54% o

disruptions) were restorations of the'correct part Of-iPeeeh:'EXeluding..restom.,7

tions of the original critical word from thksyntactic and' semantic con tionS the

proportions of,disruptions. at the:critical:ward were virtually identic

syntactic and .34 for seMantic. The restoration of theoriginal,entieakwo .m tl

syntactic violation condition; was a top-down effect'` syntactic

constraints, on , the part,of speech.;Syntactic ,71-.semantic ;yirilationswereoever

restored in the previous ,expenments:' So the difference tweenmntactic4,47

be<
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0--0 SYNTACTIC

*--- SEMANTIC

11 FACTUAL
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WORD UNITS

Disniptions in skilled readers' oral reading performances resulting from

. semantic. and factual violations.

+4 +5

semantic-only disruptions observed in the second experiment
lted from the combined effect of violations of two independent
Jrces.

_violation produced a larger effect than in the preceding wiped:
till Was first effective at word unit +1 and not at or before the
In contrast to syntactic and semantic information, factual consis
tave any apparent influence on lexical access of the' critical word
ed in sentence meaning integration. Lindig (1976) obtained similar

la' violations on'speechshadowing Performance.
if lexical, syntactic, and semantic information disnipted oral pro-
ut the same point before the critical word was uttered. From the
lekical access, lexical information is bottom-up, and syntactic and

nation is top-down. Yet the pattern of their disruptive effects was

all three information Sources were oontributing to lexical access.
information source was violated; the normally automatic process
forcing a reliance on careful bottOrn-up processing to be sure what

ally, printed.

6 AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING 1

The occurrence of-disruptions for several word 'units after the critical wore

represents more than a simple perseveration of the initial diiruption;. hoWetter::

After the critical word had been uttered;the reader attempted to mike Seniarif4
the inserted' Word: HOw could the clanie be interpreted so'..that the word would

not be inconsistent with 'the representation the reader was constructing for the;
sentence, paragraph, and story? This comprehension difficulty,Was'eVident,;01A

all violations, including the factual: Even though the disruptiOn:frodthe:fiettinIA

violation was much smaller; it occurred consistently:for several Wonli'after:i14
Critical word..;

Were the past-critiCal-wOrd disruPtions synchronized With thiferfd 'of
clause? In preparing,the stories, we did not attempt.to Control the location of thet

clause boundaries after the critical word. However, a-POsrhoc atialYsis'of the
data in the last 'two experiments suggested that there may
disruption at the clause boundary: Sometimes a peak at the Clause linuridaryiwasit4

the only disruption; sometimes it was in addition to one at the.tritital.Word; and
sometimes it was missing entirely. Hoi.evei; the data were ; MO. few:to OriW-q
strong conclusions 'about whether there were disruptions at the clause boundar

Learning to Read

What is the` interaction of information sources as a child.islearning.tO:read?,"A'5'

reasonable first hypothesis is that the child is paying most attention tiibottom7upQ

informatton, because that is where most instruction focused. that is ;;;Ilei4/104

ihe child rs having the most difficulty. As bottom-up processing becomes mote ,
S Iautomatic (LaBerge amue s, 1974), children are gradually able to use-morv7.

abstract information for lexical access and Meaninglntegration. Alternative

Chi ldren initially might be overly dependent on and prpr knowledge

simply because they lack proficiency hi processing bOttriM:upinforMation_:Asv

they skill in decOding, brittom-uP information would beconie relatively ntOre

useful to them, and the balance between bottom-up and top -down proeeisin

would shift.

To investigate, this question, the basic experimental .paradigm used wi
skilled readers was adapted for children learning to readsecinid, fOurih,-
sixth graders;;Stones were Seleeted from primers one grade below the children

.

actual grade. The reatlabilities (Fry, 1968) of the stories were 3.5, and 5.

and the stories were 881. 1354, and 1617 words long. The stories were dividecol
into four sections, and five critical words were selected in each quarter.,Lexicit

.

syntactic, semantic, and factual violations were developed foreack critical worth

following the same criteria as for the skilled readers: Five versions bieichstoriVi
were constructed so that violations were counterbalanced across critical:more
and subjeetsThere-Were 50 children tested at each, grade level, 10 on cad.
version of the story. In order to ensure that the children paidSome attentiorii0
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ion, the children were asked three to four simple questions after
quarter of the text. The scoring of major disruptions was the same as
r skilled readers.

ption curves for the second, fourth, and sixth graders are shown 'in
and 6.7, respectively. Although there were some differences

iree grades, the results were very similar. Lexical, syntactic, and
lations all produced their largest disruptions at the critical word and,
Ktent, at, word unit +1. A few of the conditions were significantly
n the control as early as word units 2 or 1--namely, lexical in
lexical in second and fourth at 1, syntactic in fourth and sixth at
nantic in second and fourth at I. Likewise, there were a few
Tects at word units +2 and +3namely, syntaCtic in second at +2

in fourth at +2 and +3. But the dominant effect was at and
after the critical word.
at violation produced small but significant disruptions in all three
,ord unit +I in the second and fourth grades and at the critical word
ride. Factual infOrmation may have been filling some useful role in
s for the sixth graders, but not for the second and fourth graders. The

W the location of the children's factual disruptions indicated that

3,3

I I I^ I I I`
-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

WORD UNITS

FIG 6 6 Disruptions in fOurth graders oral reading peril:minces

resolving a factual inconsistency was more critical at meaning integration than
lexical access.

The major conclusion was that syntactic and semantic infOrMation influence

lexical access of the critical word as much as lekical information 'itielf ('CO
Isakson & Miller, 1976; Miller, 1975). The magnitudeSof theJfisruptiOni:*ip
ordered from lexical violatiOns producing the largeSt,liirUption;follOwed

by syntactic and seinantie, violations. PerhapS these children wereivell 4164j:6'1'0

way to being skilled readers, so that biittOm-up'Priiiiiing WharelatiVeliaritbitiR
tic, thus Permitting top-down processes.try Operate :(IsakSOn
Their reading rates indicated that this, was not the, case, however. Esttmattn
reading rates from the control Condition, the . second traders reii.d..:i(42.1
syllables/minute, fourth graders at 161 syllableS/rniiiiite,,.sixtli:graderi,h)1341
syllables/minute, and college Students at 270 syllables/minute. The Cliildriiff
reading on the whole was not as fluent as that of skilled readers; they read roil ,1
slowly and .haltingly'.

In a comparison of the children's results with those ofskilleeren ers,,,neksl
were no major differences as a unc ion o f .s eve . Theseparticular c re,

may have been more highlci.ikilled than one would expect froin-their,grade:leye;t

(Standardized. reading-test' scores:Were- not I niva6ble);-,6iit 'ttitrthey,4iikik,

fi;
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SIXTH GRADE LEXICAL

SYNTACTIC

ar-- SEMANTIC

.."'""4 FACTUAL

-1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

WORD UNITS

Disruptions in sixth graders' oral reading performances.

t levels. The use of relatively easy, grade-appropriate stories may

he children to use more skilled reading strategies. AO, some of

inefficiencies may have been masked by their slow reading rates.

reasons, there were no significant differences in the pattern of

grades.

INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING

ler an interactive analysis of oral reading and how such an analysis

results. There are two interactive models that are related to the one
Rumelhart's (1977) parallel=interactive model of reading and
in and WelSh'S (1978) direct lexical access model of speech per-

ough there are convergences among the models, neither

Dr Mars len-Wilson and Welsh's has been developed in the direc-

iding.

ding Model

isk in oral reading is to verbalize each word of the text in succes-

istant demand on the reader, one that cannot be ignored. There are

' 6. AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING;

marry points, in a :reeding comprehension OrocesS at' which the 'oral `produetiOn

Might originate (Danki & FearS, 1979):Exiraction of grapheme-phoneme corrc,f.

spondences might; supply SUfficient information:forarticulation-"At: the:Other

extreme, a meaning representation 'of an entiresentence;mighlbeebbitructed

first, a'Senteno 'p!oduction process might be initiated in::the:'SaMelWaf that

sentences are produced:in ..iOnversationsi,..Neither Ofttiese:extretniseernklike

The former would -haVereaderi?artietilite orthographically regular nonwords in

context withow any hesitation. HOveVer;:readeridO not -dti.thi*(eti!disrupiiori&

from the nonword violation). The ;latter: positidn would reqiiire,,:that!eye4oice

spans encompass entire clauses' eye7voice spans are not thatlarge- Levin

1979; YazqUez,
A more plausible :isatiMPtion is that oral prOditeticip.is.3inniated;following

lexical access, at least fdrfaMihar Words:: pike", readers' locate',..iword::ktheir:

lexicon, they then have aVailable 'the articidatcrY.:Tirtformitioni.neeisali4e4P
nounce it: There is no claim that lexical access is direct without any phiMologie

Mediation, only that initiation of an oral response doesiidf.cieCcir;initilfterth

word' has been accessed: The oral does not driginate4ri.:artYlWortai:"

cal nialatiori that might be ,uset(ii(lei*al access:, WhereitcOtinterin
faiiiiliar word, readeri=esPeciallY, 'bItildMn. being taught with a'phonics-

programsometimes "sound otif.thewcirdSloWlr by. preakinggrintOphoneMe

andler. syllable units. ,Titen:they:repeat. blending: the'Tarts;ttigethei%.:41.4*

cases; the first pronunciation directed by letter -sound correspondenCes
,1:

repetition, bY.the articulatOrYcoode accessed in the mental lektcon.,

Lexical'Access: Our model of lexical access related Maralen7

Wilscin and Welsh's (1978) direct accesstnodel:-They proposed thata6iiiii.

waidi activated inthe mental lexicon strictly othe.,tiaSiidMComing pereep'

Mil information, which in their studies of shadowing a phonemic

inalygis of the initial syllable of each`wOrd.:Candidate:ords.in. thecdhert, thew

are evaluated against the continuing perceptual anlYSiiandagainatSyniattic and''
semantic constraints. Any word that is inconsistent with any constraint, whether.

it tie perceptual or contextual, is deactivated. The eliMination Proceis continues,'

until only one candidate remains in the cohort. That survivor is'recognized as

target word.
Applying this model to reading; cohorts words._ are activated, by an initial F.

visual analysis,, However, we think that semantic :and syntaCtic- in fOrmation

especially semantic, also can activate words for the cohort. In: conversations',

listeners freqUently anticipate what sPeakeis are ioiniio sayis when a SPeaker,

pauses, apparently searching for a' WOrd;:and the liStener
StiMetiMes the listener anticipates correctly, sometimes not; but in either -Case.the,

intiCipatiOn is present:.We arenot,propoSing a hypoMesisrtesting:Priiceihuein

which contextually baSed predielions,aripicOaaeCiiid:Oaliiated serially by

cOMparisOn to perceptual inforination:i6tfie4iie 'areProixisinithat maiir alter



,

activated simultaneously, each of which is consistent with some
matibii, either perceptual or contextual These alternatives then are'
parallel . ,

[atm procedure differs from Mars len-Wilson and Welsh's as well.
ure is a process of elimination Member; of the cohort are tested for
with semantic and syntactic informatiOn, as well as with the results

mg perceptual analysts. Inconsistent items are eliminated from the
me is left. We propose a two -stage process: Initially;,an elimination

members of the cohort forcOnSistency with all available;infotina-

Ily syntactic and semantic. This evaluation is fast and can be based
e perceptual information. If only one item remains in the cohort,lt
-lowever.'il more than one item remains or if no item remains, then
;low, careful:perceptual , analysis is conducted to obtain relatively

T; syllable; and word information. Most of the time the eliniination
Ticient, but Sometimes the reader must rely primarily on perceptual

rd has been located in the mental dictionary, information about how

that word is sent to a buffer where speech articblation is organized.

on process is assumed to be nearly the same as spontaneous speech

he only difference is that in oral reading, subsequent syntactic and

rmation might be needed to specify some pronunciation or intona-
For example, whether the printed word record is pronounced with
rd-syllable stress may be determined by syntactic or semantic in
r in the sentence. The use of subsequent syntactic and semantic

s not needed in natural speech production because the speaker
s whether record is a noun or a verb, just as he or she knows what
tern is appropriate for the message. In contrast, the relevant infcir
riot be available to the oral reader until the end of a clause or
reader can scan quickly ahead in an attempt to locate the informa-

ect an, interpretation using whatever information is available at that

d Senience) Comprehension. At the same time as the reader is
: words, he Or she is also selecting an appropriate meaning for each

1979) and integrating thOse meanings in order to understand
-cad. This step is necessary to satisfy the secondary task demand of .

:call or summary after the reading is finished. In some caset, the
forced to wait until reaching a clause boundary to execute the

ration (Carroll & BeVer, 1976; Carroll, Tanenhaus; & Bever,
general; the reader attempts to integrate meanings word byword,
possible (Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, & Seidenberg, 1978; Tyler &

1977).

18

6: ,AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS'OF ORAL, READING

As with leittcal aCeeis-, there are two processing options Initially, the tender
attempts a fast: integration of each word Meaning ,with:therepreSentation;thaG
has been p to that point . This _process is efficient but requires the use

of considerable top-down, contextual inforMation:.aboutthe:neaning o.,;;w.avis8
written. With relatively eiiy,,Or'' familiar Material; the reader can iucceerPinli
performing' this integration with Minithal'atietitiOnal and.processi4effok;t1pcia

9;:p
reaching the end of a clause, which is conceptual sytitactie:deniareal
tion, the, reader has in mind a coherent representation of the entire tern up to
point.

Sometimes; however, word...by-word ptegration does not succeCd. tor.exam
pie. in our semantic violation, the readerS.weii:4nable to integrate thelcrutcaiew

word. In more typical Mitts; there are ambiguities and vagaries to
reader's word-by-wOid integration. When such failuras'occur, a readereaapOSt.,-.
pone-integration fora short time in hope that new information will resolve them
difficulty: The individual meanings are stored in a temporary, memory buffer
the end:of the clause or sentence, the reader is forced. to: integrate
possible because he or she cannot store and rerain,ihe- meanings of individual'i
words for very ion v:Sinan most clauses attd sentences ,arerCondepfuallY1ititO,

grated, thereader can reasonably expect a resolution at thatjpoint::4theeridbfa
clause or sentence, the reader attempts to,clarifythe 'Meaning of theiluie.J:r
carefully analzing its' syntactic structure.' In this respect,; i careful "syntactic
analysis IS a bottom-up process that provides definitive structural informant
specifyingi how to integrate the word meanings: If, there is no resolution, the,
reader 'can' .suspend forward processing and regress in an attempt .to. find
additional, information or can plunge ahead, leaving a lacuna in the coinpcisiti,
representation.

In summar. first the reader attempts a word -by -word integration of the mean=

ings, based on prior knowledge and semantic expectanCies- about what is being,'i,,

communicated. if that process fails, the re. ader relies:on a careful analysis of the
qritattie structure endihg at the clause The former process is fast an
efficient, but risky. The latter is slow, but more likely to succeed.

In an oral' reading task, how would thesetWo processing strategies be wit;
debced?:1f word-by7word, integration-:goesi. awrY;: oral performance would be

disrupted :at that point: Forelinmie;'nigruptions occurred both before and after
semantically anoMaloas word, one thatcOuld not be integrate4 had been uttered a
The disrtiption'after': the critical word not have reSulted'frOit problems of
lexical access becabie the word hid to be accessed to be uttered So a disruptioi,
after the critical word reflected difficulty; ith meaning,Iritegration.
appeared to be diverted from oral pMduCiicM to meaning inteiration.,g0;4i.

is::ibteleartbMeither oral production or meaning integration 'requires mud
attention normal case. Skillid readers can easily read alduclWithoilf attei.
tit* as any parent who reads stories to 'children c :testify Meaning integration
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s relatively effortless. Yet somehow; difficulty with word -by -word
distractedthe reader's attention from oral production ànd resulted in a
If word -by word integration has failed and icarefulsyntactie analysis
then the reader may have to pause at the clause boundary to allow_
tention).for the slower analysis trioecur: In the experiments reported
ation of the clause6otmdary was uncontrolled, So that disruptions at

oundary were not observed in the primary analysis However; a post
i at the first clanse boundary following each critical word indicated
as a disruption at that Point.

coherent representation of the entire text constructed? In Word=by-
Mon, each word is integrated with ,a coMposite representation of the
ip to that point, not just with the representation for that clause or
a clause requireS additional processing at the clause boundary in

inderstood, then the reader has to adjUst the meaning of the clause to
site representation. Such an adjustment is especially necessary if the

he clause is inconsistent with another proposition: already integrated
:entation. The fictual inconsistency in our expenments blocked the

a coherent representatiOnT. Elementary school children sometimes
sistent propositions to remain in their mental representations
I 97Q),_ bin Skilled, adult readers usually do not If the inconSittency
iciently critical information for the understanding of a text, a reader
gress, and attempt to solve it Alternatively, he or she may alter
:rpretation of the prior existing portion of the inconsistency (Loftus;
, & Burns, 1978) or the Orception of the new information.
ation is not crucial for understanding the Whole text, the reader may
ittempt at resolutiOn indefinitely. At recall, when that understanding
: public, he or she may attempt a resolution, omit the inconsistent

or repeat the inconsistency unaware. In any case: resolution of the
tot a pressing demand and can be postponed in hope of finding
ater:

lg Task Demands

analysis of oral reading, we can identify three implicit tatks for oral
first is lexical access, which proVides the information necessary to
ral rendition. It also is the Primary source of semantic information
forming a representation of the Meaning of the text, but it is the
mand for oral production that driveS lexical access. It cannot be
i it might be in silent reading when an unknown word is
without producing a major disruption in oral production. Because
acy of the demand, disruptions in lexical access appear as disrup-
roduction before the critical word has been uttered..

6, AN INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING 9

The secone implicit,task is clauSe understanding and integranon:NormallY)
this task proceeds .word: by word, but when that integratiOnfaili4iS",, it ;Winilii
With our semantic violationsthen more careful structural
There would be a disruption in ,oral production ai.tliepoint Within' tite?Cialtig

where word-by-worc integration failed. Attention''WOUld..be ditteried';frOMVii,

productibn to meaning integration. The demand for meaning. iniegraticgai!,4
delayed to the end of the clause but no longer because of merheirilininatiOiig
One result of a more careful analysis at the claiiietoOniciary':iS idiiiiiianIn'Oiall,,,...
pMduetion there. - ,

, ,_ ,oc,,,-..-':The third implicit task is ensunng that the representation is,coherent: SuceesSA
ful word d-byWard 'integration satisfies this &Mind ,perfOree:-,..flOWe4r;,:fif.'ailt

, .
inconsistency remains at the end,ofa clause=aS there WOulrifollOWingfa;:pental.,'
violationthe, demand for coherency can be postponed ti:(ilelitid;tt:the':teit:611
until an overt cortiprehensicikreSponse, suchas recall oriatimMiniatioiivre.Fii
quired. ,' ..

What effect does the demand for an oral PrOduetiOn haVeonlheSe thri
implicit tasks?, Some effects have been mentioned already:',7hesompetitiontor
cognitive resources can result in leis'attehtiOn '-being,:allticatedto?...i,ntegratingin;;._,

meaning representation and to ensuring its coheMnee:;,:Ferii;Skilledrea iiiicbhid,,..,4,,,
prehensioUind oral processes are sufficiendi:aillonaliC.: boththat ''' ''Fari!ii

. be earned out in parallel DiVisionof attention would :lie-;'i;ii.4.4Ci nt:,w en,

resources may be facilitated by thisfact that the meehaineS.nrarticulation

have to be retained too long in a temporary memory biiffer and iould:be,'fottov

readers are approximately halved in oral reading:'71AanYlkillerki.eIciii!ii'

however; as in a child who is . having difficUlty with basic ''decridiri0 i

comprehension OroceSs encounters difficulty

down the intake of new information. The siletCreadink'rateS,ritskilled''Atilt

difficult texts aloud in order assist understanding. If the ratiVeeOriteitoOls'-

comprehension may be affected adversely. individuaLywchil,meiatngsivion

teii, v , '-;, -. s

Having to read every word in sequence may alter the onriSrehe

,

_,
cesses. In silent reading, skilled readers may not look, at and access every .wci
especially highly predictable words (bin for evidenceni:the:Crnitrarysee- a.__.._ ,

1979; described,by McConkie & Zola, Chap. 7, thisVolume)::.,Skillerl',iii ers
.

may not access the words to the order in which they, appear ontheyagepther;
Instead; they may jtuTnp ahead or regress in an attempt to Optimiiejzifiiiritaiiiiii,,,
intake. This:strategy' is analogous to that employed by .many:ErigliihiSfialritie
students with an .interrnediateleVel'knoWlediesof Gennam.kt4.,iiiiiteVerliii-4
the ehd of. Ili.diiiise before reliiii-the4estr:otthe;clailse.,,'- ', ..

Finally, auditory feedback from hearing oneself read aloud may change.pro
,_ ,._cessingReaders who Spontaneously: restorecEthe correct part 'cif!'ipeeehi:to e!

syntactic violations may have pauSed after WOrdibecaniediekrealid diat-W

, ,
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ered was not what was printed. Auditory feedback provides an
back loop by which automatic oral production can be monitored.

on of Oral Reading Results

is analysis of oral reading explain the results of the experiments?
nding is considered in terms of the analysis.

I, syntactic, and semantic violations disrupted oral production be.

:al word was uttered (i.e., at word units l and 0). All three types
in were used in lexical access. By definition, lexical violations
ical access. Since the nonword was not in the lexicon, it could not
Syntactic and semantic violations disrupted oral production before

and was uttered to the same extent as did insertion of a =word. So
rmation and semantic information were critical for lexical access as

I, syntactic, and semantic violations disrupted oral production after

'ord was uttered (i.e., at word units +1 and +2). Disruptions in
is indicated that lexical, syntactic, and semantic information was
construct a meaning of the sentence or clause. Semantic disruptions

:al word tended to be somewhat larger than syntactic ones (cf. Fig.

ing continuing attempts at meaning integration.

both syntactic and semantic properties were violated, disruptions
the critical word was uttered and were more pronounced than when

rmation alone was violated. Syntactic and semantic information
'nationally independent knowledge sources, both of which were
cal access. In terms of the model, violation of both information
ad in the more rapid elimination of all members of the initial cohort

access. Since the slower perceptually dependent process was re-
arlier point; the disruptions also occurred earlier.
frequently restored syntactic violations to the original and contex-

iate part of speech. The part of speech was altered by changing the
he root morpheme. There is a left-to-right scanning bias in reading

Rayner, 1976), as well as in speech perception (Marslen-Wilson &

. Initial analysis of the first letters or syllable would be consistent
ugraphic, syntactic, and semantic constraints of a single lexical
y; the original critical word: It would be the only word remaining in

in early point in the elimination process. With the relatively early
all but one lexical item from the cohort, Perceptual processing of

on of the printed word could be discontinued, and the original word

red, restoring the altered inflection.
is violations in conceptually difficult text disrupted oral perfor-
ter word was utteredthat is, at word units +1, +2,
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and +3 in Fig. 6.2. When the material was conceptually difficult, readert were
unable to generate semantic expectations about upcoming words: They hadfe-
expectations. with which to, select items for the initial. cohort, nor was there
semantic information that could eliminate items from the cohort. After a lexical,

item was identified, primarily through perceptualand syntactie information;the

reader could not integrate the meaning of the semantically, anomalous word,
resulting in a disruption after the critical word was uttered..

6. Factual inconsistencies between successive sentences disrupted oral per-,
formance only after the critical word had been uttered (word unit. +
before. Factual violations did not disrupt lekical access. There is nothing in the r=

model that precludes factual expectancies from activating or eliminating 'items
''.1bin the cohort. Perhaps the factual violations were not strong enough to produCi

inconsistent expectancies. Or perhaps factual information simply is not

in lexical access. Factual inconsistencies did.interfere with Word-by-word mean-

ing integration, however, although the, disruption was relatively 'small.

7._ In a post hoc analysis, some disruptions in oral performance occurred at
the clause boundary immediately following the critical ward: This pattern wasA
most evident following factual violations. Assuming that this tentative: finding is

confirmed in future experiments, disruptions at the clause boundary indicated
that readers were making another attempt to understand the..clauselWith the
violation. They may have reread the sentence silently; they may,haveregressed
to the preceding sentence; or they may have engaged some covert problem-
solving strategy. Language is flexible enough that most apparentb, inconsistent
statements can be resolved eventually. This fact became obvious to us when
constructing matenals for the experiments. It was difficult to exclude the possi-
bility 'of plausible alternative interpretations.

8: In the experiment with children; the same basic pattern of results was
obtained at all grade levels. General processing strategies apparently:were the
same across differences in reading skill.,There are several qualifications on that

conclusion. First, reading skill differences were defined by grade; not by test
scores. Good and poor readers at the same grade level might yield ,different
patterns of results. Second, the stories were easy, somewhat below. estimated
reading-grade level. With difficult texts, differences in processing strategies"
might emerge as children acquire reading skill. Third, the yoUngett children were

second graders in the second semester. Substantial changes in processing
strategies may occur during the first 11/2 years of learning to read (Miller &
Isakson, 1978; but contrast with Lovett; 1979). In spite'of these qualificattoni;
the similarity of oral disruption patterns in. Figs. 6.2 through 6-.7twas.strikmg
Pmceising differences may have existed, but the dominant impression was One
of constancy.

These results are consistent with an interactive model of oral reeding.
though we have not detailed all of the arguments and rationale, it ddes not
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r any plausible bottom-up model to explain these results. Perhaps one

leveloped (e.g., McClelland's [1979j cascade model), but we are
look toward interactive models as a more promising avenue. Other

models, such as Rumelhart's (1977) and Marslen-Wilson's
Vi 1son et al., 1978; Mars len-Wilson & Welsh, 1978); are consistent

mks which do not discriminate among these models in any significant

e are many experimental demonstrations that require interactive

Which ours is one, but these demonstrations do not tell us very much

the interaction works. The nature of the interaction among informa-

s needs to be specified more precisely through experimentation:
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Models-of Reading Comprehension

What are the cognitive processes by which a reader arrives

at an interpretation for a text? R4teardh in the7,1ast couple

of decades has focused on determining the nature of the mental

representation that readers and listeners extract from verbal

material. Recently, investigators have become more interested

in specifying the cognitive processes by which the mental

representations are constructed (banks & Glucksberg, 1980).

The shift in interest from representations to processes has

altered the nature of the conceptual models advanced and the

types of methodology Used.

A major distinction that has come to pervade models of

listening and reading comprehension, as well as cognitive

models generally, is between bottom-up and top=down directions

of information transfer and control (Danks, 1978; Danks &

Glucksberg, 1980). Models that adopt a bottom-up orientation
; -

typically are composed of,,serial independent stages arranged

in an inflexible order (e.g., Gough, 1972; Massaro, 1975).

Comprehension is conceived as beginning with sensory analysis

of linguistic input, proceeding through successive,transfor-

mations, and terminating with a final representation that

constitutes the meaning of the input. Bottom-up models have

difficulty explaining how information from_mc,re AbStract

levels of analysis are able to facilitate (or hinder) pro=

cessing at a lower level of abstraction (cf. Rumelhart, 1977,

and Wildman & Kling, 1978-79, for reviews of these phenomena):

In contrast, top -down models which are usually cast as inter-
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active models, incorporate the possibility of information from

more abstract levels being used in the processing at lower

levels. Since bottom-up proceising is not precluded these

models depict construction of a representation using available

information from any level. Processing proceeds in parallel

on several different interacting levels. The process is

adapted flexibly to meet the needs of the specific task and

text.

Another conceptual distinction that has resulted from

the shift in focus from representations to processes is the

more precise specification of when a representation is formed.

An initial hypothesis was that representations were formed

clause by clause (Carroll & Bever, 1976; Carroll, Tanenhaus,

& Bever, 1978). Meanings of individual words were integrated

at the end of each clause into an autonomous representation

of that clause's meaning. Then the clause meanings were

integrated successively as the reader proceeded through the

text. The clausal processing hypothesis was a natural out-

growth of the emphasis on representations. Since the final

mental representation was organized from clause units, there

was no need to specify precisely how or when clausal inte-

gration occurred.

The clausal processing hypothesis contrasts With a word=

by-word integration hypothesis (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980;

Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, & Seidenber-T, 1978; Tyler & Marslen-

Wilson, 1977). The listener or reader attempts to integrate

each word's meaning with a comprehensive mental representation
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as soon as he recognizes the word. He uses whatever lexical,

syntactic, and/or semantic information is available at the

time. The attempted integration does not always succeed;, in

which case, the listener/reader holds the word(s) in a short-

term memory buffer until there is conceptual closure, usually

at the end of the clause.

In order to differentiate between the clausal-processing

hypothesis and the word=by-word integration hypothesis, an

on-line measure of comprehension, one that is taken at the

same time as comprehension in proceeding, is required. Memory

tasks assess only the final representation, and so provide

limited information about the course of processing. The

necessity of an on-line measure complicates interpretation

because if one adds a behavioral task to a comprehension

task, the comprehension processes may be altered by the

presence of the secondary task. The naturalness of a secon-

dary task is an important consideration in evaluating its

impact. Is it one that readers perform at least: occasionally

in everyday life, or is it one that is devised Specifically

for the laboratory? More natural tasks are more likely to

reflect typical comprehension processes.

In the experiments reported here, we used an oral read=

ing task. Oral production occurs roughly simultaneously

with the comprehension of the print input. Furthermore, it

is a relatively natural task that is used extensively in most

elementary school classrooms. Virtually every literate adult,

especially parents, has had experience reading aloud. The
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liStening counterpart to oral reading is speech shadowing, in

both cases the behavioral response is an oral rendition corres-

ponding word for word to the input (MarsIen-Wilsim, 1975;

Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978). Oral reading is a more natural

task than speech shadowing, however.

An oral reading task imposes two demands on the reader

(Danks & Pears, 1979; Danks & Hill, in presS). The more

pressing demand is to produce an oral rendition of the printed

text. The reader is in effect required to say each word.in

succession, and so must recognize each word by locating it

in his mental lexicon. The second demand is to form a mental

representation of the entire text. In these experiments, the

reader was asked for a summary at several points during and

after reading the text. The reader must use lexical, syntac-

tic, and semantic information to construct an appropriate

representation on which to base his summary. There is, how-

ever, an additional metacognitive task associated with the

comprehension and construction of a representation. The

reader must monitor the process to insure that the represen-

tation is meaningful, coherent, and internally consistent.

The task of constructing a representation is usually con-

sidered to be the prithary task in reading, but the additional

requirement of oral production may supplant or interfere with

comprehension.

Rationale-and-Method

There are several different types of information that

are potentially available to a reader, i.e., visual, ortho-

1'41i
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graphic, lexical, morphological; syntactic, semantic, pragma

tic, and factual. Which of these information sources are used

by the reader, and what is the temporal order of use? In

order to answer these questions, we distorted different infor-

mation sources at several points in a story. We assumed that

at the point in time when the reader attempted to use. the dis-

torted information, his normal flow of processing would be

disrupted. Disruption of normal processing would result in

a disruption in oral production. Thus, the pattern of when

oral production was disrupted relative to the location of the

distortions in the text would reflect the pattern of when the

various information sources were being used.

The main text used with skilled readers was a story about

a high school girl who was severely injured when her school

bus was hit by a train. The story was adapted from a popular

magazine and was 2171 words long with a readability of 7.8..

In the sample shown in Figure 1 to illustrate the text manipu-

lations, the girl's mother has just heard about the accident

and;is worried about her daughter.

Ineert Figure 1 about here

Four types of information were distorted. (a) Lexical--

a word was replaced with a pronounceable nonword, i.e., one

that was orthographically regular in English, e.g., in Figure

1, the critical word injured was replaced with brugen. (b)

Syntactic--the root morphemes of the critical word were re-

tained, but the inflectional ending was changed so as to pro-
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duce a syntactically unacceptable word for the sentence, e.g.,

IrCured was changed to injury. (c) Semantic--a word was re-

placed with a word that was semantically anomalous in the

sentence e.g., injured was replaced with planted. (d)

Factual- -the sentence preceding the one with the critical

word was changed so that it was factually inconsistent with

the critical word; neither the critical word nor the sentence

containing it was altered, e.g., weak was changed to strong,

which is inconsistent with the daughter being injured. (e)

A Control condition in which the critical word was left un-

altered provided a baseline for oral reading performance.

The manipulations were counterbalanced across 16 critical

words in four different versions of the story, such that each

manipulation occurred at each critical word an equal number

of times across subjecti. The story was read aloud by 40

college undergraduates into a tape recorder. The stories

were divided into four sections, after which the subjects

recalled as much of the story as possible. These recalls

were to insure that the subjects were paying attention to

what they were reading and were not systematically analyzed.

Two dependent measures were scored for three word units

before and five word units after each critical word (see

Figure 1). A word unit was one or two words that tended to

be pronounced as a unit by the readers. The first dependent

variable was whether a major disruption occurred in each word

unit. A major disruption was defined as a substitution, mis-

pronunciation, stammering, repetition, regression, reversal,
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omission, or pause of at least one second. The second depen-

dent variable was the production time for each word unit. The

time from the end of one word unit to the end of the next Was

measured. The results of the production times mirrored almost

perfectly the results from the major disruption data, so only

the Iatter are reported here. The data were analyzed with an

analysis of variance using both subject and critical word

variance in the error term. The primary interest was in the

interaction of text manipulations with word unit position.

For purposes of presentation in the following figures, fre-

quencies of major disruptions were converted to probabilities.

The probabilities in the control condition were subtracted

from the probabilities in each experiment condition.

Skilled Reading

The results from two experiments employing skilled read-

ers as subjects are presented in Figure 2. One experiment

used the text illustrated in Figure 1 and included Syntactic,

semantic, factual, and control manipulations. The other

experiment used a different text with different subjects,

'but was functionally the same as the first experiment. The

second experiment included lexical, syntactic-semantic,

semantic, and control manipulations, but only the results of

the lexical manipulation (vis=a-vis its control) are presented

here.

Insert Figure 2 about herd

The lexical, syntactic, and semantic violations produced
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Similar patterns of disruptions although there were some in-

teresting differences among them. All three were significantly

different from the control condition beginning at word unit -1

and peaking at the critical word (word unit 0). Disruptions

from lexical and syntactic manipulations' continued to word

unit +2, and from semantic to word unit +3. The factual vio-

lation did not produce a significant disruption Until after

the critical word had been uttered (word unit +1), but main-

tained a small effect through word unit +3.

That the lexical violation disrupted oral reading per-

formance before the critical word was uttered was expected.

Although the nonwords could have been pronounced by reference

to grapheme-phoneme correspondences, as they ultimately were,

the normal strategy was to locate the pronunciation of the

word through lexical access, but the nonword was not in the

mental dictionary. The syntactic and semantic violations

also disrupted oral reading performance before the critical

word was uttered, just as soon as did a lexical violation.

So syntactic and semantic violations were also disrupting the

lexical access process. How can syntactic and semantic in.=

formation be used in lexical access? If one assumes a strictly

bottom-up model of lexical access, syntactic and semantic in-

formation are not involved because they are not available un-

til after lexical access has occurred. However, under an in-

teractive model, the reader forms expectancies about what

parts of speech and what concepts are likely to occur next.

He then uses that information to guide lexical access. When
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there was a syntactic or semantic violation, the bottom-up

perceptual information was inconsistent With the syntactic

and semantic expectancies, so the reader took longer to

Iodate the critical word.

The peak probability of a major disruption was con-

siderably higher for the syntactic violation than for the

semantic (also than for the lexical, but those conditions

were from separate experiments). Most of the disruptions in

the syntactic conditions (54%) were fluent restorations (sub-

stitution "errors") of the correct part of speech, e.g., the

reader said in ured instead of injury. Excluding these

fluent restorations, the probabilities of a major .disrup-

tion from syntactic and semantic violations were virtuaily

identical, .33 for syntactic and .34 for semantic. Fluent

restorations were also obtained by Marslen-Wilson (1975;

Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) in a speech shadowing task.

They provide further evidence that readers Were using top=

down information to facilitate lexical access.

All three manipulations produced significant major dis=

ruptions for two or three word units following the critical

word. These disruptions resulted from the difficulties

readers had integrating the information into an appropriate

mental representation. Lexical, syntactic, semantic, and

factual information were all used by the reader to construct

a meaning for the phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, and

story. In addition to producing an oral rendition of the

text, the reader also was expected to understand the story.
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In an oral reading task, the comprehension demand is less

pressing than that for oral production but it still must be

met. Wheh the reader was unable to construct an appropriate

representation, he might regress and reread some of the story

either silently or aloud, or he might reconsider what he had

just read while still continuing to read aloud. Whatever

strategy he adopted, there would be a disruption following

the critical word.

Espedially interesting is the finding that the factual

inconsistency produced a disruption shortly after the criti-

cal word was uttered. In order for a reader to recognize a

factual inconsistency information from one sentence had to

be integrated with the representation being constructed for

the following sentence. The factual violation in particular

permitted a strong test of whether word meanings were inte-

grated word by word, or whether integration occurred only at

the clause boundary. In these experiments, the location of

the clause boundary following the critical word varied free=

ly. In a post hoc analysis of whether disruptions were

synchronized with the location of the following clause boun-

dary, there seemed to be disruptions at two locations--at or

immediately following the critical word, or at the following

clause boundary or sometimes at both locations. These ten=

tative findings have been confirmed in more recent experiments

in which the location of the clause boundary has been expli=

citly manipulated.

Thus, readers were integrating each word's meaning into
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the representation as soon as it was accessed in the mental

dictionary. However, the violations blocked integration
.

.

because the critical word was inconsistent witit.the represen-

tation already constructed. At the clause-boundary,

reader again attempted to integrate the inconsistent informa-

tion. The clause boundary was the appropriate place for the

reader to attempt a'second integration because clauses are

usually conceptually integrated and there is a limit on, how

many and how long words can be retained in short-term memory.

In summary, the results of the experiments with skilled

readers support an interactive model of oral reading. Word

meanings are accessed through the interaction of bottom=up

and top-down information, and are integrated word by word

into a mental representation of the text, followed by an

evaluation of the success of the integration at the clause

boundary.

Learning to Read

How does this model of oral reading relate to children

learning to read? What is the interaction aniong information

sources as children become more' proficient at reading? One

hypothesis is that the child pays more attention to bottom-

up information because that is where most reading instruction

is focused and that is where the child is having the most

difficulty. As bottom-up processing becomes automatic (La-

serge & Samuels, 1974), the child is gradually able to use

more abstract information for lexical access and meaning in-

tegration. An alternative hypothesis is that the beginning
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reader is overly dependent on context and prior knowledge

simply becauLe he lacks proficiency in processing print.

he gains skill in decoding, bottom-up information becomes

more useful-to him and-the-balance -b6tween-bottomup-and-to

down processing shifts.

To investigate this quedtion, the basic experimental

paradigm used with skilled readers was adapted for children

learning to read--second (mean age = 8;0), fourth (mean age =

10;1), and sixth (mean age = 11;11) graders. Stories were

selected from primers one grade below the children's actual

grades. The readabilities (Fry, 1968) of the stories were

1.6, 3.5, and 5.6, and the stories were 881, 1354; and 1617

words long. The stories were divided into four sections

and five critical words were selected in each quarter. Lexi-

cal, syntactic, semantic, and factual violations were devel=

oped for each critical word following the same criteria as

for the skilled reader story. A sample segment from the

second grade story is shown in Figure 3. Five versions of

each story were constructed so that violations were counter

Insert Figure 3 about.here

balanced across critical words and subjects. There were 50

children tested at each grade level, ten on each version of

the story. In order to insure that the children paid some

attention to what they were reading, they were asked four or

five simple questions after reading each quarter of the story.

The scoring of major disruptions and production times was
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same as described for Skilled readers. AS With Skilled

ers the production times mirrored the maj

results.

The disruption .curv6ii7f6iTtliViieb7ciiidTIO-ti-Olir

graders are Shown in i'igures 4.5, and 6 respectively.

though there were some differences across the three grades,

or-diSruption

Insert Figures 4, 5, and 6 about here,

the results were very similar. Lexical, syntactic, and seman-

tic violations produced their larg'est disruptions at the

critical word and to a lesser extent at word unit +1. A few

of the conditions were significantly different from the con=

trol as early as word units -2 or -1, viz. , lexical in sixth

at -2, lexical in second and fourth at -1, syntactic in

fourth and sixth at -1, and semantic in second and fourth at

-1. Likewise, there were a few significant effects at word

units +2 and +3, viz., syntactic in second at +2 and semantic

in fourth at +2 and +3. The factual violation produced small

but significant disruptions in all three grades--at word unit

+1 in the second and fourth grades and at the critical word in

grade six. The dominant disruptive effect of all four viola-

tions was at and immediately after the critical word was

uttered.

Syntactic and semantic information influenced lexical

access of the. critical word as much, as lexidal information

itself. The magnitude of the disruptions were ordered from

lexical violations producing the largest disruption, followed

closely by syntadtic and semantic violations. The small size

4-r1
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and location of the children'

that resoliiing-afactual

meaning, integration than

-14-

factual disruptione -indicated

inconsistency: was more .critiCal'at

at lexical access.';,
. . .

-Comparing the children's-res

readers; there were no major differencee as a fianction of

skill level. Perhaps these children were well along the way

to being skilled readers, so that bottom-up processing was

relatively automatic, thus permitting top-down processes to

operate. Their reading rates indicated that this was not the

case, however. Estimating reading rates from the control con-

dition, the second graders read at 123 syllables/minute, fourth

graders at 161 .syllabIes/minute sixth graders at 181 eyilables/

minute, and college students at 270 syllables/minute. The

children's reading on the whole was not as fluent as skilled

readers; they read more slowly and haltingly. These particu-

lar children may have been more highly skilled than one would

expect from their grade levels (standardized reading test

scores were not available), but still they were not reading

at adult levels. The use of relatively easy, grade-appropriate

stories may have allowed the children to use more advanced

reading strategies. Also some of the children's inefficiencies

may have been masked by their slow reading rates. Whatever

the reasons, there were no significant differences in the

pattern of results across grades.

Conclusions

The results of these experiments support an interactive

model of ieading. There was considerable evidence that a
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Strictly bottom-up model would not be adequate. Perhaps a

sophisticated serial model could be developed, say along the

lines of McClelland's (1979) cascade model, but an interactive

model appears more promising. Readdid-di-e-a11

formation in constructing their mental representations. They

integrate meanings word by word rather than leaving the con-

struction of a sentence representation to the end of the

clause. Furthermore, the interpretation of clauses is not

autonomous, even though it may appear that way at times.

Children learning to read use the same sorts of processing

strategies as do skilled readers. Although they process the

input, more slowly and require texts of appropriate difficulty,

the basic structure of the comprehension processes is the

Same for children, and adults. Although the task used here

was oral reading, the conclusions can be extended to reading

generally. If the secondary oral production task had any

effect on the reading process, it would have been to slow the

process down and make it appear more bottom-up than it is in

silent reading. Since this effect was opposite to what was

obtained, the generality of the interactive model is enhanced.
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Figure 1. .A portion of a story for college students illus-

trating the different types of textual /Ablations.

Figure 2. Disruptions in skirled readers' oral reading per-

formances resulting from lexical, syntaCtic, semantic,

and factual violations.

Figure 3. A portion of a story for second grade children

illustrating the different types of textual violations.

Figure 4. Disruptions in second graders' oral reading per-

formances.

Figure S. Disruptions in fourth graders' oral reading per-

formances.

Figure 6. Disruptions in sixth graders' oral reading per-

formance .
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Interactive Models

Comprehension of language involves the transformation of speech or,

into a mental representation of what the listener /reader thinks the speaker/

writer intended. The representation arises ftbm the interaction between the

input and the knowledge base of the listener/reader. A major contemporary

issue is how and when different types of information sources are used during .

comprehension. Many models of reading ( .g., Gough, 1972; LaBerge & Samuels,

1974; Massaro, 1975) have emphasized "bottom=up" processing in which differ-.

ent sorts of information are extracted in a Strict serial order beginning

with information closeSt to the physical input and ending with more abstract

conceptual information.

Although a bottom-up orientation fits comfortably with our intuitive

.notions about comprehension, it has difficulty handling the robustness Of

human communication. Substantial distortions in the physical signal; for

example, garbled Speech or scraAed handwriting; commonly do not cause serious

difficulty fer listeners and re-,y;.Ys. Listeners and readers rarely notice

vague referdriceS and ambiguous 1:Icasngs. Apparently they interpret such

constructions without realizing the presence of a potential problem; These

casual observations of everyday ph':::c.mer:a hay.: laboratory counterparts in

which processing of lower -level info.-mation is facilitated by presentation

in a larger context. Phonemes and letters are perceived better when pre-

; sented in the context of a word or sk:orere 1959; Wheeler,. 1970),

Words are identified more accurately and ra9idly in a_graMmatiCal, meaningful

sentence than in ungrammatical or anomalous strings (Miller & ISardi 1963;

Stevens & Rumelhart, 1975). Sentences that are Vague and aMbiguoUS.but of

context are readily interpreted in a story (BranSfOrd & Johnson, 1973).

Finally, interpretation of paragraphs is aided when the listener or reader
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has Sufficient knowLedge about the topic to provide a schema for interpreta-

tion (Dooling& Lachman, 1971; Kintsch & Green, 197.8); .TheSe phenomena:

result from more abstract information'influencing decitioria at a leWer level

of abStraCtien. Any adequate model of comprehension must account for such.
"top=down" efects.

The existence of top-down effects has been widely recognized (banks &

Glucksberg, 1980, Flores d'Arcais& Schreuder, this volume; RUMelhart: 1977;.

Wildman & Kling, 1978-1979), but precisely what they portend fOr models of

comprehenSion is not widely agreed upon. A pure top-down model in which

information passes serially from a meaning representation to'input is implau-
.

Sible, if for no other reason than that the input itself does exert ConSider7

able control over the listener/reader's interpretation. One response t

demonstrations of top=down effects in language comprehension was to:add'fded=

back loops such that information about decisions at more abstract levels of

processing was returned to lower levels of processing; However, top -down

effects are spread across the entire range of processing levels. They are

not restricted to a single level, or even a few levels; of processing.

the number of feedback loops needed to account for all of the top-down effects

would result in,tc, interconnection of virtually every, level of processing;

In such a model 7ho notion of directionality of processing loses much of its

force.

Several ilvesti;.;ators have proposed interactive models of language pro=

cessing (banks & Hill, in press; .)ust & Carpenter, 1980; Marslen-Wilson, 1975;

Rumelhart, .ne :tetails the interactioaa are far from clear (cf.

the papers in Lesiv:1.d in press); Interactive models diminish the

iMpOrtAnce of of processing as a salient property of Compre-

hension models and all6w a ripe), system of how. information is transferred
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among components. Of necessity, some measure of directionality is retained

because the listener/reader does start with a perceptual input and ends with

a.meaning representation. However, that directionality is nothe overriding

consideration. For example, a listener may impute meaning to a speaker's

silence even though the listener has no input to process. So determining;

the directionalitY of information flow may not be as critical for building

a model of language processing as'had been assumed previously.

A problem with most interactive models is that they are too powerful;'

that is, they do not exclude any conceivable results. For example; most

interactive models are capable of explaining bottom-up and t:

separately or in combination. Any model, and an interactive .

must be sufficiently precise that it -can be falsified by 1..nae -.:;ivable set

of data; This requirement is complicated by the fact'that languane process-

ing is extraordinarily flexible, so any model of language processing has to

be very powerful. However, moddlS cannot be allowed to grow too powerful

_-
or nothing is explained.

Properties Of Interactive Models

In this section, several general properties of interactive models are

described. Not all interactive models accept all of these properties, but

each property can be identified in one or another interactive model.

1. Results QC processing at any le?el are immediately and simultaneously

available to all other levels. A model incorporating the most powerful variant;

of this property was proposed by RnmeIhart (1977), in which all information

resulting from processing at each level is deposited in a message center where

it is available to all other processing levels. For example, as soon as a

sequence of phonemes is identified, that information is available for use in

lexical'ar:cess. In some cases, a word might be identified before all its
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phonemes are identified (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978). For another example,

information about the discourse topic may aid identification of specific
.

words Foss & Ross, this volume);

The power of interactive models can be limited either by restricting .the

availability.of information or by.restricting the types of information spqcific

Levels are capable of processing; For example; only phonetic information might

be used in lexical access to actEvate candidates for identification, butt then

syntactic, semantic, and thematic information could be used to select among

.candidates (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh; 1978); A variation of this property that

permits retention of some bottom-up characteristics is to allow intermediate

results from one processing level to be availablq'to other levels before the

first level has finished (cf. McCleiland's cascade model; 1979; and Perfetti

& Roth's reading model, in press); Thus, more interaction among levelsof

processing is permitted than with a strictly serial, autonomous model;

2. Processing proceeds at all levels in parallel constrained only by

the availability of information on which to operate (Just & Carpenter; 1980;

Marslen-Wilson, 1975; Rumelhart, 1977). Any given level of processing does

not necessarily wait until processing has been completed at any other leYel;

Any level is potentially active at any point in time.

One constraint on this property is that sometimes processing at one level

cannot proceed without information from some other Level. For example, con-

struction of sentence meaning cannot proceed without Identification of at least.

some of the words An the sentence. Listeners And ,readers may have a good idea

about what speakers and writers are going to say and write, but they do not

enjoy perfect prescience. A second constraini results from differences

rates of processing among processing levels. Some processes procead automati-

cally because they are so well practiced; For example, it is very difficult to



inhibit meaning access because determination of meaning is the primary goal'of

communication; In the Stroop task, the printed word interferes with naming..

the color of the ink; Lexical access of common words is So automatic that it

is impossible for skilled readers to inhibit it Likewise, in an oral reading_

task, sentence meanings may be constructed even though only oral production is

required because sentences are understood faster than the words can be spoken..'
..... ,. ..,. ....... ..,_

(Hanks & Fears, 1979).

3; Interactive models posit processing flexibility as afunction of in

dividual differences among listeners and readers, as a function of the listener/

reader's purpose or task; and as a function of properties of the text ( Danks,

1978); Comprehension, in either the listening or reading mode, is not a fixed,,

invariant process.; but adapts to the specific situation; This adaptability

represents the normal mode of processing. It is not something that happens

just t when processes have difficulty. Because there'are so many things that

can go wrong, the listener/reader never haS the opportunity to develop one

canonical process that can function effectively in most situations;

SOme listener/readers are more skilled than otherS at. specific types of

proceSSing. For example, some readers have excellent word recognition skills,

and otherS are more adept at determining the meaning of Sentences (Perfetti &

Roth, in press). One obvious source of individual different-6S in processing

skill is age. Children, in general, have different SertSOf processing stra

tegies than adults do (Bever, 1970), especially for reading (Sthwartz, 1980);

Skilled readers drive developed some automatic processing strategies (LaBerge &

Samuels, 1973). in COntraSt, children learning to rend frequently have to

attend more closely to each stage of processing.

Task differences are well recognized as contributing to differences in

comprehension strategies (Aaronson & Scarborough, 1.976; Drinks, 1969; Frederiksen,



1975: GluckSberg, Frabasso, & Wald, 1973; Mistler-Lachman. 1972). Typically,

one liStens or reads with a purpose in mind. The purpose can direct attention

to those processes that, when completed, will satisfy the task requirements.

In addition, once task demands have been met at one level, processing at all

level§ May be terminated (MiStler-Lachman, 1972) However, there are limits to

the amount of Control that is possible because some processing levels proceed

automatically or more rapidly than the processing; at levels at which the task

demandS are met. For exampLe, sentence coffivrehension usually proceeds more

rapidly than does oral production in an oral reading task Minks & Fears; 1979).

Tho type and Structure of the discourse can alter processing strategies.

Vith a difficult text, a reader may he move dependent on lower-level informa-

tion bein,: fed fOrWard to higher levels of processing. With a_ simple text, in

contrast, expectancies be generated at abstract processing levels such

that lower-level processing is fac.L1 itatokl or even In addi-

tion to v:::riations due to text difficulty, processing changes according to the

type of discourse. At a casual party; conversation may be processed only to

the extent needed to make A polite reply; especially when the listener is more

interested in a conversation across the roam; Wit:11 respect to print, rea'ding

a poem, a novel; a newspaper column; and technical article yield different

processing strategics, aL least subjectively (Gibson & Levin; 1975). Most

poetry keys on thL.; sound propertes of words rhyme, rhythm, or word "color."

Hearing a poem tn mind's car is crucial for understanding the poet's

message, but hearing a novel would gcL in the way et understanding its .theme,

Technict articles require comliderabte conceptual processing; how the text

sounds not nearly so imporidoll.

. An interactive model may describe interactions among types of infor-

mation Or interactLons among processing components. consider inter-
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actions among different types of information. A single processing component

may have access to all types of information, butone type may be more useful

than others. For exampl.e, perceptual information is more valuable for lexical

access 'than is thematic information. In contrast; thematic information is

more important for the construction of a story's macrostructure than any
t

specific piece of percdptnal information; If the information most. typically

used by a process has been distorted, violated; or is otherwise unayailable,

to the listener or readeri"then another type of information may compensate

for the deficiency (Stanovich, 1980). One reason for information unavaila-

bility is that something is wrong with the text. There may be physical dis-

tortions, or a story may be written in a vague; obscure; or metaphorical style

(Bransford & Johnson, 1973). The lack of specific kinds of information can

also be dile to listener/reader factors. For example, children do not have

as well developed story schemata as do adults (Poulsen, Kintsch; Kintsch; &

Prethack, 1980) and thus depend on bottom-up information to understand stories.

Some less - skilled readers have sufficientl.y poor word recognition skills that

their ability to comprehend sentences and stories is impaired (Perfetti &

Lesgold; 1977). So a poor reader is more dependent on contextual information

than is a good reader who has well developed word recognitionskills (Stanovich,

1980); This compensatory mechanism gives a processing component considerable

flexibility sinceit is not dependent on a single source Of information.

A second way to formuLate interactive models: is throUgh interactions

among processing components; When processes MAke use of information resulting

from other processes. the information-generating process influences the infor

oration - receiving procoss. if the information comes from a more abstract

process, then the Influence is top-down; if the information comes from a less

abStract process, then itis bottom-up. interactions among processes may be
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complete or limited. If they are comnlete, then one process can influence

another simply by generating information needed by the other. If interactions_

are limited, then there may be sectors of processing within which processes

interact, but information trantfer from one sector to another is restricted.

For example, lexical access uses information from many levels of processing,

but macroprocessinr accepts information primarily frem .sentence comprehension.

An InteratAive model can be formulated in terms of what kinds of inflor=

nation interact in a single process or what kinds of processes influence

other kinds of yrores-,.s. These two types of formulations are complementary

because diffe.:' of information are Cho result of different types of

Processing. Sw U. is a question of ::nether ',132 emphasis is on processing

components r on types of informatilm.

Processing Components

There are three major processing components in language comprehension:

lexical access, sentence comprehension, and discourse understanding. Lexical

access involves locating a Iex!caI item in the mental dictionary and selecting

an Approvriate meaning. Bottom-up perceptual information, auditory and visual,

is important for identifying a word; however, top-down contextual information,

syntactic, :lemanLicl textnali thomatid, and factual, also influence lexical

access. How lexical access might work in speech perception has been described

by Marslen-W1loon and Wel:lh (1978). A cohort-. or potential words is activated

by preliminary auditory, analyses. Tn addition to continued processing of

perceptual information, checks for consistency with contextual infornrItion
.

are used to eliminate candidates from the cohort until a single item remains.

Extending Marsleu-Wilson and Welsh's model to Toxicr,1 access in oral reading,

Danks and Hill (in press) have suggested that top-down information may be used

in the.selection of the initial cohort as well as in eliminating candidates.

I 66



Forster (1976; cf. RradLey & Forster; this volume) has proposed a more strictly

bottom-up model 'in which a word is identiadd-uSing only.Peiceptual informa-

tion and then is evaluated for contextual appropriateness. In interactive

models, information From sources converges in leXiCal access produc-

tng both bottoM=up and top-down effects. Since lexical access provides the

aticulatory information that is needed to pronounce d Wqrd any interaction:.

among in sources will be reflected in Oral reading and speech shadow-.

ing taSks..

LO Sentence comprehension, the listener or reader integrates the word

meanings into a representation for the entire sentence. Syntactic structure

is available to guide the integration, but how active a rOle it plays is not

clear. There are two primary hypotheses about how the sentence comprehension

component WOrkS. The clausal processing hypothesis (Ctirt-ou & Bever, 1.976;

Carroll.-T.Inenhauk, & 1.978) proposes three antOhomOOS steps in its

simplest VerSiOn. First, the meanings or worth: stored in a working

memory buffer as they are accessed. When the cud of a clause IS rbached, a

represent:It:Ion is ddriVed for the clause. Finally; the representation of the

clause is integrated with representations of prior clauses and with prior

knowledge. The primary characterization or the clausal processing hypothesis

is that it is serial, bottom-up, and ant_onomons. In contrast is the word-)y=

Word processing hypothesis (Marsien-WilSOn, Seidenberg 1978;

MarSlen=WiLson & 12yier, J980, this vol ume; Tyler & Marsien-Wilsoo; 1.977).
_

This listener/render attempts to integrate carp word's moaning into a compre-

hensive reprosentat ion as snail as it is aCceSSed. If immediate integration

fails, thd Word's meaning is held in a memory buffer nutlI integration i8
possible. Frecioently, the most appropriato poiot Or which to:reattempt that

integration is at the end of the clause. Interactive model's imply a word-

167
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by-word comprehension strategy as opposed to a clausal processing strategy.

Becapse processing proceeds in parallel in all levels, eachword is procegged

immediately to the maximal extent possible. For the claugal level, that means

attempting to integrate the word's meaning into the composite representation

at the time that it is accessed.

lri discours -understanding, the listener /reader organizes the represenpa-

tions of individual sentences into discourse structures.correspondinz'to the

schemata of conversations, lectures, stories; and nonfiction prose. As sen-. !

tences are comprehended, a discourse structure is constructed that is updated

as information is received. At any point in.time the representation

is co; !,'ate as 000sible. One aspect of discourta understanding is to esta-

blish if':.,Pzential coherence for the discourse (Clark & Marshall, 1978). Lis-

. terser /readers tie together the sentences of a discourse into a conerent'repre-

SentatiOn, or text base (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978), making bridges and inferences

as needed (Carpenter & Just, 1977; Crothers, 1979; Waeren, Nicholas., & Trabasso,

1979); in addition to Weal. coherence; listener/readers derive a macrostruc-;

tore; a schematic representation of the main ideas or gist of the text (Kintsch &

van Dijk, 1978) ; Interactive models permit considerable processing flexibility

in discourse understanding. Listeners and readers are able to' adapt the pro-

cessing strategics and knowledge they have available to the wide variety of

texts that they erwounter.

The emphasis in interactive models is on processes rather than on repra-

sentations. in recent years, cognitive scientists generally have shifted

away from attempting to specify. representational structures to identifying

the cognitive processes that produce those structures (Danks & Glucksberg,

1980). A change in the kindg OE experiMental tasks has attended this shift.

Memory Casks proVide iniormation about mental structures and representations,
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mance demand is greater. Analysts of oral reading performance provides an

-excellent-opportunity.to w6dy lexical access, seiitende;CoMprehensiqn,..and

discourse understanding in a relatiVelYnatural situation.'

In the three experiments reported here, we investigated what kinds of

information are used by the lexical access and sentence comprehenSion compo-

nents. An oral reading task.also permitted an estimation as to when the

different types of information wd're being used; Specifically; the poInt

time when different types of information were processed was assessed by

violating each information type. If that information were normally used

in oral production Or in comprehension, then' oral performance would be dis-

rupted betauSe the normal interplay among processing components would be

modified to compensate, for the Violation. Furthermore, the disruption

would be temporally close to when the violated information was needed by

the reader. Our basic method was to change several- critical words in a

story; such that one or more types of information was violated. We.then

analyzed readers' oral productions for disruptions near each critical word..

The relative position of the disruptions resulting from the different viola-

tions indiCated the order in which the information was typically used..

In three experiments, we manipulated various combinatiOng.ef lexical,

syntactic, semantic, and factual information; The first experiment eSta.

bushed the ba§ie,pattern of results for syntactic, semantic, and factual

(interSentential) information. The second experiment separated :syntactic

and semantic information types and replicated the results for factual infor.;.

mation. The third experiment tested lexical, syntactic; and semantic infor-

mation and added a global text factor, namely, the critical words were

embedded in A diffitUlt metaphorical story. The question raised by the

text faCtor is whether information u
A
lization changes when higher-level
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information is obscured; Specifically, does the reader become more dependent

on bottom-up processing strategies when top -down information is less avail-able?. . . .

A bottom-up mndei predicts that disruptions regultitig from having vio-

lated differimt types of information would be ordered from earliest to latest,

according to the levl of abstraction of the vielated'information. The least

abstract information, that was lexical information in our ekOeriments-, wodId

produce the earliest disrUption; Disruptions from syntactic and semantic

violations would appear next; followed by disruptions from violating factual

information, the most abstract in our experiments. Only lexical information

.

is strictly necessary for oral production although a reader would need to

determine the syntactic structure to read with appropriate prosody. So a

lexical violation would produce a disruption near the critical word. Syntac-

.tie and semantic information would be used primarily at the end of the clause

When the meaning of the clause is determined, se disruptions from these two

Violations WOuld Occur near the clause boundary. ViolatiOns of. factual

inferMation would be important only after the meaning of the clause had been'

determined-And the reader attempted to integrate the meaning. of the cIauge

with the representation of the preceding text;

Interactive models pogit thatseveral types of information are Used in

the same component and so their Violations would produce similar disruption

patterns. Such models nl-so permit more than one component to operate at the

same time, so that different inforMation types might be used at the same time

by different components As discussed earlier, part of the difficulty with

interactive models s sorting out these two types of interaction. Both types

of interactive models predict that Violations of different information types

results.in disruptions that occur at the same time. Other aspects of the
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data can be used to narrow the range of possible interactive models; For

example; to the extent that the size and range of disruptions, as well as

their timing, are similar, the involvement of only one processing component

is more likely. The kinds of oral reading errors provide another source of

evidence; for example, fluent restorations (cf. Experiment 2) reflect the

operation of the lexical access component;

In general; interpretation of results depends on the relative positiohs

of disruptions across violations; not (3: the absolute location' of a disrup

tion. So if violation of one information type produces a disruption before

another violation type; utilization of the two information- types is temporally

ordered as well; regardless of the absolute positions of the disruptions.. In

some cases, however; the absolute position is interpretabIe;.'forexample;

disruptions that be'gi.n after a critical word has been uttered cannot reason-

ably involve lexical, access. The absolute location 'of a disruption may reflect.

in part the eye-voice span, that is, the distance between where the eye is

. focussed and the word being_uttered (Levin, 1979). But the relative posi-
t compromised,

tion of disruptions is-because the size of the eye-voice span can be assumed

to be relatively constant for all manipulations on average since all viora-

tions occurred equally oftei in each critical, word segment. The size of the

eye-voice span may vary systematically in other comparisons, such as in the.

results from different readers, for example, children.at different levels of

reading skill; or results from different texts, for example, the 7stories used

in these experiments. in these cases, the effect of possible-Changes in the

size of the eye -voice span must be considered.

Experiment 1

Method. A story out.a high--chool girl. who was severely injured when

a train hit her school bus was adapted from a popular magazine. The story
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was. rewritten to eliminatcylil uioversation"and any difficult or infrequent

words. The Einal story was 2171 words longand its readabilitywa§ 7,8;

(Fry, 1968); It was divided into four sections of approximately equal length.

Four Critical words Were selected in each section, separated -by an average of

129 words. The critical sentences for all experiments are contained in the

AppendiX.

There Wert four ManipulationS'oE the critical words-- three types'of viola

titin8 plus a control condition. In the following sample segment, "Her daughter

had always been weak physically. Because of this, she even imagined her

daughter being injoed by the other children while trying to get out Of the

wrecked bus," the critical word was iii:tux-ed. In the CONTROL condition, there

was no change in the critical word or in the surrounding text. To produce the

SYNTACTIC + SEMANTIC violation; both syntactic and semantic information ti:/dte

distorted by replacing the critical word with a word that was the incorrect

part of speech and that was semantically anomalous; The critical word info -red

was replaced with iceberg; To violate SEMANTIC information without disturbing-

lexical or syntactic information, the critical word was replaced with a word

that was semantically anomalous, which was the correct part of speech,'

for example, planted rep.taced injured. Readers can still determine the gramma

tical structure of the sentence, but the meaning of. the sentence is distorted.

At best, they haVe to imagine some very unusual circumstances in which the

anomalous word 1:-;01 be iotecpreted metaphorically. FACTUAL, information is

accumulated from the preceding text, so it was violated by introducing an

inconsistency between the critical word and the preceding sentence. Unlike

the other violations, neither the etitical word hot the sentence "containing

It was altered; The sentnce immediately preceding the sentence with the

critical word was modified such that the critical word was factually incori=
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sistent with the Information of that senv.,2.-: 75 the exappl.c the word Weak

in the preceding sentence was replaced with strong;, The_fact that her elaugh

ter was strong was inconsistent with the mother 4orrying about her being

injured. There always existed a plausible substitution for the critical word;

otherwise, the reader might sense something was amiss prior to reading it. r

For example, if the daughter were strong; the mother might imagine her being

-safe- unharmed, or helpful. All modifications were selected such thatthei4

was no plausible continuation following the critical word that Would resolve
.

the inconsistency.

Four versions of the story were constructed such that each violation

occurred at each critical word segment in one version. There was one viola

don Of each type in each section of the story; Each section of the story

was typed starting on separate pages. Critical words did. not occur In the

top Or bottom three lines on each page and were at least three words from

the beginning and end Of Line's.

Subjects were 11 male and 29 female undergraduate students enrolled in

general psychology courses at Kent State University. They received,points

toward their grades for their participation. All were native English spea.kers

and were not screened for reading ability. Subjects for all, experiments had

not participated in any ..ther oral reading experiment. Four experimental

groups of LO subjects were defined by the four versions of the stbey.

Subjects were testfld individually. They were told that the purpose of

the experiment was -ito examine the relationsfilp between reading and comprehension.

Thev were instructed to read each section aloud; and then to write a summary of

it. They were given as much time as they needed to read and to summarize. the

story. The reading performances were tape recorded for later analyai8. In

order to provide Some WarM==up for the readers, the first critical word did not



Occur_until the bottom of the first page.

Analyses.. In anent: speech, each word is not spoken with clearly
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distinguished beginning and ending sounds as it would be spoken in isolation.

Ending sounds of one Word Are blended With the beginning sounds of the next

Making it diffiCOIL to mark precisely where one word ends and another begins.

The result: is that two words may be uttered as if they were one long word

With no break separating them. At the other extreme, some words are pronoUnced

With at broak in the middle, depending on the particular configuration of

phonemes. Becnuse of these possibilities,'Llici text surrounding each critical

word was divided mit_o word unit.8'in order to facilitate measurement of disrup-

tion8. WO rd UniLS OCI-2 :1-)ociried by listening to several readers and dividing

the text SurrOhndini% the critical words into groups that were pronounced as a

unit. The most cOUSistent phraseology across readers was adopted. Word units

typically consisted or one or two words, rarely three words, and averaged 1.54

words long. he did OtIL n-ces8:irily follow the syntactic structure of the

sentence. Five word units before raid five word units after each critical

word were identifftd ,ind were numbered from -5 Lo

The primary dependent variable was the production time for each word'unit.

These Limos were measured by slowing the t:ipe recorder to half-speed; An

r._.

experimenter then pressed a key at the end of each we unit; A lab computer

monitored the izcy presSoS and Limed the latencies between them. Each interval

included the production Limo for the word unit itself and any pause, hesitation,:

Or filler or,b1 that precede' the word' unit. Mice the critical word pysically

changed betweeu tho control. ilvutaCtic and Semantic conditions,

the productii ior Lilo critical word itself were not comparable. An

additiOnal 'e:Ati Heanod froM Lhe end.of Word unit -2 to the beginning

of the criti .; wot . Ih production tin for word unit -I was subtracted
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the time between

the end of word unit -1 and the beginning -of the-dritiCal wotd This value

was used as the production time for the critical word unit.in all analyses.

It was impossible to have an experimenter who was bkind to the experi-

mental manipulations measure the production times because any English-speaker

would recognize the violations on hearing the taped protocols. In circler to

assess the extent of experimenter error in measuring'the production times;

inter- and intra-experimenter reliabilities were obtained. Seven randomly

selected subjects' protocols were measuted by a second experimenter. The

.latencies were correlated with those from the first experimenter; yielding an

average correlation Of .94. The same experimenter retimed four randomly sel-

ected subjects' protocols from Experiment 3 (reported below) about one month

later. The average -correlation between the two sets of measurements was..98

Finally, a spectrographic analySiS of eight randomly selected subjects' proto-

cols from Experiment 2 (reported below) was prepared. The relevant production

times were measured from the sound spectrograms and correlated with the eitperi-

mentor's timing; tiro average correlation was .91. Marking word boundaries- on

spectrograms is far from precise; but the source of the error is Visual un=.

certainty in contrast to the auditory uncertainty of the experimenter's timing.

Since the error sources are different; they would tend to attenuate the correla=

tion. Thus, the procedure for measuring production times was reliable;

The prOdU-CtiOn (AMC:4 were analyzed with a mixed analysis of variance;

GroupS of readers; as defined by the four versions of the story,' was a

between- subjects faCtbr. Type of violation, word-unit position around the

critical word, and Stet:ion of the story were within-subject factors, Versions,

violations, and segments were arranged in a Latin-square. This design per-

mitted calculation or quaSi=F ratio (F'), in which both subjects (individual
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readers) and langua.;e materials (critical word segments) were randoM fac-

tors contributing,_ tP error term.. (Clarki.19.73).. All reported-:;

_ _effects were significant with -p<.05. The .three experimental means were

compared to the control mean at each word-unit position using4ndividual

planned comparisons (Winer; 1971); based on the quasi-F mean square error

term. The planned comparisons compried less than ofthe possible

comparisons;

A second dependent variable was the probability of a major disruption..'

at each word-unit position; Major disruptions were defined as pauses OF at

. _least one second duration, substituddhS; omissions; reversals; staMmerings,

mispronunciations; repetitions,. and regressions. In short; any deViation

from fluent oral reading that indicated that the reader noticed a violation.. _

was scored as a major disruption; Only one diSruOtion. was tallied per word

unit and the frequencies were converted to probabilities. The major disrup-'

tion data were used to confirm the results of the p-roduction times and to

provide qualitative information abc the disruptions. In Experiment 3, the

correlation between production time and malor disruption means was .93;

PredUCtiOn Limes were lengthened by the major diaruptiOnS; as well as by a

general 8.1.0Wing :Of Oral production. Yet there is no reason To attempt to .

separate they influences because both reflect a disruption of the under-.

lying cognitive,processeS. ,

Results; The mean production times as a function of violation type and

word-unit position are preSented in Table I. Since word units differed mark-

edly in physicah size; only the differences in production times between the

experimental and control conditiOnS were interpretable; Those.diffetenceS

a:e depicted in Figure 1. The effect of 'primad interest was the signifi=

cant int between viotatieo typd and word-unit position, F' (30, 240) r=

177
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5.029, p.001. A difference of 62 cosec. in mean Production times was

significant.

insert Table 1 and Figure 1. about here

Both the syntactc+selitantic and the semantic violations diverged from

the control conditiOn at word unit 1. The syntactic.+ semantic disruption.

peaked at the critical word, but the semantic disruption did not peak until

word unit +I. Both disruptions continued to stay above the'controI through.

word unit +3 and also were significant at word unit +5. The factual incon

sistency produced a much smaller effect, and .was significantly different from

the control only at word units +1 and +2. The mean probabilities of a major

disruption confirmed the results of the production time analyses in all

respects.

Since both syntactic + semantic and semantic violations yielded lengthened

Ural produCtion timbS before 'the critical word was uttered, both syntactic and

semantic information evidertly was being used in lexical access because

wordS had to be accessed before they could be tittered. Both Violations

also were disruptive well after the critical word was produced suggesting

disruption of sentence comprehension. The factual inconsistency was slisrup

tive only after the critical word had been tittered. So violation of

factual information did not hinder lexical access; but it: did affect sen

tence comprehension and story understanding.

The syntactic semantic violation had a -larger disruptive effect earlier

than did the semantic. suggesting that the syntactic + semantic violation

may have been a violation of two independent knowledge sources; If 86,

then confounding syntactii and semantic violations in a single manipulation

can account for the greater disruption and the earlier peak of the

176
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syntactic 1 semantic violation relative to the purely semantic violation.

If two independent information sources were violated; the.likelihood.that

a violation would be noticed in one of them is greater than-,if only one

information source were violated.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment I. The story and' critical words

were the same. The syntactic semantic violation was replaced with a

syntactic only violation and the semantic violation was retained. This

change permitted a direct comparison of whether syntactic information was

used at the same time as semantic information and whether they were inde=

pent sources of information;

2 _

Method. The story used in this experiment Was identical to that used

in ExPerithent 1 with the following exceptions; To violate SYNTACTIC infor-

mation alone, the root morpheme of the critical word was retained; but the

inflection WaS Changed to that of a different part of speech. For example,

the verb injured was ehanr,ed to the noun injury. Although some semantic

information is Carried in syntactic categories, the reader could determine

the intended Meaning relatively easily. Several of the factual violations

were rewritten so that the inconsistencies seemed more striking,' at least

to the intuitions of the investigators. Only four word units before the

critical word wore scored and the Slightly altered word units averaged

1: 60 words long:

The subjects were 17 male and 23 female undergraduate students enrolled

in general psychology courses at Kent State University. All were native

English speakers and were not screened for reading skill. The procedure

was identical to that used in Experiment 1. with one exception. Instead'

asking for summaries, multiple-choice questions were prepared for each section
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of the storV. These questions tested literal, factual information that was

unrelated to the ciitienl word segments. Readers were very accurate on these

questions (over 95Z cori ,t) and there was no variation'actoss sections or

ReSulLS. The Mean production times as a function of violation type-, and

Oord-unit position are presented in Table 2. T differences in mean pro-

duCtien times botween the. experimental and cont.rot conditions are .shown in

Fwure 2 The iritiCal. :ti on between violation type and word-unit

position was significant, F' (27, 21.6) = 2.891, p <AU. /A 71 msec. differ-

ence in means was significant.

'Insert Table 2 and Figure 2 about here

The syntactic and semantic violations !loth produced increased production

mes beginning at word Unit and continuing through word unit +3. The

xves f011OWed each Other almost exactly, peaking at word unit +1 (the same

as tne semlnLic disruption in Experiment 1)i except that the syntactic dis-t

ruption faster at Word units +2 and +3. The pattern of results

from the probability of a major disruption analyses confirthed the production

time results The syntactic violation produced a major disruption at the

critical word a large percentage of the Lime reintiv0 to Other Violations**

syntactic = semantic = and Cactnal = n. Half o these syntactic

major disruptions were restorations of the correct form of the bate word with.

the syntactically cnrrect inflection. For example, "injured" was uttered

when injury was printed: Sixty-eight per cent of the restorations were fluent

ones in that there w :is no pause or ()tiler disruption immediately before or

during prodnetion of the restoration. lf restorations are excluded from

both the syntactic: and semantic disruptions, the percentages of disruptions'

u
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at the critical. word were v_rtually identical.-- 33% for syntactic and 34% for

semantic; The restoration of the origimaI critical word in the syntactic
. . . .

violatioo conditIon was a tnp-down effect. Apparently, readers were attempt=

ing to make sense of the text; so the original critical ward waS,anticipated

and restored.' Readers substituted the original critical word in their propc-

tions because that was the word they were anticipatingand the first several

letters of the printed word confirmed those expectations. This restoration

effect is very similar to that obtained by Marsien- Wilson and Welsh (1978) in :

a speech shadowing task;

The disruption from the factual inconsistency was larger: Although it

was not as large as that produced by the syntactic and semantic -tiola==

tions. in comparison to Experiment 1; the factual, disruptiowas

thre word units (44 through 4-3) instead of two and the peak was approximately

60% higher; Even though the factual violation produced a larger effect than

in the preceding experiment, it still did not influence lexical .access of the

critical word. its effect on sentence comprehension increased; but whether

that cifc(:t occurred at the clause boundary or at an earlier point cannot be

. determined direct:1.y from these data

EkperiMent 3

The story used in the preceding experiments was interesting and easy :

understand iii spiLc of the vfblations. It h,d good coherence among sentences

and a macrostructure seemed easy to construct. flow would processing change

if the story were disjointed and 'if the events were strange and metaphorical?

Many studies have shown that disordered and scraMbled stories are difficult

.to understand and recall_ (Kintsth, Mnndel, & Kc5Minsky, 1977; Mandler, 1978;

Meyers & BoLdrick, 1975; Stcin & Neg..-JOrski, 1978). For this experiment, we

selected.unrelated paragraphs from n novel that described difficult to under-
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stand happenings written in a hig,hly metaphorIcal style. Because. of this

style, a reader would hive difficulty constructing.a coherent text base. In

addition, it would be extremely difficult to construct a Macrostructure in

corporating all tho paragraphs because they were not linked in the novel. So

there would be less contextual information to aid lexical access and to guide

sentence comprehension. In general, a reader would be more dependent

bottoth=u0 Processing to compensate for the reduced discourse information;

in addit ion to removing discourse information; we introduced a direct

Violation of texLcal information by replacing the critical word with a pro

nounceable nonword. RN, definition, lexical access would be 'impossible because

the.nonword was not in the reader's mental dictionary. If the reader were

using lexical infOrmatIon to pronounce the word, there would be a disruption

in oral performance. lint. if the reader were relying solely on grapheme

phoneme correspondences to pronounce the word; there would be no disruption;

MethOd. Fifteen paragraphs averaging 124 words long were selected from

a contemporary novel. 'ilie passages were not cOntiguous in the -novel, but the

temporal sequence was mlintained. The paragraphs seemed to the investiga

tors to be much more vague. metaphor ;cal, and difficult to follow than the

story used in the first two experiments. However, the readability of these

paragraphs was 6.0 (Fry; 1969); nearly two grade levels less than th.c

This contrast reflects the fact that standard readability formulae do not

m:2asure discourse and conceptual properties of texts (Kintsch & Vipond, 1979).

The first three paragraphs were used fur practice; ln each of the remaining

12 paragraphs, one critical word was identified that was not near the begin

ning or the end of the paragraph. Four nouns, four verbs; and four. adjectives

were Selected as Critical words. Each critical word was changed to form a

Lexical, Sntactic + semantic, or semantic violation; or it was left unchanged

182
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as a control. For the Ii violation, the critical ord was replaced with

a pronounceable nonword that foiLowed the rules or Eng::sh rthographic

structure. In Lb following example the critical word cool was replaced

with bruren (Lexical), flaw (syntactic semantic); or sharp (semantic):

When that was done, she pointed to his knee and removing the binding;

spread the cool. paste thickly on the swollen flesh;

There were Four different vi'!rsions of each paragraph representing each

experimental manipulation. Critical words from other paragraphs were inserted

to create the syntactic -1- semantic and semantic violations. Thy occurrence of

critical words was counterbalanced such ':hat no subject saw 'a specific critical

word twice except in the control condition; The four versions of each para-

graph were assembled into .:ur presentation sets; Within each set; each manipt7

lation occurred tiiree times once as a noun, verb, and adjective; The'sets were

complementary so' that each mao/Plation occurred once in each paragraph across.

versions. The paragraphs l on separate pages and arranged so that

the critical. Words did not ocCur near die beginnings or e..ds of

The. SUbjeetS Were 13 male and 27 female undergradwite volunteers f: :m

general pSyChotogy classes at 1(c tit State University. All were native English

speakers and Were not Screened for reading ability. The procedure was the

same as that used in the first two experiments except that the reader orally

summarixed each paragraph after reading it. The production times before the

critical word were measured initially in a Siightly different way than in the

two precedial: exper iments (cf. Fears, 1978). toe times and analyads presented

here have been adjusted to conform to the preViouSty deSeribed pattern. Other-

wise; the Analy!;es wore the Same As in the two experiments.

1:!..;Ilts. The mean production times as a fcnction of violation type and

word-:In it position ore presented hi .Table 3. The difference :J bet.Wee tha
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productiun times n1 the experimental and control conditions are shown in

Figure 3; The interaction between violation type And word-unit pOgItion was

significant; F' (;!/, 160) = 3.899; .001. A difference of 59 msec. between

means was s ign I lc:int:.

111sert Table 3 and Fftore 3 about here

Both Lexical and syntdctiv + sumanti,.: violations lngti,::ned prbdoClion

timos one word 111;i I beton, the critical. word (word onit -1). The disruptiOnS*

;:eaked the (riti,A1 word and continoed throlwh word noitS +2 And MOkt

of the di!;rnptdoo..; flow, 1,'..xic..t1. violations were 1):111:-U:5; af; I he re:triers hal k.ed

before IlLt(!rin;; thr. pronoon,:oahle nonword. tir nonword was not ill their

:-..enLAJ dictionaries. thoy had t'> pronoon,.e it solely on the basis Of P.rapheme-

'. 1-..'.;) Ike corve for the %yntacti.. r .iemanttc disrOplion

;.,r the lexi,a1 pr: :tly, sitp,;,,e!;tirw,

!

Jr 1,4ft:11 a,:cess; By

11 ion

,T1I . i fl' i

di!,;ropted tho

1711, I t- / j!) ion pror; iofq;

,f synt;1,.t.i, %emanti,. informatimi

Fj "I. that %ynta,, aryl

-2 ia.;ter than the

! .

r.! r yec

:hoir oral.

:- . 7I.r(.!
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The disruption from the ;'emritiLi-c violation did not occur until word unit

+1 and was significantly smaller than the lexical and syntactic + semantic
a

disruptions. ('li also wasisignifiCarit semantic disruption at word unit

=3, but this disrnption is unexplained beCause it was well in advance of any

disruption obtained in any of our experiments.) In contrast to the first: two

experiments, the semantic violation did not produce a disruption until after

the critical word ad been uttered, so semantic information evidentXy wäS'not

being used for :lexical access. The paragraphs were written in an abstract

,tyle using many figures of speech, so Semantic violations were anomalies that

easily could have been mistaken for. metaphors intended by the author; Appar

ently, readers adopted the quite reasonable strategy of not giving high priority

to semantic information for .lexical access because it was not very infOrmative.1

LeXical acccss used perceptual and syntactic in:..irmation, which were not di8=

Lorted by the difficulty r, vene5s of the story. The disruption pro.

duced by the semantic viole .fter the -critical Word was uttered indicates

that Semantic information was being used in sentence comprehension; Although

Semantic infermatiAm may not have been useful fur lexical access; it was essen

tial frit: construct:Lug a meaning for the sentence, so the semantic violation

caused problems for the reader at that point.

In this experiment, the diffienit text very likely Shortened the eye

voice span relative to the first two experiments (Roswell, 1920; Merton, 1964) .

if such shorten in,; (16.urred4 Lhe disruptions would hnv Moved closer to the

critical word. lint. 'their relative,positiecs would not have been affected.

Specifically, this shortening Would not have changed the two pritary results

of this experiment, namely, the simultaniety of the lexical and syntactic +

semantic disruptions and the delay of the setltantic disruption until after the

critical word was uttered.
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o;:;_c uSio n8

have ptovided infOrmatlon abonthOWAifferent kinds

of informi,%o interact: in the language processing components, particularly.,

lexical acce,4 Ind sentence comprehension. Overall the .esults.support an

interactive model of language processing, but more importantly, they indicate

something about the natnre of the interactions.

Lexical access; Both hottoth-up perceptual and top-down contextual ilAfor-

mat ion interact in lexical access. Itow violation of lexical information dis -'

rupted Jezicat access is evident: there was no mental dictionary entry for

the nonword; According to Mirslen- Wilson and WelSh's (1978) model of lexical

access, a cohort of words would be activated corresponding to the initially

processed portion of the nonword. For example, For the nonword brugen all

known words beginning with br-u- would be activated == bruise, brunch, brunette;

.brunt, brush, brusque; brut, 1i-, and brute. Continuing perceptual analysis

quickly would elimindte all the candidates because there no common English

Word beginning with brut;- or even bru + a letter with a ciec (R,

Or y). A cbn-k with syntactic and semantic information for contextual appro-

priateness alS6 would eliminate all members of the cohort. Hence, the lexical

violation would be discovered very quickly.

Syntactic and SO-mantic information also were involved in lexical access,

as demonstrated by the dujehotiv6 effects before the critical word was uttered.

Furthermore, the pattern Of diSruption Caused by the syntactic + semantic

violations in Ixperiment 3 matched that from the lexical violations almost

perfectly. lf svutaotic and semantic violations ,,:ere disruptive of sentence

comprehension only Anil were not involved in lexical access; the syntactic +

semantic disruption would have been delayed at least slightly after the leki=

cal disrHit.ion, Roaders world not recognize tlit the syntactic-semantic
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information was inconsistent with the rest Of the sentence until the Critical

word had been accessed and the information made available. But thelexical.

'and syntactic semantic disruption curves were virtually- identical suggesting

that they affected either a common process, that process being lexical access,

or processes operating at the same time.

The fluent restorations of the original critical word in the syntactic

violation condition in Experiment 2 also supports the conclusion that syntactic

information was involved in lekical access. The only way that the reader could

have restored the original critical word was to have anticipated the part of

speech from the preceding sentence context and then to have produced the

syntactically appropriate ending for the critical word. Another piece of

evidence for semantic .involvement is the location of the semantic disruption

in Experiment 3 relative to th,.. preceding experiments. In the paragraphs used

, .

in Experiment 3, semantic information was not useful for lexical access and so'

semantic constraints apparently were suspended, shifting the disruption to

after thc ica'i word was uttered. When Semantic information was useful,

as in Experiments i and 2, its violation was disruptive before the critical

word was uttered, fhis shift in when semantic information was used as 'func-

tion of its utility indicates a flexibility of processing at the leXical level,

a property represented in interactive models;

Another instani!e of processing flexibility was obtained when these eXperi-

Me:ItS were replicated in Poii..h (Kurkiewicz, Kurcz,&Danks; in press).
.

t i Ila 1 in forma tinn var in 6Sefulness to Polish and English readers. In

Polish Vi.s-a-ViS Enlii:11, most syntactic information is-carried in suffixL';

and very 1.iltle in word oi:der. Vi6latien of Syntactic information by altering

iifiections produced diSrUptive effect earlloi in Polish readers than

in English readers. PoliA readrS usd -sl:!cy.atton a greater
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degree in lexical access than did English readers.

Factual information was not used in lexical access because its violation
. .

was disruptive only after the critical Word was accessed and uttered and not

before or at the critical word. ik_h in principle it could have influenced

'lexical accest by supplementing and semantic contextual information,

it did not The fact that factual Viblatiens did not influence lexical access.

:across or sentence boundaries i:tuggests that lexical access was clauSally

Autonor... These results are in contrast to those reported by Foss and Ross

(this volume); They found that information From a preceding sentence facili-

tated lexical access as measured by a pheneMe=inonitoring task.. An explanation

of the contrasting results of the two experiments probably lies in the quite

different relations between the information in the preceding sentences and the

target words and in the different experimental taSkt.

Sentence comprehension; Syntactic, semantic, and factual information

Were inVolVed in sentence comprehension: violations of all three pr duced

disruptions for several word units after the critical word was utteril. How-.

ever, 'the results (16 not differentiate between the clausal processing and Word-1

by-word hypotheses because the location of the clause and Sentence boundaH.es

following the ctitiLal word were uncontrolled; in other experiMenta (Danks,

Bohn, End, & Miller, 1980), have both controlled and manipulated the loca-

tion of 1tae clause boundary following the critical word. The results haVe

been quite clear; Both semantic and factual violations produced small, kilt

Significant; disruptions betWeen the critical word and the end of the Clause,

followed by a much larger peak of disruption immediately after the clause

boundary. The disruptions resulting from semantic and factual violatitift:J,

were the sLme size: The only differrithce was that the semanic violation pro==

duced an aiditiouat peak at the critical word and the factual violation did not.

d
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These more recent results support the word-by-word hypothesis of sentence

comprehension. Violatinr. either semantic. or factual InfOrmation produced a
. .

'disruption while the olause was being re- eaeh word was accessed, the

reader attempted to integrate its meaning into larger representation of the

"text. This representation t:panned more than just the immediate sentence bq-

causu the factual violation, whicl. involved the preceding sentence, produced

a disruption as well Since integration Whs not possible immediately, the

reader had to hold the words in a memor,, buffer until the end of the clause.

At that time; the increasing memory load and processing demands required a final

attit at integration. The end of a clause or sentence is a- natural point for

readers to resolve any probtems they have 1-1-id understanding a sentence. At

the clause boundary; readers attempted to resolve the inconsistency; but given

the nature of our violations; they were usually unsuccessful.

An interactive model of sentence comprehension provides the best account

of these results. As words are accessed; each word's meaning is integrated

into a global. representation of the text to thnt point. The sentence compre-.

hens ion component is not autonomous because the global representation spans

more than the immediate sentence. Finally, sentence comprehension is aflexible

process adapting to the difficulty of the text and the availability of infor-

mation.

12-ilueniiyStindihy:I. These experiments were not designed to evaluate

discourse understanding, even though a story context was used and factual,

intersentntial information waS violated. Mcist studies of discourse under-

standing have used immrwy tic -1:14 to assess whether the listE-.ner/reader has

formed a coherent text prise and a macrostructure representation (Kintsch, 1974;

eyer, 1973); but memorj' tasks o not: provide much information about the pro-

cess of story understanding, Several more recentStudies have examined how
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this component operates using on-line measures, such as eye fixations and

sentence reading times. Just and Carpenter .(1980) monitored eye fixations

and were able to attribute substantial amounts of gaze time to macroprocess-

ing, as well ns Lo lexical and sentential components. Cirilo and Foss (1980)

and Cirilo (1980) found that discourse understanding, as measured by reading

times; varied in predictable ways based on Kincsch and van Dijk's (1978)

processing model. Reading times increased for sentences where the referential

antecedent of nouns ocel,..red much earlier in the story, thus increasing the

difficuLty of establishiug referential coherence. Reading times also increased

when the sentence wns n0411 in the macrostructure, a main idea of the story.

When the reader's t;4:. r was altered, readers were flexible in adapting their

processing strategie it the discourse understanding level to meet the task.

demands; These reszzlts support an interactive model, of discourse understand-

ing; Macrostructure and referential coherence influenced gaze durations for

individual words and reading times for. individual, sentences. Processing

strategies shifted fieXibLy %:ith changes in the demands on the discourse pro-.

cessieg component.

Tn summary, the results of the experiments reported here and other Studies

Su-rort internctLve-type models for all three major components of language

proce8Sing--leXicnt access, sentence comprehension, and discourse understand-

ing. Although we have considered the processing components separately for

purposes of exposition; a comprehensive model will include all three compo-

nets. We Ittempted to narrow the range of possibte interactive models, but

excessive explanatory power remains as their most satient fault.
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Appendix

The critical word segments for the three experiments are

listed in the order in which they appeared in the Story The

critical word is italicized. The manipulations introduced to

produce the, violations are indicated in parentheses: the factual.:

change is in the sentence preceding. the critical word (Experi-

ments 1 and 2) and the lexical (Experiment 3) , syntactic + seman-4

tic (Experiments 1 and 3), syntactic (Experiment 2), and semantic

(Experiments 1, 2, and 3) follow the critical word. The slashes

separate word units used in scoriflg the protocols.

Experiment 1

1. Everyone in the Scott family was ift high spirits beCause

on Saturday they planned to f1S, to Mexico for a vacation ( . was

intelligent / and Pretty / girl. /.

depressed that morning because on Saturday they had to attend .

Mary Jane ' s grandmother ' s funeral) . / No one / in the entire / Scptti

family /was more / excited (pumpkin, smoked) / than /Mary Jane, / an.

2. Her daughter had always been weak (strong) Physically.

Because / of this, / she even / imagined / her daughter. /being/

trampled (iceberg-, planted) / by other children /while /trying /

to get / out of the wrecked .bus; /

3. Sam Scott heard on the radio that morning ( ... went to

work and did not know) that the-re had been ,a bus-train collision'

in / Lawrenceville. / Although / he was / relieved/ that the / accident

(subtract,

felt

delusion) / had not / occurred / in his / community /he

4. There was enough time for the school bus Slow down:



and yet it did not (The bus stopped at the stop sign and waited

until the entire train had safely passed) . A loud sound like a

powerful explosion / could be / heard / as the./ train'/ and bus

collided (family, mailed) . /.The train / hit / the bus / at the /

midpOint. /

5. One boy had his left leg severed below the knee (One boy
.

who was not injured was screaming hysterically) . She / applied j a

large / tourniquet / to stop /his / bleeding (freeze, writing) I leg. /

Within minutes, several ambulances / were on the / scene. /

6. They were uncon:.cious and few had (They were fully con=

scious and had) either / wallets / or purses. / Immediate / identifi=.

cation / was / impos.qi (phonograph; athletic) . /Grabbing / felt=

tipped / pen, / Dr.; Carr / inscribed / Oe

7. Mary Jane's name was first on a list of survivors (de-
..;

ceased) ; / She was / at that / moment / being / prepared / for / surgery=

(summarize, trailer) . / Froni time / to time / a doctor / would enter

the cafeteria /

8. 'The doctor told the Scotts that the

amputated ( that their daughter's leg may

as a specialist could be found / to perform / the surgery. / Vera

and Sam / were / saddened (,rapidly, polished). /.by, this;/ possibility.

Vera / collapsed / but Sam /

9. Once her vital signs stabilized, she

of the doctors' efforts, her vital

meant that she could not be moved) /from her./ hospital / room. /

Mary / was / carried (piano, printed)



10. She was not aware of anything (She was aware of every -.

thing) that happened to her / after / the collision / of the bus

and the train. / She was / unconscious (baseball; clasical). ffro.m
a / blow / to the / back / of her /

11. Mr. Scott was shakened, but calm ( ... and dazed) after

X311 / that had / happened / that day. / He had / clearly / comprehended

(umbrella, transported) / all / that the / doctors had said. / The

Scotts /

12. On occasion, parts of her body would jerk uncontrollably.

(er whole body was motionless) as she / lay / in the / bed., / Her

arm / and leg / shook (money, spoke) / violently. / Her. eyes / were

closed / as though / she were /

13. The next day her temperature shot up over six degrees

and perspiration and dehydration accompanied her high fever
. (

returned to normal and the perspiration and dehydration accompany-

ing her high fever were gone). As the hours / passed, / the nurses /

continued / to change / her / clA7PRt-qOakPri (accornmodate, scuba-

diving) / hospital / gowns. / For forty-eight./ hours / her life /

14. Mary Jane .be'came unusually more alert when she saw

(Mary Jane rejected) / the special / drawing / board. / Immediately/

she started / copying (divine, singing) /'a picture /much / in the /

style /of a./ ....

15. She was allowed to have more visitors other than (AI- .

though Mary Jane was now feeling better she was only allowed to

have visitors from) her immediate family. / Dozens / of her / class-

mates / came / :to her / bedside (punish, teeth) / in the evenings. /

To the / sco tts / who had /



16; Ever since Mary Jane had been conscious and alert, She

had been without exercise of any kind ( , she was careful to

exercise her muscles everyday) while in the hospital. / As a /
result- / her muscles / started / to / waste ( fork , rejoice) / away.

.Now / with the / help / of three /

Experiment_2

3 :; Everyone in the Scott family was in high spiiits that

.norning because on Saturday: they planned to fly to Mexico for a

vacation (Everyone in the entire Scott family was depressed that

morning because on Saturday they had to attend Mary Jane's grand-

mother's lutiorrti) . No one / in the entire / Scott / family / was

more / exri t-ed (smoked, excitement) / than / Mary Jane, / an

gent / and pretty / girl. /

2. lier daughter had always been weak (strong) physically.

Because of this / she even / imagined / her. daughter / bein.g / injured'

(injury, planted) / by other / children / while / trying / to get out /..

3. Sam Scott heard on the radio that morning that there had

been a bus-train collision in Lawrenceville (Sam SCott was not

aware that there had been a terrible bus-train accident in
Lawrenceville that morning) .. / Although / he. was / relieved / that

the / collision (collided, delusion) / had not / occurred / in his /

community, / he felt /

4. There was enough time for the School bus to slow down

and yet it did no stop (The bus driver Saw the train just in

time and miraculously stopped the bus) before / reached / the

tracks. /. The bus / and train /crashed mailed) / and a

loud / sound / like a / powerful / explosion



5. One boy had his left leg fractured below the knee (

was completely uninjured) . She applied / a large / splint ito fix

his / broken (break,' written) / leg.. / Within ininUtes, ./ several'/

ambulances / were on '/

S. Most of them were unconscious (conScious) and could riot

give (had given) their names to the / physician. / Immediate/identi-

fication / was not / possible (possibly, athletic) ./ Grabbing / a

felt-tipped / pen, / Dr. Carr / inscribed /

7. Mary Jane' s name was first on a list of survivors (de-

ceased) . She was at that / moment / being prepared / for / Surgery

(surgically, trailer) . / From time / to time, / a doctor / would

enter / the cafeteria /

8. The doctor told the Scotts that the leg may..have to be

amputated (would be saved) as soon as -a,special.ist could be

found to perform / the surgery; / Vera / and Sam / were / depressed

(depression, polished) / by this possibility. / Vera r-collapTed,

but Sam /

9. Unfortunately (Fortunately) , her vital signs did not

(had) stabilized so it was impossible (possible) for the doetors

and nurses / to move/ her. / Mary Jane / was /carried (carrier,

.printed) / from the / intensive / care unit, / down. the Lcorridor. /

10. After the colliSion of the bus and the train, she was

not aware, of anything ( , she was clearly aware of everything) /

that had / happened / to her. / she was / unconsci-ous (unconscious-

ness, classical) / from a / blow / to the / back / of her /

11. Mr. Scott was shakened but calm. after all that had

happened that day ( ... was so shakened and confuSed that he did



not understand any of the medical explanations concerning his

daughter's condition) . All that the doctors / had told / him, /.

.he had / clearly / comprohended (comprehension, 'transported). /

The Scotts / were / overwhelmed / with grief. / They realized /

12. On occasion parts of her body would jerk uncontrollably,

(Her whole body was completely paralyzed) as she / lay / in the

bed. / Her arm / and leg / shook (shaky, Spoke) / violently. / Her

eyes / were closed / as though / she were /

13. The doctor then informed Mary Jane' s parents that the

leg would have to be removed (
that with more surgery, the

leg would be able to be saved) / completely. / After / Mary Jane's /

leg was / amputated (amputation, amplified) , she was / taken back /

to her / room / in isolation /

14. Mary Jane became unusually more alert when she 'saw

(Mary Jane rejected) the special / drawing / board. / Immediately, /

she Started / copy_ing (copier, Singing) / a picture / much / in the /

style / of a /

15. She was allowed to have more visitors other than her

immediate family (However, she still refused to have any visitors

while she was bedridden) . Dozens / of. her / classmates / came / to

her / bedsi CAP (bedridden, teeth) / in the / evenings.,/ To the. Scotts /

who had seen / her /

16. Ever since Mary Jane had been conScious and alert, she

had been without exercise of any kind ( , She was careful to

exercise her muscles everyday) while in the / hospital. / As a

result, / her muscles / started to / waste (wasteful, rejoice)/ away. /

Now /with the / help / of three /



Experiment 3

. / down / the dark / aisles /. a

(glurck, schOol, killed) / beneath / the grea / trees;
hit mind /

2. . / nostrils. / At first / the men

(brugen, flew, brilliant) / and prodded / the' camels

too /

.. 3. ... / the grinding, / the screaming. / He / wriggled / in'

the / dry (kaysen, brilliant, iron) / straw / stuffing:/ his

with it / to keep / .

4. / crocodiles / were / shot / at, / the ttorks / flew

(glurck, killed, streets) / into the air /.in -mass panic. / The-

beat of / their wings /

5. ... / to his knee / and removing / the binding / spread the /

cool (brugen, sharp, flew) / paste / thickly / on th / swollen /

flesh. /

6. / town / and / entered it / and- walked / through its /

streets (kaysen, iron, sharp) . / Faces / looked at / him / but he

did not / . .

7. .. . / s truck / something / hard / and he / felt a / sharp
(glurck , cool, streets) / pain. / When he / looked up / the train /

was / .

8. ... / among / the dead. / Some of the / dead / had been /

killed (kaysen, ran, school) / by the fire / and lay / faceless /

in the ; ; ;

9. / ships of / hard / fact, / f/hard / iron (brugen, moss,

cool) , / of coal, / machinery; / cargo / and / tonnage; /



10. behind, black / headIand / notched / the / brilliant

lurck, dry, moss) / sky. / Far ahead, / barely / visib1 / in the / .

...
1. rrom seven / to two / each / day / in the / school

(brugen, streets, ran), , /.itself. / Later /they / went around / the

;town

12. ... /came, / in wild / summer / thunderstorms. / The rain

ran (kaysen, struck, .dry) / down / his clothing, / plastering / the'

dust / in streaks /
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Abstract

Are meanings of sentences in stories constructed word by word

or only at the end of a clause? Factual inconsistencies between

sentences disrupted oral-reading both at the inconsistent word and

at the following clause boundary. Readers evidently attempted to

integrate each word into a comprehensive representation of the

story as soon as it was accessed.



What are the'procesSes readers use to

tion of the texts they are reading? Three major components are

involved Wanks, BOhn, & Fears, in press; Just &'Carpenter, 1980).

These components are not discrete, autonomouS, or serially ordered,

but operate interactively. In lexical access, readers locate

words in the mental dictionary and select appropriate meanings.

The information that readers use may be bottom-up perceptual infor-
.

mation or top-down conceptual information. In the oral reading task,

used in the experiments reported here, readers gained access

articulatory information needed to utter the printed word as a

result of lexical access. In sentence comprehension, readers inte-

grate the word meanings into a composite representation of the sen-

tence using syntactic structure as a guide. There are two major

hypotheses about how readers do this. Under a clausal processing

hypothesis, word meanings are stored in a working memory buffer

until the end of the clause. Then the meaning of the clause is

computed, after which it is integrated with the representations of

preceding sentences and with prior knowledge. Alternatively, a

word-by-word integration hypothesis proposes that readers attempt

to integrate each word's meaning as it is accessed. If immediate

integration fails, then the word's meaning is held in a buffer until

integration is possible, 'usually at the end of the clause. In text

understanding, readers organize the text or story into a coherent

text base or microstructure. Readers also develop a schematic

representation of the main ideas or, gist of the story corresponding

to the macrostructure (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978).

These components use differentially various types of informa-

tion to accomplish their tasks (Danks & Hill, in press). In



principle, all types of information are continuously available, but

certain types of information are more useful than others for each

component. What types of information are used by each component

and when is each type of information used? Our rationale was to

violate one or more types of information in the text. An oral read:-

ing task provided a continuous on-line indication of the, status of

the reading process. The point when the reading process was dis-

rupted was reflected in the oral output.

The experiments used a 2000-word story about a high school girl

who was injured in a school bus accident. We selected 24 critical

words for manipulation. A portion of the text around one of the,

critical words is shown in Figure 1. In this example, the mother

of the girl has just heard about the accident. The critical word is

injured. The end of the clause (and the sentence) containing the

critical word was four words after the critical word in all cases.

Three single violation types were introduced into the text.

(a) A misspelled violation was created by misspelling the critical

word such that it would be pronounced the same or very similarly to

the critical word. The maximum possible misspelling that could still

be pronounced correctly was used. In the example, injured was mis-

spelled injerd. If readers "sbunded out" the misspelled word, they

could locate the intended word in their mental dictionaries. A

spelling violation would disrupt primarily the lexical access com-

ponent. (b) Semantic information was violated by replacing the

critical word with a semantically anomalous word. In the example,

planted was inserted for injured. Readers could devise an interpre-

tation, but it would require considerable extra processing. The

semantic violation would disrupt both lexical access and sentence



Her daughter had always been weak I physically. Because of this, she even

strong

-3 CL +142 +3 +4

("I` rinrI
imagined her daughter being injured by the other children.

planted

injerd

plantid

+5

+8

ra"--)
half sobbing into the phone, she managed to tell her neighbor...

Half talking,

Figure 1, An 'example of a portion of text and manipulations,

216
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comprehension components. (c) In the third type of violation,

factual, neither the critical word nor the sentence containing it

was changed in any way. The sentence preceding the critical Sen-

tence was changed so as to produce a factual inconsistency with the

critical word. In the example, weak was changed to strong. The

factual violation would disrupt the sentence comprehension and text

underStanding components more than it would lexical access.

Two additional violation types were produced by combining the

misspelling with the semantic and factual violations. (d) In the

misspelled + semantic violation, the semantically anomalous word was

misspelled, e.g., planted was misspelled plantid. (e) In the mis=

spelled + factual violation, the critical word was misspelled, e.g.;

injerd, and the preceding sentence was changed to produce the incon-

sistency, e.g., strong replaced weak; The multiple violations were

intended to test for interactions among information. types in the

lexical access and sentence comprehension components. (f) A control

condition in which there was no change in the critical word or the

preceding sentence served as a baseline estimate of "spontaneously"

produced oral reading errors. The story was constructed in six vex.=

SionS such that each violation type occurred four times in each vex.-

Sion and equally often at each critical word across versions.

Sixty college undergraduates at Kent State University who were

native English speakers but who were unscreened for reading ability

read the story aloud. They were instructed to understand what they

were reading and were given a cued recall test after reading the

story. Tne reading aloud protocols were scored for major disruptions,

substitutions, omissions, reversals, repetitions, regressions,

insertion of extraneous words pauses, stutterings, and stammerings.



Major disruptions were tallied for three words before the critical

word and for eight words after (see Figure 1) and the frequencies

were converted to probabilities. Because we were interested in dig=

ruptions of normal reading, the baseline probability of a major dis-

ruption at each word-unit position was subtracted from each of the

five experimental conditions. The diffeiences in mean probability

of a major disruption are presented in Figure 2.

Tne misspelling violation produced a significant disruption

that began one word before the critical word was uttered (word unit

-I), peaked at the critical word, and continued through two words

after the critical word (word unit +2). The semantic violation also

was significantly different from the control beginning one word be-

fore the critical word (word unit -1), but continued through five

words after the critical word (word unit +5). There were two peaks

of disruption from the semantic violation -- at the critical word and

just after the claute boundary at word unit +5. Since there was a

disruption before the critical word was uttered in both conditions,

both misspelling and semantic violations disrupted lexical access.

The semantic violation produced a significantly greater disruption

before the critical word was uttered than did the misspelling, indi-

cating a top-down effect of semantic information on lexical access.

Thit contextual effect did not extend across sentence boundaries,

however, since the factual violation did not produce a ditruption at

or before the critical word.

Both semantic and factual violations produced a disruption peak

immediately after the clause boundary (word unit +5). Furthermore,

there was a Significant disruption from the semantic and factual

violationS between the critical word and the clause boundary (word
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units +1 through +4 for semantic and word units +1 through +3 for

factual). This result supports the word-by-word integration hypo-

thesis. Readers attempted to integrate the semantically anomalous

word into a sentential meaning representation, but were unsuccessful.

Then the reader attempted another resolution at the clause boundary

producing the peak of disruption at word unit +S. The factual viola-
_

tion- also disrupted sentence comprehension, but not lexical access.

The disruption from the factual violation after the critical word

and immediately after the clause boundary was the same size as the

one from the semantic violation. Readers had difficulty integrating

the critical word with the representation of the preceding sentence.

This result with the factual violation is critical for two reasons.

Firstly, the semantic disruption between the critical word and the

clause boundary might be explained by perseveration of the lexical

access disruption. Since the factual violation did not disrupt

lexical access, a perseveration explanation is impossible for the

factual diSruption, and hence, is implausible for the semantic dis-

ruption. Secondly, in order for the factual violation to disrupt

sentence comprehension before the clause boundary, readers had to be

using information from the preceding sentence. Thus, sentence com-

prehension is neither clausally nor sententially autonomous.

The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the disruption curves for the

two multiple violation types -- misspelled + semantic and misspelled +

factual. When misspelling and semantic violations were combined,

there was a significant disruption beginning one word unit before

the critical word (word unit -1) and continuing through the third

word after the critical word (word unit +3). When misspelling and

factual violations were combined, there was a significant disruption



beginning two word units before the critical word (word unit -2)

that continued through two words after the critical word (word unit

+2). In both conditions, there was a small peak of disruption

immediately after the clause boundary (word unit +5). The peak at

the critical word was equivalent to the sum of the two peaks when

spelling and semantic information types were violated separately.

This result indicates that spelling and semantic information oper-

ated independently in lexical access. The lexical access disruption

peak was also additive for misspelled + factual in that it was

equivalent to the misspelled alone peak (the factual alone produced

effectedly no disruption at the critical word).

The peak at the clause boundary in both cases was attenuated to

about aalf the peak when semantic or factual information alone was

violated. In sentence comprehension, there was an interaction of

spelling with semantic and factual information. Our somewhat specu-

lative interpretation of this result is that when there were two

violations the reader gave up more easily attempting to resolve the

multiple violations. This explanation involves metacognitive pro-

cesses since it refers to how readers monitored their comprehension

processes rather than to direct changes in the processes themselves.

After reading the story, readers were asked to recall the text

surrounding the critical word, i.e., the sentence before the critical

word, the sentence containing the critical word, and the sentence

after the critical word. Readers were given a copy of the story

with these three sentences blanked out at each critical word. The

rest of the text provided cues as to what was missing. The recall

protocols were scored in terms of the proportion of propositions

recalled in each sentence. Both strict and lenient criteria of
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whether a proposition was recalled were used. With the strict cri-

terion all arguments had to be recalled; with the lenient only one

argument had to be recalled along with the relation. The recall

results are presented in Figure 3 as a function of whether there was

a violation at the critical word (experimental) or not (control).

There was no difference in recall of the before sentence in the

experimental and control conditionS. However, the before sentence

was manipulated only in the factual violation. The sentence before

a factual violation was recalled better than one before a control

condition with the strict criterion (but not with the lenient). This

result suggests that readers mentally reviewed the before sentence

wnen encountering a factual violation since the before sentence led,

to the inconsistency. This review resulted in better recall. The

critical sentence was recalled less well when there was a violation

present than when there was none. This depressed recall was in

spite of the greater processing that the critical sentence received

when a violation was present. Also, having a violation might have

made the critical sentence stand out, a von Restorff effect, but

this did not improve memory. Perhaps the depressed recall indicates

that the critical sentence was less well integrated with the rest of

the story when a violation was present and thus was less well re-

called. The sentence after the critical sentence also was recalled

less well wnen there was a violation in the critical sentence. The

sentence after the critical sentence was never manipulated, so per-

haps tnere was a continuing effort to resolve the violations in the

critical sentence. If so, then the after sentence was processed at

a reduced level. However, the after sentence was recalled less well

after a misspelling violation as well as after the other types of
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violationS. If tha misspelling was resolved when the critical word

was uttered, then it should not have had an effect on the processing

of the after sentence.

Having established these results by controlling the location of,

the clause boundary following the critical word we attempted a more

subtle test by manipulating the location of the clause boundary.

The portions of the critical sentence after the critical word were

rewritten so treat the clause boundary occurred either immediately

after the critical word, two words after, three words after, or six

words after. There were six different critical words for each

clause boundary location, yielding 24 critical words in the story.

The same six violations were implemented as in the experiment just

reported, with appropriate counterbalancing so that each violation

type occurred equally often with each clause boundary location.

The details of these results ara too complicated to discuss in

this paper; however, the basic pattern of results was replicated at

each clause boundary location. Disruptions were obtained at the

critical word with misspelling and semantic violations and disrup-

tions immediately following the clause boundary with semantic and

factual violations. The variability was much greater in this experi-

ment than in the first. In the first experiment, the effects were

replicated over 24 critical wore.s whereas in this experiment they

were replicated over only 6 critical words, so differences among the

specific words emerged. In general, the basic pattern of disruptions

was obtained and snifted in synchrony with the location of the clause

boundary. The recall results also replicated those from the first

experiment.

In conclusion, the lexical access component uses both spelling
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and semantic information, but not intersentence factual information,

to locate the word in the mental dictionary. Semantic information

was relatively more important taan spelling information as evidenced

by the larger effect of the spelling violation before the critical

word was uttered. With regard to sentence comprehension, the word-

by-word integration hypOthesis received support in contrast to the

clausal processing hypothesis. Both semantic and factual violations

produced disruptions before the clause boundary was reached, i.e.,

in the region between uttering the critical word and the end of the

clause. There was a major attempt to resolve the violation at the

clause boundary, as evidenced by substantial peaks there. The

clause bOundary is a natural stopping point to attempt such a reso-

lution. If the reader continues to hold words in a limited capacity

memory buffer beyond the clause boundary, the comprehension process

might break down completely. With multiple violations,.the informa-

tion types did not interact in lexical access, but did in sentence

comprehension. A misspelling simply added to the semant:r.c and fac-

tual disruptions at the critical word, but attenuated the semantic

and factual disruptions at the clause boundary.

In terms of recall, extra processing had a positive effect on

the recall of the sentence before the critical word when there was a

factual violation. In contrast, extra processing of the critical sen-

tence itself was not sufficient to offset the reduction in recalla-

bility resulting from the difficulties of integrating the critical

sentence with the rest of the story. The failure to resolve the

violations carried past the clause boundary as indicated by the de-

pressed recall of the sentence after the critical sentence when a

violation was present.
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Much of the recent research on metaphor has been directed at discovering

how metaphors are understood. Generally, theorists describe metaphors in terms

of three elements; the topic or tenor, the vehicle, and the ground. The topic

is the subject of the metaphor and the vehicle is the term that is used meta

phorically; The ground is the relationship between the topic and vehicle from

which the metaphorical meaning is derived; For example; in the metaphor Some

roads are snakes, the topic is roads, the vehicle is snakes, and the ground is

a conceptual relatiOn like long, curvy and dangerous

A central problem for metaphor comprehension is the nature of the ground.

M

Two general classes of theories have been formulatedi comparison and interaction

theories. There are many variations of each tyko of theory, but some general

similarities can be drawn; The comparison theory originated with Aristotle.

He proposed that one word in a metaphor is replaced with another word that

means the same thing. For example, in John is a fox, the word fox has replaced

the word sly. The metaphor is understood when one compares a fox to John and

discovers the common feature or attribute, which in this case is slyness. The

underlying assumption is that the topic and vehicle share a number of featuret.

In order to understand the metaphor the common features (ground) must be

discovered by comparing the topic and vehicle (Billows, 1977; Ortony, 1979).

According to the interaction theory, the topic and vehicle interact to

create the ground. There is no comparison of the topic and vehicle to find

common features, rather, the elements interact to create the metaphorical

ground. The resulting ground is a unique combination of the characteristics

of the topic and vehicle, thus metaphor as embodied in the ground enablet one

to "see" the topic in a new or different way. As Black (1936) said of the

difference between the comparison and interaction theories, "Looking at a

scene through blue spectacles is different from comparing that scene with



something else" (p. 31, emphasis in original).

The distinction between the comparison and interaction theories is not

clear=cut. Both are based on the notion that metaphorical meaning is derived

from the relationship between the topic and vehiJ16. According to either

theory, the ground can be conceptualized as ranging from a very specific entity,

restricted to a single topic-vehicle combination to a more general, abstract

entity.

Efforts to determine the nature of the ground have continued, but it is

still not clear whether a ground is so specific that it is restricted to a

single metaphor or whether a ground can be shared by a number of metaphors.

We tested how metaphor-specific grounds are using a sentence priming task.

Our rationale was that if several metaphors are based on a common ground then

comprehension of one metaphor should prime another thereby facilitating

comprehension. When the first metaphor is encountered, theCcomprehender must

construct the relationship between the topic and vehicle in order to understand

the metaphor. Once the ground has been constructed it is not necessary to

construct it again, so the comprehension of subsequent metaphors based on the

same ground should be facilitated.

Our first task was to construct a number of metaphors that seemed to share

a common ground, at least to our intuitions. Ten groups of three to five

metaphors were generated, totalling 42 metaphors. All metaphors were of the

form Some X are Y and each group was based on a different ground. For

example, one group consisted of the metaphors Some roads are snakes, Some rivers

are ribbons, Some subways ara WITMS, and Some scarves are whips.

In order to verify that the metaphors in each group actually had the

Sate or similar meanings, we.asked 30 Subjects to sort the metaphors into ten

groups: Each metaphor was typed On a file card. A standard from each group.

was placed on a table and subjedt8 were instructed to place the remaining 32
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metaphors under the standard that had the most similar meaning; Three Froup

of 10:subjects were presented with three different sets of 10: standards.

The reSultSof the sorting task are presented in Table 1; The pro

portion of times each metaphor was sorted in its predetermined group is

displayed in the first column. The three metaphors in,each group which were

clUstered together most frequently were analyzed further. Th6 proportions of

times these three metaphors were clustered together is presented in the second

column. The probability of clustering two metaphors in a specific group by

chance was .10 and the probability of clustering three metaphors together by

chance was .01.

As indicated in the table, clustering far exceeded the levels expected

by chance. The proportion of times metaphors were clustered with a standard

from the same group ranged from .55 to 1.00 with a mean of .78. Proportions

for clustering all three metaphors together ranged from .40 to .90 with a

mean of .67. Since subjects' clusterings were so consistent with. our in-

tuitive groupings, we concluded that our initial groups contained metaphors

with the same or similar meanings.

For the priming task we used the three metaphors that were clustered

together most frequently in eight of the ten groups. The two groups in

which all three metaphors were clustered together less than an average of

.63 were discarded. The eight triads of related metaphors then were embedded

in a list of filler items. The fillers consisted of 24 filler metaphors and

48 literal sentences, al of the form Some X are Y. The filler metaphors were

metaphorical statements that were unrelated to one another and to the triads

of related metaphors. The literal fillers were literally true statements

that were'unrelated to one another and to the triads of related metaphors.

The typicality of the literal fillers varied, with some of the sentences

being fairly typical (e.g., Some dogs are setters) and others less typical



Table 1

Proportion of Times Metaphors Were Clustered in Their Predeteriined Groups

All three Clustered:
.togetherMetaphor

Clustered in pre-
determined group'_

*SOme roads are snakes ;80
*Some subways are worms i85
*Some rivers are ribbotS .60
Some scarves are whips ,20

*Some clouds are cotton .80
*Some pillows are marshmellows .90
*Some skies are silk .70

*Some jobs are jails .75
*Some marriages are prisons .90
*Some drugs are handcuffs .65
Some hearts are closets .17

*Some rumors are diseases ;80
*Some criminals are germs .80
*Some lies are cancers .70
Some prejudices are_blindfoidS .23
Some lives are ghettos .13

*Some stores are jungles .6o

. 63

73

.63

.63

*Some buildings are mazes .55 ..40
*Some schools are zoos .6o
Some homes are dungeons .10

*Some encyclopedias are goIdmines ;90
*Some words are jewels .95 .90
*Some books_are treasures i.00
Some friends are gems .77
Some ideas are diamonds .90

*Some stomachs are barrels .70
*Some mouths are canyons .65 .50
*Some cheeks are balloons .55
Some legs are tree trunks .53

*Some desks are junkyards .95
*Some rooms are pigpens .80 .70
*Some 'closets are warehouses .75
Some minds are swamps .10

*Some fogs_are coats .90
*Some frosts are cloakS .80
*Some mists are veils .85
Some snowfalls are blankets .67



!Table 1 (continued

Clustered in pre- All three dluStered
Metaphor detenitined_group together

*Some remarks are daggers ;85
*SOme jokes are spears 90 .80
*SOme tongues are knives ;90
Some stares are slaps ;83,

SOme smiles are razors .83

* indicates the metaphors used as standards for their groups



(Sete Vehicles areairTlaneS). No content words were repeated in any of the test

sentences: In addition to the filler sentences, 18 practice sentences were

generated, half of whiCh were metaphors and half WhiCh were literal statements.

The presentation order of sentences was constructed as follows. Ftactide

sentences were randOtieed and presented first. The filler items were randotly

ordered and the triads of related metaphors were inserted randomly in the list

of fillers. Each triad of related metaphore was presented as a block of three

successive eentences. The only restriction on the placement of the related

metaphor triads was that there be at least five fillers surrounding each triad.

The number of fillers betWeen triads ranged from five to twelve. Within this

master list, six different versions were created by systematically rotating

the related metaphors within each triad So, if the three metaphors within each

triad were ordered 1=;2=3 in version 1, they were ordered 3-1-2 in version 2,

2-3-1 in version 3, 3-2-1 in version 4i'2-1=3 in version 5, ana 1-3-2 in version

b. Each triad was presented in the same location in the list, only the order

within the triad was varied.

Sixty undergraduate subjects (18 males, 42 femalde) were tested in

diVidually; Ten subjects were shown each of the six versions of the 114

sentence list. All of the sentences were typed in capital letters and re-

produced in the center of a slide. The slides were presented via a rear=

projection window in an I.A.C. chamber. Subjects were asked to indicate how

easy or difficult it was for them to understand the sentences by pressing one

of three response keys: the "D" key if the sentence was difficult to understand,

the "E" key if it was easy to understand, and the "N" key if it was neither

easy nor difficult, but somewhere in between (moderate). The position of the

"E" and "D" keys was counterbalanced. The subjects were given a short rest

halfway through the list.

In the final phase of the experiment, subjects were given a cued recall



task. They were presented with a randomized list of the 96 test items, Each

sentence was typed with a blank space where the topic had been and subjectsT

were asked to fill in the missing topic. For example, for the metaphor Some:-

roads are snakes, subjects were presented with Some are snakes, and

werert0 provide the topic - roads.

The dependent measures were response latency, difficulty ratings, and

correct recall probability. Response latency (in hundreths of a second) was

measured from the onset of each slide until the responSe was made. Difficulty

ratings were recoded frbt the response as E=I, M=2, and BW.3. Recall was scored

as the proportion correctly recalled (exact criterion) in each condition; The

data were analyzed in two ANOVAs, using a quasi' to test for significance

across both subjects and item (Clark, 1973). The alpha level was set at 17 05

for all effects; Newman-Kuels were used for all individual comparisons. The

first ANOVA compared the three different sentence types - literal filler)

'metaphor filler, and related metaphors. The second ANOVA tested fbr the effect

of position (firSt. second, or third) within a triad using only the data from

related metaphors. In order to have complete datA on each metaphor at each

position within the triad, subjects were matched across versions on the basis

Of their mean response latencylto the literal fillers. These matched subjeCts

Were treated as a single subject in the ANOVA.

As indicated in Table 2, the filler sentences were responded to more

rapidlyi F-(20142)=38.16 MSe=17;81, were subjectively easier to understandi

Fq2,140)=-33.96, MSe=5;08i and were better recalled, F'(2,101)=32.79, MSe=1.65,

than either the related cr filler metaphors. There were no significant

differences betweenthe filler and related metaphors in. speed or diffidulty

of comprehension. HoweVer, the filler metaphor topics were recalled more

often than were the topics of related metaphors.

These findings were expected given the nature of the sentences, The
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Table 2

Mean Response latencies, Difficulty Ratings, and Strict Recall Scores for
Literal Fillers, Filler Metaphors, and Related Metaphors

Sentence Type

Dependent Literal Filler Related
Variable Filler Metaphor Metaphor

Response latency 2.38 3J P3 3.25

'Difficulty Rating 1.08 1.60 1.53

Strict Recall ;79 .61 .47-



literal fillers may, have been easier to understand because the subjects were

more familiar with their content or had actually encountered the ideas pre-

-;viously. On the other hand, subjects were'less likely to have encountered'

the metaphors before because they are less common; Since there were no

significant differences between the two types of metaphors, it appears that

they were not perceived differently by subjects. Either type of metaphor,

related or filler, was more difficult for subjects to understand and was

recalled less often than were the literal sentences. This does not necessarily

mean that metaphors are always more diffidult to understand than literal ex-

pressions. The lack of familiarity with the metaphors may account for the

longer response latencies ; OrtOny et al; (1978) found that familiar idioms

were processed as quickly as syntactically and semantically comparable literal

sentences. Also, Glucksberg, Gildea and Bookin (1982) found that comprehension

of metaphors was so fast that it interferred with responding that the sentences

were literally false. Perhaps more common metaphors would have required less

processing than the relatively unique metaphors used in this experiment.

As indicated in Table 3, the metaphors in the first position were re-

sponded to more slowly, Fq2,23)=12;71, MSe=2.24, and were more difficult to

understand, F'(2,8)= 29.80, MSe=.17, than the metaphors in the second and third

positions. There was no significant differende in the recall of topics across

the three positions. Although there was a trend of decreasing response times

and difficulty ratings as subjects progressed from the first to third position,

the decrease between the first and second position was much larger than the

decrease between the second and.third position,

Priming was effective. The facilitation was large with only one priming

metaphor. The first metaphor should have been the most difficult to understand

if subjects had to search for or construct a ground. Once the ground was

activated the second and third metaphorb were under-Stood more easily and



Table 3

Mean Response Latencies, Difficulty Ratingbi_and Strict
Recall as a Function of Position Within

Related Metaphor Triads

Dependent vatiable

Position_in Triad

First Second Third

Response Latency 3.53 3.15 3.10

Difficulty Rating 1.67 1.47 1.45'

Strict Recall .45 .47 .50



quickly, Since response times and difficulty:ratings of metaphors in the second

and third position were not significantly different, subsequsnt access to an

already activated ground did not increase its effectiveness,

The recall data provided further evidence that the metaphors within the

triads shared a common ground; The topics of related metaphors were recalled

correctly less often than either filler metaphors or literal fillers, The

majority of errors in recall of the related metaphors were confusions of topics

within a related metaphor triad. Subjects confused topics Within triads more

than twice as often as they confused filler item topics (2.78 mean confusions

per subject as compared to 1.28 mean confusions). Perhaps subjects confused

the related metaphor topics more often becatise the topics within a triad could

be interchanged without losing the shared meaning, or ground, of the metaphor.

The finding that metaphors could be consistently clustered on the basis

of similarity of meaning, that priming was effective, and that topics within

a triad were confused in recall indicate that metaphors share a common ground.

Since grounds were restricted to unique topic-vehicle combinations, a con-

ceptualization of the ground as a more abstract entity may be more accurate.

A number of researchers have proposed that grounds are fairly abstract.

Grounds have been described as "conceptual bases" (Honeck, Riechmann & Hoffman,

1975), the interaction of several domains (Tourangeau & Sternberg, 1982;

Verbrugge & McCarreIl, 1977), and semantic fields (Glucksberg & GiIdea, 1981;

KeiI, 1981). GIucksberg and Gildea (1980 have found that the comprehensi-

bility of poor metaphors was enhanced when they were primed with their semantic

fields. Additional research along these lines will enhance our understanding

of the nature of metaphor and the comprehension process.
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The main theme of this symposium seems to me to be that common educational

problems and phenomena not only can be examined from many different perspectives,

but must be so examined if we are to understand them. It is very likely that no

one perspective has a corner on adequate analyses and solutions. My role in

this symposium is to provide a cognitive science-psycholinguistic analysis of

reading and to see how this analysis fits with the other Perspectives represented

here. To illustrate this orientation, I would like to analyze a specific

reading situation that we have been studying the last several years-comprehensior

processes during oral reading (Danks & Fears, 1979; Danks & Hill, 1981; Danks,

Bohn-, & Fears, in press). I think that we have a reasonably good understanding

of the basic process, but when we pushed our model in certain ways, we were

relatively less successful. Specifically, we attempted to introduce a task

demand manipulation via experimenter control. To telegraph my conclusion, one

of the reasons that this manipulation was not as robust as we had anticipated,

even though it seemed quite plausible at the outset, was that we. were insensitive

to some of the social interaction factors present in the experimental situation.

The basic question that we have asked is when during the comprehension

process various kinds of information are utilized by the reader. In order to

answer this question, we have used an oral reading task as an on-line measure

of the difficulty of processing while a person is reading a story. We recognize

that oral reading may be different in certain respects from silent reading, in

fact we think that it is. However, oral reading occurs f4equently in public

schools today (Anderson, Shirey, & Mason, 1981) and is something that most

literate people do relatively easily. Thus, it is a convenient task with which

to study reading in a relatively natural situation.

We ask the reader, either a child or an adult, to read a story aloud

while we tape record the performance. The general rationale is that we look

at the types of oral reading errors and the locations of those errors as
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indicative of the kinds of information, or misinterpretation of information,

that might produce those errors. However, instead of waiting for readers to

produce errors spontaneously, we insert various sorts of violations into the

text in order to increase the likelihood that the reader will commit an error

of interest.

For the stories used with children, which are the primary focus in this

paper, we selected stories from primers with readabilities of 1.6, 3.5, and 5.6

(Fry, 1968). Since we intended to use these stories with second, fourth, and

Sixth graders, respectively, they Should not be too difficult for the children

to read in terms of their overall reading level, We identified 20 critical

words for manipulation with the implicit restrictions that they be reasonably

spaced throughout the story and that they be susceptable to the sorts of

manipulations that we planned to introduce. They varied over several different

parts of speech and several different positions within the sentences. For example,

a portion of text from the second grade story is shown in Figure 1 and reads

"The Ducks found a fat stick. Because the stick was so big the Turtle would be

able to hold on better." Each critical word, big in the example, was violated

in one of four different ways:

(a) In a lexical violation, the critical word was replaced with a pronounceable

nonword of at the same leng% and shape. In the example, the critical word

big was replaced with the nonword bis.

(b) In the second type of violation, a syntactic violation, the morphology

of the critical word was altered, usually by changing the inflectional suffix,

such that the syntactic structure of the sentence was violated. Where possible

we attempted to change completely the part of speech, but often we did not have

sufficient flexibility to do so. So some of the syntactic violations were within

the same part of speech. In all cases, however, the reader could still figure

out the meaning of the critical sentence. even though it was syntactically ill-
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formed; In, the example, the syntactic violation was formed, by substituting

biggest forlb1K;

(c) The third type of violation was a semantic violation; Here a semantically

anomalous word was introduced; that is; one that did not immediately make sense,

but Which was the same part of speech as the original critical word; In the.

example, mad was substituted for the critical word big. It was sometimes possible

to make sense out of these semantically anomalous words, but it required extra

processing to do so.

(d) The fourth type of violation was a factual violation; The critical

word was unchanged, but the sentence preceding was changed such that a violation

of fact was produced at the critical word. In the example, little was substituted

for fat in the preceding sentence producing a factual inconsistency with the

critical word big. Both of the sentences were fully grammatical, acceptable,

and made sense in the story. However, they were factually inconsistent with

each other, specifically at the point of the critical word.

(e) The fifth manipulation was a control condition in which the critical

word and the preceding sentence both were left unaltered. This condition

furnished a baseline for estimating the number of "spontaneous" errors that

would be produced without our violations.

The stories were composed in five versions such that each violation occurred

equally often at each critical word and an equal number of times in each version.

Each version was read by 10 children at the designated grade levels, so that we

had a completely counterbalanced design. School records and standardized test

results were not available to us, but the children apparently were reading at

or near grade level, or a little above, as estimated by their teachers.

Our impressions from listening to the tapes confirmed the teachers' judgments;

We did not have children who read either well above or well below grade level;

In order to insure that children were comprehending the story, they were asked
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several simple, literal questiOns after reading each quarter of the story,

The children's oral reading protocols were scored by dividing the text

around each critical word into word units- -three before each critical word and

five after--as shown in Figure 1; In general; these word units were single

words, although some word units were larger because the children tended to

pronounce them together as a unit; At each word unit position we tallied whether

a disruption occurred. A major disruption was defined as a substitution, omission,

reversal, mispronunciation, stammering, regreSsion, repetition, and pauses longer

than those occurred normally for that reader. Only one disruption_was_scored

per word unit per trial per reader. For presentation purposes, I have subt±adted

the probability of a disruption occurring in the baseline condition from the

four experimental conditions in order to obtain a better estimate of the effect

produced by the violations. The disruption curves for the second, fourth, and

sixth grade readers are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

The dominant impression that one gets from these figures is that the three

sets of curves were very similar. There were some differences, but these tend

to be relatively minor. The lexical, syntactic, and semantic violations all

produced their largest disruptions while the critical word was being uttered or

immediately before (word unit 0) and to a lesser extent in the word unit following

(word unit +1). A few of the conditions were significantly different from the

control as early as word units -2 and -I, that is before the critical word

itself was even uttered, but there was no systematic pattern to these early

disruptions. Likewise, there were a.few significant disruptionS at Word units

+2 and +3, but these were few. The dominant effect of the lexical, syntactic,

And semantic violations in all three grades was that there was a peak of disruption

at the critical word that continued for one word unit after.

The factual violation produced smaller, but significant, disruptions in all

three grades. In the second and fourth grades, this disruption occurred at
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word unit +1, after the critical word had been uttered and after the other three

violations had started their disruptions. In the sixth grade, the factual

disruption occurred at the critical word. A possible interpretation of this

change in the factual disruption is that as children begin to emphasize compre-

hension over decoding in the upper elementary school years, factual violations

produce disruptions at an earlier point in the reading process. In the sixth

grade, children processed the most abstract level of information earlier than

did children in the lower grades.

This interpretation was belied, however, by the results from college readers,

as shown in Figure 5. The factual violation did not produce a disruption until

one word unit after the critical word had been uttered, a result that has been

replicated in several other studieu with skilled adult readers. So the "early"

disruption peak from the factual violation in sixth graders was an anomaly,

probably a result of specific story manipulations. Note that the lexical,

syntactic, and semantic violations produced peaks of disruptions at the critical

word and word unit +1 in college readers just as they did in the younger readers.

Although all three of these violations were significantly different from the

control at word unit -1, the dominant pattern in skilled adult readers was quite

similar to that obtained with less skilled children readers.

There were some interesting qualitative differences in the disruptions

produced in the syntactic condition. Readers at all grade levels tended to

replace the syntactic violation with the original critical word, that is, they

corrected the syntactic violation. This substitution accounted for 32%, 44%,

38%, and 54% of the second, fourth, and sixth graders', and college students'

major disruptions, respectively. Many of these restorations were fluent in that

there was no other disruption associated with the correctioll. The readers

corrected the violation fluently and smoothly without pausing, hesitating,

repeating, etc., many times without even realizing what they had done. This
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result suggests that.there was considerable top-down processing since the sentence

structure constrained the part of speech of the critical word and the readers

Added the appropriate inflection after "reading'nly the stem of the critical

word.

The model we have used to interpret these results emphasizes two components

(actually there are additional components for which we have evidence, but these

two are critical here); One component is lexical access, the process by which

words are located in the mental dictionary; Not only is semantic and syntactic

information located there, but also the articulatory information needed to render

the word orally. LeXical access operates both with bottom-up information, as

represented in the lexical violation, as well as with top-down information, as

represented in the syntactic and semantic violations. The second component of

the model is sentence integration. Here the meaning of the sentence is constructed

by integrating the word meanings as well as information from preceding sentences.

Integration of information from one sentence to the next begins before the clause

or sentence boundary is reached (Danks, Bohn, End, & Miller, 1980). That is,

each clause or sentence is not undo, -tood automously before integration with

the information from preceding sent:,ace. There is an on-going word-by-word

integration of information as each wori

In this experiment, syntactic an( :,a-martic ,.11formation were used in lexical

access, nearly as much as the bottom-up lexical invormation was. The

lexical violation did not produce an earlier CO.sruption than did the syntactic

and semantic information. Lexical infox-natinr crtt'cal for lexical access.

Lexical access was blocked by the pronounceable nonword because it did not

exist in the readers' mental dictionaries. If the syntactic and semantic

information were used only after lexical access, say only in sentence integration,

then one would expect the syntactic and semantic disruptions to have occurred

after the lexical disruption. But in virtually every case, the syntactic and

255
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semantic violations produced diSruptionS just as soon as did the lexiCal vioIation

Additionally, the restorations in the syntactic condition supported thib

conclusion that there was substantial use of top-down information in le-Xi-dal

access. FactUal information; in contrast, seemed to be involved in a later

stage of processing since its disruptions tended to occur after the disruptionS

from the other violations.

Why then were the children not more different frbm the adult readers; and
.......Why was there not a progreSSiOn-inthe-PrbeeSSing structure as the children

be-came more proficient readers? Perhaps the children readers were well along

the way to being skilled readers. This is partly true, but only in'yart, as

indidated by the children's reading rates. The second grade children read about

120 syllables per

graders about 180

270 syllables per

rates and the chil

minute, fourth grades Abobt 160 syllables per minute, sixth

syllables per minute; and the College students read about

Minute. There were substantial differences in the reading

dren were not reading as fluently as well. Our impressions

Were that4children read more haltingly and less

of diStuptionS resulting from the different violations

from listening to the tapes

smoothly. Yet the patterns

were very similar across this relatively wide range of skill levels. Our

interpretation cf this lack of differences was that when reading relatively

easy stories children engage automatic processes which permit them to

perform at an c-Aimal level.

Now that 14,. think ve understand what processes were affected by the violations

and we know what patteru of diSruptions to expect, what changes in the pattern of

disruptions are pros ..wed intr,,duntion of taw.: demands similar to those

imposed on ch.11-2cen 1.1 elasz..---ms? One reported phenomenon (Durkin, 1978-

79) is that teachers childrt.-1 in round-robin "eading tend to focus

attention on the ora] c.J:;:recting any deviations from the text and by

giving relatively little .o tether the children understand what they
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read; Teachers frequently correct the children for mispronundiations and other

sorts of oral reading etrors but there is little discussion of what a story

means and how it can be interpreted; This emphasis on pronunciation, as opposed

to an emphasis on, comprehension, prObably affects the sorts of processing children

engage in while reading (Pehrsson, 1974);

We attempted to simulate these emphases in two groups of second grade

readers. One group received pronunciation-emphasis instructions and a second

......
--rodeiVedtinttruCtiOhdAhat-omphasized-OOMpi.ehension. In the pronunciation-

emphasis condition, the children were instructed to read the story very carefully

and accurately as if they were reading to a blind ohild. NO 111.tt,:t w? s. made

of comprehension; During the reading of a pactice story, ev .;iation

error was corrected by the experimenter, no matter how small;
f t.10

experimenter was hypercritical of their,perfoimance. Then th- .:.er was presented

with the experimental story. Although the experimenter did not interrupt or

correct the children while they were reading the experimental story, she did

reemphasize accurate oral production during short breake between sections of

the story;

In the comprehension-emphasis condition, the children were told to pay

attention to the content of the story because they would be asked questions

about the story when they were finished. The reading aloud was mentioned almost

as anafterthought. While reading the practice story, they were not corrected in

any way. After they were finished, they were asked some very difficult questions

about the story. The experimenter pressed them for answers and urged them to

pay more attention to what they were reading. The child was required to go back

to the story and find the answer to any questions that he/she could not answer.

The children then were given the experimental story and during the breaks the

comprehension orientation was reemphasized.'

In addition to the task emphases, we also manipulated the difficulty of

25
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the story; Half of the readers in each task group were presented with the

second grade story as in the first experiment. This story was relatively easy

for the second grade readers. The other half of each task group were given the

original fourth grade story. This story was relatively difficult, though not

quite fkuStrating, for second graders. The practice story (readability = 1.6)

Was the same for all groups;

Twenty=five second graders were tested in each of the four conditions defined

by the interaction of task emphasis and text difficulty. Five readers were given

each version of the stories. Exactly the same stories were used as in the first

experiment, including the same four violations (lexical, syntactic, semantic, and

factual) and control. After reading the entire experimental story, all children

were asked a standard set of questions that centered around the critical segments

that had been manipulated, as well as giving a straight free recall of the story.

The scoring and analyses of the protocols were the Same as in the first-experiment.

In general, we view children as having limited cognitive resources to

devote to the tasks implicit in oral reading. In all cases; an oral rendition

of the story was required. The task emphases changed the relative amount of

cognitive resources allocated to oral production. With an easy story, the oral

production task can be satisfied relatively easily leaving some resources for

comprehension regardless of task emphasis. A difficult story, in contrast,

cannot be processed quite sc automatically to yield an oral rendition, leaving

fewer resources to be applied to comprehension. The distribution of cognitive

resources is indexed by the relative Sizes, locations, and patterns of the

distributions caused by violating different types of information.

Our expectations were that the disruptions produced by the violations in

the stories would differ as a function of, the task emphasis and the difficulty

level of the Story because of the differential demand on and allocation of

available cognitive resources (Stanovich, 1980). Specifically, an emphasis on
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pronundiation would focus attention on the less abstract information, such as

lexical and syntactic, producing relatively larger and perhaps earlier disruptions

than would semantic and factual violations and than would a comprehension' emphasis.

The syntactic information was considered closely related to pronunciation because

syntactic information would be needed to produce an appropriate intonation,

stress, etc, The factual and semantic Viblations would produce less of an effect

because the children would not have to pay attention to the content of What they

were reading. In contrast, the comprehension emphasis would show an increase in

the disruption from semantic and factual violations as compared to the pronun-

ciation emphasis because the reader would be attempting to understand the story..

Lexibal and syntactic information also are relevant to underStanding the story,

so their ditruptions probably would not be diminished under a comprehension

emphasis.

The difficulty manipulation also would affect differentially the size and

pattern of the disruptions. With a difficult story, children would have to

devote relatively more attention to lexical and syntactic information in order

to read aloud, thereby reducing the attention they could devote to more abstract

information. Thus, we expected the lexical and syntactic violations would be

relatively more disruptive in difficult stories than would semantic and factual

violations. With easy stories, the children could process information at all

levels because the less abstract information would not consume a disproportionate

amount of attention.

Furthermore, we expected task emphasis and text difficulty to interact with

each other. With the easy story, children might be able to comprehend the story

even while emphasizing accurate pronunciation, so that semantic and factual

violations might have some effect even with a pronunciation emphasis, However,

with a difficult story, children would have difficulty producing an oral rendition

regardless of emphasis, so that comprehending the story would receive relatively
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less attention, and thUt the semantic and factual violations would have a relatively

smaller effect, even with a comprehension emphasis.

The results are presented in the next four figures (Figures 6, 7, 8; and 9)

using the same format that was used to present the results of the first experiment.

The dominant impression that one receives from the four figures is one of

similarity, There were no salient differences in the patterns of disruptions

resulting from the task emphasis and text difficulty manipulations. The curves

were somewhat more variable than those of the first experiment because they were based

on half as many subjects.

In all conditiont the lexical, syntactic, and semantic violations produced

peaks of disruption at the critical word with slightly smaller disruptions one

word unit after. Some of the disruptions were significant one or two word units

before the critical word as we had obtained in the first experiment. However,

the major differences came from the factual violation. There was a significant

disruption from the factual violation in only two conditions, namely, the pronun-

ciation-easy story and the comprehension-difficult story conditiont. In both

cases, the factual disruption was significantly different at the critical word.

But there was no factual disruption present in the comprehension-easy story

condition, a condition where we most expected to obtain one. If the children

were disrupted by the factual violation in the easy story with a pronunciation,

emphasis; they must have been able to process the easy story at all levels of

information; That being the case, they surely should have been able to process

factual information in the same story when comprehension was emphasized. We have

no explanation for this anomaly.

Although there were no obvious differences in the overall pattern of

disruptions. a r: .)re finely grained analysis uncovered some significant differences

in the direction we had expected. Disruptions at or immediately after the

critical word. (word units 0 and +1) reflected primarily disruptions to lexical
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access and to the attempted integration of that word's meaning into the repre-

sentation of the story. Since lexical access is necessary'for oral production

(because the articulatory program must be accessed) and also is involved in

comprehension processes, effects at this point should reflect differences in

both task emphasis and text difficulty; In Figure 10, the average magnitude of

the disruptions at word units 0 and +1 is presented as a function of the violation

types. On the right, the baseline probability of a disruption is presented.

In the baseline- control condition, there were fewer disruptions with the easy

story than with the difficult one, as one would expect. There also were fewer.

disruptions with the pronunciation emphasis, but only for the easy story. With

the difficult Story, there was virtually no difference between comprehension and

pronunciation emphases. These results support the analysis that, when the story

was difficult, readers were less able to vary their processing to meet task

emphases.

With respect to the disruptions (difference scores between control and

violation conditions), there was a regular decrease in the size of the disruption

with increasing abstractness of the information violated--from lexical to

syntactic to semantic to factual. With the easy story, the pronunciation and

comprehension curves were nearly parallel with the comprehension disruptions

being significantly less than the pronunciation disruptions. Why did a compre-

hension emphasis produce smaller disruptions than a pronunciation emphasis?

In the control condition there were more errors under the comprehension emphasis.

These disruptions reflected primarily disruptions of lexical access because the

most immediate demand in both conditicns was the production of an oral rendition.

That lemand was not stressed in the comprehension emphasis, but it still was

present. However, it was stressed by the pronunciation emphasis; So when there

was a violation that derailed the lexical access process, it was more disruptive

to the pronunciation group because of the greater emphasis to produce a perfect
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oral rendition:

With the difficul-k story, however, there was no difference between the

pronunciation and comprehension emphases at the two lower levels of violations==

lexical and syntactic--because both groups were near the limits of their abilities

to produce an oral production. At the two more abstract levels of violation --

semantic ArA fAntnnl--the comprehension group was disrupted more than was the

pronunciation group. The pronunciation group plunged ahead being relatively less

affected by the semantic and factual violations since that information was less

relevant to the pronunciation task. The comprehension group was trying to under-

stand the difficult story, so the semantic and factual violations disrupted that

comprehension process. Although these effects were small, they were reliable.

Thse more detailed results, thus, supported the analysis of the reading process

are it operated in these experiments. The effects simply were not as robust as

expected.

Restorations of the original critical word when there was a syntactic violation

followed a pattern expected from the conceptual analysis of the conditions. With

the easy story, a greater percentage of the disruptions were restorations under

the comprehension emphasis (41%) than with the pronunciation emphasis (26%).

With the pronunciation emphasis, its ers were more careful to read what was

printed, whereas with the comprehension emphasis, the linguistic context exerted

a top=down influence that led the reader to restore the syntactic form of the

critical word. In the difficult story, this difference disappeared: the percentage

o' disruptions that wPx& restorations was virtually the same.. under the compre-

hension emphasis (35%) as under the pronunciation emphasis (36%). With the

difficult story; readers had to devote more cognitive resources to less abstract

types of information so there was less opportunity for the top-down linguistic

context to influence lexical access;

Turning now to the results of the recall test, Cie answers to the compre-
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hension questions that.were asked of all cella ,Iiimediately after they finiShed

reading the story, the percentage of questions ::: red correctly was Signifidantly

greater for the easy story (78%) than for the diffluIt story:(57%). however,

there was virtually no difference between the two task emphases in amount recalled

(pronunciation emphasis = 69%, comprehension emphasis = 66%). Whatever the

immediate task emphasis, all readers were comprehending and remembering the story

well enough to answer the questions. The failure to find a difference between

the task emphases was especially surprizing be-Cause the recall test was expected

by the comprehension group, so they were presumably remembering intentionally.

The recall test was a surprize for the pronunciation group because they had not

been given any questions after the practice story, so their recall was incidental,

to the oral production task. There also was no hint of any interaction between

the task emphasis and text difficulty conditions. This result also was unexpectoC

The pronunciation group recalled as much of the easy story as did the comprehension

group (771 and 791, respectively), a result consistent with the notion that with

an easy story children could both produce an oral rendition and comprehend the

story at the same time; However, the difficult story should have been tuffidiently

difficult to occupy most of their resources in producing an acceptable oral

rendition, without having much left over for comprehension; But even with the

difficult story, the pronunciation group recalled as much as did the comprehension

group (56% and 59%, respectively). Perhaps the comprehension questions were not

sufficiently sensitive, yet they were sensitive enough to yield a difference

between story difficulties.

In summary then,.with regard to the lexical access and sentence comprehension

processes, the effects were consistent with our model of how reading comprehension

processes operate. The pronunciation emphasis had its primary effect on lexical

access by focussing attention on the infortation types that most facilitated

producing an oral rendition of the story, namely, lexidal and syntactic information.
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The comprehension emphasise in contrast, tended to focus relatiVely core on

semantic and faettal information that would be used to construct a tepresentat

--Of-the StOryi--Theidjustments-to_processing were_not_very_tObUtt, be. were evident..

only in detailed analyses of the reading aloud protocola; Regardless of the

task emphasis, the second graders were able to retain a representation of the

text;

How then are we to interpret, this relative lack of robustness? We think

that there are two primary explanations as to why we did not obtain larger

effects from the task-emphasis manipulations. One possibility is that the task-

emphasis manipulations were too short-term to effect the reading process. The

children were in the experiment about 30 minutes, so the experimenter had a

relatively brief period of time in which to implement the task emphases, in

contrast to the hours and hours of clasdroom instruction. The other side of

this explanation is that children simply are not very flexible with their reading

strategies. They are unable to vary their reading processes in any appreciable

ways to meet specific task demands. Their reading processes change, but only

with lots of practice and continued instruction. So we should not have been

surpri7ad that the short-term manipulations did not have much impact on the

ingrained processes that children had acquired through classroom instruction.

A second possible explanation is that in the experimental situation the

implicit social demands overwhelmed the specific manipulations. In all conditions,

we used a one-on-one examination of the children's oral reading by an adult

examiner. The child was under implicit pressure to perform for the experimenter,

just as the child performs in many similar situations for the teacher. Performing

well in reading implicitly means reading aloud accurately and understanding what

is being read. The implicit task has components very similar to the manipulations,

but the relative weighting of thebe subtasks has been set by the classroom

teacher's use of oral reading and not by the manipulations. From the child's

2 i
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perspective, then, the task- emphasis manipulations were relatively minor aspects

of what the child perceived as an intensive indiVidual examination of his/her

reading skill; Of course, the experimenter was friendly, cordial, and tried to

put the Children at ease; she tried to emphaSiZd that the experiment was non-

ovalUatiVe of individuals and the results would not affedt their grades; But it

seems evident in retrospect that the children still perceived this situation

evaluatively, as an examination, despite demurrals to the contrary. So we think

that a.major reason for the lack of robustness of the task-emphasis manipulations

was our insensitivity to the Childten'S perceptions of what the experimental

situation was all about; These perceptions are not changed easily, and perhaps

not at all; We should be pleased with the reaultS that we did get.

What solutions are there to this problem, assuming that we are not satisfied

With the current evidence of how flexible and adaptable (or infleXible and non--

adaptable) children's reading processes are? One solution is to identify teachers

with differing orientations toward reading comprehension and oral reading

specifically. Then using experimental stories like ours, one could determine

the extent to which children adapt their reading strategies to satisfy the

teacher's implicit task emphasis over the period of a year. The testing could

be done in the classroom as part of the regular instructional program, rather

than in'separate experimental situations, thus reducing the more intense one-on-

one evaluation demands.

This approach does not solve all of the problems, however, because we have

lost the ability to control the manipulation of the task emphasis. What kinds

of teachers adopt or develop the different orientations? What kinds of children

flourish or flounder under the different orientations? 'A better solution is a

research program in which multiple research orientations interact (Danks, 1982).

Neither a naturalistic nor-.:an experimental approach can provide all of the

answers. But naturalistic studies can suggest hypotheses that are testable in
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experiments and experimental results require naturalistic obseTtions to be

properly interpreted and validated. When dealing with complex social-cognitive

systems, and the educational process certainly is one, we should not restrict

ourselves to only a few research strategies, but converge on the issues from

many angles.
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READING COMPREHENSION PROCESSES IN POLISH
AND ENGLISH

Data obtained in an English-language experiment; in Which sub=ice's had to read aloud a story containing either syntactic, or Seman-
tic, or factual incsmsistencies, were compared with the results of
a parallel Polish-language experiment. The general pattern of dis-
ruptions in the reading process was very. similar in the two lan-guages, except for the syntactic condition, where probably due tothe specific role of word endings in Polish the magnitude of thedisruptions «as much larger, and substitution errors were much less
frequent, in Polish than in English. The_ultimate conclusion is that
reading comprehension processes are_fiLictionally the same in POlish
and English and are best represented by an interactive model.

Language comprehension in general
and reading comprehension specifically
involve the construction of a meaning
representation for a linguistic input.
A physical stimulus, speech or print;
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between the University of Warsaw and Kent
State University. The Polish language ex-
prr.:ment is part of an M. A. thesis present=
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Psychology; Kent State UniversitY, Kent,
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Psychologii UW,Stawki 5/7, 00-183 Warsaw,
Poland.

undergoes a series of trannformationS
as -a listener or reader constructs a mean-
ing;_ Psychological studies of 7.orn-
j-.)rehension have focused on the form
of the final meaning representation in-
stead of on the processes by Which that
representation is constructed; The na-
tare of the comprehension process, is
not self-evident from a rational or lin=
guiStic_ analysis (cf. Fodor, Bever &
Garrett; 1974). Intuitive models usu-
ally posit a "bottom-up" interpretation
of an e a unidirectional seriesinp_ ut i I

of processing stages as the physical in-
put is transformed into a meaning re-
presentation,-However, these interpre-
tive models seriously understimate how
much more abstract information facili-
tates meaning construction (Danks _&
Glucksberg, 1980; Rumelhart, 1977).
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For example, phonemes and letters are
easier to understand when presented in
the context of a word, words are easier
to understand in a sentence; and son-
te.nces are easier to interpret in a large
context such as a story or paragraPli:
Such influence is called "top-down"
because higher, more abstract informs_
tion facilitates (or sometimes hinders)
lower level _processing;

Since both top-down and bottom-up
effects occur; an aaequate model of
language comprehension must- permit
both directions of information flow. In-
teractive models accommodate thin. re=
.:luirement most easily (banks;
They typically_ allow several sources
of information to be active at any giv=

_time while a 'meaning representa-
tion is constructed more_orless =-coriti
nuously. While interactive models are
most acceptable as a class, there still
exists a possibility that an
bottom -up- model can be devised; For-
ster (1979) has proposed that various
sources__of _ information are processed
in parallel but independently, and that
the final integration ,(meaning compitt=
ation) is achieved at the end of some
.portion Of 'material, .afthr a clause
boundary; for ex: rnple. There is eVi=
dence, however; that meaning is con-
structed more or less continuously
during_text prosessing (Marslen-Wilson,
Tyler & Seidenberg, 1978).

There are several different types of
information available to the listener or
reader during comprehe:ision: physical

the actual speech or print; lexical
information stored with the repre-

sentation of a word in i.he mental dic-
tionary; morphological the various
morphemes contained within a word;
syntactic how a word fits into the
grammatical_ structure of a sentence;
semantic how a Word's meaning con-
tributes to the meaning of a sentence;
textual- how _the meaning of a sen-
tence fits_ with the schema for the story
or text being processed; and factual

how a story or text and its compo-
nents relate to a reader's knowledge
about the world.

In the experiments discussed here;
we focusedon how syntactic, semantic,
and lactu311 sources of information
contributed to a reader's understand-
ing of a story, and how reading_ corn-
prehension processes might be different
ir. Polish and English. The basic ratio-_.
role was to violate or distort one Of

Ese information. sources at specific
points in a Story. Subjects then read
the story aloud. When they encounter=
ed a Violation, their comprehension
processes would be diStupted at the
point in time that they attempted to
use the violated information to under-
stand the story. Because increased_ at- .

tention would have to be devoted to
resolving the diStortioni there would
be less attention available for prOdticr
ing the speech corresponding to the'
text. Thus, the shift in attention would
cause a disruption in the reader's ora
production_ at the point in time when
he attempted to use the violated in-
formation.

METHOD

Material

A story selected from an American
magazine had been used in previous
experiments using this procedure
(Danks & Hill, in press). The story was
translated into Polish with Some ad-
justments, e.g., names of _characters,
to make it appropriate for Poiish read-
ers. Sixteen words (out of about 2000
words in the story) were identified as
critical words for manipulation. In the
story, a school girl is injured in a bus
accident. In the following example, the
girl's mother has just heard about the
accident and is worried about her
daughter. "Her daught had always
been weak physically. Because of this,

-4 -3
/ she even / imagined / her / daughter

I In these experiments, we did not
ferentiate between Violations of textual and
factual information. In any case, both are
more- abstract than either syntactic or se-
mantic information.

27
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-1 0 +1 42
being / injured / by other children /

+3 +4 +5
while / trying / to get /out of the wreck-
ed us "._ Polish trans ion was
"Corka jej zawsze byla slaba fizycz-

-5 -4
nie. Z tego powodu / naWet -

wyobra-
- 3 -2

iala / sobie, / ze c6rka / zostala / po-
, o .11 +2 +3

tracona / przez inne / dzieci / w chwi-
+4 +5

11 gdy usilowala / wydosta6 sie / z
uszkodzonego autobusu;" The critical
words were injured and potrqcona.

For the syntactic manipulation, the
base morphame(s) of the critical word
was retained, but the ending was al-

, tered such that the word was the in-
correct part of speech for that point
in the Sentence. For example, the verbs
injured and potrqcona were changed
to the nouns injury and potrqcenie.
Although the Same formal manipula-
tion was performed in both Polish and
E'nglish, word endings function s ary
differently in the two languages. In
Polish; the part of speech (as well ar:
some other properties) of most wordS
can be determined directly from the
word ending; e.g., -ek, as in korek, in-
dicates_ a masculine noun. The endings
are similar to English endings such as
=tioit; however, while most content
words in Polish have such endings,
only_a few English words are. so mark-
ed. So the Syntactic manipulation was
much easier to execute in Polish than
in English. In addition to endings that
mark part of speech, virtually all con-
tent words in Polish also have inflec-
tions which indicate the syntactic func-
tion of the word in the particular sen-
tence; For eXample, kobieta is nomina-
tive case, kobiety is genitive, and ko=
bietq is accusative.' While English has

2 An explanation of the numberS and slash-
es in the example follows in the next section;
see also Figure 1.

3 Violation of inflections, which is prac-
tically impossible to accomplish in English,
has been introduced in _a second experiment
with the Polish text. The results of that ex-
periment will be reported in a later paper.

a few' inflections, e.g., singular/plural,
genitive in some cases; and verb tense;
it depends primarily on word Order to
indicate syntactic function. In Polish
word order is relatively much freer;
serving primarily. a pragmatic func,
tion. We expected that; since word end-
ings, including inflections;_ are rela-
tively more important for determining
syntactic structure in Polish; introduc-
ing a syntactic violation by altering a
word ending would bF more disruptive
for Polish readers than English
readerS.

For the semantic manipulation, the
critical word w4ts replaced with an-
other *bird of the Seine part of spee.1.,
but one which was semantically
malous in that sentence For exarlfi,
injured was replaced with planted,
potrq.cona was replaced with posadzo
nci. For the factual manipulation, the
critical word was not altered. The
sentence preceding the critical word
was altered So that an incOnsisterf y
was created between that sentence and
the critical In the example;
weak and staba were changed to strong
and silna; respectively; The daughter
being strong is inconsistent with the
mother being worried about her being ,

injured by the other children. There
Were no apparent differences between
Polish and English in implementing
the semantic and factual- manipula-
tions, so We expected no differences in
the timing or size of the disruptions
resulting from them.

Design find procedure

Sixteen critical words were identi-
fied and manipulated as described;
Four versions of the story were prepar=
ed such that each critical word occur-
red once in each manipulation., _includ-
ing_ a control condition in which the
text was not altered in any way; The
Stories were read aloud by skilled read-
ers 40 undersraduato. students
at the University of Warsaw and 40
at Kent State University, 10 readers
per version. In order to insure that sub-
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jests were attempting to comprehend
what they were reading, the subjects
gave a summary .of what they had read
following each fourth of the story.

For scoring purpcses, the portions of
the sentence preceding and following

each critical. word were segmented into
five word units. These word units are
marked by slashes and are numbtrnd
from the critical word in the exan,c-1,.
sentences_ above. The word units WC'C
one word long except when readers

I- _1 L _I I 1 L I

.1 dx .1 .2 .3 et .5
Word units

-5 .4 -3 -2

i SW

e. SEMANTIC

C

GOO

5. 300 -
N

d 200

; too -

io -mi.

1 _L
-5 .4 -3 -2

4

C. FACTUAL

1 -1

.1 AA.

f
.1

1-

.2
L -1 _l .4 .5

Word units

0

1 1 I t 1--L 1
-5 -4 .3 - 4 1 .2 ] .4 .5

hard units

Fig. 1. Mean increase in production times of syntactic, semantic, and factual manipula-
tions (panels A, B, and C, respectively) over the control condition as a function of word
unit position for the Polish and English language experiments.
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tended to pronounce two words as a
single unit, e.g., she even and w chwiti.
Two dependent variables were scored
for each word unit production times
and major disruptions. Production time
was the time it took a reader to
pronounce a word unit, timing from
the end of the previous word unit to
the end of the one_ being _scored. Any
pauses or breaks m oral production
were included in the production time
of the following word unit. Major dis-
ruptions were any disruption or error
that indicat"d that the reader was hav-
ing a problem comprehending the text.
The types of major disruptions were:
mispronunciations; repetitions; substitu-
tions; omissions; reversals; Autterings,
hesitations, and pauses. In i,eneral, the
results of_the major disruption analyses
confirmed the results obtained from
the production times, so only the latter
are presented except where additional
information was obtained it c?
disruptions All results are pro- ,:11p,1 re-
lative to the control condL,_i:
absolute production times
disruptions__ were not of interest. All
reported effects were significant at the
.05 level of significance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mean production times from the
Polish and_ English_language experi-
ments are shown in Fig_ure 1 as a func
tion of word unit position. The dif-
ference times (after subtracting _th2
control condition times) for the syntac-
tic; semantic; and factual manipula,
tions are shown in panels A, B. and
C. respectively:
Syntactic manipulation

In both the Polish and English lan-
guage experiments, there was a signi-
ficant disruption due to the syntactic
manipulation beginning at word unit
-1 (see_ Figure 1, panel A)._ The magni-
tude of the disruption was larger in Po-
lish ;Ilan in English. At the point of

_disruption (word unit -1) the
disruptiQn was much greater in

Polish experiment than in the English
one, and the peak was higher in .thk_
Polish experiment; So although the
timing of the disruption was the same
in both experiments, the overall mag-
nitude of the disruption due to the
syntactic manipulation was greater in
Polish than in English.

The disruptions due to the syntactic
manipulation were qualitatively dif-
ferent in Polish and English as well.
In the English experiment, 50% of the
major disruptions at the critical word
were restorations of the original form
of the critical word, e.g., injured was
restored from the printed injury. Many
of these restorations were without pause
until after they had been uttered;
then the reader realized too late that I
what he had said was not what was
printed. If the English readers were
not paying much attention to the ends
of words, they would perceive injur7;
which was syntactically and semanti-
cally consistent with a possible word,
and would say the syntactically cor-
rect response, injured, Thus, top-down
information was used lexical nrc.ess
of ar appropriate word.

In the Polish experiment, only 9°/0
of the major disruptions in the syntac-
tic condition were substitution errors
(which _would include fluent restora-
tions). If Polish readers paid more at-
tention to the ends of words, they
would be more likely to notice that
the ending in the syntactic conditions
was inconsistent with the sentence
structure. Sometimes this recognition
occurred before they uttered the word.
In which_ case; they would hesitate or
pause (46 °/o of the major disruptions
in Polish vs. 33 °/o in English). Some-
times this recognition did_not occur until
they had already started to pronounce
the word; which in turn would cause
them to stutter or stammer (91)/o a the
major disruptions in Polish vs. 7% in
English). Much of the time Polish read-
ers were hesitating, pausing, or stut-
tering before uttering the syntactically
incorrect ending; Polish and English
readers pay attention to different parts
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Of the *Ord because the two languages
distribute the linguistic information
differently.-

The quantitative and qualitative dif-
ferences between the disruptions in
Polish and English are consistent with
the differences between Polish and
English in how information in word
endings contributes to the specification
of syntactic structure; Word endings
are not_as important in English as they
are in Polish_ for determining the part
of speech or for indicating how a word
functions syntactically in a sentence.
Readers of English focus more atten-
tion on the beginnings of words be,
cause the beginnings carry the _most
relevant information. Syntactic informa-
tion in English is carrie d primarily by
word order, the extraction of which is
a natural consequence of left-to-right
reading strategies. In Polish, in con-
traSt, the reader must pay close atten-
tion to the word endings_ because they
provide the syntactic information ne-
cessary__ to determine the syntactic
structure of the sentence. Skilled read-7
ers of PoliSh evidently have adopted
the attentional strategy of paying close
attention to the ends or words as well
as to the be_ginnings. Since the syntac-
tic, manipulation distorted the part of
speech information in the word end-
ings, this violation had a_larger dis-
ruptive effect earlier. Word order,
Which was not disturbed, still provid-
ed the required information to_English
readers even when the part_ of_ speech
WAS changed by the word ending: The
word order information was still
able to the Polish readers as weli, but
it was not nearly as useful to them;

Semantic manipulation

The introduction of a semantic ano-
maly produced a disruptive effect be-
ginning at word unit 1 and peaking
at word unit +1 in Polish and at critical
word in English (see Figure 1, panel B).
The shape of the disruptive effect curve
was similar in Polish and 7. nglish. Ir
the later word unit *_he captive ef-

fect fell off faster in Polish than in
English. The fact that the two curves
were nearly the same shape indicates
that semantic information was func-
tioning in a similar way for both Po=
lish and English readers. There is no
apparent difference between Polish
and English in this nCpect_ of Seman=
tics, nor in how the .-.3-nantic manipu-
lation was- instituted. So the similarity
of semantic_ effeCts was in line with
our expectations;

Factual manipulation

The. factual violation produced_ a
significant disruption in the Polish ex-
periment at word units 0 and +1 (see
Figure 1 panel C). In the English ex=
periment, the significant disruption be-
gan only at word unit +li but con-
tinued through word unit +3. In ad-
diti,on, the magnitude of the disruption
was larger in Polish, but this difference
was probably not meaningful for com-
paring the use of factual information by
Polish and English readers. The factual
manipulation is difficult -to compare
closely because sub%le differences in
phrasing can enhance 'Pr attenuate the
effect quite easily; That small differ-
ences in 'Phrasing can make Large_ dil=
ferences in interpretation was observ-
ed while constructing the materials for
the experiments. The important point
is that the factual inconsistency did
produce a significant disrtiption of
about the same magnitude at about tl,
same point in the sentence in bothl?
guage experiments. There is noth
about the nature of Polish and Eng-
lish languages that would lead us to
expect any large differences in how
factual information functions in read-
ing comprehension;

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of the salient differences in
magnitude of the disruptions between
the Polish and English experiments,

2
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the pattern of results was very similar
for Polish and English: The similarities
in pattern indicate that the underlying
reading_ comprehension processes are
likewise very _similar; A top-down in-
fluence of higher-order information on
lexical access was quite evident in the
disruptive effect_ of the semantic and
syntactic manipulate Ins before the cri-
tical word was uttered: The factual
inconsistency produced a significant
disruption after the other two, indicat-
ing that factual information was more
critical for sentence and story integra7
tion than for lexical access. The overall
pattern of results in both languages
supported an interactive model of read-
ing comprehension (Danks, 1978; Danks
& Hill; in press).

This similarity in the _pattern of re-
sults should not obsure the differences
that were obtained in the syntactic
condition. Certainly such diffr!r^rr!c51
indicate that Polish_ readers
the text somewhat ifferent!,
the English speaking rea
ever; the inferred difference
sing can be attributed to .s in
.Polish and English languages: The
nature of Polish requires that the read-
er pay close attention to word endings.
When the syntactic manipulation dis-
torted the information in those end-
ings, it_produced a pronounced disrup-
tion immediately: Since in English more
syntactic information is conveyed by
word order than by word endings,
English readers do not have to pay such
close attention to the ends of words
ond so were not quite so disrupted by
the syntactic manipulation. The basic
comprehension 'process remained the

same, however. In both npages, the
reader used syntactic information for
lexical access. The difference lies in
where that infprmation was located: in
the print at the ends of words, or in
word order. Thus, the primary conclus-
ion stands: reading comprehension
processes are functionally the same in
Polish and English and are best re=
presented by an interactive model.
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Abstract

Two experiments in Polish replicated several conditions

in English experiments on reading comprehension processes.

In Polish syntactic information is represented primarily by

morphology and in English primarily by word order. Lexical,

syntactic + semantic, within-syntactic class, between-

syntactic class, semantic, and factual information were

violated in stories. Native speakers read the stories aloud

and the protocols were scored for increases in production

time around violations. The disruptions in oral reading

caused by the syntactic violations were relatively larger

and occurred earlier in Polish than in English. The seman-

tic and factual violations produced broader disruptions in

English than in Polish. Reading comprehension processes

variz,d to meet the cognitive demands imposed by how the

available information was represented. Polish readers

adopted a focused strategy and English readers a more

diffused strai:egy.

Resume

En deux exp4riences conduites en langue polonaise, on a

reproduit plusieurs conditions d'experiences conduites en

langue anglaise sur les processus de Ia comprehension de Ia

lecture. En polonais, I' information syntactique est donn4e

principalement par Ia morphoIogie, a]ors qu'en anglais,

c'est surtout par l'ordre des mots. Dens des r6eits, des

informations lexiques, Gyntactiques + semartictoeif aans-la-

Ameme Pntre-dev:z- -nYnctique
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semantique5, et positives ont ete deformees. Des sujets de

Iangue maternelle polonaise ont lu les recits a haute voix

0et les protocoles ont ete elmlues en fonction de l'augmenta-

tion du temps de produLlon aux endroits affectes par les

deformations. Les perturbations de la lecture.A haute voix

pry par des deformations syntactiques ont ete rela-

plus importantes et ont eu lieu plus tat en

polonais qu'en anglais. Le deformations semantiques et

positives ont provoque des perturbations plus importantes en

anglais qu'en polonais. Les processus de la comprehension

de la lecture ont varie en fonction des exigences cognitives

imposees par la facon dont les informations disponibles ont

eI

te
e
representees. Les lecteurs polonais ont adopte une

strategie ,:oncentree alors que celle des lecteurs unglais

etait plutat diffusee.



many recent investigations have viewed language compre-

hension as an interactive rrocess; in which the comprehender

Utilizes many sources of informatin to arrive at an appro-

priate interpretation of the speech or print (Danks and

Glucksberg 1980; Just and Carpenter 1980). One result of

comprehension being interactive is that it is also quite

flexible (Danks 1978), that is, there is no single inte-

grated comprehension process that is applied uniformally

each time linguistic input is encountered. Rather compre-

henders ( listeners and readers) adapt their comprehension

strategies to the situation. We read novels for pleasure in

a different way than we read technical articles. We do not

_ .process cocktail party small talk in the same way as

dramatic dialogue. The comprehension process changes to

meet the cognitive demands of the situation. Comprehenders

also differ in the cognitive skills that they have available

to meet theSe demands. Children who are just learning how

to read and listeners who are learning a second language

have fewer cognitive skills so that they must allocate their

cognitive energies differently than do skilled adult readers

and native speakers. The flexibility of language L.,rocessing

then is represented in the interaction between the cognitive

demands of the :siti.:ation and the cognitive skills of the

comprehende'r.

What sorts of variations in the comprehension situation

lead to differences in the cognitive demand8 placed on the

comprehender? If comprehender expect a verbatim recall

2 85
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test they process the text differently than if they are to

solve a problem (Frederiksen 1975). Comprehension is differ-

ent when comprehenders are required to produce a continua-

tion of the read text than when required to recall the infor-

mation (Mistler-Lachman 1972). Emphasizing oral performance

in reading results in a different comprehension process than

when comprehension is emphasized (Danks I982a, 1982b;

Pehrsson 1974. Many of the apparent differences that have

been found betv,:en listening and reading modalities are the

result of dirferent demands that the two modalities of

presentation r..lace on listeners and readers (DankS and End

in press; Rubin 1980).

The 2inguistic structure of the text itself can place

different sorts of demands on the comprehender. Stories

that follow the story grammar for a particular culture are

more easily and completely understood than those that do not

(Kintsch and Green 1978; Mandler 1978; Stein and Glenn 1979);

Although there may be universal properties of folk tales

such as the scientific values of the story characters that

are understood easily across cultures (Bobryk and Dobrowol-

ski 1981; Fropp 1958), text difficulty also can affect pro-

cessing. If the input material is quite difficult, either

in vocabulary or syntax, the comprehender may have to resort

to a lower level of processing in order to salvage some

information from the text (Danks 1982a).
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Finally, differences in language structure can affect

the structure of the comprehension process. Some languages,

like English, encode syntactic information primarily in

terms of word order. Some languages, like Polish, Russian,

and Finnish, encode most of the syntactic imformation in

suffixes. Lne would expect then that comprehenders of these

len-1,ges wc',:ald be more attentive to word endings than would

English language comprehenders. The primary purpose of the

experiments reported here was to explore what effect such

differences in language structure would have on comprehen-

sion processes.

Many studies of language comprehension, especially read-

ing comprehension, have measured subjects' memory for texts

(cf. Bobryk and Dobrowolski 1981; Danks and Glucksberg 1980).

However, such data provide only indiract information about

the process by which the representa,:ion was constructed. In

order to gain a fuller understanding of comprehension pro-

cesses, many investigators have turned to on-line measures

of comprehension, such as phoneme and category monitoring

(Foss and Lynch .'rrslen-WiIson and Tyler 1980), eye

movement monitoring ( -!'%t 9 Carpenter 1980), reeding time

(Ktntsch and Keenan 1973; Cirilo and Foss 1980; Cirilo

1981), and speech shadowing (MarsIen-Wilin 1975). We have

used oral reading performance as an on-lane indicator of the

comprehension process.
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Two tasks are implicit in an oral reading task (Danks,

Bohn and Fears in press; banks and Fears 1979; Danks and

Hill 1981).. One continuing on-line demand is to produce an

oral rendition of the print about the same time as it is

fixated. Variation in the speed of oral production and the

kinds of oral reading errors provide quantitative and quali-

tative indications of the difficulty and nature of the com-

prehension process at that point in time. In this sense,

the oral reading task is very similar to a speech shadowing

task except that the input is print rather "than speech; the

output is a relatively contemporaneous oral rendition of the

input. Satisfying the oral production demand requires lexi-

cal access of the printed word. By locating the word in the

mental dictionary, readers have access to the articulatory

information needed to say the word.

The second demand implicit in oral reading is to under-

stand what is being read. As we have used the task, readers

are asked to givea summary- of the story every couple of

pages. Consequently, they must attempt to construct a repre-

sentation of the story as they are reading it. The compre-

hension demand is not on-line, so readers can delay under-

standing if they encounter some difficulty. But completing

gist representation from verbatim code cannot be delayed

for long because of short-term memory constraints. The com-

prehension demand induced by a request for a summary

requires that sentence and discourse processing be completed

through the construction of a macrostructure.



The contribution of different types of linguistic infor-

mation to lexical access and sentence comprehension compo-

nents was investigated in several experiments (Danks et al.

in press; Danks and Hill 1981). The rationale was to intro=

duce violations of different types of linguistic information

at specific points in a ''story: The effect of these viola-

tions was-measured by delays in oral production times and

disruptive errors. The relative positioning and shape of

the disruption curves resulting from each type of violation

indicated how the different types of information were pro-

cessed. Violating lexical (inserting a pronounceable non-.

word), syntactic (changing the part of speech), and sethantic

(inserting an anomaly) information disrupted- oral "production

word, was uttered. So top-down

used in lexical

just before the critical

syntactic and semantic information were

access just as was lexical
6 ,

factual information (making two

information itself. Violating

successive sentences 7actual=

ly inconsistent) did not yield a disruption of

tion until after the critical word had been

produC-.

u ctered

factual information was notused in lexical access, but was

involved in sentence and discourse processing.

The purpose of the experiments reported here

compare whether the comprehension processed revealed by

pattern of oral reading disruptions would be altered by

differences in the cognitive demands imposed by differences

in language structure. Several of the conditions and expeii-

'previously reported for English-language

replicated with Polish readers.



Polish is a Slavic language that differs in many ways

from English, which is Germanic (cf. Fisiik, Lipitiska-

Grzegorek and Zabrocki 1978; Schenker 1973). In addition to

obvious differences in pronunciation, spelling, and vocabu-

lary, Polish and English differ in their syntactic structure.

In English syntactic information is indicated primarily by

how words are ordered in sentences. The position of a given

word in relation to other words in a phrase or clause indi-

cates how the word functions syntactically. In Polish the

syntactic function is marked by the morphological structure

of the word itself, not by its sequential relation to other

words. Most words have specific suffixes that indicate the

part of speech. Additionally, within each part of speech,

inflections organized in declensions and conjugations further.specify syntactic function by differentiating among

genders, numbers, tenses, and cases. For example, in Alic'a

daraksiazke przyjacielowi, "Alice gave a book to a friend,"

the -a suffix on Alic a indicates feminine singular, nomina=

tive case, the -ka on data indicates past third=person

singular, feminine subject, the =g on ksiazke indicates

feminine singular, accusative case, and -owl on Erzyjacie-

lowi indicates masculine, singular, dative case. If the

friend had been a girl, then the ending would have been -ce,

przyjaci6kce (note stem variation as well).

English are subject-verb-object (SVO)

in Polish the basic SVO word order can be

Both Polish and

languages,

quiteite



such as to fulfill the given--new contract (Haviland and

Clark 1974) . If a speaker wished to emphasize the friend in

the above example, przyjacielowi could, be moved to the first

position in the sentence with no other change. Likewise,

any other word in the sentence could be placed-in first posi-

tion, and almost any other ordering of the four words is

also possible. The literal meaning of the sentence would

remain the same; only the pragmatic emphasis would change.

In English, of course, very few changes in word order are

possible that do not also change the meaning of the sentence.

But English has very few inflectional endings that indicate

syntactic function.

Intrasentence concordance rules, such as subjeat-Arekb

agreement, are more numerous and more constraining in polish

than in English. In Polish, the subject noun must agree

with the verb in number, person, and gender and a noun and

adjective must agree in number, gender, and case. The

crucial role of suffixes in marking functions is observed in

all language use situations: speaking, listening, writing,

and reading. Distinctive pronunciations of the suffixes

constitute a major source of dialectal differences between

social classes and geographical regions.

These differences lead to an asaqpmetry in listening/

reading and speaking/writing between Polish and English.

Since the word itself contains more explicitly marked syntac-

tic information Polish than in English, a reader/Iistener

finds more information in isolated words in Polish than in



semantic contenting strategies of attending not only to

of each word, as an English reader would, but also to the

English. For example, a Polish reader knows that Alicia is

a subject of a sentence, whereas an English reader does not

know whether Alice is a subject, direct or indirect object,'

or object of a preposition without seeing where it is

located in a sentence. So the English reader is dependent

on the linguistic context for word-order information,

whereas the Polish reader can concentrate more directly on

each individual word. In contrast, a Polish speaker must be

more aware of the other words in the sentence than is an

English speaker in order to insure the concordance con-

straints. For example, the adjective and noun, make

ksiazke, "small book" (feminine, singular., accusative case);;

must agree in number, gender, and case, so the speaker must

select the noun before the correct ending, can be determined

for the adjective. So if the speaker had selected zeszyt,

"notebook" (masculine), instead, then the adjective would

have to be changed to inakv. At the level of morpholOgY4'

Polish speaker is more dependent on linguistic context

is the English speaker.

Thus, we expect that

the

than

Polish readers have developed read-

the

word ending (cf. Przetacznikowa. and Kielar 1981). -EngliSh

readers would pay relatively less attention to the endings

of words and relatively more to their position in the sen-

tence. Introducing a syntactic violation by changing the

ending of a word so that_i-t is a different part of speech,



we expected a relatively larger disruption of oral reading

performance in Polish than in English. We also expected

that the spread of disruption in English readers would be

relatively wider than in Polish since English readers would

attempt to use contextual information to resolve the viola-

tions. Polish readers would have relatively narrower

patterns of disruptions because they focus more on isolated

words than do English readers. So Polish readers would have

a more focused strategy, while English readers would have a

more diffused strategy.

We report here two experiments in Polish that were

close replications of previously reported experiments in.
English (Danks et al. in press; Danks and Hill 1981).

manipulations, procedures, and analyses were kept as

as possible although there were enough unavoidable differ-
__

ences to prevent direct statistical comparison. Hence, only

the patterns of results are compared.

Method

Materials. A story was selected from an American maga-

zine about a high school girl who was injured severely when

a train hit her school bus. The story was just over 2000

words long and had a readability of 7.5 (Fry 1968). Sixteen

critical words spaced throughout the story were selected for

manipulation. The story was translated into Polish with

some adjlistments to make it appropriate for. Polish readers,

names of characters, geographical names,

culture-dependent details were changed.

and a few_

A portion of the



story surrounding one of the critical words is shown in both

Polish and English in Figure 1. The critical word is'

potracona in Polish, injured in English. The girl's mother!

has just heard about the accident and is worried about her

daughter. Lexical r- etween=synactic , within-syntactic,

semantic, syntactic + semantic, and factual information were

violated in the critical words.

--- Insert Figure 1 about here ---

(a) Lexical. The lexical marapulation replaced the

critical word with a pronounceable nonword, that is, one

that followed the orthographic rules of Polish or English.

In the example in Figure 1, injured was replaced with

brugen, and 'potrIcona was replaced with omerana. In

Polish, the syntactic information in the suffix -a was appro-

priate to the sentence context, in this case, the suffix

indicated verb participle, or adjective, nominative caie,

feminine, singular. Beeause of the importance Ok morphologi-

cal cues associated with Polish words, we attempted to

Ulate:only the lexical information so that

manip-

the violation

would be equivalent for Polish and EngIiSh readers.

Polish, as in English, the syntactic relationships in the

sentence were not distorted, although the syntactic struc

ture in English was not reinforced since syntactic inflec-

tions were not added to the nonsense words. The "word" stem

had no meaning and could not be located In the mental

dictionary._:ghus, in both languages, if readers_were

relying solely on phoneme-grapheme correspondences to render
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the print as speech, there would be no disruption of their{

oral productions with the lexical violations. However, if

the readers were accessing aritculatory information in their!

mental dictionaries in order to pronounce the word, there

would be a disruption before they uttered the word. Because

the cognitive demands of the manipulations were similar in

Polish and English, we expected no differences betweeig

Polish and English readers in this condition.

(b) Between-Syntactic. In the English language experi-

ments, the syntactic information was violated by changing

the ending such that the part of speech of the critical

was changed to one clearly inappropriate for the

word

sentence.entence.

past participle injured was changed to

form, injury. Syntactid inforthation might have

For example, the verb

the nominal

been distorted in English by altering the word order, but

the morphological manipulation was used to avoid involving

more than,the critical word.

Given how syntactic information is represented morpho-

logically in Polish, two variants of the English syntactic

manipulation were possible. In both variants the-ending was

changed, but in one case the part of speech was altered and

in the other there was a syntactic error within the same

part of speech. In the former, which we called "between-

syntactic ,," the word ending was changed such that the part

of speech changed, for example, the past participle

potr#cona was changed to a noun potrgcenie, "injury.

J
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The aim of the between-Syntactic violation was to deter7

mine to what extent syntactic information is involved in

lexical access and sentence comprehension. If syntactic

information is involved in lexical access, its violation

should produce a disruption before the critical word was

uttered just as with the lexical violation. If it is

involved in sentence comprehension, then the disruption

would continue for some distance after the critical word was

uttered. Although some semantic information is carried in

syntactic categories, most of it comes from the root mor=

pheme. So the reader could determine the meaning intended

for the sentence even when the syntactic information had

been altered. Because of the heavy use of MorpholOgiCar,

information in Polish we expected that:the between

syntactic violation (and to a lesser extent the

syntlatic; cf. below) would have a greater

earlier and to a greater extent on

English readers.

(c-) Within-Syntactic.

violation that is possible in

syntactic." In this case,

within-

effect.somewhat

Poligh readers,thSh

the

called "withi

word endings were changed

within the same part of speech, but gender

and/or tense relations were violated.

participle Rotrkcona, which marks feminine gender, Was'

altered to Eotrgconv, still a verb participle, but one

marks masculine gender. In 4eneraL, syntactic m4nipulation4

were easier in Polish than



within-syntactic is especially difficult in English, being

liMited to number and tense changes.

We compared the within-syntactic change in Polish to

the between-syntactic change in English, but one must.be

aware of the different types of syntactic information being

manipulated in the two aanguages. We expected that the

within-syntactic manipulation would yield disruptions

similar to the between-syntactic ones, except that they

might be somewhat smaller and less extensive. Parts of

speech are broader syntactic categories than those formed by

within-syntactic information. The broader the class of

information violated, the greater would be the size and

extent of the disruption.

(d) Semantic. Semantic information was

inserting into the sentence a semantically

that was the appropriate part of

in'ured was replaced with planted and potrtcona was replaced

with posadzonal "planted." Since syntactic information was

not distorted, the reader could determine the grammatical

structure of the sentence, but a semantic interpretation was

much more difficult if not impossible. At best only an

implausible or metaphorical circumstance could be imagined.

Since there were no apparent differences between Polish and

English in implementing the semantic manipulation, we did
,

not expect any major differences in the pattern of disrup-

tions._



(e) Syntactic + Semantic. Both Syntactic and semantic

information were distorted by replacing the critical word
4

with one that was the incorrect part of speech and which was

semantically anomalous as well. For example, kn'ured was

changed to icebera, and RotrIcona was replaced with

Rosadzenie, "the act of planting." In constructing the

Polish violations, the morphological changes of the between-

syntactic violations were added to the roots used in the

Semantic violations. Hence, linguistically the Polish

syntactic + semantic violations were more accurately a sum

of the semantic and between-syntactic violations than were

the English.

With this manipulation we investigated whether syntac-

tic. and semantic information were additive in their effects.

sinae we expected a, difference between Polish and English

with the between-syntactic violationp but not with the seman-

tic, the relation between syntactic and semantic information

,could be assessed more accurately by comparing the effects

across languages.

(f) Factual. As readers progress through a story they

accumulate factual information about what is happening in

the story and construct an event sequence using their knowl-

edge about how things happen in the real world (Warren

Nicholas and Trabasso 1979). This knowledge, which we

called "factual" information, was violated by changing the

sentence preceding the one with the critical word such that

a factual inconsistency was produced when the critical word



was encountered. The critical word itself was not altered

and both sentences were syntactically and semantically

normal. In the example, slaba was changed to silna, and

weak was changed to strong. If the daughter were strong,

the mother would not necessarily worry about her being

injured by the other chiIdien.

We expected no difference between Polish and Ehglish

readers with regard to the factual violation because process-

ing this information is beyond any linguistic differences.

Although there are discourse differences between Polish and

English with respect to textual structure, the factual repre-

sentation of events should be similar.

(g) Control. There also were control conditions in

which there' was no change in the critical word or in the

preceding sentence. This condition-provided a baseline for

normal oral reading times.

These conditions were combined in two

Polish. In Experiment 1, lexical within-syntactic

tic + semantic, and control were manipulated.

2, between-syntactic .semantic factual, and control were

manipulated. The English-language experiments have been

reported in detail in Danks et al. (in press; cf. also

and Hill 1981). In addition to control conditions in each

experiment, syntactic, semantic, and factual were included

in one experiment; lexical was included with syntactic +

semantic and semantic in another; and syntactic + semantic

was included with

ment.



critical words and even the story self (the second

English-language experiment used

English comparisons for the between-syntactic,

factual conditions were taken from the first English experi-

Semantic and

ment, lexical from the second, and syntactic + semantic from

the third. These experiments provided the closest available

English-language comparisons for the two Polish experiments.

In all of the experiments, four versions of the story

were constructed. Each of the four modifications occurred

four times in each, version. The thanipulations were counter-

balanced across the 16 critical words and across versions

such that each manipulation was applied once to each criti=

cal word. The stories were divided into four approximately

equal sections, each of which contained four critical wordS.

In each sentence, each of the four manipulations occurred

once. The stories were typed such that the critical words

did not occur near the beginnings or ends of lines, nor near

the tops or bottoms of pages;

Subjects. The subjects in both Polish experiments were

students at the University of Warsaw: Their native language

was Polish. The subjects in Experiment I were 35 women and

5 men, who were residents of University dormitories and none

of whom were psychology majors. In Experiment 2 the sub-

jects were 40 women, majoring in psychology, but who were

unfamiliar with the specific research and its objectives.

The subjects in each of the English experiments were 40



undergraduates enro110-.in

University...

Procedure.. Theprocedurewasidentical'in

experimentS.- SubjectS.Weretested'individually.

told the experiment was, about reading comprehension and were

asked to read the story aldud into a tape recorder. After

each of the four sections, they were, asked to recall as much

as possible about the story. The purpose of asking for

recalls was simply to insure that the readers tried

understand what they were reading. The summaries were

scored for accuracy. Nothing was mentioned about the manipu=,

lations of the text.

Scorina_and_ analyses. In order to facilitate scoring

around the critical words, the text was divided into five

wore. -units before and five word-units after each critical

word. (In the first English experiment only four word-units

were scored before the critical word.) These are indicated

in Figure 1. Since the pronunciations of some words are

physically joined, it is difficult if not impossible,

know precisely where one word ends and another begins. The

specification of word-units attempted to reflect this coarti

culation.

The primary dependent variable was the production time

for each of the word-units before and after the critical
_

word as well as the time for the critical word itself.

These times were obtained by slowing the tape to half-speed

and prey ping a key at the end of each word-unit. The time



between key presses was measured on a digital

divided by two to obtain real time meaSureS.

Reliabilities of the measurement of

were obtained by having two experimenters

production times.

measure eight sub-

jects in each Polish experiment. The correlations

the experime-nters were 99 for Experiment 1 and 0.92 for

Experiment 2. In the second English experiment similarly

measured production times were compared with measurements

taken from speech spectrographs for eight subjects. The

correlation was .91. Thus, the procedure used to measure

production times was reliable.

A second dependent variable was the kind of oral read-

ing errors caused by the violations. These were such things

as substitutions, omissions, additions, mispronunciations,

regressions and hesitations. The probability of making an

error confirmed the production time results as well as pro=

vided a qualitative indication of the readers' oral perform-

ances in the neighborhood of the critical words.

The production times in all experiments were analyzed

with a four-way Latin-square analysis of variance with ver-

sions as a between-subject variable and violations, sec-

tions, and word-unit positions as within-subject variables.

All effects were tested against subject and critical-word

error variances using a quasi-F (Clark 1973). The effect of

primary interest was the interaction between violations and

word-unit positions. Planned comparisons were conducted at

each word-unit position between each violation condition and



the control. All reported Effects were significant

probability of .05 or less.

with

Results

production times for each

word-unit pcSition are presented in

Overadarommls. The mean

manipulation at each

Table 1. In both Polish eXperiments, `=mainain effect o

violation type and the interaction of violation type with

word-unit position were significant: ExPeriment 1, viola-

tion type, P (3, 24) = 25.00, violation type by word-unit

position, F (3, 240) = 10.15; Experiment 2, violation

F (3 24) = 38.53, violation type by, word-unit Position,

F (3, 240) = 8.91. As shown in the last column of Table

all violation types were significantly different from their

controls.

--- Insert Table 1 about here

We now discuss each of the violation types by evaluat
,

ing the points at which the violations proiduced significant-

ly longer production times. These differences are presented

in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. The English-language results are

included in the figures for comparison.

Between-Syntactic. The production time disruption

curves for the between-syntactic violations are presented in

Figure 2. In Polish the between-syntactic violation pro-

duced a significant disruption beginning at word-unit -I

that continued through word-unit +2 with a peak during the

critical word. In contrast, a between-syntactic violation

in English did not have an effect until the critical word,



one word-unit after the Polish effect began. Polish reader6

were disrupted earlier than were English readers by the

between-syntactic violation. This result was as expected

baSed on the fact that Polish suffixes are more informative

than are English. Polish readers apparently attended more

to the word endings so their reading comprehension pro-

cesses were disrupi:ed more by a violation present in those

endings.

--- Insert Figure 2 about here ---

The kinds of oral reading errors committed at the criti-

cal word were qualitatively different. In English, 50% of

the oral reading errors at the critical word were restora-

tions of the original form, e.g., injured was uttered in-

stead of injury. Of these restorations, 68% were fluent in

that there was no hesitation or other disruption immediately

before or during the critical word. (This result is consis-

tent with the fluent restorations obtained in a speech

shadowing task by MarsIen-WiIson 1975). English readers

apparently used top-down contextual information to locate

the critical word in their mental dictionary such that

identification of the original critical word occurred before

the printed form was completely processed. In Polish, only

9% of the oral reading errors were substitutions of any

sort, including restorations. If Polish readers were

attending closely to the ends of words, then they would be

more likely to notice the syntactic violations before top-

down contextual information could restore the original



critical word. Thus, there were more pauses immediately

before the critical word in Polish than in English (46% vs.

33%) as Polish readers hesitated before uttering what was

printed. The differences in the types -of oral reading,

errors support the conclusion that Polish readers attacked
the printed word differently than did English readers.

Within-Syntactic. The disruption curve for the Polish

within - syntactic violation is shown also in Figure 2. The

differences in production times resulting from the within-

syntactic violation in Polish differed from the control only

at the critical word and at word-unit +1, with a peak at the

critical word. This pattern was clearly different from the

between-syntactic curve in Polish in that it was much

smaller in height and breadth. In comparison with the

English between-syntactic disruption it was one word-unit

shorter;

The within-syntactic violation violated fewer linguis-

tic distinctions than did the between-syntactic. Since

Polish readers needed to make fewer repairs to determine

what was meant by the sentence, we expected that the within-

syntactic violation would be less disruptive. A more recent-

ly completed English-language study (Danks 1982b) used a

somewhat different dasign to compare between- and within-

syntactic violations in English. In contrast to Polish, the

between- and within-syntactic disruption patterns were very

similar.The within-syntactic violation produced the same

magnitude of disruption in Polish as both between- and



within-syntactic

treated all

. whereas

24

did in English. English readers apparently

syntactic violations.more or lesseqUivalently,

Polish readers were sensitive the,degree:,of

These later English results'.also'

use the

linguistic violation.

confirm that it is reasonable

syntactic disruption

wi'thin-syntactic.

between-.

curve for comparison with the Polish

The number and pattern of oral reading errors was very

similar for Polish within-syntactic and English between--

syntactic. However, they were distributed quite differently.

In Polish, only 15% were substitutions including restora-

tions of the critical word, in contrast to 50% in English.

But there 49% hestitations at the critical word in Polish

and only 33% in English.. As with the between-syntactic

violation, Polish readers were sensitive to the printed form

of the critical word so that the within-syntactic violation

was not restored.

The linguistic difference between the between-syntactic

and within-syntactic violations in Polish also was reflected

by the number of letters changed for each type of violation.

An average of 3.8 letters were changed to produce the

between-syntactic violation and only 1.8 letters were

changed for the within-syntactic. In the recent English- .,

language experiment, the average number of letters changed

was 3.4 for the between-syntactic and 2.3 for the within-

syntactic violations. However, difference between the

Polish and English violations of less than one letter would



not appear to be large enough to explain the result that

there was no between-within-syntactic difference in English

and a very large difference in Polish.

Semantic. The disruption curves for the semantic viola-

tion are shown in the upper panel of Figur.e 3.

the semantic violation produced a difference in production
-

-times beginning at word-unit -1 that continued through word-

unit +2. In English, the differences were significant begii1=-

ning at the critical word and continuing through word-unit

+3. The difference at word unit -1 missed being significant

by 9 msec. Both Polish and English curves had peaks

critical word and word-unit +I.

--- Insert Figure 3 about here ---

the

The pattern of the semantic disruptions were nearly the

same in Polish and English (although the English was not

significant at word=unit =1), but the English distribution

continued for one word-unit longer. The Polish curve was

higher than the English, but the shapes were quite similar.

The slightly greater breadth of the. English disruption

supported the linguistic analysis that English readers were

more dependent on linguistic context to determine the sense

of a sentence, whereas Polish readers focused a bit more on

individual words.

Syntactic + Semantic. The production time disruption

curves for the syntactic + semantic violations are shown in

Figure 4. Syntactic here means a between-syntactic viola-

tion Ear both languages. Both Polish and English syntactic



+ semantic violations produced significant differences from

the control conditions beginning at word-unit -1 with peaks

at the critical word. The English disruption was signifi-

cant through word-7unit +3, but

only through word-unit +2.

-- Insert Figure 4 about here -

the Polish was significant

The peaks of both curves were considerably higher,

especially for Polish, than either the between-syntactic or

semantic peaks separately, but were not as high as their sum..

Such a result would be expected when two related sources of

information were violated because the reader would have more

difficulty in making the necessary repairs. But the informa-

tion sources were not completely independent because the

disruptions were not additive, or possibly the processes

using each information type operated in parallel. The

Polish curve was not as broad as the EngliSh similar to the

syntactic curves, supporting the conclusion that Polish

readers were more focused on individual words and sensitive

to word endings.

Lexical. The production time disruption curves for the

lexical violation are shown in Figure 5. Both Polish and

English disruption curves from the lexical violation were

significantly different from the control beginning at the

critical word and-continuing to word-unit +1 in POlish and

to word-unit 4-2 in English. The curve was a bit sharper, or

more peaked, Polish than in English. As with the other

cases of sharpening, we attribute this difference



fact that Polish words are more self-contained in marking

syntactic information, so the Polish reader can focus on

individual words more directly. Also in Polish the

violation explicitly preserved syntactic infoimation through

appropriate morphology.

the word order. This difference,

n English it was only implicit

one which results

ly from the different modes of linguistic representation

may have cont-ributed to the sharpening in Polish.

---Insert Figure 5 about here

For both PoIAsh and English, the was

two word-units shorter than the corresponding semantic diS=

ruption. The semantic violation was an obvious anomaly that

had to be resol\red. The lexical violation was a nonsense

word with no established conventional meaning. Thus, once

readers realized that it was not a real word, or at least

one that they did not know, they were free to infer an aggro-

priate meaning from the sentential context. Since the seman-

tic violation was a real word with definite meaning to be

integrated with the other meanings in the sentence, what the

sentence meant as a whole could not be determined easily.

More of the sentence, had to be processed in an attempt to

resolve the semantic anomaly; whereas with the nonsense

word, readers could devise a plausible meaning for the word

and continue.

Factual. The production time disruption curves result-

ing from the factual violations are shown in the bottom

panel of Figure 3. The factual disruption in Polish was



significantly different from the

across all word-unit positions (cf.

control

Table 1);, HoweVer

was not significantly different at any single word-unit

tion although the increase at word-unit +1 missed being sig-

nificant by only 15 cosec: The English curve

ly different at word-units +1 and +3

was Significant-

not at word-uni

+2). The fact that the English curve continued longei than

the Polish reflects a strategy of English readers in which

they attempt to use information following the critical word

to attempt to resolve the factual inconsistency more than do

Polish readers.

No involvement of factual information in lexical access

has been found for English readers (Danks et al. in press;

Danks and Hill 1981). There evidently was none for Polish

readers either because the factual disruption was delayed

relative to the lexical violation and the uttering of the

critical word itself.

Other experiments (Danks 1982b) have shown that factual

violations are most disruptive at the clause boundary follow-

ing the critical word. It is possible that during transla-

tion the clause boundaries were altered significantly, but

such was not the case. The clause boundary was located

average of 1.81 word-units after the critical word in the

English text and 1.69 word-units after in the Polish text.

It is also possible that the distance between the inconsis-

tent material is the preceding sentence and the critical

word was altered during translation. This possibility also

31u



did not occur: in English the distance averaged 7.75 words

and in Polish 7.06 words. Based on our intuitions about the

factual violations gained through

we think that factual violations

ble to incomparabilities due to the

However we have been unable to document

intuition.

any basis for.that7

Discussion

Based on these results we can identify two complemen-
-

terry reading strategies -- a focused, strategy and a diffused

strategy; Although a focused strategy was used more by

Polish readers and a diffused, by English, the use of each

strategy was controlled by more than just language differ-

ences. With a focused strategy, the reader attends to a

relatively narrow portion of the text, perhaps only a few

letters. The "perceptual window" itself probably does not

change in size (McConkie and Zola 1981), but attention is

more sharply focused. The reader would adopt such a strat-

egy in situations where information is concentrated in a

relatively narrow portion of the text. In Polish, syntactic

information is concentrated in the letters at the end of

each word. Polish readers need information about the case

relations of nouns and adjectives, properties of verbs, and

government relations between adjectives, nouns, verbs,

'adverbs, and prepositions. The syntactic information can be

determined

ing the word

solely from the word ending without even access=

in the mental dictionary. While learni ng to
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Polisn readers would develop a focused Strategy

because most syntactic information is concentrated. This,

strategy is not absolute nor rigidly used all of the time,

but rather is a habit adopted for its heuristic value.

English readers would tend not to use such a strategy

because linguistic information is distributed more broadly

in English text, but in appropriate circumstances, English

readers might find a focused strategy valuable.

With a diffused strategy, in contrast, the reader

assimilates information from a much broader portion of the

text, perhaps spanning several eye fixations. Such a strat-

egy would be functional when the information in the text is

distributed over several words. Such is the case with

English syntax. It is based primarily on the ordering of

word classes. The syntactic information associated with

each word in the mental dictionary must be related to that

of the surrounding words. So in English, in contrast to

Polish, processing syntactic information would'be facili-

tated by a diffused strategy.

The largest differences between the Polish and English

results were from the syntactic violations. Polish readers

were very sensitive to the violation of syntactic informa-

tion. There was a higher between-syntactic peak in Polish

fewer restorations of the critical word, and a sensitivity

to whether between- or within-syntactic information was vio-

lated. Polish readers attended more closely to the word

endings and the information encoded there, reflecting their



general adoption of a focused strategy. English readers i

contrast showed a more diffused strategy:

Determining the meaning of a sentence requires the inte-

gration of the word meanings. Since several words have to

be accessed before such

strategy is functional for processing semantic information.

integration diffused:

This is the case for both Polish and English readers because

the distribution of semantic information is quite similar,

especially with the close translation of the story used in

these experiments. A diffused strategy does not require

that semantic processing be delayed until the clause bound

ary, however, thereby precluding word-by-word processing

(MarsIen-Wilson, Tyler and Seidenberg
. __

that several words are needed before a

tion can be constructed.

19701.

meaningful rePresenta-

The semantic violation should reveal the diffused strat

egy in both Polish and English readers, and it did because

the shapes of the curves were similar. Although the peak o

the Polish disruption was higher than in English, more strik-

ing was the similarity of the flattened peaks on both

curves; plateaus were formed between the critical word. and

word-unit +1. This flattening was not produced by any other

violation and reflected a diffused strategy both Polish

and English readers in specific response to the violation of

semantic information. Polish readers did not show a focused

strategy here because-appropriate syntactic information was

present. Rather they were faced with the same problem as
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were the English readers, namely, how to integrate the anoma-

lous semantic information with the remainder of the sentence.

Hence, a diffused strategy was evident in both language

groups.

The results of the syntactic + semantic violation also

.

were consistent with this view. Both strategies were evi-

dent because both between-syntactic and semantic information

were violated. The between-syntactic and semantic violation

produced a larger, more focused disruption in Polish readers

and the semantic violation produced a longer, more diffused

disruption in English readers.

Comparison of the lexical disruptions is more problem-

atic than the other violations because the violations were

implemented in somewhat different ways in Polish and English.

In Polish completely appropriate syntactic endings were

Affixed to the nonsense words. In English, no syntactic

endings were added, but word order still provided snme

syntactic information. However, providing the syntactically

appropriate endings in Polish may have caused Polish readers

to believe that the nonsense words were real, albeit

infrequent words. The syntactic endings made them look

more like real words than did the English ones. If so, then

Polish readers may have persisted longer searching for the

word in their mental dictionaries. Even in English, having

a string of nonsense words marked with appropriate syntactic

endings makes them seem more like a sentence and easier to

learn (Epstein 1961, 1962). Such an effect probably would
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be even stronger in Polish. A second difference between the

lexical manipulations was that the English results came from

an experiment that used a very different story than the one

translated into Polish. This other story was abstract, meta

phorical, and quite difficult to follow, so that the disrup-

tions related to meaning violations (including lexical) were

attenuated (Hanks et al. in press).

Even with these qualifications, the disruption curves

from the lexical violations showed some aspects of the

focused and diffused strategies. The higher peak indicated

that Polish readers were relatively more focused in their

attempts to locate a meaning for the nonsense word in their

mental dictionaries. English readers appeared to be more

diffused in searching for information about the nonsense

Word's meaning in the rest of the sentence since their

disruption was larger.

The disruptions from the factual violations also illus-

trated a focused strategy for Polish readers and a' diffused

strategy for English readers. There was an increase in

production times in Polish near the critical word indicating

a more focused strategy. The English disruption was later

reflecting the gathering of information from a broader por-

tion of the sentence. Thus, even with the factual viola-

tion, which involved integration of information between two

sentences, focused and diffused strategies were evident.
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We have emphasized the differences between Polish and

English in our discussion, but one should not overlook the

similarities in the two sets of results. All violations

produced disruptions in both languages. Furthermore, the

general shapes of the disruption curves were quite simi=

lar, e.g., the flattening of the semantic disruptions. With-

in each language, the ordering of the magnitudes of the dis-

ruptions, from syntactic + semantic being the largest to

factual being the smallest, was virtually identical. The

Polish disruptions were generally higher, but that was not

true in every case, e.g., the within-syntactic and factual

disruptions. These general similarities then provide

support for the general interactive model of reading

comprehension (Danks et al. in press; Danks and Hill 1981)

using Polish, a language that represents syntactic informa-

tion quite differently than English. The linguistic differ-

ences led to predictable differences in results basel on the

model.

A central property of this model is that readers use

information -- of whatever type -- as soon as it becomes

available to construct a representation of the text.

Polish and English, syntactic information becomes available

at different times because of how it is encoded. So Polish

and English languages present different sorts of problems

for readers. They make different demands on the cognitive

processing system. Differences in processing are explicable

in terms of the differences in cognitive demands. Adams
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(1980) and Stanovich (1980) have argued that readers attempt

to compensate for inadequate processing skills by emphasiz-

ing those skills that they have. In our case, it was not

differences in processing skills that resulted in the differ-

ent strategies between Polish and English readerS, but the

differential availability of linguistic information.

Polish readers did not employ an exclusively focused

strategy nor did English readers employ an exclusively

diffused one, but all readers adapted their reading

strategies to the information available. Thus, skilled

readers of Polish and English have developed somewhat

different reading strategies in the course of learning to

read. These strategies represent a general orientation

toward reading comprehension and are not completely fixed.

The strategies can be modified to match the needs of

specific situations, e.g., the tendency toward a diffused

strategy in Polish readers when they encountered a semantic

violation. These differences represent an example of the

flexibility of processing capabilities. The basic structure

of the reading process appeared to he quite similar for

Polish and English readers, involving lexical access,

sentence comprehension, and discourse understanding compo-

nents. However, how these processes operated depended on

the information available to the components and the form

that the information took in print.
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The linguistic differences between Polish and English

lead to predictable differences in two other areas. The

tendency to be sensitive to syntactic morphemes also has --

been observed in Polish studie8 on word association (Kurcz

1966, 1967). Since all Polish nouns and adjectives must be

marked for gender, number', and case, even isolated stimulus

words, especially adjectives, must be so marked. Typical

word association studies use nominative case and singular

number for stimuli, and usually masculine gender. However,

in one study (Kurcz unpublished), different groups of

subjects received adjectives marked for different genders,

bIat-/-1/-a/-e/m/f/n/, "white." Of the word associa-

tion responses, 95% to 99% agreed with the st!mulus in

gender. These percentages combined paradigmatic (another

adjective) and syntagmatic (a noun) responses. Isolated

Polish words are more specific than English. For example,

biake does not refer to just anything white, but something

white of neuter gender. So biaZe could modify wino ( "wine,"

neuter) , but not gnieg ("snow," masculine). In Polish word

association studies (Kurcz 1966, 1967), there was a stronger

tendency toward syntagmatic responses than in American norms

(Russell and Jenkins 1950: 41% in Polish versus only 18%

in American norms, in which paradigmatic responses predomin-

ate (82%, .cf. Rosenweig 1961) . The syntactic markers

required of Polish words even in isolation provoke more

syntagmatic responses, concordant in gender, number and

case.
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Another area in which linguistic differences between

Polish and English have proven illuminating is early lan-

guage acquisition. Studies of children learning English

have found that young children are especially sensitive to

word order; inflections are learned much later (Brown 1973).

However, studies of chirdren learning Polish (Shugar 1977;

Smoczyfiska in press) have found that young children in the

two-word stage use many syntactic inflections appropriately.

For example, they acquire the dative relatively early

because it is used in giving and receiving: Da_dzidzi,

"give baby," (-1 is a correct dative ending). In contrast

to English children, Polish children pay relatively less

attention to word order. Polish children adopt language

acquisition strategies that are appropriate for the way

syntactic information is encoded in Polish. Thus,

Smoczynska (in press) has argued that there are very few

universal operating principles (Slobin 1973), but many

language specific strategies for language acquisition.

These studies as well as the ones reported here illus-

trate the necessity for testing psycholinguistic models in

several languages. Most psycholinguistic research in the

past couple of decades has been on English. However, many

of the conclusions derived from that work may be language

specific. With additional comparative studies, we can con-

struct more general models of language processing.
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Table 1

Mean Production:Times as a Function of Violation Type and

Word-Unit Position in the Two Polish Experiments

Violation

Type

Control 528 530

Within- 586 562

Syntactic

Syntactic + 518 497

Semantic

Lexical 121 552

Control 606 551

Between- 625 564

Syntactic

Semantic 630 570

Factual 565 565

2 -1 -CW +1 +2 +3 +5 Mean

Experiment -1

507 567 461 517

522 599 517 1266* 827* 519 453 547

512 659 764* 2179* 1193* 697* 638 611 634 890*

489 567 629 1853* 913* 572 589 456 609 714*

595 465 478 495 454

499

509

627*

Experiment 2

541 631 463 523 631 484 569 554 554 555

590 581 885* 1688* 1068! 814* 701 621 544 789*

552 651 737* 1164* 1264* 700* 613 643 600 739*

588 631 459 625 799 499 556 621 555 586*

*Experimental violation type was significantly different frOm its control at 2 < .05
using a MSe comprised of both subject and critical word variances.
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Figure Captions

Figure l. A sample portion of the Polish and English

texts surrounding the critical words potracona and injured.

The word-unit positions are indicated.

Figure 2. Differences in mean production.times between

the syntactic violations and their controls.

Figure 3. Differences in mean production times between

the semantic and factual violations and their controls.

Figure 4. Differences in.mean production times between

the syntactic + semantic violation and and its control.

Figure 5. Differences in mean production times between

the lexical violation and its control.
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ABSTRACT

Memory and metamemory processes were compared by intro-

ducing an idea unit ranking task to prose text adapted to depth

of processing and cognitive effort theories. Depth of proces-

sing was operationalized through fluency, concreteness, and

category-relatedness instructions. Cognitive

ipulated through text organization::

scrambled (difficult), and narrative

matched=to=task (easY):

organizations.

tion recalled (memory) and proportion estimated recall .(meta=

memory) for each idea:unit level comprised the prithary depend

ent:measures. Depth of processing was successfully extended

to both prose memory and metamemory. Cognitive effort

not, since easy matched and difficult scrambled organizations

were equivalent. Recalling passages provided additional infor=

oration to increase the accuracy of metamemory estimations.

Metamemory (estimation) patterns in general echoed those of

memory (recall).
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We are often aware of our capacities and limitations in

gathering information. We may know, for example, that it is

easier to remember three unrelated items than to remember ten,

or that it is easier to multiply three digit numbers with paper

and pencil than in our heads, or that our oldest son is more

capable in Arithmetic while our youngest is better in English.

Our knowledge about our own and others' cognitive processing

capabilities can be broadly defined as metacognition (Flavell,

1979). According to recent taxonomies (Brown, 1977; Flavell,

1979;, Flavell, 1981; Paris, 1978), metacognition includes both

our internal representation of abilities (metacognitive know-

ledge) as well as our ongoing monitoring of cognitive processes

(metacognitive processing). In contrast to theories and research

in cognitive information processing which describe the ongoing

flow of processing from input to output, metacognition examines

a person's understanding and monitoring of this information

as it influences his/her and otherb' cognitive performances.

Metamemory, or knowledge about one's own memory, has re-
__

ceived the greatest attention in recent research,,however.

Metamemory, like metacognition, consists of both metamemory

knowledge and memory monitoring (Wellman, 1977). Metamemory

knowledge entails general facts known about the characteristic

properties of memory, for example, that a person can remember

short lists better than long ones. In contrast, the ongoing

internal judgments, attributions, and assessments that a person

makes about specific items in memory is called memory monitoring.

Memory monitoring, in the form of estimations about memory,

is the type of metamemory assessed in the present study.
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Memory monitoring and its predictive utility for recog-

nition success was first examined by Hart (1965, 1967). Fol-

lowing an analogue of Brown and McNeill's (1966) tip-of-the-tongue

experiments, Hart asked adult subjects to estimate from un-

recalled items, those they believed they could recognize.

He found subjects were able to predict both recognition failure

and success quite accurately for unretrieved items. By far,

the bulk of memory monitoring, as well as metamemory research

in general, has been developmental in nature, focused mostly

on differences between children and adults, on production

versus mediation deficiencies, and on demonstrations of how

teaching effective mnemonic strategies can yield increments

in performance in problem solving (Brown, 1977; Brown & De-

Loache, 1977; Brown & Smiley, 1977; Flavell, 1981; Keniston

& Flavell, 1979; Markman, 1981; Yussen .& Paquette, 1978).

Tha majority of literature in meta-processing has yet

to connect itself explicitly with the vast theoretical founda-

tions in cognitive information processing. Few researchers

have noted the possible connections between the ihemory theories

which guide their investigations and metamemory. Only one

study to date (Yussen & Paquette, 1978) has attempted such

a comparison by using the constructivist paradigms of Bransford

and Franks (1971) and Paris and Car4er (1973). However, their

interest was in developmental differences between children

and adults' predictions of unrelated versus related sentences,

not in theoretical explorations of metamemory per se. One

furtherstudy (Cavanaugh & Borkowski, 1980) has attempted

multiple memot.y-metamemory comparisons, but it did not test
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specific cognitive theories by comparing and manipulating

relevant variables.

Traditional memory and metamemory explanations are not

necessarily diametrically oppcsed. Rather, differences in

recall could be the result of both mechanisms. Separate

analyses of memory and metamemory processes would clarify

the role each plays in a general characterization of memory.

This investigation made use of such separate analyses with

the assumption that metamemory and memory phenomena are not

isomorphic. Sometimes there is reciprocity between them and

sometimes not. Memory processing could influence metamemory

experience and the monitoring of memory input. In turn, ex-

periences and monitoring could result in control over ongoing

memory processing.

Metamemory, in the form of memory monitoring was con-

ceived within a processing framework. In this scheme, meta-

memory is a higher=order flexible process, one which monitors

and controls lower-order memory processes. In this sense,

metamemory becomes an executive processor (Brown & DeLoache,

1977) that functions as an intentional regulator and generator

of Iower-order routines (Brown, 1977) The central processor

not only receives and evaluates memory input, but in addition

controls the flow of that information through the cognitive

system.

The interdependence and divergence of memory and metamemory

processes was examined in this study using prose materials.

In prose, main themes abstracted from text could influence

the feeling of knowii and ongsoing memory monitoring of the

34,1
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text itself. Baker (1979), for example, examined adult ub-
}

jects' compreherision monitoring of text which contained various

confusions. Alp ough subjects reported the existence of few

confusions, Bakes discovered that poor recall of confusions

was due to subj cts' rapid application of cognitive strategies

to resolve them. In this case, failure in metamemory (reporting

the existence o confusions) was due to rapid resolution in

cognitive processing.

The intent.on of the research reported here was twofold:

First;- existing ognitive -theories-wereused-as- methodological--

tools to explore memory=metamemory connections. By manipu-

lating factors d rived from these theories in a memory-meta-

memory framework metamemory processing can be investigated

and some of its haracteristics established. If the manipulated

theoretical vari ble shows identical results in memory and meta-

memory, not only is the theory extended to include metamemory

processing, but i addition new information is learned about

metamemory itself. If different results are registered in

memory and metamemory measures, then these results delineate

limits of the maniplated theory as well as showing quanta-
1

tive differences in ipemory-metamemory processes. Although

hundreds of theoretical cognitive variables potentially could

be manipulated in this\ way, two were chosen because of the pos-

sible interrelationships between them: levels of processing

and cognitive effort. Manipulation of these theoretical variables

represents a first attempt to flesch out the metamemory proces-

sing system.

In addition a second consideration motivating this research
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was to introduce these two established variables to prose

material. Although metamemory for prose has been studied

(Baker, 1979; Brown & Smiley, 1977) and although levels of

processing has been manipulated in prose (Schallert, 1976),

simultaneous examination of both levels and effort on prose

memory and metamemory has not been tested.

Recall of Prose: Depth of Processing- versus Cognitive Effort

Depth of processing, formally introduced by Craik and

Lockhart (1972) refers to a series of hierarchic cognitive

processes applied to stimulus input, ranging from "shallow"

structural analyses to "deeper," more elaborate semantic op-

erations. Although recent research has contraindicated some

of its notions (Baddeley, 1978; Craik & Tulving, 1975; Nelson,

1977), empirical results in general have supported the hypo-

thesis of semantic levels of analyses leading to better reten-

tion than shallow perceptual levels for words (Craik & Tulving,

1975) and for sentences (MiStlerLachman, 1974, 1975).

For prose text, Dooling and Christiaansen (1977) discussed

the implications of depth of processing for a constructivist

orientation. The fact that main ideas lead to better recall

than details in prose carries an implicit levels flavor

One major study (Schallert, 1976) has examined prose recall

under different levels of processing. Schallert manipulated

depth of processing by haVing subjects examine ambiguous text

under diffrent task instructions. Subjects counted either

four-Ietter wordb or pronouns, rated the degree of ambiguity

of the text, or read the text for later recall. She found

346



that the number of idea units recalled varied directly with

depth of processing. Shallow tasks (counting words and pro-

nouns) led to worse recall than deep tasks (rating for ambi-

guity and intentional recall).

One difficulty with SchalIert's manipulations was that she

varied both the units processed as well as the depth of proces-

sing. "Unit" refers to the input chunk of processing specified

by the task (letter, word, sentence, or paragraph), and "_depth"_

refers to the type of processing operation applied (structural,

phonemic, or semantic). In Schallert's experiment, units and

depth were confounded, such that subjects receiving shallow

instructions (counting) examined word units, and subjects

receiving deep instructions (ambiguity ratings) examined whole

text. Processing operations at different depths should be ap-

plicable to units of a variety of sizes. A continuum of oper-

ations can be applied at any chunk unit, be it word, sentence,

or paragraph.

The present research chose an intermediate-sized, more

abstract unit for prose, an idea unit (Johnson, 1970). Idea

units are parts of or whole sentences which express only one

complete idea. Idea units were written as complete sentences

in the present experiment. Subjects ordered all sets of idea

units according to a specified criterion. Hence, all idea units

had to be processed equally. The present experiment extended

the generality of the depth of processing framework by ana-

lyzing sentence idea units in text.

These idea units were to be analyzed according to one

347
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of three task instruction criteria: fluency (shalloW)i don-

bre-tenet-8 (intermediate), or category-reIatedness (deep)

processing. Category processing has been found to be an effec-

tive orienting task with words, enhancing recall over phonemic

and rhyming tasks (Craik & Tulving,I975). Intermediate rhyming

tasks, however, have been problematic since task focus is

directed only at word endings (Nelson, 1977). For sentence

idea units in text, varying task depths were constructed intuit=

ively, so as to be applicable to this larger unit of analysis.

_Instead_ of processing words according to their relatedness to

a category, idea units in te.::t were processed in terms of

the text's category topic, which itself was highly related

to the text's thematic title. In the same way, an intermediate

depth was defined by directing processing towards idea units'

concreteness in the world. A shallow depth was determined by

a criterion that focused processiqg on fluency characteristics

of idea units. Whereas the fluency task examined how easily

sentence idea units flowed in speech and reading, concreteness

tasks examined how easily the idea units were visualized or

connected to the real world. In contrast, deep category-re-

latedness tasks required the greatest degree of semantic proces-

sing--relatedness to its category topic. Subjects sorted all

sentence idea units into three groups within each task depth --

low, medium, and high (fluency, concreteness, or category-re=

latedness). Hence idea units were scaled within each particular

task instruction depth.

To ferret out the effects of depth of processing on text
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comprehension and recall, cognitive effort was introduced by

varying idea unit organization. Effort has been defined as

"the amount of the available processing capacity of the limited

capacity central processor utilized in performing an informa-

tion-processing task" (Tyler, Hertel, McCallum, & Ellis, 1979,

p. 608). In Tyler et al.'s experiment, the effort notion was

tested within a depth of processing framework; using anagram

and sentence completion materials as representative of shallow

and deep levels respectively. Within each level, low effort

(easy) and high effort (difficult) materials were manipulated.

Cognitive effort was monitored through a secondary tone detec-

tion task. Both effort and task depth produced differential

recall. High effort, difficult materials increased recall

over low effort, easy materials. Deeper levels of processing

showed an advantage in recall over shallow levels. General

results depicted no interaction between effort and depth of

processing. Probe (tone) reaction time reflected differences

in effort but not in depth of processing.

Tyler et al.'s procedure split effort into easy and dif-

ficult materials within each depth. Analogously, the present

study varied effort within each task depth through how the

idea units were organized in presentation to subjects. Easy

organizations were those that matched the task criterion.

For example, a levels task in which units were ordered in terms

of the fluency of their expression was termed "easy" if the input

idea units were already pre-organized from most to least fluent.

"Difficult" effort was required when the idea units were presented
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in random scrambled orders because they bore no obvious relation

between the order and task criterion. A third organization

presented the text in its original narrative order. How much

effort narrative order might require was, uncertain because of

contrary influences, More effort might result because the sub-

jects would have to break down the narrative organization so

that the task criterion could be met. On the other.hand, Iess

Offert might be needed because initial reading

(Kintsch, KozminSky, Streby, McKoon, & Keenan,

Nezworski, 1978).

would be easier

1975; Stein &

In sum, different idea unit organizations were high or low

in cognitive effort depending on the task. Difficult, high

effort, scrambled organizations resulted when subjects had to

sift through disorganized information in order to meet

requirements. Easy, low effort, matched organizations

when idea unit ordering matched the task requirements.

the task

resulted

Matched

organizations required little effort because they provided an

external ordered structure directing subjects to process the task-

relevant information efficiently. The amount of cognitive

effort depended on the match between text organization and task

requirements.

Both cognitive effort and depth of processing were hypo-

thesized to affect recall. A depth of processing interpre=

tation predicts better recall with deeper task instructions:

the fluency-of-expression task would yield the least amount

recalled and the category-reIatedness.task would result in the

greatest amount recalled. A coghitive effOrt interpretation

50
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predidts enhanced recall with difficult idea unit organizations:

scrambled organization should result in a greater amount recalled

than matched-to-task organizations.

Metamemory Estimation: Depth of Processing versus Cognitive Effort

The primary question the current study addressed was

how depth of processing and cognitive effort affect metamemory

estimations of recall and their relative error. Although

past investigations have shown adults to be accurate in esti-

mating their performance (Yussen & Paquette, 1978; Wellman,

----1977)7-little-research-has-examined-the-memory-variables-which-

influence their estimation accuracy. Many cognitive variables

have been identified in information processing, but few have

been explored within the context of metamemory. Yet metamemories

are themselves cognitive processes. The present research re-

presents a first approximatf-m directed at uncovering relevant

theoretical mechanisms in mttmemory processing. Specifically,

degree of cognitive effort ar.1 depth of processing were expected

to influence metamemory-based actimatio-is as well as actual recall.

Since both variables have an en memory performance, do

they affect metamemory perforitn.q: aL: well? Would this effect

be identical or divergent from assoL:sed recall?

A depth of processing main effect was expected in recall,

such that deeper, category-relatedness processing would en-

hance recall over shallower, fluency-based processing. Meta-

memory would be considered sensitive to depth of processing

if estimations of recall duplicated the recall results. If a

depth effect was present in recall and:recall estimations indexed

no differences due to depth, then metamemory would be considered



insensitive to depth. Conversely, if differences in depth of

processing were absent in recall, yet present in estimations,

then metamemory monitoring would be in error. If such were

the case, subjects would have believed erroneously that depth

of processing contributed to recall, when in fact it did not.

This type of metamemory insensitivity is qualitatively distinct

from the case where recall differences are present, but differ-

ences in estimates are not. Finally, these two types of erron-

eous metamemory can be distinguished from a third case, wherein

both recall and estimation -- differences are present, but with

qualitatively different patterns. For example, a category-

relatedness task might produce the greatest recall, but a con-

creteness task might produce the largest estimations.

In the same way, differences in effort organizations could

emerge in recall, but not in estimations of recall. Then,

metamemory would be considered insensitive to variations in

cognitive effort. The same types of divergences between recall

and estimations described for depth of processing apply to

the cognitj- effort manipulation, as well as the idea unit

level maniptOatio.

Different pattorns emerging from memory and metamemory

imply qualitatively i'tinct processing. subjects would not

be just inserr3i_ive their OWD recall, but their beliefs

about their m9mo-cy pc: ,ises would be in error as well. If

a particular ratter: ,,.es.,?nr in recall esimates (for

example, an interactin effort and depth), but absent

in recall. subjects al:z trentl:r would be in error in believing

_ _
that one variable (depth processing) influenced another
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(cognitive effort).

Metamemory error refers to how far estimations of recall

are from actual assessed recall. Over- or underestimates of

recall indicate differential error in the monitoring process.

What causes subjects to inaccurately monitor their memory?

They may over- or underemphasize the cognitive effort expended

while processing the passage, they may assume

of processing was deeper or shallower than it

or they may inaccurately assess the degree of

effort When processing at a particula7: depth.

that one level

actually was,

±heir.

In 7...

ety of ways exist in which subjects may err in memo,.

Differential error of estimations allowed a clearer cL -c:ement

of the informational basis used for metamemory estimations

and how these estimations interacted with actual memory proces-

sing mechanisms.

METHOD

The purpose of the present study was to compare memory

and metamemory processes in the context of prose materials.

Two theoretidal variables, depth of processing and cognitive

effOrt, were operationally defined and manipulated. Depth
_ .

of processing was introduced through fluency, concreteness,

or category=relatedness task instructions. COgnitiVe effort

was manipulated through matched-to-taOk (easy), scrambled

(difficult), and narrative organizations. Separate groups of

subjects read three passages and ranked each set of 'sentences

in a passage into three groups: low, medium, or high, fluency,

concreteness, or categdry-relatedness. Half of the subjects

estimated the amount they would remember before they recalled

353
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the passages. The remaining subjects firSt recalled the infor-

mation and then estimated how much they believed they recalled.

Materials

Three articles ("Windpower," "TV," and "Genetic Research")

were adapted from Time (1980) . Each passage consisted of

30 idea units constructed by the experimenter so that each

sentence could stand alone without pronouns or anaphoric re-

ferences to other idea units. The units were written in the

original narrative order, one idea unit per line, and numbered

1-30.

Prior to the main experiment, the investigator randomly

scrambled the 30 sentence idea units within each passage.

These three scrambled passages were given to an independent

group of 102 raters drawn from a pool of General Psychology

students attending Kent State University in fall semester,

1980. Three separate groups of 34 subjects each sorted the units

into three idea unit levels of either fluency, concreteness,

or category-relatedness. All groups were given all three

passages. The mean rank across subjects for each sentence

idea unit within each passage and task instruction depth was

calculated. The idea units in each passage then were ordered

from high to low in terms of their mean ranking for each

instructional condition. This procedure resulted in three

unique, orderings per passage: from most to least flUent, from

most to least concrete, and from most to least category=re--

lated.

These three orderings served as input materials for the
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main experiment's matched (easy effort) condition. Each order-

ing was matched to its particular task instruction depth.

Scrambled (difficult) order was the same in both preliminary

and main experiments and was determined randomly. Narrative

order was derived from the original passages as constructed

by the previously discussed experimental criteria. Spearman

Rank Order correlations among orders were computed to deter-

mine similarity of organizations. The orders were unrelated

with an average intercorreIation of .004 and with a range of

.185 to -.213.

Experimental booklets and instructions. Two experimental

booklets were prepared, one for the instructional ranking task

and one for the recall and recall estimation tasks.

In the first booklet, a practice passage appeared on the

first two pages after the cover sheet, followed by task-spe-

cific instructions. The final six pages consisted of the

three experimental passages arranged according to one of the

three experimental organizations (scrambled, matched-to-task,

or narrative). Passage order was counterbalanced in each Con

dition.

Task instructions were incidental, only explaining the

orientation of the task and the idea unit ranking procedure.

Fluency instructions indicated that idea units ranged in fluency

Of expression for reading and speaking. Fluenby WAS Said to

refer to the flow of sentences. Concreteness instructions

stated that idea units ranged in terms of how easy they

were to connect to the real world. Concreteness instructions

355
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referred to how easy the idea units were visualized or concep-

tualized. Category-relatedness instructions explained ham

some idea units were more related than others to a particular

topic. Subjects in the category instruction condition read

passages headed by their respective topic categories ("Wind-

power," "TV," "Genetic Research"). An example was given of

the task criterion for each instruction set.

The second experimental booklet had two alternate forms:

(a) a prediction estimation page followed by three blank pages

for recalling the three experimental passages, or (b) three

blank pages for recall followed by a postdiction estimation

page. For the prediction estimation condition, instructions

directed subjects to predict the number of idea units they

believed they could recall from each of their own rank levels

(low, medium, high) for each passage ranked (first, second,

third). This page was followed by three blank pages in which

subjects were requested to write down what they could remember

in any order (that is, not necessarily by idea unit level),

for the first, seconds and third experimental passages, con-

secutively.

In order to invectigate effects crf prior recall on es

tiMation, additional groups of subjects received the recall

and estiation tasks in reverse order. In this condition,

a postdici.ion task was administered, Postdiction instructions

required sub:,ects to estimate how many idea units per level

they believed they actually did recall. Both estimation and

recall instructions asked subjects to estimate and recall

350
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idea units in terms of their own words.

Procedure

Subjects were run in separate groups by task instructional

conditions. The experimenter passed out the first booklet and

read the instructions to the subjects. Subjects were oriented

to the nature of the task (fluency, concreteness, or category-

relatedness) and then were told to read through the set of sen-

tence idea units for the practice passage. The idea unit ranking

procedure was explained. First, subjects chose a third of those

idea units at a specified level (least fluent, least concrete,

or least category- related) and drew a line through them. Then

the procedure was repeated for the next level (in which a circle

was drawn around 10 idea units intermediate in fluency, concrete-

ness, or category-relatedness), leaving the remaining 10 idea

units untouched (that is, the 10 most fluent, concrete, or

category-related). This procedure was repeated for the three

experimental passages.

After the ranking task, the passage booklets were collected.

Then the recall estimation booklets were passed out. For pre-

diction estimation, subjects were asked to predict their recall

for each rank level within each passage for all three passages.

Then they recalled each of the passages in order of presentation.

Instructions for postdiction asked subjects to first recall

the passages and then to estimate the number of units from

each rank level for each passage they believed they actually

had recalled in gist.

Subjects

3 5 7
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Subjects in the main experiment were drawn from a pool

of General Psychology students attending Kent State University

in the spring semester of 1981. Subjects served in the ex-

periment as partial fulfillment of a course requirement.

Nine groups of 25 subjects each received' a particular organizes=

tion by task instruction condition in the prediction estimation

group. Nine comparable groups of 25 subYrts also were tested

in the postd,3ton coulition. The total number of subjects

participating is the main body of the experiment was 450.

Scoring and Ana:-Jses

Recalls were scored by the investigator who was blind

to the particular experimental condition of each subject.

Because the recall task was incidental, protocols were scored

by lenient criteria. If the major theme of an idea unit was

present in the protocol, regE.rdless of verbatim accuracy or

detail, it was considered as recalled. Recall of idea units

was expressed as proportion of units recalled as a function

of each subject's own ranked idea unit level. To assess scor-

ing agreement, an independent rater scored 144 passage recalls.

Across idea unit levels, 91% of the raters' judgments were either

in total agreement or one idea unit away.

Results were analyzed ina3X3X2X3X3 mixed analysis

of variance with three levels of task instructions (fluency,

concreteness, category-relatedness), three levels of text

organization (matched, scrambled, narrative), two levels of

recall estimation (prediction, postdiction), three levels of

idea units (high, medium, low), and three.levels of passages

355
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("Windpower," "TV," and "Genetic Research"). Task, organiza=

tional effort, and prediction/postdiction testing were be-

tween-subjects' factors. Passage topic and rank levels of

idea units were within-subjects' factors.

Three dependent variables were analyzed: (a) the prin-

cipal memory measure was proportion recalled as a function of

idea unit level; (b) the principal metamemory measure was

proportion estimated recall as a function of idea unit ThveI;

and (c) a derived error measure was estimated minus actual

recall. All post hoc comparisons were conducted using Newman-

Keuls. All effects reported as significant are with 2 4 .05

unless indicated otherwise.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recall

Both concrete and category-relatedness instructions, although

not differing themselves, produced significantly better recall

than did fluency instructions, F (2, 432) = 31.421, MSe =

.071, as shown in Table 1. The means for scrambled and

Insert Table 1 about here

matched organizations were not significantly different. Task

instructions and organization did not interact, F (, 432) <

1, MSe = .071. Previous findings that recall of isolated

word lists was enhanced by deeper levels of task processing

(Craik & Lockhart, 1972; craik & TulVing, 1975) also apply

to prose texts. However, greater effort did not enhance

recall, as had been found in past research with words (Tyler

3 55
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et al., 1979). Difficult scrambled organizations were equiva-

lent to easy matched organizations. Only narrative organiza-

tions improved recall. The difference between prediction/Post-

diction testing was not reliable, F (1, 432)<1, MSe =.071.

So, metamemory estimations did not influence amount recalled.

For idea unit level, high level units (most fluent, concrete,

or category-related) were recalled better (.203) than medium

level units (.171), and low level units produced the worst

recall (.121), F (2, 864) = 146.838, MSe = .016. However,

this main effect was qualified by several higher-order inter-

actions. The ide-IL unit level pattern differed depending on

task instructions, F (4, 864) = 17.077, MSe = .016, as shown

in Figure 1. Both concreteness and fluency instructions showed

linear decreases in amount recalled, but the slope was steeper

under concreteness instructions. Category-relatedness instruc-

tions showed equivalent recall for high level and medium level

units, both producing greater recall than low level units.

Insert Figure 1 about here

There were significant differences among passages in the

amount recalled, F (2, 864) = 26.153, MSe = .023, and passages

interacted with task instructions, F (4, 864) = 3.600; MSe =

.023, and idea unit level, F (4, 1728) = 9.991, MSe = .013.

However, both two-way interactions entered into a triple in-

teraction of task, idea unit level, and passage topic, F

(8, 1728) = 9.650, MSe = .013. The patterns of results across



idea unit levels were replicated in all three passages for

concreteness and fluency instructions. However) category-

-relatedness instructions-produced_Variable-

sages. Category-relatedness showed greater sensitivity to

passage topic than either concreteness or fluency instructions.

Concreteness and fluency instructions replicated a linear idea

unit ordering over passages. Category=relatedness instructions,

however, lacked this stability and were more dependent on the

content of the passages.

It was expected that category-relatedness instructions

would result in better structured recall. Intuitively, they

were presumed to induce the deepest semantic level processing.

Relating idea units to category meanings seemed deeper than

to concreteness in the real world. Recall was not better

structured under category-reIatedness instructions, however.

These instructions were related to processing content of the

passages, and recall reflected sensitivity to differences in

that content.

Estimations

Concreteness instructions did not differ from category-

relatedness instructions, both producing reliably greater

estimations than the fluency task, F (2, L32) = 5.786, MSe =

.192, as shown in Table 2. The affect of text organization

reflected a similar pattern for estimates as for recall (nar-

rative> scrambled = easy), but this effect was not statistically

significant, F (2, 432) = 2.928, E = .053, MSe =- .192.
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Insert Table about here

-;

Fredibtion/postdiction interactions; absent in recall,

were present in estimations. Prediction/postdiction interacted

with task instruction, F (2, 432) = 3.071, MSe = .192. As

shown in Table 2, concreteness instructions resulted in higher

recall estimations for postdictions than predictions, whereas

fluency and category-relatedness instructions resulted in

slightly lower postdictive estimations. Subjects processing

text according to its concreteness and who had already recalled

the passages tended to estimate their recalls as producing

more idea units than those who had not had the opportunity

to recall text.

Subjects' recall estimates were highly sensitive to idea

unit level, F (2, 864) = 57.460, MSe = .029; all ordered pair-

wise comparisons between levels (high = .279, Medium = .231,

and Low = .211) were significantly different. This pattern

was the same as the one obtained in actual recall. The main

effect of idea unit 16vel was qualified, however, by an inter=

action with prediction/postdiction estimation, F (2, 864)

5.070, MSe = .029, as depicted in Figure 2. Fostdictions

showed a linear ordering of estimations as a function of idea

unit level. However, in prediction testing, only high level

Insert Figure 2 about here
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idea units were differentiated clearly. Medium and low levels

did not differ. Recalling passages prior to estimation produced

the same idea unit orderings to those of actual recall. When

passage information was recalled, further memory feedback

corrected divergent idea unit level estimations. A task instruc-

tion by idea unit level interaction, present in recall, was

not significant in estimations, F (4, 864) = 2.027, p< .09,

.029. The linear patterns was present in all tasks.
e

In contrast to recall results, there were no significant

effects involving passage topic. All, the significant effects

in recall estimation were replicated across passages and none

were compromised by an interaction with passages.

In summary, reliable effec--6. in metamemory estimates

were produced as a function of instruction, idea unit level,

and interactions of prediction/postdiction tests with task and

with idea unit level. The effects of text organization, passage

topic, and interactions with passages were absent.

Relative Error (P-A)

Main effects of Iptween=subjects' variables of prediction/

postdiction OStimations, task instruction, and text organiza-

tion were absent in this analysis, indicating subjects' esti-

mations were equally accurate for these variables. A passage

topic main effect was present F (2, 864) = 9.871, MS6 = .040i

and passage interacted with organization, F (4, 864) = 2.423,

MSe = .040, and idea unit level, F (4, 1728) 6.747) MS0 =

.020. A triple interaction between passage, task instruction,

and idea unit level was also present, F (8, 1728) = 6.599, MS6 =

363
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.020.

More importantly, for idea unit levels, medium level

idea units were the most accurately assessed, followed by high

level units and then loW level units, (2, 864).= 7.861,

MS
e

= .040. HoWever, this main effect was qualified by the

interaction with prediotion/PosdiOian testing; F (2, 864)

= 3.573. MSe = .040 (see Figure 3). Postdiction estimates

produced relatively equivalent accuracy across idea unit level,

Insert Figure 3 about here

but prediction estimates were relatively less accurate for high

and low level idea units and more accurate for medium level idea

units. Idea unit levels also interacted with task instruc-

tion, F (4, 864) = 5.116, mSe = .040. The shallow fluency task,

produced no differences in accuracy by idea unit level, but

the concreteness and category-relatedness tasks did. Concrete=

ness instructions showed greater overestimation of low level

idea unit, but category-relatedness instructions resulted in

greatest overestimation of both highest and lowest level units.

Deeper tasks produced differencet in error for idea unit struc-

ture.

Subjects tended to overestimate their recall in all

experimental conditiors. Perhaps, the greater number of

passages read, the greater the overestimation. Another reason

for overestimation could have been that recall instructions

were lenient. Stringent .instructions might have resulted

364
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in underestimations of recall. In the present experiment recall

instructions were lenient, so subjects may have responded by

overestimating their recall. Finally, overestimation could

have been due to internal scaling differences. Subjective

mental scales of memory may differ from experimentally defined

recall measures.

Comparisons of Recall and Estimation Measures

The main effects of task instruction and idea unit level

were reflected clearly in both memory and metamemory measures

(refer to Table 3). These two factors were the most salient

parts of the experimental instructions. Subjects were told

explicitly to attend to the task orientation and to the sorting

procedure (idea unit levels). Experimental instructions did

not call attention to text organization. Although organization

affected recall, this pattern failed to reach significance

in the metamemory measure.

Insert Table 3 about here

Memory itself was not affected by whether a prediction

test was administered before recall. In contrast, metamemory

was sensitive to whether estimates were given predictively

or postdictively. In the prediction condition, estimates

produced in response to task instructions ShOWed rio differences

However, after recalling passages, SUbjects elevated their

estimates when gii:reh concreteness instructions Feedback from

recall in the concreteness condition raised estimates above

those from category-relatedness instructions. Hence, the

365
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postdictive estimation ordering more duplicated the

recall pattern. In addition, prediction/postdiction estimations

interacted with idea unit level. Wherea.,s, predictive estimates

failed to differentiate between medium and low level idea

units, postdictive estimates did, and approximated the recall

results more=. accurately. Generally, recalling passages affected

metamemory processing for the two strongest variables, task

instruction and idea unit level. In the present study, memory

influenced metamemory processing, not the reverse.

Differences in patterning between memory and metamemory

processing were found in the task instruction by idea unit

interaction (see Table 3). The primary difference was in the

metamemory system's failure to pick up a fine-grained effect,

although the pattern of means was similar. The cause of this

pattern difference was found in the task-idea unit-passage

triple interaction. Examination of this pattern showed memory

to be sensitive to the variable passage-specific memory effects

of idea unit level in the category-relatedness taSk. In

contrast, metamemory was not sensitive to passage content;

the linear effect of idea unit level was present in all three

passages. Both idea unit level and task were replicated across

all three passages In metamemory, but not in the memory measure.

To compare the relative strengths of effects, omega
2

was computed for all relevant results in memory and metamemory

measures. Omega2 examines proportion of the total variance

accounted for by each treatment effect (in this case total

within-subject variance). Hende, this statistic indexes the
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the strength of effects obtained from F ratios (Hays, W73).

In the context of metamemory processing, omega2 was uOad as

an index of sensitivity to memory variables. Comparisons

of omega2 between recall and estimated recall are presented

in parentheses in Table 3.

Overall, the proportion of accounted for variance de-

creases from memory to metamemory levels. In all cases, when

a significant effect was present at the memory level, it was

attenuated at the metamemory level.

The relative magnitude of sign icant recall effectS,

ordered from most to least, showed task instruction to be

the strongest variabIei followed by idea unit level and text

organization, respectively. In estimationsi these same variables

were reduced in strength. Significant estimation effects of

task instructions and idea unit level were not as strong when

compared t' recall variables. However, task instruction

and idea unit level, the strongest effects in recall, were

also the strongest effects in estimations. The weaker text

organization recall effect was not reliable in estimations.

Prediction/postdiction interactions, present only in the

estimation measure, showed relatively nonexistent effects,

as shown by omega2.

The general summary of results revealed differences in

recall, and recall estimates, as a function of task instruc-

tion, text organization, passage topic, idea unit IeveI, and

prediction /postdiction estimations. Estimation patterns did

not reflect those of recall in all cases. Obtained effects

at a metamemory level weakly echoed those already present
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in ,memory. Stronger effects in memory (as determined by omega2)

were more likely to be reflected in metamemory. When all meas-

ures are cmpared, it was possible to assess the relative

patternings of each, clarifying the relationship of memory-

metamemory connections. The description of these connections

depicted a pattern of echoing from memory to metamemory levels.

Metamemory traced similar patterns of main effects. But the

echoing in metamemory was weaker, suggesting a second-order,

more abstractive relation registered in metamemory.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Memory Processes

Task orientation, idea unit level, text organization,

and passage topic produced reliable differences in recall.

Depth of processing, an effect commonly found with words (Craik

& Tulving, 1975), has been extended to sentence idea titits

in text. Similar to Schallert's (1976) work with task instruc-

tions, processing to deeper levels of analysis enhanced per-

formance. Unexpectedly, concreteness instructions either e-

qualled or exceeded category-relatedness instructions. To

relate subordinate idea units to a category heading seemed

"deeper" than to relate them to their concreteness in the

real world. Concreteness instructions did not seem to neces-

sitate semantic operations, since subjects need only visualize

the sentences. Category-relatedness instructions, in contrast,

were believed to require subjects to make use of internal

semantic representations. However, concreteness instructions

appeared to induce a relationship to an even deeper, more
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elaborate, schematic base--the real inmrld, which is more in-

clusive than any particular category subset of that world.

Both instructional sets could be interpreted as relational

to semantic representations, whereas fluency instructions lacked

this semantic component. The fluency orientation directed pro-

cessing towards the surface representation of the sentences --

their choppiness and flow, rather than towards the sentences'

underlying ideas.

In contrast to-Tyler et al.b (1979) results, cognitive

effort failed toqiave an effect: Difficult scrambled and easy

matched organizations produced equivalently low recall. Only

original narrative organization enhanced recall. It is possible

that matched and scrambled organizations did not cause different

levels of cognitive effort. In Tyler et al.'s experiment,

an independent index of effort was used to assess amount of

central processing capacity. I 'nger latencies of tone detection

.
(the secondary measure) were assumed to reflect greater uti-

lization of the central processor, and hence, greater effort.

Because of the size of the subject sample in the present ex-

periment, such a secondary measure was not feasible. It is

uncertain then, whether scrambled passages indeed induced

greater effort in processing compared to matched Passages.

Further, narrative order could have conceivably produced the

greatest effort. It is recommended that future research monitor

processing capacity with secondary measures.

Higher idea units were recalled better regardless of

sorting gin. The ordering of idea unit levels was stable
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across passages for concreteness and fluency instructions,

but tended to vary across passages for category-relatedness

instructions. It is interesting to note that idea unit level

work has .*en researched only as a function of a thematic

importance tasks (Johnson, 1970; Brown & Smiley, 1977; Brown,

1977), itself analogous to the category-relatedness task used

in the present study. These results showed idea unite ranked

as most important to the main theme of the narrative are recalled

better than units ranked as less important. In the present

experiment, other task directives (fluency, concreteness, and

category-relatedness) produced similar mean recall orderings

of idea unit levels as those obtained in thematic importance.

Hence, the linear effect of idea unit level occurs across

a variety of tasks, not solely for a thematic importance task.

This result suggests that thematic importance rankings reflect

a deeper level of task orientation.

Further, narrative organization produced greater recall

independent of the task instruction criterion by which idea

units were sorted. If the idea unit effect were dependent on

narrative structure alone, then when this structure was altered

through scrambled or matched organizations, the idea unit

effebt should have been eliminated, producing a flat function.

This did not occur. The idea unit effect was present in all

text organizations, but as defined by task, not narrative

structure. Such a result runs counter to previous interpre-

tations of thematic importance as inherently reflecting the

narrative structure of passages. In contrast, the present

results stronf-1 :711,07Pst that the monotonic ordering of idea
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units, from most important to least, is a result of general

task-oriented processing, and not due to narrative structure.

When underlying narrative structure was disrupted by changes

in text oganization, the idea unit effect still remained, al-

though the total amount of recall decreased.

The rankings of idea units according to task criteria

also showed that idea units were processed primarily according

to task, not according to organizational structure. If idea

unit rankings were dependent on different organizations, then

idea unit rankings would be uncorrelated. Subjects would have

rank the same idea units differently when presented indiffer-

ent organizations. However, correlations between rankings

obtained with differing organizations were relatively high.

Average correlations ranged from .74 between easy and scrambled,

.76 between easy and narrative, to .79 between scrambled and

narrative organizations. Hence if a particular unit was ranked

high in narrative organizations, it also tended to be ranked

high for other organizations. In contrast, idea unit rankings

were uncorrelated across different task instructions. Idea un-

its ranked high in one task were not necessarily ranked high

in other tasks. The correlation of fluency ranks with concrete-

ness ranks was -.03, fluency with category-relatedness was

-.1, and concreteness ranks with category-relatedness was

-.IJ. High-ranked idea units that were recalled well in a flu-

ency task were different from high-ranked idea units that were

recalled well in category-relatedness or concreteness tasks.

Idea unit recall clearly was dependent on task, not organization.



All these results point to an interpretation of the linear

idea unit effect as one based on task-dependent processing.

Although narrative :Juructure enhances recall overall, it does

not dote2mine the shape of the recall function (in terms of

idea unit level).

metamemory Processes

Task instruction depth and idea uu2.4 level were reflected

clearly in metamemory, as in recall. That estimations regis-

tered differences in these two variables extends depth of

processing and idea unit level to cil:;lient cognitive variables

for metamemory. Since idea unit level scaled estimations with-

in each task depth, from least to most fluent, concrete, or

category=related, idea unit level results also showed a mom-

+^ring of task orientation in general. In contrast, text organ-

tion and passage topic were not monitored reliably in metamem-

Jry, although they did indeed affect recall. Similarly, esti-

mations we:e not sensitise to higher-order recall interactions

among these variables. Metamemory-based estimations tended

to match actual task-directed recall more cloSely when subjects

estimated directly after recalling the passages than before.

Omega 2
(Table 3) depi-,ted estimation effects as dimin-

ished in strength, compared to recall. The description of

metamemory processing lies, not within any particular memory

effect, but within the relative changes in manipulations of

memory processes. When metamemory reflects the same relative

patterning in memory, it is considered sensitive. In contrast,

metamemory is insensitive when it fails to reflect the differences



shown in memory, eithei by showing no reliable pattern or by

showing a divergent pattern from the one obtained in memory.

By examining the overall picture of memory-metamemory compar-

isons, i; becomes possible to assess the :7:nformationaI basis

behind metamemory estimates. The present results suggest,

an "echoing" in metamemory occurring reliably to the strongest

recall patterns of task instruction and idea unit level. Fre-

diction/postdiction estimations interacted with these two strong-

est recall variables in such a way that postdictionS more clearly

reflected obtained memory results than did predictions. 01?-

ganization and passage topic traced similar patterns of re-

sults in metamemory as in recall, but failed to reach s5-70.-

fi-ance. Hence, the weaker recall variables of organization,

passage, and higher=order interactions were less likely to be

monitored reliably in estimations. Rather than showing

sensitivity due to distortion in estimations, metamemory reflect-

ed insensitivity due to lack of monitoring of weaker recall

variables. The echo effect depicted only the strongest memory

variables as being monitored reliably in metamemory. The

greater the strength-in obtained recall patterns, the great.r

the liklihood it was accessed in metemcmory. In all cases,

however, the strengt1Sof the obtained metamemory effects were

diminished compared to those of memory.

Three possible reasons could account for this echoing.

First, metamemory might echo only salient memory effects,

where "salience" is derived from its strength in memory, as

manipulated experimentally. Whether this strength is due to

greater attention, a greater number of experimentally-induced
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associations, or greater activity in memory_processing is not

important for this particular explanation. Rather, if certain

memory effects are particularly salient in any specified x-

periment, their strength (as measured by omega2 ) is enhanced.

The outcome of memory salience is what 18 monitored in metamemory.

Greater salience allows the memory effects to be monitored

in metamemory. Hence, the greater the salience in memory pat-

terns, the greater the IikIihood it is monitored reliably in

metamemory. This explanation implies that if any cognitive

Variable's salience is strengthened or diminished, as measured

by omega2 , then concomitant monitoring differences would be

seen in metamemory. If text organization, for example, were

manipulated to have greater memory salience, then significant

effects would be obtained in metamemory measures for text.

A second possibility explains metamemory as differentially

sensitive to task demand information. Task demand8 tap into

subjec-_s' control proc-ssing, orienting them towards specific

strategies. Both depth of processing and idea unit level con=

stitute task demands, promoting active processing of text.

Both require subjects to think about the text in specific ways.

In contrast, organization and passage content do not require

subjects to actively process text. Although both are concerned

with defining the memory representation, neither indicates

which aspect of text information is important for the memory

representation. Hence, metamemory, being only sensitive to

task demand activity, did not monitor organization or content.

If organization or content had entered into task demands,

th,ln such information would have been monitored. For example,
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if subjects were instructed to reorder scrambled iassages,

or compare the different organizations or content of passages,

then metamemory would have reflected these variables reliably.

According to this interpretation, metamemory locks into task

demands and stores them for future use. Estimations can only

tap into the task demands. If metamemory, in the form of

estimations, echoes task-oriented processing alone, then esti-

mations provde another index of depth, since depth of proces-

sing itself is a task orientation. Hence, the criticism of

circular explanations of depth (Baddc.ley, 1976) could be partial-

ly circumvented by appealing to a metamemory index.

A third explanation to how memory and metamemory might

oper?te posits a single representation in memory which is ac-

cf3ssed through different retr5t-sral measures. Alternative res-

ponse decisions tap into tk., "1) red representation with varying

degrees of specificity. Instead of metamemory away

a separate representation based on memory ,,alience, or based

on task demand activity, and instead of metamemory as being

described as a distinct and separate system, it is viewed as

another aspect of cognitive processing. One memory representa-

tion is formed and different retrieval processes access this

representation. Estimates of recall only retrieve the general

charaT.teristics of the memory-representaz:on. According to

this interpretation, estimates of recall constitute a weaker

test of the memory representation, just as a recall test i8

typically less sensitive than a recognition test in tapping

memory, If the echo effect resulted from diminished sen3itivity
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of estimation measures, then other selected measures of meta-

memory would not necessarily echo their concomitant memory

measures. This view would invoke explanations of how differ-

ent retrieval processes activate a single memory representation.

These three approaches can be reconciled only through

further research designed to uncover the processing mechanisms

involved in memory monitoring. The approach illustraL Id here

represents a general paradigm in which to test various theoret-

ical implications of metamemory. In this paradigm, memory and

metamemory processes were compared by manipulating existing

cognitive theories. Levels of processing and cognitive effort

were selected as examples of theories relevant to memory-meta-

memory comparisons. In addition, idea unit level was manipulated

since it was particularly appropriate to prose. Not only was

the generalizeability of levels of processing and idea unit

extended to include the metamemory system, but in turn,

all manipulated variables pointed to a descriptive account

of memory and metamemory processing referred to as the "echo

effect." Further research should uncover the stability of

this effect, as well as its underlying causes.
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Table 1

Mean Proportion Recalled aS a Function of

Task irstmcton and Tekt Organization

Tel_c

Organization

Task Instruction

Fluency Ooncreten6ss Category- Mean

Relatedness

Matched

Scrambled

Narrative

106

,106

,143

.172

166

231

$164 .147

186 .153

4213 4196

Mean
.118 1190 ,188

38.1
382

C.





Table 2

Mean Proportion Estimated Recall as a Function of

Task, Organization, and Prediction6ostdiction Testing

Text

Organization

Task Instruction

Fluency Concreteness Category

Relatedness

Matched 1190 1246

Scrambled .195 1260

.

Narrative .237 1277

1236

1278

1208

Prediction .218

Postdiction .197

4r-



Table 3

Summary Table of

Comparisons and Omega
2 for

Recall and Estimation Measures

Effect Recall Recall Estimation

Task: Con=Cat>Flu (11.5)*

Idea Unit: L
1 2

L > L
3

(6.8)*

Organization: Nar>Scr=Mat (4.7)*

Task X Idea Unit: Cat: L1 =L2>L3 (1.4)*

Con: Li> LI L3

Flu: Li> L2>L3

Pre /post X Task: Absent (0)

Pre/iocst-X IU:, Ab'sent

Con=Cat> Flu ( 2 .1)*

LI> L2> L3 (4.7)*

Absent ( . 8 )

Cat : L1> L2 >L3 ( .1)

Con: Li> L2> L3

Flu: LI> L2>L3

Pre : Cat=Con=Flu( .9)*

Post Con> Cat=Flu

Pre : Lio LeL3 ( .1)*

Post :Li> LIL3

Con = concreteness
Cat =-OategOry=relatedness
Flu 7 H flUeticy
Nar = narrative'
Set = scrambled
mat = matched
L = level (I4=High; = Medium;
Pre/post = laredictio ostdiction',-). .

IU = idea unit

*Effect was signifiCant at p <



Figure 1. Proportion recalled as a function task
instruction and idea unit level

Category
Relatedness

COncrete:

Fluency

Medium

Unit Level



Figure 2. Proportion estimated recall as a_function of
pre /post estimations and idea 'unit level

.3q.

Prediction

Postdiction



Figure 3. Signed accuracy_as a function_of pre/post
estimation and idea unit level

Prediction

Postdiction


